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STRATFORD WORKS PHOTOGRAPHIC COLLECTION-SX SERIES – DRAFT LIST
Introduction
These photographs were taken by staff in the Locomotive, Carriage & Wagon Department Drawing Office at Stratford Works at various dates between
about 1900 and 1953. When the Works closed at the end of 1963 the negatives, principally on glass plates, were sent to Doncaster. In the late 1960's they
were transferred to the British Transport Museum, Clapham, becoming part of the National Collection and with the establishment of the National Railway
Museum they were finally moved to York.
Subject Matter
The majority of the images are of subjects in and around Stratford Works and Temple Mills Wagon Works but some are of other places on the GER
system. Most relate to matters which were the responsibility of the Locomotive Department. The range of subjects includes locomotives, carriages,
wagons, road vehicles, workshop machinery and plant and war damage.
The Register and Negative Numbering
The hand written photographic register exists at the NRM but has several limitations; the descriptions are very terse and many lack a date. The register
lists negatives SX101 to SX2638; SX refers to Stratford Works and is a convention adopted by the LNER. The first 1211 negatives are not listed in date
order and an examination of the dates which are recorded for numerical groups suggests that the register was prepared during 1930.
SX 101 to 221
SX 222 to 238
SX 241 to 306
SX 398 to 404
SX 405 to 416
SX 524 to 688
SX 689 to 814
SX 815 to 1210
SX 1211 onwards

1928, 27 and 29
1920 to 1924
all GER period?
1929
1902 to 1920
1930
mostly GER period
mostly GER period but some in 1926
October 1930 onwards in chronological order.

This suggestion is reinforced by the existence at the National Archives, Kew, of six albums of photographs originating from Stratford Works under RAIL
227/431 to 436. They contain many prints from the Stratford Collection but none have the SX reference in the lower right hand corner, suggesting that the
numbers were added to the negatives at a later date.
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The Photographers
The 'taken by' column is not consistently used, particularly for GER period images. Only two initials appear in this column, CH and IWR. CH is certainly
Charles Harding who, according to staff records at Kew (RAIL/227/544) was born on 28 January 1873 and entered GER service on 1 September 1888. He
became a temporary draughtsman in the Supplemental Drawing Office (SDO) at Stratford on 11 May 1894, moving to the main drawing office on 11
December 1896. On 1 July 1930 he was promoted to Chief Carriage & Wagon Draughtsman retiring 28 January 1938, aged 65. His last recorded
photograph was taken in June 1936. Harding is credited with a number of photographs in the GER Magazine which are represented in the Stratford
Collection.
IWR did much work from 1911 until at least 1944. On 13 October 1944 photograph SX2317 was taken by 'WR' of Mr Roberts at a drawing office
presentation. WR is also credited with three photographs taken a few days earlier at another presentation and thus IWR may well be Mr Roberts, a
different person to WR. This print has not yet been seen and no further details are yet known of Mr Roberts’s career.
General Comments
In many ways the collection is an odd one since there appears to be no logic or continuity in the subjects covered. It does not represent a continuous record
either of the output of the Works, the Works itself or of the plant it contained. Locomotive coverage is erratic and few of the rolling stock photographs
depict new vehicles. Some photographs had publicity value, for example carriage interiors, others were purely for record such as machinery delivered to
the Works during the 1930's, possibly for insurance or valuation purposes.
The GER Magazine included many photographs, mainly by Harding, to illustrate articles, including a progression of images showing how Mansell carriage
wheels were manufactured. Some were taken for other departments to record accidents or as evidence for impending court cases. The Magazine features
several photographs taken by A. Woolford, who was employed in the Civil Engineer's Department. He was a FRGS but none of his work appears in the
SX Collection. Many photographs by A. Hestor, of Clapton, presumably a commercial photographer, appear in the GERM, implying that other
departments employed Hestor as a photographer. Harding was thus not regarded as a Company photographer his work being generally restricted to the
Locomotive Department. Again none of Hestor's images appear in the Stratford Collection.
Process of Listing
At a meeting held early in 1996 between Paul Goldsmith and Dieter Hopkin, then Head of Library & Archive Collections, to discuss ways in which the
knowledge and expertise of Society members could be used to assist the NRM in listing their photographic and drawing collections it was agreed that in
view of the uninformative nature of the register the Society would provide captions for this collection.
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A large quantity of cyano prints taken from the photographic plates exist at the NRM and the first step was to obtain photo copies of these for circulation
among Society members. Our member Peter Savage from Hull produced a set of prints during 1996 and Paul grouped the prints into broad subjects. Prints
were circulated at the end of 1996 to numerous members, whose help is acknowledged below. The resulting captions attempt to summarise the content and
provide a guide date where this is lacking, using other evidence where appropriate. Some images were used in the GER Magazine and these are referred to
where they occur. The process of generating captions took until early 1999 and John Watling collated the results and supplied a provisional listing to the
NRM at the end of 1999.
This data base was prepared in July 2002 in anticipation that access would be available to the 350 or so plates for which prints do not exist. This has not
been possible so far and in view of the current building and extension work at the NRM in connection with the Search Engine project access is not likely
until at least 2008.
Credits
Thanks are due to the following GER Society members who supplied information from which the captions have been prepared:
David Bayes, Nigel Bowdidge, Eric Fry, John Gardner, Les Hammond, Stan Hinbest, Graham Kenworthy, J.S. King, Brian McCarthy, Gordon Maslin,
Chris Moss, R. Riisnaes, Jerzy Swieszkowski, Dave Taylor, Frank Voisey, John Watling, Dennis West, D. Williams, Brian Wilson and R.P. Wright.
Protocol used for Listing
1. For the purpose of ordering prints the negative numbers must be prefixed SX, quoted as necessary in the description but not recorded here in the negative
number column.
2. The first line of the description repeats verbatim the entry in the negative register. If this is all that appears it means that a print has not been examined. If
it is marked as Subject Unknown this means the plate exists but no entry appears in the register.
3. The second line onwards of text is descriptive, sometimes contradicting the register entry where this is known to be wrong.
4. Dates are quoted from the negative register where given, otherwise they are noted as undated, sometimes followed by a suggested date expressed as c.
for circa.
5. Graham Kenworthy has checked all the plates and those missing are noted NEGATIVE MISSING. Captions appear for some of these entries from
prints in private collections.
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6. Some numbers in the series are missing from the register and these have been noted.
7. The majority of the captions have been prepared from photocopies which lack the clarity of a photographic print and thus some detail might have been
missed.
John Watling May 2006
Neg No
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114

Description
Standard One Horse Van, Stratford.
Three quarter view of GER standard one horse 2½ ton open van No 5360 in LNER livery, built to carry non perishable goods. In the left
background is the Carriage Department Machine Shop.
Engine 8523 fitted with Water Feed Heater Stratford
Engine 8523 fitted with Water Feed Heater Stratford
Engine 8523 fitted with Water Feed Heater Stratford
List of Engine Types.
List of engine types taken from a print allocated to the Great Eastern Section of the LNER showing former GER engine types at the top and
other types on loan to the Section at the bottom.
Engine 8517 fitted with Water Feed Heater
Engine 8517 fitted with Water Feed Heater
List of Engine Types.
List of engine types taken from a print allocated to the Great Eastern Section of the LNER showing former GER engine types at the top and
other types on loan to the Section at the bottom. As SX105.
Frolich Rail Brake.
Copy of indistinct photograph possibly showing a rail brake being completed in the makers yard or being loaded for transit.
Frolich Rail Brake.
Copy of print showing part of the hydraulic accumulator in the background and in the foreground a section of the electrically driven pump to
provide the hydraulic power required to operate the rail brake mechanism. Not necessarily the Whitemoor installation.
Frolich Rail Brake.
Copy of print showing a pair of controls to regulate the hydraulic power supply to the rail brake mechanism. Not necessarily the Whitemoor
installation.
Frolich Rail Brake.
Copy of an indistinct print possibly showing the base of the hydraulic accumulator and part of the electrically driven pump to provide the
hydraulic power required to operate the rail brake mechanism. Not necessarily of the Whitemoor installation.
Sentinel Locomotive Temple Mills.
Y1 class Sentinel 0-4-0T No 8402 built 8.27 at Temple Mills Wagon Works. Left hand three quarter view of engine.
Auto Truck R. Lister & Co. Temple Mills.
Three quarter front view of 3 wheel Lister Auto Truck No 1 used to carry light machine parts around Temple Mills Wagon Works. Capacity 1
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ton it is posed with a driver, in the background is a line of wagon wheel sets.
SX115 Auto Truck R. Lister & Co. Temple Mills.
Broadside view of No 1 Lister Auto Truck No 1 used to carry light machine parts around Temple Mills Wagon Works. Capacity 1 ton it is
posed with a driver on the traverser, in the background is the traverser and at the right the works fire station.
7½ H.P. Motor and Generator Sets, general view of sets 1 and 2 manufactured by the British Thomson-Houston Co and switchboard located in
the Accumulator Shop Stratford. Details of controls visible.
Dynamo Test Arm for Carriage Dynamos, Accumulator Shop.
A general view of a test rig for dynamos with variable speed reversible drive.
Lathe No 81 Holbrook Carriage Department Machine Shop.
Purchased 1926, cost £125 10s-general broadside view.
Electric Truck Herbert Morris with Driver.
Rear three quarter view of Herbert, Morris truck on solid rubber wheels and equipped with a detachable bin for conveying light materials
around Stratford Works. The driver stands on the rear platform, in the background are the general offices.
Electric Truck Herbert Morris without Driver.
Front three quarter view of Herbert, Morris truck on solid rubber wheels and equipped with a detachable bin for conveying light materials
around Stratford Works. The truck is posed between the general offices on the left and the erecting shop on the right.
Planer No 65 Machine Shop.
Located in Locomotive Machine Shop, supplied by Stirk, purchased 1927 cost £413-general broadside view with drive above..
Drill and Reamering Machine No 140 Machine Shop.
Supplied by Pollock Macnab. Located in Locomotive Machine Shop, purchased 1928 cost £579 10s-general three quarter view with belt drive
overhead.
Radial Drilling Machine No 20 Machine Shop.
Supplied by Asquith & Co., general three quarter view. Slide valve chest bottom covers on table.
Slot Drilling Machine No 56 Duplex Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by J. Holroyd & Co, purchased 1928 cost unknown, three quarter view.
Cylinder Boring Machine No 90 Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by G. Richards & Co., Manchester, purchased 1928 cost £1,645 15s, broadside view with cylinder block in place for B12 cylinder order
LM405.
Cylinder Boring Machine No 90 Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by G. Richards & Co., Manchester, purchased 1928 cost £1,645 15s, three quarter view with cylinder block in place (two photographs
with same number of the same machine). Cylinder block turned through 90 degrees on table.
Lathe 8" Centre No 176 Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by Dean, Smith & Grace, purchased 1927 cost £163. Same as Lathe No 175-broadside view. By c.1948 this was an apprentices lathe.
Oehm Heaters-Large, Iron Foundry
Supplied by British Drying and Heating Co Iron Foundry, a general three quarter view, could be associated with a core oven.
Oehm Heaters-Small, Iron Foundry
Supplied by British Drying and Heating Co Iron Foundry, a general three quarter view.
Sand Mixer No 914 Iron Foundry.
Supplied by Augusta Muffle Furnace Co, purchased 1927 cost £93 10s, general view. Transferred to Cowlairs 8.42.
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Sand Mixer No 914 Iron Foundry.
Supplied by Augusta Muffle Furnace Co, purchased 1927 cost £93 10s, general view similar to SX129. Transferred to Cowlairs 8.42.
Old Engine and Coach (Chairman).
Former Norfolk Railway 2-2-2WT inspection engine Eagle built by Headly Bros, Cambridge in 1849 for the engineer of the Norfolk Railway as a
2-2-0WT. Rebuilt in the form shown after working taken over by the Eastern Counties Railway in 1854.
The locomotive is NOT the 'Chairman' as stated.
Copied in 1.28 from old photograph taken c.1855.
Stratford Station 1849 (taken from photograph)
Romford Sheet Factory Outside View.
View of the west elevation of Romford Factory with the main works to the left with the water tower visible. The external staircase to the first
floor Stitching Floor can be seen on the far left. Beyond that is the main London to Norwich main line. The building to the right is the Machine
Shop. The complete range of buildings still stood 11.99, occupied by RailStore Ltd with a private siding for receiving, storage and distribution of
mainly paper.
Romford Sheet Factory Sheet Repairing Room.
The east side area on the ground floor of the main building of Romford Factory, being used for the repair of wagon sheets prior to reproofing.
This was final assembly area for locomotives when the factory was first built in 1839/43. Note the cast iron stanchion holding the roof. The
west side of this section was earlier destroyed by fire and replaced with timber.
Stratford General Stores.
Interior view of general store, located on west side of Machine shop, beyond the tool shop facing station platform 5. A narrow gauge (18"?)
tramway visible leaving store. A wide variety of stores including watering cans, coal scuttles and fireman's scoops.
Romford Sheet Factory Oil Stores.
The Material Store at Romford Factory, detached at the rear of the main building and of later construction. The materials stored were linseed
oil and bauxite for the waterproofing of wagon sheets and the oblong tanks at centre right were the mixing vats.
General Stores, Stratford
Clock Department.
Interior of Clock Department showing Mr Beaven at a bench with fitted drawers on which are clocks and components. A man seated at a table
to the right has a dismantled clock while other clocks are hung on the wall and stand on the floor.
Romford Factory Dressing Machine.
Cloth being fed into the Dressing Machine in the rear section of the main buildings range. The cloth was immersed in a mixture of linseed oil
and bauxite with the excess being squeezed out by similar rollers on the opposite end of the machine. This and other machines were operated
from line shafting running the full length of the building, powered by a steam engine in the engine/boiler house detached at the rear. Parts of the
line shafting are still in place at 11.99. The building was originally the Machine Shop and locomotive frame assembly area when first built in
1839/43.
Romford Factory Machine Room.
The Stitching Floor where the wagon sheets were made up to the required size from 54" wide cloth, the machines here being operated by
electricity although the lighting is by gas. This is the first floor front of the main building to the west of the water tower, subsequently used at
one period as a school.
Patent Instanter Coupling for Wagons.
Copy of plan showing two side elevations of the Instanter Coupling applied to wagons, one in the close coupled position and the other loose
coupled. Taite & Carlton plan No 629 in respect of Patents 7896 and 24666 of 1907.
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Lift, Hydraulic, Erecting Shop.
Front view of Erecting Shop hydraulic lift showing wood and mesh sliding gate and warning sign for operatives.
Lift, Electric, Loco Offices.
General view of Stratford General Office electric lift showing interior panelling and the sliding collapsible gates in the open position, and the
surrounds to the lift shaft.
Hydraulic Lift, Liverpool Street Platform No 10.
Platform. View from platform level into parcels lift communicating between platform and the parcels depot above which spanned platforms 11 to
18. Floor level of lift raised above platform level to show hydraulic ram.
Lift Hydraulic 'A', Bishopsgate Goods.
Probably located at the Shoreditch High Street end of the depot at street level, showing general view of open lift with floor level raised above
the loading dock and a man operating chain control. Glimpse of GWR open wagon in background.
Lift Hydraulic 'D', Bishopsgate Goods.
Probably located at the Shoreditch High Street end of the depot at street level, showing general view of open lift with protective gate in position
and man standing inside.
Lift Hydraulic 'A', Bishopsgate Goods.
Probably located at the Shoreditch High Street end of the depot at street level, showing general view of open lift set at platform level. Glimpse
of GWR open wagon in background.
Lift Hydraulic 'D', Bishopsgate Goods.
Probably located at the Shoreditch High Street end of the depot at street level. View through lift which is positioned at loading bank with
operative and protective gate raised ready for loading.
Hydraulic Engine, Bishopsgate.
General view of pumping engine to charge accumulator located in arch within goods depot west of Wheler Street and adjoining Bishopsgate
Low Level station platform.
Hydraulic Engine, Bishopsgate.
Detailed view of pumping engine cylinder, piston rods and part of flywheel to charge accumulator located in arch within goods depot west of
Wheler Street and adjoining Bishopsgate Low Level station platform.
Lentz Valve Gear Fitted to Engine.
J20 class 0-6-0 No 8280 built 10.22, withdrawn 10.60. Close up of experimental skew gear drive for intended use by Gresley on his D49 class
4-4-0 to be fitted with Lentz rotary cam poppet valve gear. Shows the gearbox and cardan shaft driven from a return crank attached to the left
hand centre coupling rod pin. The gear was fitted in 7.27 and the engine ran with it for 4,530 miles before it was taken off in the September and
sent to Darlington Works for fitting to a new D49. Note that at this time No 8280 was running with Lentz oscillating cam poppet valve gear,
which was driven off the inside motion, the skew drive played no part in this and was purely a test rig.
Water Feed Heater AFCI Eng 1549 taken from inside of cab
Water Feed Heater AFCI Eng 1549 taken from inside of cab
Loco Accountants Office Machine Room, Straford
Loco Accountants Office Machine Room, Straford
Locomotive Accountants Office-Office Machine Room
NEGATIVE MISSING
Lift Hydraulic, Liverpool Street Platform No 10.
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View from platform level into parcels lift which communicated between the platform and the parcels depot above, spanning platforms 11 to 18.
Floor of lift is set at platform level.
Lift, Electric, Pattern Stores.
Interior of Stratford Pattern Stores electric lift showing it in the open position. Sides are of diagonally panelled sides.
Lift, Electric, Loco Offices.
General view of Stratford General Office electric lift showing the sliding collapsible gates in the closed position, and the surrounds to the lift
shaft.
Lift Hydraulic 'F', Bishopsgate Goods.
View of top of lift shaft located within arches and the lift counterweight, position unknown.
Lift Hydraulic 'F', Bishopsgate Goods.
View of top of lift shaft located within arches and the lift counterweight, position unknown. Similar to SX160.
Lift, Electric, Pattern Stores.
Interior of Stratford Pattern Stores electric lift showing lift raised above floor level and front gate half closed.
Lift, Hydraulic, Erecting Shop.
Front view of Erecting Shop hydraulic lift showing gates in open position and the lift raised above floor level.
Engine No 8571.
B12/2 class 4-6-0 No 8571 at Stratford, built 8.28 by Beyer, Peacock & Co. in original condition. Left hand side broadside of engine and tender.
Shows details of exhaust steam injector and grease separator.
Engine No 8571.
B12/2 class 4-6-0 No 8571 at Stratford, built 8.28 by Beyer, Peacock & Co. in original condition. Left hand side three quarter view of engine and
tender. Shows details of exhaust steam injector and grease separator.
2 Ton Covered Motor Van with Apron CD/309/84.
Front three quarter view of Thornycroft 2 ton covered van No 397, recently equipped with pneumatic tyres. The open cab is shown with the
apron drawn up to protect the driver. In the background is the Carriage Department Smithy.
2 Ton Covered Motor Van with Removable Tilt without Apron CD/309/84.
Front three quarter view of Thornycroft 2 ton covered van No 397, recently equipped with pneumatic tyres. The open cab is shown with the
apron to protect the driver rolled up in front of the dashboard. In the background is the Carriage Department Smithy. Otherwise the same as
SX166.
Wagons Loaded with Frolich Brake, Harwich.
Three quarter view of LNER 40 tons 52ft 'Quint D' No 129141 on the quayside at Parkeston loaded with a Frolich rail brake en route to be
installed at the marshalling yard at Whitemoor, March. This had travelled via the Harwich-Zeebrugge train ferry from Germany; a ships derrick
is in the background.
Wagons Loaded with Frolich Brake, Harwich.
Three quarter view of four LNER 40 tons 52ft 'Quint D' wagons with No 129141 in the foreground standing on the quayside at Parkeston
loaded Frolich rail brakes en route to be installed at the marshalling yard at Whitemoor, March. They had travelled via the Harwich-Zeebrugge
train ferry from Germany.
Brake Van Built to NC 27.
No 6820 built at Stratford Works in 1928 to LNER diagram 120. Three quarter side view of 4 wheel van, 27ft over body, non corridor and dual
fitted. Renumbered 70213, withdrawn 1959, one of a total of 50 built numbered 6801 - 6850.
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2 Ton Open Open Motor Van Thornycroft.
Front three quarter view of 2 ton Thornycroft open motor van No 401. Open body has 4 plank deep sides and the tailgate is in the open
position.
United Dairies Glass Lined Milk Tank, Temple Mills.
Broadside of 4 wheel milk tank wagon No 6116 built 1928, diagram No 122. Tank owned by United Dairies and glass lined, underframe vacuum
fitted with through steam pipe. Seen at Temple Mills, Wagon Shop on the left, electric overhead above for the wagon traverser.
2 Ton Thornycroft Motor with Removable Sides.
Front three quarter view of 2 ton Thornycroft open motor van No 407. Same cab and chassis as SX171 but with low sides fitted onto a flat bed
which are removable.
2 Ton Thornycroft Motor with Removable Sides.
Front three quarter view of 2 ton Thornycroft open motor van No 407. Same cab and chassis as SX171 but the low sides, seen in SX173, have
been removed to leave a flat bed.
United Dairies Glass Lined Milk Tank, Temple Mills.
Broadside of 4 wheel milk tank wagon No 6118 built 1928, diagram No 122. Tank owned by United Dairies and glass lined, underframe vacuum
fitted with through steam pipe. Seen at Temple Mills, electric overhead above for the wagon traverser. View in opposite direction to SX172,
with south end of marshalling yard in background.
United Dairies Glass Lined Milk Tank, Temple Mills-end on view
Engine No 2800 B17 Type Sandringham.
B17 class 4-6-0 No 2800 Sandringham at Stratford built 12.28 by the North British Locomotive Co. in original condition. Left hand side
broadside of engine and tender.
Engine No 2800 B17 Type Sandringham
B17 class 4-6-0 No 2800 Sandringham at Stratford built 12.28 by the North British Locomotive Co. in original condition. Left hand side three
quarter view of engine and tender.
Inspection of Lentz Camshaft.
Unidentified B12 class 4-6-0 at Stratford showing close up view of framing at base of smokebox with camshaft and other components removed
and placed on the running plate
Inspection of Lentz Valve.
Unidentified B12 class 4-6-0 at Stratford showing close up view of valve chest ends with covers removed and valves placed on hinged cover
plate.
NEGATIVE MISSING
Steam Hammer Shop
Steam Hammer Shop
Wheel Lathe J. Buckton & Co Temple Mills
Steam Hammer Shop Day Men.
Twenty one men posed in front of a steam hammer.
Steam Hammer Shop Night Men.
Thirteen one men posed in front of a steam hammer.
Broken Tyre Engine 8097.
Broadside view of thin section of broken locomotive tyre showing one side of the fracture.
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Broken Tyre Engine 8097.
Broadside view of thin section of broken locomotive tyre showing one side of the fracture. As SX186 but from the other side.
Engine No 8280 Lentz Valve Gear-Side View.
J20 class 0-6-0 No 8280 at Stratford built 10.22, withdrawn 10.60. Right hand three quarter view of engine and tender fitted experimentally
with Lentz oscillating cam poppet valve gear. After trial the engine entered traffic with it in 6.25. Reversion to the normal piston valve
arrangement took place in 9.37. Drive to the transverse poppet gear was from the inside motion end and can be seen above the front splasher.
In association with this fitting the engine was equipped with a Wakefield mechanical lubricator and the leading sandbox was repositioned below
footplate level. The photograph shows also the original pattern GER built up chimney, Ramsbottom safety valves, wooden cab roof, the tender
still without coal fenders. Iracier pattern axleboxes are fitted to the tender, with their distinctive shield shaped covers.
Engine No 8280 Lentz Valve Gear-End on View.
J20 class 0-6-0 No 8280 at Stratford built 10.22, withdrawn 10.60. Right hand three quarter view of engine and tender fitted experimentally
with Lentz oscillating cam poppet valve gear. See SX188 for full description. Conversion carried out at Stratford after Davey, Paxman & Co Ltd,
Colchester, who were the agents for Lentz had made the equipment to drawings prepared by Lentz Patents Ltd which later became Associated
Locomotive Equipment Ltd. The first British railway locomotive to be fitted with Lentz poppet vale gear was the 2-8-8 River Esk on the 15in
gauge Ravenglass & Eskdale Railway.
Engine No 8280 Lentz Valve Gear-Detail.
J20 class 0-6-0 No 8280 at Stratford built 10.22, withdrawn 10.60. Close up of drive to Lentz valves, see also SX188 and SX189. Wakefield
mechanical lubricator feed pipes to valve chests. The valve chests were made as a separate unit from the cylinders. Oscillating cams operated
by the existing link valve gear, though a modified Hackworth valve gear was considered. Small diameter of pins in operating levers was its
achilles heel. Pipe and bib cock for draining condensate from valve chests beneath operating lever.
Engine No 8280 Lentz Valve Gear-Side View (sic).
J67 class 0-6-0T No 7206 at Stratford built 12.99, withdrawn as 68593 1.58. Right hand three quarter view of engine built for shunting duties,
with steam brake, lever reverse and 15 spoke coupled wheels with no balance weights. Shows stovepipe chimney, Ramsbottom safety valves,
low pitched cab roof and coal rails without backing plates. Engine paint shop in background. Note, contrary to official caption in register this
engine did not have Lentz valves.
Engine No 8280 Lentz Valve Gear-End on View (sic).
J67 class 0-6-0T No 7206 at Stratford built 12.99, withdrawn as 68593 1.58. Right hand half view of engine as described in SX191. Note load
classification 2 on bufferbeam.
Motor Tractor No 262.
In the foreground is a former GER one horse 2 ton flatbed lorry No N.1994, with horse and carman. At the rear is a Sentinel tractor No 262,
Reg No YF2618 with open front cab which would soon replace the horse drawn vehicle. The flatbed lorry is loaded with cart wheels and in the
foreground is the wagon turntable which served the sidings in the Road Van yard.
Motor Tractor No 262
NEGATIVE MISSING
Motor Tractor No 262.
Three quarter view of Sentinel tractor No 262, with an open front cab. It is towing a large flatbed lorry, No E.318, adapted from a GER 10 ton
boiler lorry for haulage by motor vehicle.
Template of Outside Cylinder Clearances on Eng. No 8534.
B12 class 4-6-0 No 8534 at Stratford built 2.15. Close up of template and lead mark tags on left hand side for gauging clearance of outside
cylinders of proposed LNER class B17 4-6-0 design.
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Template of Outside Cylinder Clearances on Eng. No 8534.
B12 class 4-6-0 No 8534 at Stratford built 2.15. Close up of template and lead mark tags on right hand side for gauging clearance of outside
cylinders of proposed LNER class B17 4-6-0 design.
Template of Outside Cylinder Clearances on Eng. No 8534.
B12 class 4-6-0 No 8534 at Stratford built 2.15. Right hand front view up of engine fitted with template and lead mark tags on right hand side
for gauging clearance of outside cylinders of proposed LNER class B17 4-6-0 design.
Motor Lorry 2 Ton Met & LNER No 283
Motor Lorry 2 Ton No 269.
Almost broadside view of 2 ton A.E.C. flatbed motor lorry, No 269, with solid tyres. Front apron unrolled over driving position, many horse
drawn vehicles in Motor Van yard in the background.
Hydraulic Installation.
General interior view of hydraulic pumping engines at the left and in the background, with the firebox end of a boiler at the right. The plant was
located at the corner of Station Road and Angel Lane.
Hydraulic Installation, Stratford.
Elevated view of pumping engine seen in SX200 but from the opposite end with two men in attendance. The plant was located at the corner of
Station Road and Angel Lane.
Hydraulic Installation, Stratford.
Elevated view of the second pumping engine with the other, seen in SX201, in the background. At the left is the timber superstructure for the
hydraulic accumulator. The plant was located at the corner of Station Road and Angel Lane.
Slotting machine for Piston Valve Bushes, Stratford
Slotting machine for Piston Valve Bushes, Stratford
Machine for Cutting off Firebox Stays, Stratford
NEGATIVE MISSING
Machine for Cutting off Firebox Stays, Stratford
Machine for Cutting off Firebox Stays, Stratford
Man operating a stay cutter which is suspended from a block and tackle by chain to the required level. Part of an inverted Belpaire firebox is
being worked on.
Victoria Station taken from Old Print.
Copy of an early print of Victoria station, London.
Victoria Station taken from Old Print.
Copy of an early print of Victoria station, London same as SX208.
8 Coach Suburban Train Second modified to represent Electric Stock.
Broadside view of 54ft 10 compartment 2nd class carriage No 238E, built 12.23 to diagram 300. It is in LNER livery but has left hand end
compartment marked 'Driver' and the next compartment windows painted out, door handle and grab rail removed. Carriage has enamelled
steel panels, renumbered 6843, withdrawn and converted to PMV 6039 in 11.55, withdrawn 12.62.
8 Coach Suburban Train Second modified to represent Electric Stock.
Broadside view of 54ft 10 compartment 2nd class carriage No 6824, built 12.22 as GER 182 to diagram 300. It is in LNER livery but has right
hand end compartment marked 'Driver' and the next compartment windows painted out, door handle and grab rail removed. Carriage has
enamelled steel panels, withdrawn and converted to CCT 71089 in 4.57, withdrawn 12.62.
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8 Coach Suburban Train Composite modified to represent Electric Stock.
Broadside view of 54ft 9 compartment 1st/2nd composite carriage No 334E, built 2.24 to diagram 237. It is in LNER livery but has the right
hand end 2nd class compartment marked 'Driver' and the next compartment windows painted out, door handle and grab rail removed. Carriage
has enamelled steel panels, renumbered 63247, withdrawn and converted to CCT 71079 in 4.57, withdrawn 12.62.
8 Coach Suburban Train Brake Second modified to represent Electric Stock.
Broadside view of 54ft 7 compartment brake 3rd class carriage No 371E, built 11.23 to diagram 542. It is in LNER livery but has left end
compartment windows painted out, door handle, grab rail removed and the 3rd class compartment doors marked 2nd class. Carriage has
enamelled steel panels, renumbered 62235, destroyed by enemy action 19.4.41.
8 Coach Suburban Train Third modified to represent Electric Stock.
Broadside view of 54ft 7 compartment brake 3rd class carriage No 62185, built 1921 by the Midland RC&W Co as GER 1047 to diagram 542. It
is in LNER livery but has the right end compartment windows painted out, door handle and grab rail removed and the doors marked 2nd class.
Carriage has enamelled steel panels, destroyed by enemy action 2.12.44.
Quintuple Train Brake Third.
Brake 3rd No 10607, built 1927/28 to LNE diagram 80. Broadside view of 43ft 6ins articulated 6 compartment carriage bearing initial LNER
stock number with Chingford destination board. Later number unknown.
Quintuple Train Second Class.
Second class No 10610, built 1927/28 to LNE diagram 77. Broadside view of 43ft 6ins articulated 8 compartment carriage bearing initial LNER
stock number. Later number unknown.
Quintuple Train Composite.
Composite No 10611, built 1927/28 to LNE diagram 78. Broadside view of 43ft 6ins articulated 7 compartment carriage bearing initial LNER
stock number. Later number unknown.
Wheel Balancing, Stratford
Wheel Balancing, Stratford
Wheel Balancing.
Interior of workshop with a line of driving wheels with crank axles. The pair in the foreground are being balanced by a bowler hatted man, using
a hand held instrument.
Wheel Balancing.
Pair of plain axled wheels with hand held instrument being used on the journal. Large diameter wheel lathe in the background but out of focus.
Lubricator for Lentz Valve Gear.
Broadside view of component probably fitted to D81 class (J20) 0-6-0 No 8280 on 1925. The component distributed oil to the moving parts,
the oil being supplied from a conventional Wakefield mechanical lubricator to the union on the left.
Oil Tank Train Ferry.
Three quarter view of bogie tank wagon of American design with Continental design buffers, screw couplings, side chains and bracket for lamp.
Fitted with Westinghouse brake, origin and location unknown.
Sentinel Locomotive.
Y1 class Sentinel 0-4-0T No 8400 at Lowestoft Sleeper Depot, built 9.25 in original condition. Right hand side broadside view.
Sentinel Locomotive.
Y1 class Sentinel 0-4-0T No 8400 at Lowestoft Sleeper Depot, built 9.25 in original condition. Front view of engine with stacks of sleepers in
background.
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Sentinel Locomotive.
Y1 class Sentinel 0-4-0T No 8400 at Lowestoft Sleeper Depot, built 9.25 in original condition. Right hand side front of engine, stacks of sleepers
in background.
Tool Shop, Pulleys and Shafting.
General interior view of Tool Shop showing double row of benches equipped with vices and hand tools but no workmen. Many components on
benches and floor. Extensive shafting and pulleys within roof to operate machinery off to the right of the photograph.
Pullman Car Interior.
Interior view of first class Pullman Car Corsair, built by Clayton Wagons Co, Lincoln in 1920, for service on GER trains. View looking towards
the larder and kitchen showing a double door cabinet, loose leather upholstered chairs and fixed tables.
Pullman Car Interior.
Interior view of first class Pullman Car Corsair, built by Clayton Wagons Co, Lincoln in 1920, for service on GER trains. View taken in same
direction as SX228 but further back, with screen dividing the saloon in foreground. The chairs were upholstered in green buffalo hide, table
lamp in foreground.
Pullman Car Interior.
Interior view of first class Pullman Car Corsair, built by Clayton Wagons Co, Lincoln in 1920, for service on GER trains. Similar view as SX229
but in vertical format.
Engine No 1551-Front View.
S69 (B12) class 4-6-0 No 1551, built 10.20 by Beardmore & Co (Works No 145) in original condition. Front view of engine on weighbridge at
Stratford Works clearly showing buffer beam lining and number. Exhaust steam injector on running plate to right of smokebox. Early original
Stratford built engines had top lamp iron on top of smokebox, moved to smokebox door as seen here in c. 1914. In the background is the
original N&ER roundhouse, enlarged by the ECR in 1847 and in use as the Wheel Fitting Shop at the date of the photograph.
Engine No 1551-Front View.
S69 (B12) class 4-6-0 No 1551, built 10.20 by Beardmore & Co (Works No 145) in original condition. Front view of engine on weighbridge at
Stratford Works clearly showing buffer beam lining and number. Exhaust steam injector on running plate to right of smokebox. Early original
Stratford built engines had top lamp iron on top of smokebox, moved to smokebox door as seen here in c. 1914. In the background is the
original N&ER roundhouse, enlarged by the ECR in 1847 and in use as the Wheel Fitting Shop at the date of the photograph. Similar to SX231
but from slightly further back.
Engine No 1841-Cab.
D56 (D15) class 4-4-0 No 1841, at Stratford built 11.06. Cab view with cab roof moved forward, floor boards removed to show air reservoir
piping. Fitteed with sanding control on regulator, very clear detail of cab fittings. Photograph published in Locomotive Management 5th Edition
1924.
Engine No 1551-Cab.
S69 (B12) class 4-6-0 No 1551, built 10.20 by Beardmore & Co (Works No 145) in original condition. View of cab with roof moved forward,
fitted with exhaust steam injector at front and 8/8½in Westinghouse pump with No 4 drivers valve. Very clear details of cab interior and boiler
mountings.
Engine No 1841-Cab.
S69 (B12) class 4-6-0 No 1551, built 10.20 by Beardmore & Co (Works No 145) in original condition. View of cab with roof moved forward,
fitted with exhaust steam injector at front and 8/8½in Westinghouse pump with No 4 drivers valve. Very clear details of cab interior and boiler
mountings, similar to SX233 but closer to boiler back with less cab visible but boiler mounting clearer.
Water Softening Apparatus, Southminster.
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View of apparatus at top of the water tank showing a form of patent filter fed by a rising main. Some detail of pump hose chimney and
construction of tank.
Water Softening Apparatus, Southminster.
View of apparatus at top of the water tank showing a form of patent filter fed by a rising main. Some detail of pump hose chimney and
construction of tank. Similar to SX236.
Water Softening Apparatus, Southminster.
View of apparatus at top of the water tank showing a form of patent filter fed by a rising main. Some detail of pump hose chimney and
construction of tank. Similar to SX236.
Engine No 8509 fitted with Worthington Simpson Hot Water Feed-left hand near broadside
Engine No 8509 fitted with Worthington Simpson Hot Water Feed-left hand side to show pump ¾ view
Petrol Shunting Engine
Petrol Shunting Engine
Engine No 359-Side View.
J69 class 0-6-0T No 359 (later 7359) at Stratford built 6.04. Rebuilt to J67 class 9.39 and withdrawn as 68536 6.49. Right hand almost broadside
view of engine, lettered L. & N.E.R. and therefore photograph probably taken between March and May 1923 from which date the full points
were omitted. Engine in GER condition, as SX191, built for passenger duties with Westinghouse brake, 10 spoke wheels with balance weights
and condensing apparatus. Note in 243 to 246 a bock of wood has been placed as a marker for placing the engine for photographing.
Engine No 359-End on View.
J69 class 0-6-0T No 359 (later 7359) at Stratford built 6.04. Rebuilt to J67 class 9.39 and withdrawn as 68536 6.49. Right hand tree quarter view
of engine, lettered L. & N.E.R. and therefore photograph probably taken between March and May 1923 from which date the full points were
omitted. Engine in GER condition, as SX191, built for passenger duties with Westinghouse brake, 10 spoke wheels with balance weights and
condensing apparatus. Shows to advantage the red lining on the black paintwork and the black and white edge to the front buffer beam. Note
block of wood on ground, by fishplate joint, which acts as a marker for the photographer in SX243 to SX246.
Engine No 92-End on View.
F4 class 2-4-2T No 92 (later 7092) at Stratford built 7.05, withdrawn 4.33. Right hand three quarter view of engine in lined black livery.
Lettered L. & N.E.R., engine in GER condition, as with SX244 the lined paintwork is well seen.
Engine No 92-Side View.
F4 class 2-4-2T No 92 (later 7092) at Stratford built 7.05, withdrawn 4.33. Right hand broadside view of engine in lined black livery. Lettered L.
& N.E.R., engine in GER condition. Tool cupboard, destination board brackets and right hand trailing sandbox are visible in the cab. High Meads
Carriage Paint Shop in right background.
Engine No 1900-End on view.
D14 (S46) class 4-4-0 No 1900 Claud Hamilton (later 8900) at Stratford built 3.00. Right hand three quarter view of engine and tender. In
LNER lined green livery with 'L.& N.E.R.' on tender (with full stops and ampersand) and with GER number 1900 beneath. Just ex works, this
was the first Claud to be painted in the new green livery, note the green painted valances. As running with round topped firebox, narrow cab
with low roof and circular spectacles, Ramsbottom safety valves, front sand boxes above footplating, buffers with tapered casings, Westinghouse
brake only. Engine rebuilt to D15 class with superheater 3.25, to D15/2 in 1.29, to D16/3 2.33, withdrawn as 2500 5.47.
Engine No 769.
T19R class 2-4-0 'Humpty Dumpty' No 769 at Stratford built 7.90. Right hand broadside view of engine and tender in photographic grey, being
the first rebuild of the T19 class with larger higher pitched 180 lbs psi Belpaire boilers and new cabs. Crest on driving splasher, G23 tender
capacity 2640 gallons with 'oval' frame slots.
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Engine No 1569 for Daily Mail Apple Train-End on View.
S69 (B12) class 4-6-0 No 1569 at Stratford built 6.20 decorated for Daily Mail 'Apple Show Express' with headboard and tender side panels.
Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender, exhaust injector at front, locomotive in GER wartime grey livery. Engine carries normal
express passenger train headcode of one disc either end of the buffer beam with green disc with white rim over coupling to signify a special
train, run on 31.10.21.
Engine No 1569 for Daily Mail Apple Train-End on View.
S69 (B12) class 4-6-0 No 1569 at Stratford built 6.20 decorated for Daily Mail 'Apple Show Express' with headboard and tender side panels.
Left hand broadside view of engine and tender, exhaust injector at front, locomotive in GER wartime grey livery. Special train ran on 31.10.21.
Engine in Course of Construction in Erecting Shop.
View in erecting shop, north side showing two K89 (N7) class 0-6-2T under construction, nearest engine No 995, engine behind nearly
complete.
Engine Nno 8813-Side View.
D14 (S46) class 4-4-0 No 1900 Claud Hamilton (later 8900) at Stratford built 3.00. Right hand three quarter view of engine and tender. In
LNER lined green livery with 'L.& N.E.R.' on tender (with full stops and ampersand) and with GER number 1900 beneath. Just ex works, this
was the first Claud to be painted in the new green livery, note the green painted valances. As running with round topped firebox, narrow cab
with low roof and circular spectacles, Ramsbottom safety valves, front sand boxes above footplating, buffers with tapered casings, Westinghouse
brake only. Engine rebuilt to D15 class with superheater 3.25, to D15/2 in 1.29, to D16/3 2.33, withdrawn as 2500 5.47.
Engine No 8813-End on View.
D16/3 class 4-4-0 No 8813 at Stratford built 4.10, as rebuilt to class D16/2 in 4.26. Further rebuilt to D16/3 9.47, withdrawn as 62584 12.57.
Right hand three quarter view of engine and tender in LNER lined green livery with number on tender side. Injector clack on dome (top feed),
washout plugs on firebox covered with pivoted pear shaped flaps, Wakefield mechanical lubricator.
Engine No 8547-End on View.
B12 class 4-6-0 No 8547 at Stratford built 9.20 by W. Beardmore & Co (Works No 141). Left hand half view of engine and tender. GER late
type head lamp still in use. A copy of negative SX1060 for which see details.
Engine No 8567 with Tube Cleaner-End on View.
B12 class 4-6-0 No 8567 at Stratford built 5.20. Rebuilt to B12/3 4.35 and withdrawn as 61567 11.58. Right hand half view of engine and tender
in green livery with engine number on tender, as running with Diamond pattern soot blower 8.25 to 7.27, an internal fitting and therefore not
visible. Loop Junction signal box in right background.
Engine No 8567 with Tube Cleaner.
B12 class 4-6-0 No 8567, built 5.20 at Stratford. Close up view of interior of cab, firemans (left hand) side showing regulator, water gauge,
injector steam cocks, steam heating valve, probably taken 1925-27 to show Diamond soot blower controls, above firehole door.
Engine No 1791 Weir Hot Water Feed-Side View.
D56 class 4-4-0 No 1791 at Stratford built 3.11 fitted with Weir feed water heater and pump on left hand side. Left hand broadside view of
engine and tender in photographic grey, tender fitted with 'Isothermos' axleboxes.
Engine 1791 Weir Hot Water Feed-end on view
Engine 1791 Weir Hot Water Feed-end on view
Engine 1791 Weir Hot Water Feed-front view
Engine No 1240 with Hot Water Feed
Broadside view of 0-6-0 E72 class J18 tender engine at Stratford showing hot water feed cylinder fitted on top of boiler between chimney and
dome. Engine in GER livery.
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Engine No 1240 with Hot Water Feed
Front three quarter view of 0-6-0 E72 class J18 tender engine at Stratford showing hot water feed cylinder fitted on top of boiler between
chimney and dome. Engine in GER livery.
Engine No 1240 with Hot Water Feed-Side View.
E72 (J18) class 0-6-0 No 1240 at Stratford built 10.12 fitted with Weir feed water heater and pump. Left hand broadside view of engine and
tender in black livery. Damper operating cylinder for Schmidt superheater on smokebox side.
Engine No 1240 with Hot Water Feed-Front View.
E72 (J18) class 0-6-0 No 1240 at Stratford built 10.12 fitted with Weir feed water heater and pump. Front view from left side of engine and
tender in black livery, good detail of damper operating cylinder for Schmidtt superheater on smokebox side.
Engine No 1511 with Carboniser-Side.
S69 (B12) class 4-6-0 No 1511 at Stratford built 6.13. Right hand broadside view of engine and tender in GER wartime grey livery with
simplified GER initials on tender. Snifting valves fitted behind chimney in place of original damper gear for the Schmidt superheater. Note that
the rear cab windows appear to have been blacked out as an air raid precaution. Illustrates majority of class with Stroudley balancing
arrangement-adjacent inside and outside crank pins in phase, large balance weights (not visible), leading footsteps with scalloped edge leading and
cab side brass beading and shallower nameplates.
Engine No 1511 with Carboniser.
View of right hand side of frames adjacent to the smokebox on S69 class (B12) 4-6-0 No 1511 showing the mechanical lubricator to the left and
anti-carboniser at the rear of the smokebox.
Engine No 1511 with Carboniser.
View of right hand side of frames adjacent to the smokebox on S69 class (B12) 4-6-0 No 1511 showing the mechanical lubricator to the left and
anti-carboniser at the rear of the smokebox. Similar to SX266 but from the rear.
Engine Spark Arrester. View of spark arresting arrangement consisting of louvres fixed to the rear of the smokebox door with a further grid
bracketed from the door in front of the blast pipe. Similar to the arrangement used on many GER locomotives from c.1905 although the
additional bracketed grid is probably experimental.
Engine No 1215-side view
Engine No 1215
Front three quarter view of 0-6-0 F48 class J17 locomotive in GER livery, built 1905.
Engine No 1215-end on view
Engine No 1828.
D56 class 4-4-0 No 1828 at Stratford built 12.09. Right hand three quarter view of engine and tender in GER livery, dual fitted and painted with
additional white lining for royal train duties.
Engine No 1828 Spark arrester
Engine No 1828 Spark arrester
Engine No 1253
T26 class 2-4-0 No 1253 at Stratford when new built 6.02. Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender in photographic grey with small
crest on driving splasher. Flat front smokebox door and water gauge visible on tender. Nos 1250-1259 entered service with T46 class
watercart tenders from S46 4-4-0's Nos 1880-1889 but this shows an older pattern S23 class 2650 gallon tender attached.
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Engine No 1253.
T26 class 2-4-0 No 1253 at Stratford when new, built 6.02. Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender in photographic grey livery with
small crest on driving splasher. Flat front smokebox door and water gauge visible on tender. Nos 1250-1259 entered service with T46 class
watercart tenders from S46 4-4-0's Nos 1880-1889 but this shows an older pattern S23 class 2650 gallon tender attached.
Engine No 1253.
T26 class 2-4-0 No 1253 at Stratford when new, built 6.02. Left hand broadside view of engine and tender in photographic grey livery with small
crest on driving splasher. Nos 1250-1259 entered service with T46 class watercart tenders from S46 4-4-0's Nos 1880-1889 but this shows an
older pattern S23 class 2650 gallon tender attached.
Engine Spark Arrester.
View of spark arresting arrangement consisting of louvres fixed to the rear of the smokebox door with a further grid bracketed from the door
in front of the blast pipe. Similar to the arrangement used on many GER locomotives from c.1905 although the additional bracketed grid is
probably experimental.
Engine No 1253 Spark arrester
Engine Spark Arrester.
View of spark arresting arrangement consisting of louvres fixed to the rear of the smokebox door with a further grid bracketed from the door
in front of the blast pipe. Similar to the arrangement used on many GER locomotives from c.1905 although the additional bracketed grid is
probably experimental. Similar to SX277 but a three quarter view.
Engine No 1855.
D56 class 4-4-0 No 1855 at Stratford when new, built 2.04. Right hand three quarter view of engine and tender in photographic grey livery to
illustrate the first engines of the new class.
Engine No 1853.
D56 class 4-4-0 No 1853 at Stratford built 12.03. Right hand three quarter view of engine and tender in GER blue livery with additional white
royal lining. Engine fitted with hopper shaped container for ash ejector between the bogie wheels. Engine fitted with plain strapped smokebox
door in place of the original type with burnished steel ring, as was fitted to most, if not all, Clauds at this period but later it regained this type.
Engine originally an oil burner and the apparatus may have been removed by the date of this photograph.
Engine with Outside Cylinders.
Left hand broadside view of Prussian State Railways 2-6-0 No 21. Copy of makers photograph of engine in photographic grey livery.
Engine No 91.
SX283 M15 (F4) class 2-4-2T No 91 at Stratford built 6.05. Right hand broadside view of engine in blue livery, flat smokebox door, non
condensing and conical shanked buffers.
Engine No 136 Tram.
C53 (J70) class 0-6-0 tram engine No 136 built 11.03. Rear three quarter view of engine in blue livery, with side skirts and cow catchers
removed and motion fully visible.
Engine No 136 Tram.
C53 (J70) class 0-6-0 tram engine No 136 built 11.03. Right hand broadside view of engine in blue livery, with side skirts and cow catchers
removed and motion fully visible.
Engine No 136 Tram.
C53 (J70) class 0-6-0 tram engine No 136 built 11.03. Front three quarter view of engine in blue livery, with side skirts and cow catchers
removed and motion fully visible.
Engine No 136 Tram
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Engine No 1835.
D56 class 4-4-0 No 1835 at Stratford built 5.08. Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender in GER blue livery, photographic emulsion
shows the blue to advantage. Fitted with rectangular shaped container for ash ejector.
Engine No 1000.
L77 (N7) class 0-6-2T No 1000 at Stratford built 12.14. Right hand broadside view of engine painted in official photographic grey livery. High
arc cab roof, top feed and 6"/6½" Westinghouse pump on tank end.
Engine no 1000.
L77 (N7) class 0-6-2T No 1000 at Stratford built 12.14. Right hand three quarter view of engine painted in official photographic grey livery. High
arc cab roof, top feed and 6"/6½" Westinghouse pump on tank end.
Engine No 1000.
L77 (N7) class 0-6-2T No 1000 at Stratford built 12.14. Right hand three quarter view of engine more to the front than SX290 painted in official
photographic grey livery. High arc cab roof, top feed and 6"/6½" Westinghouse pump on tank end.
Engine No 1000.
L77 (N7) class 0-6-2T No 1000 at Stratford built 12.14. Vertical format front three quarter view of engine more to the front than SX290
painted in official photographic grey livery. High arc cab roof, top feed and 6"/6½" Westinghouse pump on tank end.
Engine No 1829.
D56 class 4-4-0 No 1829 at Stratford built 12.09. Right hand three quarter view of engine and tender in GER blue livery with additional white
royal lining. Fitted with rectangular shaped contained for ash ejector, Vacuum brakes.
Engine no 1829.
D56 class 4-4-0 No 1829 at Stratford built 12.09. Head on view of engine showing the elaborately shaded buffer beam numerals, used only on
nominated royal train engines, and additional buffer beam lining.
Engine No 1829 Front View Underneath.
S46 class 4-4-0 No 1829, built 12.09, at Stratford. Close up of buffer beam and front of bogie showing Westinghouse and Vacuum pipes and
some details of bogie front. Shows to advantage the 'royal' style of buffer beam lettering and numbering with shaded hand painted lettering.
Engine No 41.
Y14 (J15) class 0-6-0 No 41 at Stratford built Sharp, Stewart & Co 1884. Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender in black livery.
Engine has later 2 ring boiler, flanged smokebox with continuous handrails, Macallan blast pipe and water gauge on tender. Tender is original
class Z14 2755 gallon type. Renumbered 600 on 1.7.12.
Engine No 1835.
D56 class 4-4-0 No 1835 at Stratford built 5.08. Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender in GER blue livery, photographic emulsion
shows the blue to advantage. Fitted with rectangular shaped container for ash ejector. As SX288 but slightly different angle.
Engine No 1500.
S69 (B12) class 4-6-0 No 1500 at Stratford built 12.11. Right hand side three quarter view of engine and tender of prototype engine in
photographic grey livery. Schmidt superheater (damper cylinder on opposite side of smokebox), small balance weights as provided on first 5
engines and no cab side brass beading, leading footsteps with scalloped edge to rear.
Engine No 1500-Engine Only.
S69 (B12) class 4-6-0 No 1500 built 12.11 nearing completion in Stratford erecting shop. Right hand side three quarter view of engine.
Engine No 1500-Side View.
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S69 (B12) class 4-6-0 No 1500 at Stratford built 12.11. Right hand broadside view of engine and tender of prototype engine in photographic
grey livery. Schmidt superheater (damper cylinder on opposite side of smokebox), small balance weights as provided on first 5 engines and no
cab side brass beading, leading footsteps with scalloped edge to rear.
Engine No 1500-Side View.
S69 (B12) class 4-6-0 No 1500 at Stratford built 12.11. Right hand broadside view of engine and tender of prototype engine in photographic
grey livery. Schmidt superheater (damper cylinder on opposite side of smokebox), small balance weights as provided on first 5 engines and no
cab side brass beading, leading footsteps with scalloped edge to rear. Similar to SX298 but different view.
Engine No 1500-End on View.
S69 (B12) class 4-6-0 No 1500 at Stratford built 12.11. Right hand three quarter view of engine and tender of prototype engine in photographic
grey livery. Schmidt superheater (damper cylinder on opposite side of smokebox), small balance weights as provided on first 5 engines and no
cab side brass beading, leading footsteps with scalloped edge to rear.
Engine No 1500 Picking up water at Ipswich.
Lineside view of S56 class 4-6-0 No 1500 on the water troughs on a down train approaching Ipswich tunnel, with up troughs in the foreground.
The train is obscured by water spray.
Engine No 1500-Photograph of Drawing by Mr Dix.
S69 class 4-6-0 No 1500. Copy of pencil drawing showing side elevation of engine and tender by B.C. Dix of the Locomotive Department
drawing office.
Engine No 1500-Photograph of Drawing by Mr Dix
S69 class 4-6-0 No 1500. Copy of pencil drawing showing side elevation of engine by B.C. Dix of the Locomotive Department drawing office.
Similar to SX304 but with some variations-a different lubricator to Westinghouse pump and cast crest shown on splasher. This drawing
appeared as a supplement in the GER Magazine for May 1911.
Engine No 7927 with Tube Cleaner (Parry Soot Blower).
View of boiler backhead of J15 class 0-6-0 No 7927, probably taken September 1925, showing the operating handle for the soot blower above
the firehole door. These devices were fitted to a number of J15's in the mid 1920's to earl 1930's. The apparatus shown is the Parry type which
directed a jet of steam onto the firebox tubeplate. The operating handle enabled the driver to direct the jet as required. The steam was
supplied via a shut-off valve on top of the firebox back. The 'Diamond' soot blower was similar but also introduced sand into the steam jet and
was more effective at cleaning soot deposits from the tubeplate. The photograph also shows GER standard back head fittings in detail; regulator
handle, gauge glass and lamp holder, steam brake valve, boiler number plate, injector steam valves, boiler pressure valve, etc.
Duplicate of SX1056.
Engine No 1828 Royal Engine (sic).
'W' class 2-2-2 No 284 built 1862. Broadside view of engine and tender as painted cream and garlanded with roses for hauling the royal train
conveying the Prince and Princess of Wales to Wolferton following their wedding on 10.3.63. Copied from print of F. Moore painting which
appeared in the Coronation Number of the Locomotive Magazine in 1902.
Photograph erroneously captioned as royal engine No 1828.
Engine No 1855-Side View.
D56 class 4-4-0 No 1855 at Stratford when new, built 2.04. Right hand broadside view of engine and tender in photographic grey livery. As
SX280 but broadside.
Engine No 1855-End on View.
D56 class 4-4-0 No 1855 at Stratford when new, built 2.04. Right hand three quarter view of engine and tender in photographic grey livery.
Similar to SX280 but more from the front. Print reversed.
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Engine no 1015-Side View.
T19R class 4-4-0 No 1015 at Stratford built 6.93. Right hand side broadside view of engine and tender in GER blue livery as rebuilt in 5.06 from
T19 class 2-4-0 and fitted with ash ejector with rectangular shaped ash containers.

Undated
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Engine No 1828 –Side View.
D56 class 4-4-0 No 1828 at Stratford when new, built 12.09. Right hand broadside view of engine and tender in GER blue livery with additional
royal lining. Engine in similar condition to No 1829 (SX293 and SX294) but without ash ejector gear. No 1828 had this gear when new thus this
photograph probably taken c.1912 when the gear had been removed.
Engine No 1828-End on View.
D56 class 4-4-0 No 1828 at Stratford when new, built 12.09. Right hand three quarter view of engine and tender in GER blue livery with
additional royal lining. Engine in similar condition to No 1829 (SX293 and SX294) but without ash ejector gear. No 1828 had this gear when
new thus photograph probably taken c.1912 when the gear had been removed.
Engine No 515 with Snow Plough-Side.
Y14 class 0-6-0 No 515 probably at March, built 6.99, fitted with small snowplough attached to front buffer beam. Right hand broadside view of
engine and tender.
Engine No 515 with Snow Plough-Side.
Y14 class 0-6-0 No 515 probably at March, built 6.99, fitted with small snowplough attached to front buffer beam. Right hand broadside view of
engine and tender
Engine No 515 with Snow Plough Front.
Y14 class 0-6-0 No 515 probably at March, built 6.99, fitted with small snowplough attached to front buffer beam. Front view of engine and
plough.
Engine No 515 with Snow Plough Front.
Y14 class 0-6-0 No 515 probably at March, built 6.99, fitted with small snowplough attached to front buffer beam. Left hand front three quarter
view of engine and plough.
Engine No 515 with Snow Plough Front.
Y14 class 0-6-0 No 515 probably at March, built 6.99, fitted with small snowplough attached to front buffer beam. Left hand front three quarter
view of engine and plough. As SX316 but more from the front.
Engine No 515 with Snow Plough End On.
Y14 class 0-6-0 No 515 probably at March, built 6.99, fitted with small snowplough attached to front buffer beam. Left hand front three quarter
view of engine and plough. As SX316 but more from the side.
Engine No 515 with Snow Plough End On.
Y14 class 0-6-0 No 515 probably at March, built 6.99, fitted with mall snowplough attached to front buffer beam. Right hand three quarter view
of engine and tender.
Accident and Breakdown Train with Eng No 765
Front three quarter view of train comprising 4-4-0 engine class T19 LNER D13 No 765, crane runner, steam crane, packing van and riding van.
Accident and Breakdown Train with Eng No 183
Broadside view of train comprising 2-4-2T engine class M15 LNER F4 No 183, steam crane No 4A, crane runner, riding van and packing van.
Accident and Breakdown Train with Eng No 183
Broadside view of train comprising 2-4-2T engine class M15 LNER F4 No 183, steam crane No 4A, crane runner, riding van and packing van.
Similar to SX321.
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Axle Box Showing Fracture-F. Burnett & Co.
Rear underside view of a cast iron wagon axlebox showing a large section at the right hand side missing.
Axle Box Showing Fracture-F. Burnett & Co.
Right hand side view of a cast iron wagon axlebox showing a large section at the right hand side missing.
Axle Box Showing Fracture-F. Burnett & Co.
Three quarter front view of a cast iron wagon axlebox showing a large section of the right hand side missing. Front of box inscribed T. Burnett
& Co/9 x 4¼/Limited.
Engine No 1857 at Devonshire Street Showing Smoke.
D56 class 4-4-0 No 1857 built 3.04 at the Devonshire Street coal stage located at the side of the up through main line. One of a series of
photographs (SX326 to SX335) taken at 2½ minutes in connection with a court case regarding smoke nuisance. View is southeast from the
platform of Globe Road station, from left to right the tracks visible are Down Through, Up Through, and the coal stage is on the headshunt for
the goods and coal sidings of Devonshire Street Yard. The engine has been converted to coal burning from oil firing, has no ash ejector and has
a smokebox door with a steel ring and is in blue livery, thus the series of photographs probably date from 1912.
Engine No 1857 at Devonshire Street Showing Smoke.
D56 class 4-4-0 No 1857 built 3.04 at the Devonshire Street coal stage located at the side of the up through main line. Some detail of timber
built stage. One of a series of photographs taken at 2½ minutes in connection with a court case regarding smoke nuisance.
Engine No 1857 at Devonshire Street Showing Smoke.
D56 class 4-4-0 No 1857 built 3.04 at the Devonshire Street coal stage located at the side of the up through main line. Some detail of timber
built stage. One of a series of photographs taken at 2½ minutes in connection with a court case regarding smoke nuisance. Fireman standing at
open smokebox door.
Engine No 1857 at Devonshire Street Showing Smoke.
D56 class 4-4-0 No 1857 built 3.04 at the Devonshire Street coal stage located at the side of the up through main line. Some detail of timber
built stage. One of a series of photographs taken at 2½ minutes in connection with a court case regarding smoke nuisance. Similar to SX327.
Engine No 1857 at Devonshire Street Showing Smoke.
D56 class 4-4-0 No 1857 built 3.04 at the Devonshire Street coal stage located at the side of the up through main line. Some detail of timber
built stage. One of a series of photographs taken at 2½ minutes in connection with a court case regarding smoke nuisance. Similar to SX327
but with shovel on running plate adjacent to smokebox.
Engine No 1857 at Devonshire Street Showing Smoke.
D56 class 4-4-0 No 1857 built 3.04 at the Devonshire Street coal stage located at the side of the up through main line. Some detail of timber
built stage. One of a series of photographs taken at 2½ minutes in connection with a court case regarding smoke nuisance. Similar to SX327
but more smoke and steam evident.
Engine No 1857 at Devonshire Street Showing Smoke.
D56 class 4-4-0 No 1857 built 3.04 at the Devonshire Street coal stage located at the side of the up through main line. Some detail of timber
built stage. One of a series of photographs taken at 2½ minutes in connection with a court case regarding smoke nuisance. Similar to SX327.
D56 class 4-4-0 No 1857 built 3.04 at the Devonshire Street coal stage located at the side of the up through main line. Some detail of timber
built stage. One of a series of photographs taken at 2½ minutes in connection with a court case regarding smoke nuisance. Similar to SX327.
Engine No 1857 at Devonshire Street Showing Smoke.
D56 class 4-4-0 No 1857 built 3.04 at the Devonshire Street coal stage located at the side of the up through main line. Some detail of timber
built stage. One of a series of photographs taken at 2½ minutes in connection with a court case regarding smoke nuisance. Similar to SX327.
Engine No 1857 at Devonshire Street Showing Smoke.
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D56 class 4-4-0 No 1857 built 3.04 at the Devonshire Street coal stage located at the side of the up through main line. Some detail of timber
built stage. One of a series of photographs taken at 2½ minutes in connection with a court case regarding smoke nuisance. Similar to SX327.
Engine No 8816 Fitted with Liquid Fuel-End on View.
D15 class 4-4-0 No 8816 at Stratford built 6.10 and rebuilt with Belpaire firebox and superheater 5.20. Left hand three quarter view of engine
and tender in green livery with engine number on tender. Photograph shows engine equipped to burn oil fuel during the coal miners strike of
1926, the fuel tank is visible on tender. Fitted 12.29 with extended smokebox and rebuilt to D16/3 3.34, withdrawn as 62587 12.56.
Engine No 8816 fitted with Liquid Fuel.
View of boiler back head of D15 class 4-4-0 No 8816 as fitted for oil burning during the 1926 General Strike. Photograph shows lower part of
backhead, illustrating the firehole door flap with observation hole with regulating handles for the oil burners on either side.
Firebox of Engine No 305 taken out of Boiler.
Broadside view of firebox from J69 class engine showing tubeplate and distortion below the firebox stays.
Firebox of Engine No 305 taken out of Boiler.
Three quarter view of firebox from J69 class engine showing tubeplate and distortion below the firebox stays.
Firebox of Engine No 305 taken out of Boiler.
Close up view of upper part of the firebox from J69 class engine showing stays and distortion in the upper section of the inner firebox.
Firebox of Engine No 305 taken out of Boiler.
Broadside view of firebox from J69 class engine showing tubeplate and distortion below the firebox stays. Similar to SX338.
Firebox of Engine No 305 taken out of Boiler.
Interior of firebox from J69 class engine showing part of distorted tubeplate.
Firebox of Engine No 305 taken out of Boiler.
Interior of firebox from J69 class engine showing part of distorted tubeplate, closer in than SX342
Firebox of Engine No 305 taken out of Boiler.
Interior of firebox from J69 class engine showing part of distorted tubeplate and part of firebox roof.
Firebox of Engine No 305 taken out of Boiler.
Interior of firebox from J69 class engine showing part of distorted tubeplate and part of firebox roof, closer in than SX344.
Firebox of Engine No 305 taken out of Boiler.
Interior of firebox from J69 class engine showing part of distorted tubeplate and part of firebox roof, closer in than SX344 and similar to SX345.
Firebox of Engine No 305 taken out of Boiler.
Interior of firebox from J69 class engine showing part of distorted tubeplate and part of firebox roof, a more extensive view than SX344.
Firebox of Engine No 305 taken out of Boiler.
Interior of firebox from J69 class engine showing part of distorted tubeplate and side of firebox
Firebox of Engine No 305 taken out of Boiler.
Interior of firebox from J69 class engine showing part of distorted tubeplate and part of firebox roof, closer in than SX344.
Firebox of Engine No 305 taken out of Boiler.
Interior of firebox from J69 class engine showing about half the distorted tubeplate and a section of the firebox roof.
Firebox of Engine No 305 taken out of Boiler.
Interior of firebox from J69 class engine showing part of the distorted tubeplate and parts of the firebox side and roof.
Firebox of Engine No 305 taken out of Boiler.
Interior of firebox from J69 class engine showing about half the distorted tubeplate and a section of the firebox side and roof. Similar to SX350.
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Firebox of Engine No 305 taken out of Boiler.
Interior of firebox from J69 class engine showing part of the distorted tubeplate and parts of the firebox side and roof.
Punching and Shearing Machine No 2176 Wheel Shop, Temple Mills
Supplier unknown, purchased 1921, cost £1,900. General view showing two operatives.
Punching and Shearing Machine No 2176 Wheel Shop, Temple Mills.
Supplier unknown, purchased 1921, cost £1,900. General view.
Punching and Shearing Machine No 2176 Wheel Shop, Temple Mills.
Supplier unknown, purchased 1921, cost £1,900. Close up view.
Punching and Shearing Machine No 2176 Wheel Shop, Temple Mills.
Supplier unknown, purchased 1921, cost £1,900. Broadside view with three operatives. Shows facility in centre for cropping steel sections.
Electric Welding Temple Mills
Electric Welding Machine Smith Shop, Stratford
Asquith Drilling Machine, Machine Shop..
Possibly No 160 supplied 1919, cost £415 19s for drilling and tapping. Three quarter view, background screened.
Asquith Drilling Machine, Machine Shop.
Possibly No 160 supplied 1919, cost £415 19s for drilling and tapping. General view, background screened.
Asquith Drilling Machine, Machine Shop.
Possibly No 160 supplied 1919, cost £415 19s for drilling and tapping. Close up showing operative drilling a connecting rod oil box.
Asquith Drilling Machine, Machine Shop.
Possibly No 160 supplied 1919, cost £415 19s for drilling and tapping. Close up showing coupling rod joint (N7 and B12) in place for drilling oil
box.
Old Stationary Engine, Norwich.
Side and end elevations of stationary engine located in Norwich locomotive shops, installed by the Norfolk Railway in the 1840's and used until
1922. Used to drive machinery in the shops, described in the Locomotive Magazine 10.22.
Old Stationary Engine, Norwich.
General view of engine in engine house, set on cast iron plinth driving 4in diameter shafting. Spur wheel of 10ft 4ins diameter driven by two 12in
diameter cylinders, described in the Locomotive Magazine 10.22.
Old Stationary Engine, Norwich. View of engine in engine house, set on cast iron plinth driving 4in diameter shafting. Spur wheel of 10ft 4ins
diameter driven by two 12in diameter cylinders, closer view than SX365 showing the two cylinders and spur wheel and details of governors,
described in the Locomotive Magazine 10.22.
Men Waiting to be Paid at No 1 Gate Stratford.
No 1 Gate, Stratford Works was located on west side of subway under running lines and carriage sidings. Pullman Car in carriage sidings in
background.
Trimming Shop Carriage Dept.
View of Trimming and Upholsterers Room, Carriage Trimming Shop. Many rows of benches with centre aisle with a variety of seats, furniture,
etc. being trimmed by male employees. Appears on p.170 GER Magazine 9.20.
Presentation to Mr Sparke.
General view of one end of a large shop, with saw timber in it, with a table and platform at the far end with a large group of men facing the
camera. Probably of Mr J.F. Sparke who was appointed Norwich Divisional Assistant to the CME early in 1921.
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Gantry Saw Mills Stratford.
View of gantry with overhead crane over timber stacking area at saw mills. Located alongside the Carriage Department Extension Shop on west
side. Large stacks of logs under gantry, part of GER goods brake van and Midland Railway high sided open at the right. Running lines between
Fork and Chobham Farm Junctions are in the foreground.
Trimming Shop Carriage Dept. Stratford.
General view of Cutting Room, Carriage Trimming Shop showing men working at several large benches cutting out canvas, leather. felt, etc.
Many tools, gauges and knives visible. Appears on p.167 GER Magazine 9.20.
Sewing Machine Shop Carriage Dept. Stratford.
View down long narrow workshop showing women working at sewing machines and benches. On the left leather carriage window straps are
being made and possibly carriage window blinds on the right. The workshop was situated off Dorset Place and Gate No 4 was specifically
provided for female employees. Appears on p.168 GER Magazine 9.20.
Horse Carding Machine Carriage Dept. Stratford.
General view of horse hair carding machine in Carriage Trimming Shop. New horse hair was received in long plaits, seen on left, and had to be
curled to be suitable for stuffing. The plaits were unwound and put through the carding machine on the right, going through two sets of
corrugated rolls, emerging in the heap of curled hair seen in the right foreground. Old hair was reused, after being cleaned and passed through
a teasing machine, the dirt being drawn off by a fan. This may be the equipment on the left, encased in wood. Appears on p.169 GER Magazine
9.20.
Train Control Daniels.
View of engine cab interior showing control equipment mounted on the rear of the bunker with a connection to the apparatus mounted on the
underside of the engine.
Train Control Daniels.
Photocopy illegible, no detail visible.
Train Control Daniels.
View of engine cab interior showing the linkage arrangement between the engine regulator and a crank on the left hand side cab sheet.
Engine No 8787 for Royal Train-End on View.
D16/2 class 4-4-0 No 8787 at Stratford built 8.23. Left hand almost broadside view of engine and tender in green livery with highly polished
brass and bright steelwork. This engine and 8783 were thus painted for royal train duties; a built up chimney with brass rim was carried by 8787
from 1929 to 1932. The engine number is still displayed on the tender although a change to cab side numbering had been authorised by the
LNER in 11.28.
Engine No 8787 for Royal Train-Side View.
D16/2 class 4-4-0 No 8787 at Stratford built 8.23. As SX377 but left hand broadside view of engine and tender in green livery with highly
polished brass and bright steelwork. Air fitting, for operating the water scoop (box on front of tender) by handbrake left hand side. Sight feed
lubricator in cab left hand side, on the firemans seat. Washout plugs, top feed, as SX253. Davies & Metcalfe 'F' type exhaust steam injector.
Engine No 8516 Fitted with Lentz Valve-End on View.
B12 (S69) class 4-6-0 No 8516 at Stratford, built 11.13. Left hand three quarter view of engine in shop grey following overhaul and fitting with
Lentz valve gear.
Engine No 8516 Fitted with Lentz Valve-End on View.
B12 (S69) class 4-6-0 No 8516 at Stratford, built 11.13. Left hand broadside view of engine in shop grey following overhaul and fitting with Lentz
valve gear.
Erecting Shop, Stratford
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Forging Presses, Temple Mills.
General view of the wheel bay in the steel frame shop, with workmen, showing the three hydraulic forging presses, used to produce
components for steel frames and carriage bogies.
Machine Shop, Temple Mills.
General view of machine and fitting shop, with workmen, in which dies and tools for hydraulic forging and bending machines were prepared.
Hand work on benches in the foreground with a variety of belt driven machinery in the background, including lathes, drilling and boring
machines.
Iron Foundry.
Interior of foundry showing a series of moulds on a sand floor. Two men are in the course of tipping a crucible to cast some components. The
crucible is suspended from an overhead travelling crane operated by an operative suspended below the gantry.
Boiler Shop.
General view of boiler shop with several boilers in the course of construction. Several men visible and air lines for pneumatic riveting.
Machine Shop.
General view of shop with workmen, planing machines are in the foreground and lathes in the background. A large number of coupling rods are
at the left and an overhead crane serves this part of the shop. The lathes are all belt driven from a maze of shafts and pulleys.
Saw Mills.
Interior of single storey brick building with timber roof construction looking towards entrance doors. Planing machine in centre with extractor
pipes for sawdust is producing mouldings with a curved profile in the background is a band saw. At the left is a large stack of possibly rough
Mansell wheel segments, other machinery is visible behind.
Body Shop Carriage Dept. Stratford.
Interior view of middle bay of Carriage Body Shop, having two roads with overhead cranes; the bays either side had no cranes. Overhead crane
in the foreground of an old type, lifting one end of a vestibuled carriage, probably a 50ft 3rd class, with bogie in foreground. An old timber
wagon, probably for internal use only, in the right foreground showing details of bolsters and securing chains. At the left is a 6 wheel composite
carriage and at the right a pair of horse boxes. Appears on p.10 Railway Magazine July 1921.
Saw Mills.
Interior of single storey brick building with timber roof construction looking towards entrance doors. A longer view of shop than SX387
showing more machinery and details of the building.
Machine Shop.
General view along one side of shop with line of lathes with their operatives and driven by overhead shafting.
Paint Shop Carriage Dept. Stratford.
Elevated view of one side of the new High Meads carriage paint shop, showing the end of a bogie vestibuled carriage with 6 wheel stock on the
right. The nearest coach, a 6 compartment 3rd, is in undercoat, a composite is at the rear. Some carriage roof detail visible. Appears on p.10
Railway Magazine July 1921.
Iron Foundry, Stratford
Engine Repair, Stratford
Body Shop, Temple Mills
Machine Shop, Stratford
Saw Mills C.D. Stratford
Gantry, Saw Mills, Stratford
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Engine No 8509.
B12 class 4-6-0 No 8509 at Stratford built 4.13. Right hand three quarter view of engine and tender ex works following the removal of the
Worthington-Simpson feed water heater and pump fitted in 2.26 as an experiment. In green livery with the engine number still displayed on the
tender rather than the cabside, early type LNER head lamps on their brackets on tender. Rebuilt to B12/3 4.35 and withdrawn as 1509 10.48.
Engine No 8509.
B12 class 4-6-0 No 8509 at Stratford built 4.13. Right hand three quarter view, as SX398 but more angled view, of engine and tender ex works
following the removal of the Worthington-Simpson feed water heater and pump which had been fitted in 2.26 as an experiment. In green livery
with the engine number still displayed on the tender rather than the cab side, early type LNER head lamps on their brackets on tender. Rebuilt
to B12/3 4.35 and withdrawn as 1509 10.48
Engine No 8516.
B12 (S69) class 4-6-0 No 8516 at Stratford, built 11.13. Right hand three quarter view of engine in LNER lined green following overhaul and
fitting with Lentz valve gear. LNER 20 ton loco coal wagon in right background.
Engine No 8516.
B12 (S69) class 4-6-0 No 8516 at Stratford, built 11.13. Right hand three quarter view of engine in LNER lined green following overhaul and
fitting with Lentz valve gear. Similar to SX400 but slightly lower view point and more from the front.
Engine No 8572.
B12 class 4-6-0 No 8572 at Stratford built 8.28 by Beyer, Peacock & Co. Right hand three quarter view of engine and tender in LNER lined
green, apparently not very clean.
Engine No 8572.
B12 class 4-6-0 No 8572 at Stratford built 8.28 by Beyer, Peacock & Co. Right hand three quarter view of engine and tender in LNER lined
green, apparently not very clean. Similar to SX402 but slightly lower view pint and more from the front.
Engine Belgium
Engine Decapod.
A55 class 0-10-0WT No 20 built 1.03 posed outside the Tender Shops at Stratford Works. Right hand three quarter view of engine in
photographic grey, it was never painted blue.
Engine No 1003 Tank Engine-Side View.
L77 (N7) class 0-6-2T No 1003 at Stratford built 6.21. Right hand side view almost broadside of engine in grey livery. One of second batch of
engines built with saturated boilers with altered position of dome 8"/8½" Westinghouse pump mounted alongside smokebox and other detail
alterations. The large 'train control' numbers appear on the tanks, probably introduced in late July 1921.
Engine no 1849 Decorated for Late Capt Fryatt Funeral.
D56 class 4-4-0 No 1849 at Stratford built 1.07 decorated for working Captain Fryatt's funeral train from Liverpool Street to Dovercourt on
8.7.19. Right hand three quarter view of engine and tender, hung with purple and black and with laurel wreath headboard with the letter 'F' in
purple on a white background.
Captain Fryatt was master of the GER steamer Brussels on 28.3.15 when a German U boat attempted to stop it eight miles west of the Maas
lightship. Fryatt instead ordered the ship to ram the submarine which escaped with only minor damage. Over a year later, on the night of
22/23.6.16, the Brussels was surrounded and captured by five torpedo boats and the crew and passengers interned. Fryatt was subjected to a
German court Martial for attempting to ram the U boat even though he was not a member of the armed forces. He was found guilty and
executed by firing squad. After the armistice his body was exhumed and taken to London via Dover, where a funeral service was held in St
Paul's Cathedral, prior to being taken by train to Dovercourt for burial.
Engine No 1015.
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T19R class 4-4-0 No 1015 at Stratford built 7.93 as rebuilt in 5.06 from T19 class 2-4-0. Right hand three quarter view of engine and tender in
GER blue livery as later fitted with ash ejector with rectangular shaped ash containers. As SX310 but three quarter view.
Engine No 1003 Tank Engine-End on View.
L77 (N7) class 0-6-2T No 1003 at Stratford built 6.21. Right hand side three quarter view of engine in grey livery. One of second batch of
engines built with saturated boilers with altered position of dome 8"/8½" Westinghouse pump mounted alongside smokebox and other detail
alterations. The large 'train control' numbers appear on the tanks, probably introduced in late July 1921.
Engine No 1826-Side view.
D56 class 4-4-0 No 1826 at Stratford built 11.09. Left hand broadside view of engine and tender in GER blue livery after fitting with top feed
apparatus to the dome, ash ejectors removed.
Engine No 1826-End on View
D56 class 4-4-0 No 1826 at Stratford built 12.09. Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender in GER blue livery after fitting with top
feed apparatus to the dome, ash ejectors removed.
Engine No 1826-End on View.
D56 class 4-4-0 No 1826 at Stratford built 12.09. Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender in GER blue livery after fitting with top
feed apparatus to the dome, ash ejectors removed. Similar to SX411 but more from the front.
Engine No 227-End on view
Engine no 227-Side View.
B74 (Y4) class 0-4-0T No 227 at Stratford built 7.13. Right hand broadside view of engine in GER grey livery and plain lettering, prior to
receiving black livery with fully shaded livery by 4.14. With high cab and tall chimney.
Engine no 227-View of Wheels and Motion.
B74 (Y4) class 0-4-0T No 227, built 11.13. Close up of cylinders, motion and wheels, right hand side. Date wrong as the engine has GER initials
on tank side, whilst photographs from other sources show that it had gained the large 'train control' figures by 1925 showing its LNER number
7227.
Engine No 227 and Engine No 230 Taken together.
B74 (Y4) class 0-4-0T No 227 built 7.13 posed with No 209 (Y5) class 0-4-0ST built 3.03, practically identical to Stratford rebuilds of the 1890's
of the Neilson & Co engines of 1872-4. No 209 fitted in 5.16 with a Westinghouse brake and Vacuum ejector for use as Carriage Works
shunter and for brake testing. No 230 is still in GER black (probably lined vermilion) while No 227 is in wartime grey, dating the photograph
c.1915, as SX414.
Banana Wagon.
Broadside of wooden framed LNER 10 ton 17ft 6ins banana van No 87781, built at Darlington in 1929, diagram 52. Fitted with vacuum brake
and through steam pipe, marked as a non-common user wagon by 'N' on headstock ends. In right background is part of former GER fruit van
built as an open fist truck and converted in 1909 to a van.
SX418 Banana Wagon.
hree quarter view of wooden framed LNER 10 ton 17ft 6ins banana van No 87781, built at Darlington in 1929, diagram 52. Fitted with vacuum
brake and through steam pipe, marked as a non-common user wagon by 'N' on headstock ends.
Restaurant Car Third Class East Anglian Stock.
No 61705 built 1929 by the Metropolitan Railway Carriage & Wagon Co. Three quarter side view of 61ft 6ins open carriage to LNE diagram
27A built for use in East Anglia for Cromer sets. Renumbered 6100 but written off in 1940.
Corridor First Class East Anglian Stock.
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No 6452, built April 1929 by the Metropolitan Railway Carriage & Wagon Co. Three quarter side view of 52ft 6in 6 compartment carriage to
LNE diagram 141 for use in East Anglia for Cromer sets. Withdrawn December 1961.
Restaurant Car First Class East Anglian Stock.
No 6119, built May 1929 by the Metropolitan Railway Carriage & Wagon Co. Three quarter side view of 61ft 6ins kitchen/restaurant car to
LNE diagram 10C for use in East Anglia for Cromer sets. Renumbered 651, later 9015, withdrawn 1960.
Interior of Kitchen East Anglian Stock.
Interior view of kitchen of first class restaurant car for LNER Cromer train built in 1929 by the Metropolitan RC& W Co. Two cars built to
diagram 10C, Nos 6119 and 6120, later numbered 651 and 652 and finally 9015 and 9016. General view of electric oven, working tops and an
abundance of fuses, the floor covered with duck boarding. 'Official' caption in error.
Interior of Pantry East Anglian Stock.
Interior view of pantry of first class restaurant car for LNER Cromer train built in 1929 by the Metropolitan RC& W Co. Two cars built to
diagram 10C, Nos 6119 and 6120, later renumbered 651 and 652 and finally 9015 and 9016. Shows sink on the right, plate racks in the
background, with drainer below and a glass water container on a shelf at the left, fed by a semi rotary hand pump. 'Official' caption in error.
Interior of Open 1st East Anglian Stock.
Interior view of open 1st class carriage for LNER Cromer train built in 1929 by the Metropolitan RC& W Co. Two cars built to diagram 10C,
Nos 6119 and 6120, later 651 and 652 and finally 9015 and 9016. General view of 1 + 2 seating either side of central aisle, plain leather
upholstery.
Interior of Open 3rd East Anglian Stock.
Interior view of open 3rd class carriage for LNER Cromer train built in 1929 by the Metropolitan RC& W Co. Two built to diagram 27A, Nos
61705 and 61706, later 6100 and 6101. General view of open saloon showing 2 + 1 seating.
Bolster Wagon, Temple Mills.
Three quarter view of GER 10 ton single bolster wagon No 9568; built 1914, diagram 66, one of 100 built 1914 to 1920. Wagon has been
repainted in 1929 in GER livery, purpose unknown. In the background from the left is a standard 19ft GER covered goods wagon, a GNR 7
plank high sided wagon, GNR ventilated van, GER covered goods, diagram 15 and a GER banana van diagram 85. A train ferry van at the right is
being lifted.
Bolster Wagon, Temple Mills.
Broadside view of GER 10 ton single bolster wagon No 9568, built 1914, diagram 66, one of 100 built 1914 to 1920. Wagon has bee repainted
in 1929 in GER livery, purpose unknown. In the background is the electrically driven wagon traverser, to its right is a Blomfield, Barking private
owner coal wagon.
Coaling Plant-General View.
General view west of the coaling plant with the wagon tippler in the left foreground which discharged coal into a 20 ton capacity bunker which
was then conveyed by belt to the concrete bunker with an 800 ton capacity. Locomotive coal wagons, in GER livery, await tippling, the nearest
wagon is being sprayed by a fixed shower arrangement to reduce the dust when being discharged.
Official date of caption wrong, plant described in GER Magazine 11.22.
Coaling Plant-Coaling Engine.
Engine No 789, class F6, standing on the coaling road, beneath one of the 8 coal shoots, receiving a top up of coal in its bunker. Operative on
standing shoot platform, under the main plant bunker. Rear part of engine visible and part of GER loco coal wagon on other side of plant.
Official date of caption wrong, plant described in GER Magazine 11.22.
Coaling Plant-Tipler.
Detailed view of coal wagon tippler, containing 10 ton coal wagon in the discharging position. Useful constructional details and of tippler and
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wagon.
Official date of caption wrong, plant described in GER Magazine 11.22.
Coaling Plant-Tipler.
Detailed view of coal wagon tippler, with 10 ton coal wagon in position ready to be rotated. Useful constructional details of tippler, including
support for wagon body during discharge.
Official date of caption wrong, plant described in GER Magazine 11.22.
Coaling Plant-General View.
General view west of the coaling plant, similar to SX428, with the wagon tippler in the left foreground which discharged coal into a 20 ton
capacity bunker which was then conveyed by belt to the concrete bunker with a 800 ton capacity. Locomotive coal wagons, in GER livery, await
tippling. A wagon stands in the tippler ready for discharge; the adjacent wagon is being sprayed by a fixed shower arrangement to reduce the
dust when being tippled.
Official date of caption wrong, plant described in GER Magazine 11.22.
Stratford Coaling Plant.
Three quarter view of loco coal wagon No 1619, diagram 31, one of 1250 built between 1891 and 1899. It awaits unloading on the coaling plant
wagon tippler, a fixed shower with three heads is spraying the coal to reduce the dust when being discharged. The adjoining loco coal wagon is
8 plank to diagram 32, at the left is an 0-4-4 tank engine No 1124. Official date of caption wrong, plant described in the GER Magazine 11.22.
Bridge Regents Canal.
View of bridge No 538 between Stepney and Burdett Road from the south during reconstruction showing the old bowstring bridge with the
new structure beneath. A temporary timber towpath is in place and temporary timber piles supporting rolled steel joists forming a staging for
the erection of the girders. The diagonal bracing between the piles are of secondhand material.
Rebuilding is described in GER Magazine 7.14.
Bridge Regents Canal
Automatic Train Stop.
Broadside posed view against a white screen of the front of the SYX train stop equipment.
Automatic Train Stop.
Broadside posed view against a white screen of the rear of the SYX train stop equipment showing the spiral spring controlling the contact shoe.
Automatic Train Stop.
Three quarter rear view of 2-4-2 tank engine No 66 with the SYX train stop equipment mounted centrally on the underside of the bunker,
immediately behind the coupling. In the foreground is a steel faced ramp mounted on the sleepers and between the running lines.
Automatic Train Stop.
Broadside view of train stop equipment mounted on a timber stool set against a wall and linked to a fixed air supply and an electric bell. The
covers are off the equipment, it is possibly arranged for demonstration purposes.
51ft Corridor Composite 2x1st & 4 ½ 3rd East Anglian Stock.
No 63830, built 1929 by the Metropolitan Railway Carriage & Wagon Co. Three quarter side view of 52ft 6ins 1st/3rd composite to LNE
diagram 9 for use in East Anglia for Cromer sets; Four 3rd class compartments plus coupe and two 1st class. Withdrawn November 1961.
51ft Corridor Third East Anglian Stock.
No 61703, built 1929 by the Metropolitan Railway Carriage & Wagon Co. Three quarter side view of 51ft 6ins 7 compartment carriage to LNE
diagram 141 for use in East Anglia for Cromer sets. Withdrawn December 1960.
51ft Corridor Brake 3rd East Anglian Stock.
No 62618, built 1929 by the Metropolitan Railway Carriage & Wagon Co. Three quarter side view of 51ft 6ins 3 compartment carriage to LNE
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diagram 41 for use in East Anglia for Cromer sets. Withdrawn November 1959.
Steam Traverser Carriage Dept. Stratford.
Situated between the Body Shop and Lifting Shop, the power unit was made from the former Millwall Extension Railway engine No 230, built by
Kitson's & Co. in 1878, converted to work the traverser in 1889. This traverser would take only 6 wheel stock and was fitted with a vacuum
exhauster for brake testing. Replaced about 1930 by a larger electric traverser.
Steam Traverser Carriage Dept. Stratford.
View of steam traverser seen in SX443 with 6 wheel carriage No 63352, a 1st/3rd composite, diagram 248 converted for conductor guard use.
Good side view of newly painted carriage formerly built as a 3rd GE No 1 in July 1892, renumbered into composite series as GE 854 in March
1923.
Steam Traverser Carriage Dept. Stratford. View of steam traverser from opposite side to SX444 showing some detail of power unit. 'Coffee
Pot' No 229 visible in background, carriage lifting and repairing shops on right.
Kings Cross Station
Drawing Office Staff Mr Tiddeman's Retirement.
Posed view of 32 men outside the Stratford Works drawing office with Mr E.S.Tiddeman in the centre who was the Chief Draughtsman.
Drawing Office Staff Copied from Group.
Posed view of 32 men outside the Stratford Works drawing office with Mr E.S.Tiddeman in the centre who was the Chief Draughtsman. Similar
to SX447 but the photographer has been more successful in capturing the attention of the men.
NEGATIVE MISSING
Floods at Temple Mills.
Flooded area in front of main wagon shop seen at right with smiths shop and lean to in background. In the foreground three hatted men in
heavy coats stand in a punt over the traverser running parallel to Quarter Mile Lane (now Ruckholt Road).
Floods at Temple Mills.
North east view taken of the flooded area between wagon shop on the left and the wheel shop, behind the chimney stack, on the right. At the
extreme right is the single storey mess room and coffee room. In the background are set of steel shear legs, and a wooden punt in the
foreground.
Floods at Temple Mills.
View north taken from Quarter Mill Lane (now Ruckholt Road), showing the office yard under several inches of water. At the centre is the
hydraulic accumulator tower, with the single storey smoking room and mess room building at the left. At the right is part of the end elevation
of the steel frame shop and wheel shop by tower. In the foreground is the open culvert, the source of much of the flooding.
Floods at Stratford (Listed as Floods at Temple Mills).
View of Fork Junction, Stratford, with the running lines from Stratford Low Level, passing in front of the signal box, under several feet of water.
Right of the box is the oil gas works retort house and behind it a gasholder.
Floods at Stratford (Listed as Floods at Temple Mills).
Possibly inside the carriage wheel shop at Stratford, located near to Fork Junction. The shop is under several inches of water and has machinery
on either side with a line of Mansell wheel sets down the centre. Many blocks of wood are floating around the floor.
Floods at Stratford (Listed as Floods at Temple Mills).
Fork Junction, Stratford, with a small part of the signal box visible at the extreme right. In the centre background is the iron foundry with the
builder’s yard in front of it and the works engines shed near the telegraph posts. Part of the gas works is visible at the right; in the foreground is
a flooded culvert feeding into the Channelsea River.
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Floods at Temple Mills.
General view of southern end of the marshalling yard, probably taken from the Ruckholt Road overbridge. The wagon works is out of sight to
the left and the yard is under several inches of water. A shunters cabin stands by the signal gantry, at the right is a building made of GER made
concrete block building with (Crittal?) steel window frames. The wagon stock is a mixture of company and private owner wagons with a GER
32ft full brake and a pair of covered carriage trucks beyond the shunters cabin.
Floods at Temple Mills.
View taken from Ruckholt Road bridge with the Temple Mills wagon works steel frame shops at the left. The two sidings parallel to it are
under several inches of water and contain a variety of wagon stock including open wagons from the Brecon & Merthyr and LNWR railways.
Various permanent way materials are stored close to the inundated main running lines at the right.
Yard Office, Temple Mills.
View north west, taken parallel to Quarter Mill Lane (now Ruckholt Road), showing hydraulic accumulator tower in centre and single storey
smoking room and mess room building at left. At the right is part of the end elevation of the steel frame shop and wheel shop by tower. At the
right the end of the siding features a timber buffer stop, the vegetation at the left disguises an open culvert.
C.W.L. Glaze
Royal Saloon No 49 Queens Compartment Exterior.
Broadside view of clerestory 50ft royal saloon No 49, built December 1901 at Stratford for King Edward VII to diagram 21. Dual brakes, gas lit,
became LNER No 611, withdrawn April 1938.
Royal Saloon No 49 Queens Compartment Exterior.
Broadside view of clerestory 50ft royal saloon No 49, built December 1901 at Stratford for King Edward VII to diagram 21. Dual brakes, gas lit,
became LNER No 611, withdrawn April 1938.
Royal Saloon No 49 Queens Compartment Interior.
Interior view of saloon of clerestory 50ft royal saloon No 49, built December 1901 at Stratford for King Edward VII to diagram 21. General
view of well upholstered saloon, with side table, gasoliers within clerestory and, through the open door, part of the smaller saloon.
Royal Saloon No 49 Queens Compartment Interior.
Interior view of saloon of clerestory 50ft royal saloon No 49, built December 1901 at Stratford for King Edward VII to diagram 21. General
view of well upholstered saloon from the opposite end to SX461, with side table on the left, gasoliers within clerestory. At the left is the
corridor seen in SX460. Converted to 1st class saloon in 1925 for general service and renumbered LNER 611, withdrawn April 1938.
Royal Saloon No 49 Queens Compartment Interior.
Interior view of smaller saloon of clerestory 50ft royal saloon No 49, built December 1901 at Stratford for King Edward VII to diagram 21.
General view of saloon with loose furniture and gasoliers within clerestory. The central door leads first to a lobby and then the lavatory where
the mirror may be seen.
Royal Composite No 16 Kings Compartment Interior.
Interior of compartment of 34ft 6ins composite No 16, built at Stratford in August 1894 to diagram 207. Shows details of upholstery, luggage
racks and decor generally.
Royal Composite No 16 Kings Compartment Exterior.
Broadside of exterior of 6 wheel 34ft 6ins composite No 16, built at Stratford in August 1894 to diagram 207. Dual fitted, gas lit, withdrawn in
September 1926.
Royal Saloon No 31 Exterior.
Three quarter side view of 41ft bogie saloon No 31, built for the Prince of Wales at Stratford in April 1897 to diagram 17. Interior arrangement
from left to right, lavatory/lobby, saloon, lavatory, 1st compartment and servants. Converted to 1st saloon in 1925, withdrawn April 1938.
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Royal Saloon No 31 Exterior.
Broadside view of 41ft bogie saloon No 31, built for the Prince of Wales at Stratford in April 1897 to diagram 17. Interior arrangement from left
to right, lavatory/lobby, saloon, lavatory, 1st compartment and servants. Converted to 1st saloon in 1925, withdrawn April 1938.
Royal Saloon No 31 Exterior.
Broadside view of 41ft bogie saloon No 31, built for the Prince of Wales at Stratford in April 1897 to diagram 17. Interior arrangement from left
to right, lavatory/lobby, saloon, lavatory, 1st compartment and servants. Converted to 1st saloon in 1925, withdrawn April 1938. Similar to
SX467 but of the other side and bears new monogram for King George V.
Royal Saloon No 31 Interior.
Interior of main saloon of 41ft royal saloon No 31, built for the Prince of Wales at Stratford in April 1897 to diagram 17. Shows details of
elaborate furnishings with view at the right of the corridor leading to smoking and servants compartments.
Royal Saloon No 31 Interior.
Interior of main saloon of 41ft royal saloon No 31, built for the Prince of Wales at Stratford in April 1897 to diagram 17. Shows details of
elaborate furnishings from opposite end to SX469 with a view through the central door to the lobby and lavatory beyond.
Royal Saloon No 31 Interior.
Interior of main saloon of 41ft royal saloon No 31, built for the Prince of Wales at Stratford in April 1897 to diagram 17. Shows details of
elaborate furnishings similar to SX470 but from further back. A view through the central door shows the lobby and lavatory beyond with
mirror on end partition.
Royal Saloon No 31 Interior.
Interior of 41ft royal saloon No 31, built for the Prince of Wales at Stratford in April 1897 to diagram 17. Shows view along side corridor
towards the main saloon, with smoking compartment at the right.
Royal Saloon No 5 Interior.
Interior of Princess of Wales 48ft 3ins saloon No 5, built June 1898 at Stratford to diagram 5. Shows one of 2 identical end saloons, richly
upholstered with loose carpets on floor. Became LNER 65, converted to Engineer's saloon in 1925, finally withdrawn in October 1972. Exists at
Lakeside & Haverthwaite Railway.
NEGATIVE MISSING
Royal Saloon No 31 Exterior.
Broadside view of Princess of Wales 48ft 3ins saloon No 5, built June 1898 at Stratford to diagram 5. Shows non corridor side with, left to right
saloon, servants compartment, 1st smoking, lavatory and saloon. Became LNER 65, converted to Engineer's saloon in 1925, finally withdrawn in
October 1972. Exists at Lakeside & Haverthwaite Railway.
Dormitory Stratford.
Interior of extended dormitory at first floor level, showing corridor lit by roof lights flanked either side by a row of open topped individual
dormitories. Distant view of original dormitory corridor.
Dormitory Stratford-Dining Room.
Interior of dining room showing a group of men in waistcoats and shirtsleeves sitting round a long table laid for a meal with substantial tea pots.
Electric lighting and framed photographs of GER engines on walls.
Dormitory Stratford-Dining Room.
Interior of dining room showing a group of men in waistcoats and shirtsleeves sitting round a long table laid for a meal with substantial tea pots.
Electric lighting and framed photographs of GER engines on walls. Similar to SX476,
Dormitory Stratford-Smoke Room.
Interior of smoke room furnished with large round table at which 5 men sit reading or writing. Papers and magazines are on a table in the
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foreground, fireplace at left and bookcases at the right.
Dormitory-Cubicle.
View into a dormitory cubical with French polished partitions, white glazed brick back wall, iron bedstead complete with bed linen, a single
electric light over the bed and a bed side mat bearing the GER monogram.
Dormitory Stratford-Kitchen.
Interior of kitchen with large cast iron range and mantle shelf above. A male cook is preparing food on a large table which has a variety of
utensils and ingredients on it.
Dormitory Stratford-Kitchen.
Another interior of the kitchen from the opposite end to SX1480. The same male cook is at the table but with different utensils and
ingredients. A large dresser with cupboards below is on the rear wall containing a variety of china with a plate rack in the corner.
Dormitory-Bookcase.
The library, furnished with several wooden chairs and tables with two bookcases with glazed doors visible.
Dormitory-Bookcase.
Close up of one of the bookcases seen in SX482, which contains the 40 volumes of the International Library of Famous Literature, presented in
October 1908 by W.C. May, then the GER Mineral Manager.
20 Ton Brake Van with Ferro Concrete Body, Temple Mills.
Three quarter view of 20 ton brake van No 158355 with steel underframe and ferro concrete body, built at Temple Mills. Body complete but
lacks guards ducket and other fittings.
20 Ton Brake Van with Ferro Concrete Body, Temple Mills.
Broadside view of 20 ton brake van No 158355 with steel underframe and ferro concrete body, built at Temple Mills. Body complete but lacks
guards ducket and other fittings.
20 Ton Brake Van with Ferro Concrete Body, Temple Mills.
Interior view of 20 ton brake van No 158355 with steel underframe and ferro concrete body, built at Temple Mills. Body complete but guards
ducket and interior fittings lacking.
20 Ton Brake Van with Ferro Concrete Body, Temple Mills.
Interior view of 20 ton brake van No 158355 with steel underframe and ferro concrete body, built at Temple Mills. Body complete but guards
ducket and interior fittings lacking, taken from opposite end to SX486.
20 Ton Brake Van with Ferro Concrete Body, Temple Mills
Cut Off Indicator.
General view of the operating handles and cut off indicator for the experimental W1 class high pressure 4-6-4 compound locomotive No 10000,
constructed at Darlington Works in November 1929. The locomotive had power operated reversing gear with separate controls for the high
and low pressure cylinders and the operating gear shown was designed and built at Stratford Works. The two levers controlled the high and
low pressure reversing gears and the dial at the top showed the cut off positions. In this photograph the dial face has been removed and it is
displayed at the bottom showing the reverse side and operating gears.
Cut Off Indicator.
As SX489 but a side view of the duplex reversing gear and cut-off indicator for W1 class 4-6-4 locomotive No 10000. In this photograph the
dial has been refitted.
Cut Off Indicator.
Cut-off indicator for W1 class 4-6-4 locomotive No 10000. The thin needle indicated the cut-off of the low pressure cylinders and the thicker
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one that of the high pressure cylinders. Note the letters 'HP' cut out of the latter.
Cut Off Indicator.
As SX489, front view of the duplex reversing gear and cut-off indicator for W1 class 4-6-4 locomotive No 10000. In this photograph the dial
has been refitted.
Cut Off Indicator.
As SX491 but a three quarter view.
20 Ton Brake Van with Ferro Concrete Body, Temple Mills.
Three quarter view of 20 ton brake van No 158355 with steel underframe and ferro concrete body, built at Temple Mills. Body complete with
guards ducket, lamp irons, external hand rails, side lamps, stove pipe and end stanchions.
20 Ton Brake Van with Ferro Concrete Body, Temple Mills.
Broadside view of 20 ton brake van No 158355 with steel underframe and ferro concrete body, built at Temple Mills. Body complete with
guards ducket, lamp irons, external hand rails, side lamps, stove pipe and end stanchions.
20 Ton Brake Van with Ferro Concrete Body, Temple Mills.
End view of 20 ton brake van No 158355 with steel underframe and ferro concrete body, built at Temple Mills. Body complete with glazing,
lamp irons, external hand rails and end stanchions.
20 Ton Brake Van with Ferro Concrete Body, Temple Mills.
Interior view of 20 ton brake van No 158355 with steel underframe and ferro concrete body, built at Temple Mills. Body complete and interior
fitted out including guards ducket, stove and glazing.
20 Ton Brake Van with Ferro Concrete Body, Temple Mills.
Interior view of 20 ton brake van No 158355 with steel underframe and ferro concrete body, built at Temple Mills. Body complete and interior
fitted out including guard’s ducket, stove and glazing, taken from opposite end to SX496 with details of hand brake wheel and column and the
stove.
Carriage Washing Plant Mops and Spindles - Ilford.
View looking inside the single line open ended steel framed shed, clad with corrugated sheeting, showing the vertical revolving spindles on which
are mounted fabric mops. Between the lines is a shallow pit to collect the water.
Carriage Washing Plant Mops and Spindles - Ilford.
Close up view of the vertical revolving spindles on which are mounted fabric mops and some constructional details of the steel framed single
road shed. Between the lines is a shallow pit to collect the water.
Carriage Washing Plant Train Passing Through - Ilford.
A general view of the steel framed shed clad with corrugated sheeting showing an 8 coach GER suburban train being taken trough the shed by a
2-4-2 tank engine.
Carriage Washing Plant In Motion - Ilford. A general view looking through the steel framed shed clad with corrugated sheeting showing the
spindles revolving and water sprays operating. A man stands by the operatives wooden hut at the left.
Carriage Washing Plant Shed and Motor House - Ilford. A general three quarter view of the exterior of the steel framed shed clad with
corrugated sheeting showing the operatives wooden hut at the left.
Carriage Washing Plant Pit - Ilford. A view taken from the entrance to the steel framed shed clad with corrugated sheeting showing the spindles
stationary and the arrangement of the pit between the running lines to collect the waste water.
Carriage Washing Plant Inside Motor House - Ilford.
Interior view of the motor room of the washing plant showing a pair of controls to operate the electric motors driving the spindles and mops.
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Alex. Spencers Patent Double Acting Buffer.
Spencer-Moulton Centre Buffer & Drawgear. Copy of large plan showing full size elevations and plan of drawgear with buckeye coupler with
titles in English and Argentinian.
Alex. Spencers Patent Double Acting Buffer.
Spencer-Moulton Double Acting Buffer. Copy of large plan showing full size plan view of double acting buffer with titles in English and
Argentinian.
20 Ton Brake Van with Ferro Concrete Body, Temple Mills.
Broadside view of 20 ton brake van No 158355 with steel underframe and ferro concrete body, built at Temple Mills. Body and painting
complete with guards ducket, lamp irons, external hand rails, side lamps, stove pipe and end stanchions, incised cast lettering finished in white
and the body painted.
20 Ton Brake Van with Ferro Concrete Body, Temple Mills.
Three quarter view of 20 ton brake van No 158355 with steel underframe and ferro concrete body, built at Temple Mills. Body complete with
guards ducket, lamp irons, external hand rails, side lamps, stove pipe and end stanchions, incised cast lettering finished in white and the body
painted.
20 Ton Brake Van with Ferro Concrete Body, Temple Mills
20 Ton Brake Van with Ferro Concrete Body, Temple Mills.
Interior view of 20 ton brake van No 158355 with steel underframe and ferro concrete body, built at Temple Mills. Body complete and interior
fitted out including guards ducket, stove and glazing; view through doorway to sanding gear mounted on veranda end.
20 Ton Brake Van with Ferro Concrete Body, Temple Mills
Fractured Wheel Flange Wagon No 893 Fountain & Burnleys.
Three quarter view of an open spoked wagon wheel and axle showing the flange completely detached for about half its diameter.
Milo Horizontal Milling Machine No 80, Temple Mills.
Shows milling attachment for wagon axle boxes, close up showing an axle box in place for machining.
Milo Horizontal Milling Machine No 80, Temple Mills.
Shows milling attachment for wagon axle boxes, general view of machine with operative examining axle box on machine bed.
Milo Horizontal Milling Machine No 80, Temple Mills.
Shows milling attachment for wagon axle boxes, general view of machine with operative guiding work on machine bed.
Milo Horizontal Milling Machine No 80, Temple Mills.
Shows milling attachment for wagon axle boxes, close up view of machine with a pair of axle boxes on machine bed.
Milo Horizontal Milling Machine No 80, Temple Mills.
Shows milling attachment for wagon axle boxes, close up view of machine showing a pair of axle boxes being machined.
Train Ferry Wagon Italian Breda.
Broadside view of 4 wheel 28ft 11ins 14½ tons ferry wagon No 901-619, one of 2 built in 1925 to carry Italian cheese to diagram 6 or SR
C.5050. Fitted with dual brakes and steam heating through pipe.
Train Ferry Wagon Italian Breda.
Three quarter view of 4 wheel 28ft 11ins 14½ tons ferry wagon No 901-619, one of 2 built in 1925 to carry Italian cheese to diagram 6 or SR
C.5050. Fitted with dual brakes and steam heating through pipe. Good details of brakesmans cabin on near end.
Train Ferry Wagon Oil Tank.
Three quarter view of Belgian 4 wheel 20ft 8¾ins 18 tons sulphuric acid tank wagon No 105-149, one of 12 built 1925 for train ferry traffic. No
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continuous brake fitted, screw couplings to diagram 12 or SR C.5080
Train Ferry Wagon Motor Truck.
Three quarter view of 4 wheel 43ft 11½ins 14 tons Italian Motor Car wagon No 926-506 without caboose with loading doors at either end.
Built by Officine Ferroviarie Meridionali, Napoli in 1925, one of 17, for train ferry traffic to diagram 10 or SR C.5057. Fitted with dual brakes
and steam heating through pipe.
Ventilated Refrigerator Van 8 Tons.
Broadside view of LNER 17ft 6ins 8 tons ventilated refrigerator van No 139284, one of 40 built at Stratford in 1926, diagram 21, for the
Liverpool - London meat traffic.
Composite Carriage No 63515 To be Covered with Fabric.
Three quarter broadside view of 48ft 3ins composite clerestory carriage No 63515, built as GER No 627 in June 1904 at Stratford to diagram
212. Shows carriage in traffic condition in LNER livery.
Composite Carriage No 63515 To be Covered with Fabric.
Broadside view of 48ft 3ins composite clerestory carriage No 63515, built as GER No 627 in June 1904 at Stratford to diagram 212. Shows
carriage in traffic condition in LNER livery.
Composite Carriage No 63515 Covered with Fabric.
Three quarter broadside view of 48ft 3ins composite clerestory carriage No 63515, built as GER No 627 in June 1904 at Stratford to diagram
212. Shows carriage sides with external mouldings removed and recovered in Rexine material and LNER livery as before.
Composite Carriage No 63515 Covered with Fabric.
Broadside view of 48ft 3ins composite clerestory carriage No 63515, built as GER No 627 in June 1904 at Stratford to diagram 212. Shows
carriage sides with external mouldings removed and recovered in Rexine material and LNER livery as before.
Whitemoor Marshalling Yard.
View of yard looking south from the control tower, the March to Spalding main line is at the extreme right and the transship shed in the centre
background.
Copy of composite photograph originally taken in 1929, source Railway Gazette reprint dated 20.9.29
Whitemoor Marshalling Yard.
General view of yard looking north from top of coaling plant. Main yard in middle ground, transship shed left of centre with March to Spalding
main line in front of water tower seen in centre. In left foreground are the coal stacks at north end of locomotive sheds. Goods Central signal
box in right foreground.
Copy of composite photograph originally taken in 1929, source Railway Gazette reprint dated 20.9.29
Whitemoor Marshalling Yard.
General view of yard, looking south from top of coaling plant. Main marshalling yard at left, coal stacks in centre and March locomotive depot in
right background, with cord of turning triangle in right foreground.
Copy of composite photograph originally taken in 1929, source Railway Gazette reprint dated 20.9.29
Whitemoor Marshalling Yard.
Copy of diagram of New Marshalling Yard on Up Side at Whitemoor, showing yard layout, position of retarders and the function of the groups
of sidings.
Whitemoor Marshalling Yard.
Cross section drawing of Froelich rail brake showing details of retarder brake mechanism, lowered position on left and raised position on right.
Source Railway Gazette reprint dated 20.9.29
Whitemoor Marshalling Yard.
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Copy of signalling diagram of Whitemoor Up Marshalling Yard showing yard layout, position of retarders, the function of the groups of sidings
and gradient sections.
Whitemoor Marshalling Yard.
Copy of part of survey plan, dated c.1929, showing the northern end of the up marshalling yard, including the hump, superimposed on existing
land features.
Whitemoor Marshalling Yard.
Copy of photograph showing the end of a retarder brake in the manufacturer’s works, with a wheel set in position.
Source Railway Gazette reprint dated 20.9.29.
Whitemoor Marshalling Yard-View of Control Towers.
A view of the up sorting sidings tower from the top of the hump looking south. Four wagon retarders are visible in the foreground. The track
in the bottom right hand corner is an engine road avoiding the four retarders.
Copied from photograph in the Railway Gazette 20.9.29.
Engine No 464.
N7/1 class 0-6-2T No 464 at Stratford built 11.25 at Gorton. Left hand broadside view of engine, differs from original GER design such as having
GN type chimney, lower dome and cab roof, Ross pop safety valves and left hand drive. At first there were only 3 coal rails round the top of
the bunker rather than the 6 shown here. Withdrawn as 69628 12.58.
Engine No 464.
N7/1 class 0-6-2T No 464 at Stratford built 11.25 at Gorton. As SX537 but left hand half view of engine. Condensate drainpipe from ejector
exhaust pipe, oil feed pipes from sight feed lubricator in cab to left hand valves and piston. Three lamp brackets over right hand buffer (GN
head codes), GE head lamp on centre bracket. Withdrawn as 69628 12.58.
Engine No 8782.
D16/1 class 4-4-0 No 8782 at Stratford built 6.23. Left hand broadside view showing 1928 style of black livery with LNER on tender and
running number on cab side, but squeezed in between top of brass beading and bottom of cab windows, partially obscured by the horizontal
hand rail. Photograph shows Davies & Metcalfe exhaust steam injector behind cab footsteps. Engine rebuilt as D16/2 5.31 with extended
smokebox, rebuilt to D16/3 12.48 and withdrawn as 62613 10.60.
Engine No 8782.
D16/1 class 4-4-0 No 8782 at Stratford built 6.23. Left hand three quarter view showing 1928 style of black livery with LNER on tender and
running number on cab side, but squeezed in between top of brass beading and bottom of cab windows, partially obscured by the horizontal
hand rail. Photograph shows Davies & Metcalfe exhaust steam injector behind cab footsteps. Top feed on dome, washout plugs uncovered, GE
head lamp. Engine rebuilt as D16/2 5.31 with extended smokebox, rebuilt to D16/3 12.48 and withdrawn as 62613 10.60.
Engine No 7034.
J68 class 0-6-0T No 7034 at Stratford built 10.23. Left hand broadside view of engine, one of the final series of the long running GER
'Buckjumpers'. Shunting engine with 16 spoke coupled wheels without balance weights, steam brake only and lever reverse. Shows GER
pattern built up chimney, elliptical shape cab roof (better seen on SX542) and mechanical lubricator. Withdrawn as 68660 12.60.
Engine No 7034.
J68 class 0-6-0T No 7034 at Stratford built 10.23. Left hand half view of engine, one of the final series of the long running GER 'Buckjumpers'.
Shunting engine with 16 spoke coupled wheels without balance weights, steam brake only and lever reverse. Shows GER pattern built up
chimney, elliptical shape cab roof and mechanical lubricator. Withdrawn as 68660 12.60.
Engine No 837.
N7/1 class 0-6-2T No 837 at Stratford, built 6.26 at Gorton. Left hand broadside view of engine. Details as SX537 except that a round ended
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recessed footstep and combined handgrip has been added to the bunker to ease access to it. Rebuilt with round top firebox and withdrawn
9.62.
Engine No 837.
N7/1 class 0-6-2T No 837 at Stratford, built 6.26 at Gorton. Left hand three quarter view of engine, showing Chingford destination board.
Details as SX537 except that a round ended recessed footstep and combined handgrip has been added to the bunker to ease access to it. Note
oil feeder on right hand side footplate and early LNER head lamp on left hand bracket. Rebuilt with round top firebox and withdrawn 9.62.
Engine No 2624.
N7/3 class 0-6-2T No 2624 at Stratford built 9.28 at Doncaster (Works No 1696). Left hand three quarter view of engine with round top
firebox and long travel valve gear (note covers to valve spindles on piano front). Compared to N7/1 there is no side traverse to the leading
axle, as evidenced by round instead of square ended side rod front journal and absence of vertical hinge ahead of middle journal. Additionally
there are 3ft 6ins instead of 3ft 9ins diameter rear carrying wheels (pony arrangement in place of radius), the cab side window is repositioned
further back, with a sliding opening instead of drop, the bunker is high sided and has a pair of recessed footsteps, the GN type whistle is
mounted on the front of the cab and the Group Standard buffers are fitted. Withdrawn as 69726 in 12.60.
Engine No 546.
N7/3 class 0-6-2T No 2624 at Stratford built 9.28 at Doncaster (Works No 1696). Left hand broadside view of engine with round top firebox
and long travel valve gear, description as SX545. Withdrawn as 69726 in 12.60.
Engine No 8176.
J17 class 0-6-0 No 8176 at Stratford built 10.01. Left hand broadside view of engine and tender. Rebuilt from J16 class with round top firebox
to J17 class with Belpaire firebox 6.27. Shows built up chimney (?) not clear, Ross pop safety valves and engine number on tender. Withdrawn
as 65526 in 8.59.
Engine No 8176
Engine No 947.
N7/1 class 0-6-2T No 947 at Stratford built R. Stephenson & Co. 11.25 (Works No 3906). Left hand three quarter view of engine, details as
SX537. Note lozenge shaped builder plate on side of front sandbox and Chingford destination board. Rebuilt with round topped firebox 1.51
and withdrawn as 69661 in 10.59.
Engine No 947.
N7/1 class 0-6-2T No 947 at Stratford built R. Stephenson & Co. 11.25 (Works No 3906). Left hand broadside view of engine, details as SX537
but engine has been moved to reduce background clutter seen in SX549. Note lozenge shaped builder plate on side of front sandbox and
Chingford destination board. Rebuilt with round topped firebox 1.51 and withdrawn as 69661 in 10.59.
Engine No 2607.
N7/3 class 0-6-2T No 2607 at Stratford built at Doncaster 12.27 (Works No 1676). Left hand broadside view of engine, details as SX545.
Withdrawn as 69709 in 11.60.
Engine No 2607.
N7/3 class 0-6-2T No 2607 at Stratford built at Doncaster 12.27 (Works No 1676). Left hand half view of engine, details as SX545. Shows
Doncaster pattern smokebox door, which was without the ornamental ring and had long hinge straps. This pattern door was fitted only to
2600-9 when first built. Fairlop via Ilford destination board in place. Withdrawn as 69709 in 11.60.
Engine No 2636.
N7/2 class 0-6-2T No 2636 at Stratford built 12.27 at Gorton. Left hand broadside view of engine. Details similar to SX545 except that a
Belpaire firebox was employed, GER pattern buffers were fitted, there was no large brass makers plate. Rebuilt with round topped firebox 9.46,
withdrawn as 69676 in 2.59.
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Engine No 2636.
N7/2 class 0-6-2T No 2636 at Stratford built 12.27 at Gorton. Left hand three quarter view of engine. Details similar to SX545 except that a
Belpaire firebox was employed, GER pattern buffers were fitted, there was no large brass makers plate. Rebuilt with round topped firebox 9.46,
withdrawn as 69676 in 2.59.
Engine No 8849.
D15/2 class 4-4-0 No 8849 at Stratford built 1.07 fitted with superheater 5.19 and extended smokebox 5.28 as shown. Left hand three quarter
view of engine and tender showing 1928 livery style with LNER on tender and running number on cab side but squeezed in between top of brass
beading and bottom of cab windows, partially obscured by the horizontal hand rail. Rebuilt to D16/3 4/33 and withdrawn as 2560 in 9.48.
Engine No 8849.
D15/2 class 4-4-0 No 8849 at Stratford built 1.07 fitted with superheater 5.19 and extended smokebox 5.28 as shown. Left hand three quarter
view of engine and tender showing 1928 livery style with LNER on tender and running number on cab side but squeezed in between top of brass
beading and bottom of cab windows, partially obscured by the horizontal hand rail. Rebuilt to D16/3 4/33 and withdrawn as 2560 in 9.48.
In the foreground and middle ground lay three fire hole deflector scoops (flame scoop). These not only aided combustion but also afforded
some protection to the crew in the event of a tube bursting. The one nearest the camera is for a GE circular fire hole, the other is GN (upside
down) oval fire hole, by the running rail is another GE pattern.
Engine no 8849.
N7 class 0-6-2T No 7990 at Stratford built 12.23. Left hand three quarter view of engine with Hertford destination board. Similar to the
engines built by the GER except that Robinson 18 element superheater was fitted, the chimney was plain cast iron instead of being of the built
up type, and the upper front lamp iron was transferred from the top of the smokebox to the door. A vacuum ejector was fitted for train
braking in addition to the Westinghouse air brake. Rebuilt to N7/4, with round top firebox 1.44 and withdrawn as 69612 in 8.59.
Engine No 7990.
N7 class 0-6-2T No 7990 at Stratford built 12.23. Left hand broadside view of engine. Similar to the engines built by the GER except that
Robinson 18 element superheater was fitted, the chimney was plain cast iron instead of being of the built up type, and the upper front lamp iron
was transferred from the op of the smokebox to the door. A vacuum ejector was fitted for train braking in addition to the Westinghouse air
brake. Right hand drive, top feed on dome, fire irons on top of tank, sight feed lubricator can be seen through cab window, operating rod for
condenser at lower smokebox, flame scoops in foreground. Rebuilt to N7/4, with round top firebox 1.44 and withdrawn as 69612 in 8.59.
Engine No 8164
Engine No 8164
Engine No 8836.
D15/2 class 4-4-0 No 8836 at Stratford built 5.08 superheated 6.28 and given an extended smokebox 2.30 as shown. Left hand side half view of
engine and tender, showing 1928 livery style with LNER on tender and running number on cab side but squeezed in between top of brass
beading and bottom of cab windows, partially obscured by the horizontal hand rail. This was the first D15/2 to be fitted with a Doncaster
pattern chimney, of the class O2 2-8-0 type, and altered blast arrangement. Rebuilt to D16/3 10.37 and withdrawn as 62567 in 12.56.
Engine No 8836.
D15/2 class 4-4-0 No 8836 at Stratford built 5.08 superheated 6.28 and given an extended smokebox 2.30 as shown. Left hand broadside view
of engine and tender, showing 1928 livery style with LNER on tender and running number on cab side but squeezed in between top of brass
beading and bottom of cab windows, partially obscured by the horizontal hand rail. This was the first D15/2 to be fitted with a Doncaster
pattern chimney, of the class O2 2-8-0 type, set slightly more forward than the GE pattern, and altered blast arrangement. Rebuilt to D16/3
10.37 and withdrawn as 62567 in 12.56. Part of liquid fuel plant in right background.
Engine No 8836.
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D15/2 class 4-4-0 No 8836 at Stratford built 5.08 with round top firebox, rebuilt to D15 class 11.21, superheated, with short smokebox as
shown 6.26. Left hand side broadside view of engine and tender, showing 1928 livery style with LNER on tender and running number on cab
side but squeezed in between top of brass beading and bottom of cab windows, partially obscured by the horizontal hand rail. Given extended
smokebox 4.33, rebuilt to D16/3 class 4.35 and withdrawn as 62534 in 11.58. Part of liquid fuel plant in right background. Similar to SX562.
Engine No 8836.
D15/2 class 4-4-0 No 8836 at Stratford built 5.08 with round top firebox, rebuilt to D15 class 11.21, superheated, with short smokebox as
shown 6.26. Left hand side broadside view of engine and tender, showing 1928 livery style with LNER on tender and running number on cab
side but squeezed in between top of brass beading and bottom of cab windows, partially obscured by the horizontal hand rail. Given extended
smokebox 4.33, rebuilt to D16/3 class 4.35 and withdrawn as 62534 in 11.58.
Engine No 8783.
D16/2 class 4-4-0 No 8783 at Stratford built 7.23, fitted with extended smokebox 6.28. Left hand broadside view of engine and tender, royal
engine in green lined livery. Davies & Metcalfe 'F' type exhaust steam injector with top feed to dome, washout plugs covered by flaps on firebox.
Rebuilt to D16/3 class 12.39, withdrawn as 62614 in 8.58.
Engine No 8291.
J20 class 0-6-0 No 8291 at Stratford built 12.22. Almost broadside left hand view of engine and tender, engine number applied to tender side,
Ross pop safety valves, tender fitted with coal fender. Rebuilt to J20/1 with round topped boiler 9.53, withdrawn as 64696 in 4.62.
Engine No 8533.
B12 (S69) class 4-6-0 No 8533 at Stratford built 12.14. Left hand broadside view of engine and tender with Lentz valve gear and in post 1928
lined green livery with LNER on tender and running number on cab side above brass beading. LNER lettering is of a smaller size than standard.
Engine No 8864.
D15/1 class 4-4-0 No 8864 at Stratford built 6.03 with round topped firebox, rebuilt to D15 superheated 5.23, as shown. Left hand broadside
view of engine and tender showing Ross pop safety valves, coal fenders and 1928 livery style with LNER on tender and running number on cab
side but squeezed in between top of brass beading and bottom of cab windows, partially obscured by the horizontal hand rail. Fitted with
extended smokebox 3.32, further rebuilt to D16/3 class 10.36 and withdrawn as 62535 in 11.57.
Engine No 8864.
D15/1 class 4-4-0 No 8864 at Stratford built 6.03 with round topped firebox, rebuilt to D15 superheated 5.23, as shown. Left hand broadside
view of engine and tender showing Ross pop safety valves, coal fenders and 1928 livery style with LNER on tender and running number on cab
side but squeezed in between top of brass beading and bottom of cab windows, partially obscured by the horizontal hand rail. Fitted with
extended smokebox 3.32, further rebuilt to D16/3 class 10.36 and withdrawn as 62535 in 11.57. Oil fuel tanks in right background.
Engine No 8848.
D15/2 class 4-4-0 No 8848 at Stratford built 1.07 and fitted with superheater 9.18 and extended smokebox, as shown. Left hand side broadside
view of engine and tender, showing LNER and running number on tender, Ramsbottom safety valves and coal fenders. Rebuilt to D16/3 class
1.33 and withdrawn as 62559 in 12.55.
Engine No 8848.
D15/2 class 4-4-0 No 8848 at Stratford built 1.07 and fitted with superheater 9.18 and extended smokebox, as shown. Left hand side broadside
view of engine and tender, showing LNER and running number on tender, Ramsbottom safety valves and coal fenders. Rebuilt to D16/3 class
1.33 and withdrawn as 62559 in 12.55. Oil fuel tanks in the right background.
Engine No 988
Engine No 988
Engine No 2638.
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N7/2 class 0-6-2T No 2638 at Stratford built 1.28 at Gorton. Left hand three quarter view of engine. Details similar to SX545 except that a
Belpaire firebox was employed, GER pattern buffers were fitted, there was no large brass makers plate. Rebuilt with round topped firebox 9.46,
withdrawn as 69676 in 2.59. Oil fuel tanks in right background.
Engine No 2638.
N7/2 class 0-6-2T No 2638 at Stratford built 1.28 at Gorton. Left hand broadside view of engine. Details similar to SX545 except that a
Belpaire firebox was employed, GER pattern buffers were fitted, there was no large brass makers plate. Rebuilt with round topped firebox 9.46,
withdrawn as 69676 in 2.59. Oil fuel tanks in right background.
Engine No 7992.
N7 class 0-6-2T No 7992 at Stratford built 12.23. Left hand broadside view of engine. Rebuilt to N7/4 class 2.40, the first to be so rebuilt.
Latterly this engine had achieved fame as the West Side pilot at Liverpool Street station, where it was kept in immaculate condition. Withdrawn
as 69614 in 12.60. Details of engine as SX557.
Engine No 7992.
N7 class 0-6-2T No 7992 at Stratford built 12.23. Left hand three quarter view of engine, condenser operating rod at base of smokebox and top
feed on dome. Rebuilt to N7/4 class 2.40, the first to be so rebuilt. Latterly this engine had achieved fame as the West Side pilot at Liverpool
Street station, where it was kept in immaculate condition. Withdrawn as 69614 in 12.60. Details of engine as SX557.
Engine No 8846.
D16/1 class 4-4-0 No 8846 at Stratford built 12.06, rebuilt with larger boiler from D15 to D16/1 class 12.24. Left hand side three quarter view
of engine and tender showing pre 1928 livery style with LNER and running number on tender, top feed on dome, washout plugs covered by
flaps on firebox. Given extended smokebox as D16/2 class in 3.34 and further rebuilt to D16/3 class in 4.44. Withdrawn as 62557 in 10.55.
Elevated liquid fuel tanks in right background.
Engine No 8846.
D16/1 class 4-4-0 No 8846 at Stratford built 12.06, rebuilt with larger boiler from D15 to D16/1 class 12.24. Left hand side broadside view of
engine and tender showing pre 1928 livery style with LNER and running number on tender, top feed on dome, washout plugs covered by flaps
on firebox. Given extended smokebox as D16/2 class in 3.34 and further rebuilt to D16/3 class in 4.44. Withdrawn as 62557 in 10.55. Elevated
liquid fuel tanks in right background.
Engine No 8818.
D16/1 class 4-4-0 No 8818 at Stratford built 6.10, rebuilt from D15 class to D16/2 class in 6.23, the second Claud to be so rebuilt. Left hand
side broadside view of engine and tender showing 1928 livery style with LNER on tender and running number on cab side but squeezed in
between top of brass beading and bottom of cab windows, partially obscured by the horizontal hand rail. Extended smokebox fitted 11.33,
rebuilt to D16/3 class 3.47 and withdrawn as 62589 in 5.59.
Engine No 8818.
D16/1 class 4-4-0 No 8818 at Stratford built 6.10, rebuilt from D15 class to D16/2 class in 6.23, the second Claud to be so rebuilt. Left hand
side broadside view of engine and tender showing 1928 livery style with LNER on tender and running number on cab side but squeezed in
between top of brass beading and bottom of cab windows, partially obscured by the horizontal hand rail. Extended smokebox fitted 11.33,
rebuilt to D16/3 class 3.47 and withdrawn as 62589 in 5.59. As SX580 but slightly angled view.
Engine No 8165.
J17 class 0-6-0 No 8165 at Stratford built 1.01 with round top firebox, rebuilt from J16 class to J17 class 7.29 as here shown. Left hand
broadside view of engine and tender, shows GER pattern built up chimney and Ramsbottom safety valves. Tender is 2.640 gallon type with the
footsteps on a separate backing plate. The letters LNER on the tender are in the small size and do not line up with the engine number on the
cab side. Withdrawn as 65515 in 9.58.
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Engine No 8165.
J17 class 0-6-0 No 8165 at Stratford built 1.01 with round top firebox, rebuilt from J16 class to J17 class 7.29 as here shown. Left hand three
quarter view of engine and tender, shows GER pattern built up chimney and Ramsbottom safety valves. Tender is 2.640 gallon type with the
footsteps on a separate backing plate. The letters LNER on the tender are in the small size and do not line up with the engine number on the
cab side. Withdrawn as 65515 in 9.58.
Engine No 8171 Stratford
Engine No 8171 Stratford
Engine No 8847 Stratford
Engine No 8847 Stratford
Engine No 8294 Stratford
Engine No 8294 Stratford
Engine No 8892 Stratford
Engine No 8892 Stratford
Engine No 8155 Stratford
Engine No 8155 Stratford
Engine No 8402-Sentinel.
Y1 class Sentinel 0-4-0T No 8402 at Temple Mills Wagon Works, built 8.27. Left hand broadside view with good view of 'engine' inside cab
door. Parts of GER and SR 5 plank wagons visible in the background.
Engine No 8402-Sentinel.
Y1 class Sentinel 0-4-0T No 8402 at Temple Mills Wagon Works, built 8.27. Left hand three quarter view. Part of GER 5 plank wagon fitted
with coke rails in left background. At the right a painter is stencilling an 'N' on an ex GER wagon.
Engine No 8206.
J17 class 0-6-0 No 8206 at Stratford built 1.03, rebuilt from J16 class to J17 class 2.25. Left hand broadside view of engine and tender, Ross pop
safety valves, 3,500 gallon tender with engine number displayed on it. Withdrawn as 65556 in 3.61.
Engine No 8206.
J17 class 0-6-0 No 8206 at Stratford built 1.03, rebuilt from J16 class to J17 class 2.25. Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender, Ross
pop safety valves, 3,500 gallon tender with engine number displayed on it. Withdrawn as 65556 in 3.61.
Engine No 8205.
J17 class 0-6-0 No 8205 at Stratford built 1.03, rebuilt from J16 class to J17 class 9.26. Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender,
Ramsbottom safety valves retained, 3,500 gallon tender with engine number displayed on it. Withdrawn as 65555 in 3.60.
Engine No 8205.
J17 class 0-6-0 No 8205 at Stratford built 1.03, rebuilt from J16 class to J17 class 9.26. Left hand broadside view of engine and tender,
Ramsbottom safety valves retained, 3,500 gallon tender with engine number displayed on it. Withdrawn as 65555 in 3.60.
Engine No 8881.
D15/2 class 4-4-0 No 8881 at Stratford built 5.01, rebuilt from D14 class to D15/2 class in 5.30. Left hand broadside view shows the engine ex
works after rebuilding with Ramsbottom safety valves. The brass beading has been removed from cab side, with running numbers thereon, in
the same size and on the same level as the LNER lettering on the tender. Except for the fitting of a GN pattern chimney in 7.36 it remained in
this condition until withdrawal as 62512 in 8.50. Washout plugs covered on firebox. White streaks on smokebox, where the engine has primed
and condensate has dried out. Live steam injector steam cock can be seen in silhouette in leading cab window. Air operated water scoop
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operating lever in box on front of tender by handbrake.
Engine No 8881.
D15/2 class 4-4-0 No 8881 at Stratford built 5.01, rebuilt from D14 class to D15/2 class in 5.30. Left hand three quarter view shows the engine
ex works after rebuilding with Ramsbottom safety valves. The brass beading has been removed from cab side, with running numbers thereon, in
the same size and on the same level as the LNER lettering on the tender. Except for the fitting of a GN pattern chimney in 7.36 it remained in
this condition until withdrawal as 62512 in 8.50.
Engine No 2658-Kings Cross.
N7/2 class 0-6-2T No 2658 at Kings Cross built 9.27 by W. Beardmore & Co. Glasgow (Works No 321). Left hand three quarter view of
engine, similar to SX553 and SX554 except that engine brake was steam and there was no Westinghouse pump. Rebuilt with round top firebox
to N7/3 class in 9.50 after being fitted with push and pull gear in 8.49, withdrawn as 69698 in 9.61. Rectangular makers plate on front sandbox.
The engine is fitted with GE type whistle. Although photo is captioned Kings Cross the shed in the background could be the timber stores with
and earlier style of roof. The point work in the foreground could be that lading to the back table road. One of the roads in this area was
known as Arty’s Road this could be Cockney pronunciation of Hearties. It was used as a shunting spur for the Bank.
Engine No 2658-Kings Cross.
N7/2 class 0-6-2T No 2658 at Kings Cross built 9.27 by W. Beardmore & Co. Glasgow (Works No 321). Left hand broadside view of engine,
similar to SX553 and SX554 except that engine brake was steam and there was no Westinghouse pump. Rebuilt with round top firebox to
N7/3 class in 9.50 after being fitted with push and pull gear in 8.49, withdrawn as 69698 in 9.61. Rectangular makers plate on front sandbox.
Engine No 8525 Stratford
Engine No 8525 Stratford
Engine No 873 Stratford
Engine No 873 Stratford
Engine No 8865 Stratford
Engine No 8800.
D16/2 class 4-4-0 No 8800 at Stratford built 7.10, rebuilt from D15 class to D16/2 class in 7.27. Left hand side broadside view showing 1928
livery style with LNER on tender and running number on cab side, but squeezed in between top of brass beading and bottom of cab windows
and partially obscured by the horizontal hand rail. Withdrawn as 62591 in 4.50.
Engine No 8800.
D16/2 class 4-4-0 No 8800 at Stratford built 7.10, rebuilt from D15 class to D16/2 class in 7.27. Left hand side three quarter view showing
1928 livery style with LNER on tender and running number on cab side, but squeezed in between top of brass beading and bottom of cab
windows and partially obscured by the horizontal hand rail. Withdrawn as 62591 in 4.50.
Engine No 8800, Stratford
Engine No 8800, Stratford
Tender of Engine No 2808-New Lettering.
B17 class 4-6-0 engine No 2808 at Stratford, probably in the paint shop. Right hand side broadside of tender in 1928 livery style of lined green
with LNER lettering on side. Good close up view of tender and livery.
Engine No 2811.
Negative renumbered, see SX1232.
Engine No 2811.
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Negative renumbered, see SX1233.
Engine No 2811.
Negative renumbered, see SX1234.
Articulated Carriage, Stratford
Refrigerator Wagon.
Three quarter view of Belgian bogie 43ft 8ins 24½ tons 'Altek' refrigerator van No 100-927, one of 2 built for train ferry traffic. Refrigerating
machinery compartment in near end, fitted with dual brakes to diagram 33 or SR C.5016.
Refrigerator Wagon.
Three quarter view of Belgian bogie 43ft 8ins 24½ tons 'Altek' refrigerator van No 100-927, one of 2 built for train ferry traffic. Photograph
taken from opposite end to SX618. Brakesmans caboose in near end, fitted with dual brakes to diagram 33 or SR C.5016. GER bogie composite
carriage in right background.
Refrigerator Wagon.
Broadside view of Belgian bogie 43ft 8ins 24½ tons 'Altek' refrigerator van No 100-927, one of 2 built for train ferry traffic. Machinery
compartment at left end and brakesmans caboose at the right, fitted with dual brakes to diagram 33 or SR C.5016.
Boiler Washing Plant.
General view of plant under construction, with two Fraser & Fraser tanks in place at ground level, with the filling tank on the right and the
washout tank on the left. The surrounding brickwork for boiler house under construction, it abuts the running shed machine shop in the
background.
Boiler Washing Plant.
General view of plant under construction, with two Fraser & Fraser tanks in place at ground level, the filling tank on the right and the washout
tank on the left. The surrounding brickwork for boiler house under construction, it abuts the running shed machine shop in the background.
Similar to SX621 but different viewpoint of boilers.
Pump at Ely.
Interior of pump house containing an old stationery steam driven pumping engine.
10 Ton High Sided Wagon No 633354, Temple Mills
10 Ton High Sided Wagon No 633354, Temple Mills
Lathe No 1156 Brass Finishing Shop.
Purchased 1928, cost £191, located in the Brass Finishing Shop Stratford, three quarter view.
Capstan Lathe No 1157 Brass Finishing Shop.
Purchased 1928, cost £312 12 6d, located in the Brass Finishing Shop Stratford, broadside view.
Centering Machine No 78 Locomotive Machine Shop.
Purchased 1928, cost £57 10s, nearly broadside view, with white screen behind the machine and showing a pile of forging on the right hand side.
For centering forgings for subsequent machining.
Centering Machine No 78 Locomotive Machine Shop.
Purchased 1928, cost £57 10s, three quarter view, with white screen behind machine. For centering forgings for subsequent machining.
Grinding Machine No 79 Locomotive Machine Shop.
Purchased 1928 from Churchill, cost £379, used for motion pins, three quarter view. Crosshead pins on left hand side.
Grinding Machine No 79 Locomotive Machine Shop.
Purchased 1928 from Churchill, cost £379, used for motion pins, three quarter view, similar to SX629 but closer.
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Automatic Single Spindle Screwing Machine No 91 Locomotive Machine Shop.
Purchased 1928, cost £575 10s, for small bolts, etc., three quarter view showing other machines in the background and overhead shafting.
Automatic Single Spindle Screwing Machine No 91 Locomotive Machine Shop.
Purchased 1928, cost £575 10s, for small bolts, etc., three quarter view, a little closer than SX631, showing other machines in the background
and overhead shafting.
Automatic Screwing Machine No 93 Locomotive Machine Shop.
Purchased 1928, cost £575 10s, close up broadside view.
Automatic Single Spindle Stud Lathe No 299 Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by Butterworth in 1929, cost £635 4s, three quarter view, other machines in the background.
Automatic Single Spindle Stud Lathe No 299 Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by Butterworth in 1929, cost £635 4s, three quarter view, other machines in the background.
Pneumatic Moulding Machine No 214 Brass Foundry.
Purchased 1928, cost £140, made by The Tabor Mfg Co, broadside view.
Pneumatic Moulding Machine No 214 Brass Foundry.
Purchased 1928, cost £140, made by The Tabor Mfg Co, broadside view similar to SX636.
Pneumatic Moulding Machine No 214 Brass Foundry
Tube Testing Machine No 1123 Tube Shop.
Purchased 1928, cost £62 7 9d, three quarter view, possibly for hydraulic water test. Machine broken up August 1938.
Screwing Machine No 1170 Round Shed.
Purchased 1929, cost £152 7s, single head machine, located initially in the Round Shed Stratford, later in the Carriage Department Machine
Shop. Broadside close up view.
Screwing Machine No 1170 Round Shed.
Purchased 1929, cost £152 7s, single head machine, located initially in the Round Shed Stratford, later in the Carriage Department Machine
Shop. Broadside view.
Universal Tool Grinder No 75 Tool Shop.
Supplied by Churchill in 1928, cost £160 10s, general view.
Pipe Screwing Machine No 238 Locomotive Erecting Shop.
Purchased 1928, cost £136 15s, probably used for vacuum piping jobs. Close up broadside view.
Portable Grinding Machine No 23 or 25 Erecting Shop.
General view of machine on wheeled pedestal with engine behind.
Portable Grinding Machine No 23 or 25 Erecting Shop.
View of machine on wheeled pedestal being used to face up hornblocks with a disc grinder.
Outside Journal Lathe No 508 Locomotive Wheel Shop.
Purchased 1928, cost £765, broadside view showing a wheelset in the machine. Moved to Engine Repairing Shop March 1944. Principally for
tender wheels, hence removal to ERS where tenders were repaired.
Outside Journal Lathe No 508 Locomotive Wheel Shop.
Purchased 1928, cost £765, broadside view showing a wheelset in the machine. Moved to Engine Repairing Shop March 1944. Principally for
tender wheels, hence removal to ERS where tenders were repaired.
Hydraulic Wheel Press No 1095 Wheel Shop Carriage Department.
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Purchased 1928, cost £600, broadside view of machine with a Mansell wheel set in place. Moved to the Carriage Lifting Shop c.1936.
Hydraulic Wheel Press No 1095 Wheel Shop, Carriage Department.
Purchased 1928, cost £600, broadside view of machine with a Mansell wheel set in place, similar to SX648. Moved to the Carriage Lifting Shop
c.1936.
Tyre Beader No 1096 Wheel Shop, Carriage Department.
Purchased 1929, cost £508, general view showing a disc wheelset in place for beading tyre over Gibson ring. Moved to the Carriage Lifting Shop
c.1936.
Tyre Beader No 1096 Wheel Shop, Carriage Department.
Purchased 1929, cost £508, general view showing a disc wheelset in place for beading tyre over Gibson ring, similar to SX650. Moved to the
Carriage Lifting Shop c.1936.
Duplex Borer No 1094 Wheel Shop Carriage Department.
Purchased 1928, cost £1437, general three quarter view of machine with two Mansell wheels in place. Moved to the Carriage Lifting Shop
c.1936.
Duplex Borer No 1094 Wheel Shop, Carriage Department.
Purchased 1928, cost £1437, general broadside view of machine with two Mansell wheels in place. Moved to the Carriage Lifting Shop c.1936.
Dust Exhaust Pipes in Saw Mills No 1, Stratford
Dust Exhaust Pipes outside Saw Mills No 1, Stratford
Auto Stud Lathe No 299 Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by Butterworth in 1929, cost £635 4s, broadside view, other machines in the background. Same as SX634.
Auto Stud Lathe No 299 Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by Butterworth in 1929, cost £635 4s, three quarter view, other machines in the background. Same as SX635.
Turret Lathe No 1 Loco Locomotive Machine Shop.
Purchased 1929, cost £2043, three quarter view, other machines in the background.
Screwing Machine No 22 Locomotive Machine Shop.
Purchased 1928, cost £525 15 6d, nearly broadside view with other machines in the background.
Screwing Machine No 22 Locomotive Machine Shop.
Purchased 1928, cost £525 15 6d, almost end view with other machines in the background.
Blowing Fan No 950 Smithy Stamping Shop.
Purchased 1929, cost c. £200, located in the Smithy Stamping Shop, moved to Loco Smithy 5.9.36.
Blowing Fan No 950 Smithy Stamping Shop.
Purchased 1929, cost c. £200, located in the Smithy Stamping Shop moved to Loco Smithy 5.9.36.
Duplex Drill & Boring No 12 Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by Kitchen & Wade, Halifax in 1929, cost £1219, used for crank webs, coupling rods, etc. Broadside view.
Duplex Drill & Boring No 12 Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by Kitchen & Wade, Halifax in 1929, cost £1219, used for crank webs, coupling rods, etc. Three quarter view.
Grinding Machine.
Located in Tool Shop, general view of machine.
Lathe No 185 Tool Shop.
Purchased 1929, cost £48, broadside view.
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Lathe No 1158 Brass Finishing Shop.
Purchased 1929, cost £48, broadside view, similar machine to SX666.
Hacksaw No 96 Tool Shop.
Purchased 1929, cost £33 8s, three quarter view of machine with round bar being cut, belt driven from overhead shaft.
Concrete Mixer No 1165 Builders Department.
Purchased 1929, cost £50, Ransome & Rapier 'Featherweight' machine fixed to floor showing mix being discharged by operative into a two
wheeled barrow, ballast in background. Machine broken up July 1936.
Concrete Mixer No 1165 Builders Department..
Purchased 1929, cost £50, Ransome & Rapier 'Featherweight' machine fixed to floor showing drum in mixing position with two operatives.
Machine broken up July 1936.
Concrete Mixer No 1165 Builders Department.
Purchased 1929, cost £50, general view of Ransome & Rapier 'Featherweight' machine fixed to floor with ballast measuring box in foreground.
Machine broken up July 1936.
Hollow Chisel Mortice No 906 No 1 Saw Mill.
Purchased 1929, cost £138, general view.
Tenoning Machine No 717 No 1 Saw Mill.
Purchased 1929, cost £207 12s, three quarter view, with background views of other machines and building interior.
Boring & Recessing Machine No 905 No 1 Saw Mill.
Purchased 1929, cost £80 10s, general view of machine, with interior views and stacked timber.
Planer No 892 No 1 Saw Mill.
Purchased 1929, cost £209, general view of machine and dust extractor.
Band Re-Saw No 908 No 1 Saw Mill.
Purchased 1929, cost £528, three quarter view, good building interior.
Band Re-Saw No 908 No 1 Saw Mill.
Purchased 1929, cost £528, a wider three quarter view than SX676, good building interior.
Belt Sander No 740 No 1 Saw Mill.
Supplied by Wadkin in 1929, cost £127 10s, three quarter view.
Morticing Machine No 907 No 1 Saw Mill.
Purchased 1929, cost £336 5s, three quarter view.
Mr Chilvers.
A portrait of Mr Chilvers from the right. Position and occasion unknown.
Mr Chilvers.
A portrait of Mr Chilvers from the left. Position and occasion unknown.
Mr Gosling.
A portrait of Mr Gosling from the right. Position and occasion unknown.
Mr Gosling.
A portrait of Mr Gosling from the left. Position and occasion unknown.
Mr Robertson.
A portrait of Mr Robertson from the right. Position and occasion unknown.
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Mr Robertson.
A portrait of Mr Robertson from the left. Position and occasion unknown.
Mr Reeve.
A portrait of Mr Reeve from the right. Position and occasion unknown.
Mr Reeve.
A portrait of Mr Reeve from the left. Position and occasion unknown.
Cutting Machine for Steel Panels No 1070 Carriage Dept Smithy Stratford.
General view of machine, with panel in foreground.
Polishing Machine.
General view of machine with buffing head above a table, driven by electric motor and running on an overhead frame, location unknown.
Vacuum Testing on Trolley.
View of electrically driven vacuum pump mounted on 3 wheel trolley for brake testing. Shown connected to 6 wheel carriage, which has had
some body repairs and new roof canvas. Appears to have been newly dual fitted but awaits overhaul. Good end detail of steel framed coach
which may be a 6 compartment 3rd.
Vacuum Testing on Trolley.
View of electrically driven vacuum pump mounted on a 3 wheel trolley for brake testing. Shown connected to 6 wheel carriage which has had
some body repairs and new roof canvas.
Loco Offices before Alteration.
Exterior view of drawing office taken from Old Cambridge main line taken during course of reconstruction of main offices in 1920. Note the
blinds over the windows, proposal to extend drawing office not carried out and it remained in this form until closure.
Loco Offices during Reconstruction.
Three quarter view of Locomotive Offices in scaffolding during addition of 3rd floor. Part of Polygon signal box at the left.
Loco Offices during Reconstruction.
Nearly broadside view of Locomotive Offices in scaffolding during addition of 3rd floor. Part of Polygon signal box at the left. Similar to SX693.
Loco Offices before Alteration.
Three quarter exterior view of Locomotive Offices before alterations, having two floors with a high entrance arch to the Erecting Shop, flanked
by a pair of impressive gas lamps. The portion at the left has noticeably newer brickwork. External electric wiring apparent around the top of
the building. Polygon signal box at left.
Loco Offices Completed.
Three quarter view of Locomotive Offices recently completed with 3rd floor added and extended at right hand side and entrance arch lowered.
New brickwork clearly visible of new work. Part of Polygon signal box visible at left.
Loco Offices Drawing Office Inside.
Interior view of Locomotive Drawing Office, looking towards the main office end. S.G. Derbyshire's glazed office visible on the left hand side.
Good views of drawing boards and electric light fittings but no draughtsmen present.
Loco Offices Drawing Office Inside.
Interior view of Locomotive Drawing Office, looking towards the window end. S.G. Derbyshire's glazed office visible on the right hand side.
Good views of drawing boards and electric light fittings, a framed photograph of the Decapod is between the end windows but no draughtsmen
are present.
Loco Offices Drawing Office Inside.
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Interior view of Locomotive Drawing Office, looking towards the window end. S.G. Derbyshire's glazed office visible on the right hand side and
about 17 draughtsmen are at work. Good views of drawing boards, electric light fittings and floor to ceiling plan drawers in the right
background.
Loco Offices Drawing Office Inside.
Interior view of Locomotive Drawing Office, looking towards the main offices end. Draughtsmen are at work and there are good views of
drawing boards and electric light fittings.
Loco Offices Drawing Office Inside.
Interior view of Locomotive Drawing Office, looking towards the window end. Many draughtsmen are at work and there are good views of
drawing boards and electric light fittings. Similar to SX698 but taken further back.
Round Shed Outside.
View of Polygon round shed, looking across the running lines from carriage sidings. Cabs and splashers for two T19 class 2-4-0's are outside, a
GER goods brake van behind the signal post, four open wagons and a machine truck to the left on the 'Clock Road'. Signal post has 3 arms and
one bracket. A boiler carrier converted from a Johnson 0-6-0 goods engine in foreground.
Wagon Brake Adjuster.
Close up broadside view of lower part of 17' 10 tons high sided wagon No 3221, diagram 48, showing brake gear fitted with a patent brake
block adjuster. Good constructional details.
Composite Carriage No 713
Broadside view of 50ft composite carriage No 713, diagram 227 built June 1908 in new condition.
Brake 3rd.
Broadside view of 50ft brake 3rd bogie carriage No 31, built at Stratford in November 1908 to diagram 537. Three compartments and lavatory
and brake and luggage compartment. Corridor connection at lavatory end. Renumbered LNER 62396, withdrawn December 1955.
Continental Offices.
Interior of Continental Enquiry Office, Liverpool Street Station with a large polished public counter in the foreground and desks behind with
numerous staff and office equipment. Electrically lit with framed photographs on the wall. See GER Magazine March 1914 p. 75.
Continental Offices.
Interior of office looking towards a glazed public entrance door. Inquiry desk at left with member of staff, glazed show case at right with table
or counter in foreground on which are timetables and continental literature. Prominent framed poster by door entitled 'The Continent via
Harwich'. Location possibly No 71, Regent Street, London W1.
Continental Offices.
Exterior of GER passenger ticket and enquiry office for the continent. Main entrance, seen in SX707 flanked by window containing an elaborate
variety of photographs and advertising on window and tablets either side. Location possibly No 71, Regent Street, London W1.
Continental Offices.
View of continental booking office, showing 3 ticket windows with staff set within panelled screen, with advertising for continental destinations
above. Location probably Liverpool Street station.
10 Ton High Sided Wagon GE15099.
Broadside view of 17ft 10 tons 7 plank high sided wagon No 15099, diagram 55, built 1912, one of 751 built at Stratford between 1907 and
1912. The conventional 4 plate bearing springs have been replaced by Turton's spiral springs in 1913.
Gunpowder Van GE21966.
Broadside view of 16ft 7 ton gunpowder van No 21966, diagram 62, taken at Temple Mills, built Stratford in 1909. One of 18 vans built
between 1909 and 1914
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NEGATIVE MISSING
Gunpowder Van GE21966.
Three quarter view of 16ft 7 ton gunpowder van No 21966, diagram 62, taken at Temple Mills, built Stratford in 1909. One of 18 vans built
between 1909 and 1914.
40 Ton Crocodile Truck.
Broadside view of 40 tons 47ft 3ins crocodile wagon No 21989, diagram 28, built Stratford in 1901. The only bogie goods vehicle built from
new, shows loading baulks. Photograph probably taken at Devonshire Viaduct.
Vacuum Brake Connection on Covered Goods Wagon.
Three quarter end view of 19ft 3ins covered goods van, diagram 47, fitted with the Vacuum brake and screw couplings. Illustrated in GER
Magazine 5.13.
Vacuum Brake Connection on Covered Goods Wagon.
Broadside view of a pair of 19ft 3ins covered goods vans, diagram 47, showing the Vacuum brake and screw couplings connected up for
working. Illustrated in GER Magazine 5.13.
20 Tons Goods Brake
Broadside view of 17ft 6ins diagram 56 goods brake van No 25077 built c.1909, allocated to March.
20 Ton Goods Wagon GE823.
Broadside view of 20 tons 21ft 6ins steel bodied locomotive coal wagon No 823, diagram 46 built in 1914. One of 901 built between 1902 and
1920.
20 Ton Goods Wagon GE65.
Broadside view of 20 tons 21ft 6ins steel bodies locomotive coal wagon No 65, diagram 46 built in 1903. One of 901 built between 1902 and
1920.
Fish wagon GE21590.
Broadside view of 10 ton 15ft 5 plank open fish truck No 21590, taken at Temple Mills, diagram 54, built in 1907, one of 100 constructed.
Fitted with the Vacuum brake, screw couplings, oil axleboxes and a sheet bar.
Fish wagon GE21590.
Three quarter view of 10 ton 15ft 5 plank open fish truck No 21590, taken at Temple Mills, diagram 54, built in 1907, one of 100 constructed.
Fitted with the Vacuum brake, screw couplings, oil axleboxes and a sheet bar.
Cattle Wagon GE26296.
Broadside view of 19ft 3ins steel framed large cattle truck No 26296, taken at Temple Mills, diagram 7 built 1905, one of 800 built between 1900
and 1909. Fitted with screw couplings.
10 Ton Goods Brake Norwich GE25485.
Broadside view of 10 tons wood framed 16ft goods brake van No 25485, taken at Temple Mills, diagram 1, built 1897, one of 435 built between
1885 and 1900. Allocated to Norwich.
10 Ton Goods Brake Peterboro GE25660.
Broadside view of 17 tons steel framed 16ft goods brake van No 25660, taken at Temple Mills, diagram 2, one of 70 built between 1900 and
1902. Allocated to Peterboro.
10 Ton Goods Brake March GE 25408.
Broadside view of 17 tons 16ft steel framed goods brake van No 25408, taken at Temple Mills, diagram 2, built 1901, one of 70 built between
1900 and 1902. Allocated to March.
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10 Ton Wagon for Military Traffic GE 6539
Three quarter view of 15ft 3 plank dropside wagon built to diagram 18 in 1900 converted for military traffic by addition of end doors and
ratchet gear to pull wheeled vehicles from track level into the wagon and becoming diagram 68.
10 Ton Egg Truck Parkeston & Spitalfields GE 21791
Broadside view of 19ft 4ins Egg Wagon, diagram 13, built 1900, high sided open topped body on steel underframe.
Temporary Truck for Carrying Aeroplane Parts GE 4202
Three quarter view of 49ft 5ins flat wagon diagram 76 converted from carriage underframe, to carry 30 cwt.
Temporary Truck for Carrying Aeroplane Parts GE 4202
Broadside view of 49ft 5ins flat wagon diagram 76 converted from carriage underframe, to carry 30 cwt.
Truck for Fire Brigade
Broadside view of 15ft low floored dropside truck No 4 for conveying a road fire engine, Westinghouse brake fitted and wheel ramps on wagon.
Taken at Temple Mills, near fire station.
Truck for Fire Brigade
Three quarter view of 15ft low floored dropside truck No 4 for conveying a road fire engine, Westinghouse brake fitted and wheel ramps on
wagon. Taken at Temple Mills, fire station in background.
Truck for Fire Brigade
Three quarter view of 15ft low floored dropside truck No 4 for conveying a road fire engine, Westinghouse brake fitted. Side door lowered and
the pair of wheel ramps in position. Taken at Temple Mills, fire station in background.
Butter Van 10 Ton Parkeston & London GE 11172
Broadside view of 16ft 2ins ventilated covered wagon with clerestory roof, diagram 12 built 1891. In yellow livery lettered Butter Traffic
Parkeston & London.
Butter Van 10 Ton Italian Traffic GE 21973
Broadside view of 16ft 3ins covered van; diagram 14 built 1920, in yellow livery lettered Polenghi Bros Italian Butter Traffic Only Parkeston &
London.
Meat Van GE 12690
Broadside view of 19ft 0ins covered van, diagram 65, built 1914, in French grey livery with black lettering Meat Van To be returned to
Bishopsgate
Bolster Wagon GE 5475
Broadside view of 12ft 0ins single bolster wagon, diagram 29 built c. 1902. Bearing springs and grease axleboxes renewed, Mansell wheels, very
dirty, original livery.
20 Tons Coal Wagon GE 587
Broadside view of 21ft 6ins steel bodied coal wagon, diagram 46, built 1910, in nearly new condition.
Refrigerator Van 8 Tons NE 139284
Refrigerator Van 10 Tons GE 21629
Three quarter view of 19ft 2ins covered van, diagram 64, built 1913, in white livery, photograph taken prior to body alterations in 12.14
12 Ton Machine Truck GE21650.
Broadside view of 12 ton 18ft flat machine wagon No 21650, diagram 24, built 1907, one of 10 constructed. Temple Mills yard in background
and stock of wagon wheels.
12 Ton Machine Truck GE21650.
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Three quarter view of 12 ton 18ft flat machine wagon No 21650, diagram 24, built 1907, one of 10 constructed. Temple Mills yard in
background and stock of wagon wheels.
10 Ton Machine Truck Low GE21953.
Three quarter view of 29ft 6ins 10 ton machine wagon No 21953, taken at Temple Mills, diagram 22, built 1897. Constructed for the
conveyance of fairground roundabouts, seen here after modification to enable it to clear the LSWR and SE&CR loading gauges. Fitted from new
with Vacuum pipes and the Westinghouse brake.
12 Ton Machine Truck.
Broadside view of 25ft 6ins 10 ton machine wagon No 21696, diagram 50, built 1904, one of 100 built between 1899 and 1905. Details of the
pairs of binding chains fixed to the slopes of the wagon floor.
12 Ton High Sided Wagon GE23246.
Broadside view of 15ft 7 plank 12 tons high sided wagon No 23246, taken at Temple Mills, diagram 48. Originally built in 1898 as a 10 ton 5
plank wagon to diagram 17, it was converted to 7 plank, using new body ironwork, to conform to diagram 48 and the load increased from 10
tons.
10 Ton High Sided Wagon GE9332.
Broadside view of 17ft 7 plank 10 tons high sided wagon No 9332, taken at Temple Mills, diagram 55, built 1910, one of 751 built between 1907
and 1912. Fitted with Turton's spiral bearing springs in place of the conventional 4 plate springs.
10 Ton High Sided Wagon GE 13601
Broadside view of 7 plank 17ft 0ins open wagon, diagram 73, built 1913. Date in register is wrong.
10 Ton High Sided Wagon GE4390.
Broadside view of 17ft 7 plank 10 ton high sided wagon No 4390, taken at Temple Mills, diagram 55, built 1909, one of 751 built between 1907
and 1912.
10 Ton High Sided Wagon GE3221.
Broadside view of 15ft 7 plank 10 ton high sided wagon No 3221, taken at Temple Mills, originally built 1892 as a 5 plank wagon to diagram 17.
Converted from 5 plank high sided open to 7 plank to conform to diagram 48, retaining original body diagonals and fitted with a patent brake
block adjuster. See SX703 for close up of brake gear.
10 Ton High Sided Wagon GE29279.
Broadside view of 15ft 5 plank high sided wagon with steel frames No 29279, taken at Temple mills, diagram 17, built 1901, one of 12000 built
between 1893 and 1903. Seen newly overhauled and repainted.
10 Ton Covered Goods Wagon Braked GE31050.
Broadside view of 19ft 3ins 10 ton covered goods van No 31050, diagram 47, taken at Temple Mills, built 1903, one of 1444 built between 1903
and 1910. Fitted with Vacuum brake and oil axleboxes for the North Country goods traffic; the end quarters are painted a dark red or oxide,
to denote continuous brakes and the remainder in light or French grey to denote it is equipped with end ventilators.
10 Tons Covered Goods Wagon GE 31652
Broadside view of 19ft 3ins covered goods wagon, diagram 47 built 1907, in French grey livery. Extensive discolouration of body and two planks
renewed. Fitted with oil axleboxes.
Worn Wagon Solebar.
Side view of the inside face of a channel steel wagon solebar showing some distortion and wastage where the axleguard and another fitting have
been removed.
Worn Wagon Solebar.
Side view of the outside face of a channel steel wagon solebar showing upper and lower flange distortion and wastage on the lower flange.
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Worn Wagon Solebar.
Side view of the outside face of a channel steel wagon solebar showing upper and lower flange distortion and wastage on the lower flange.
Similar to SX752 but of another part of the solebar.
Broken Axle of Coal Wagon No 976.
Enlarged detail of part of fractured axle without any background detail.
Broken Axle of Coal Wagon No 976.
Enlarged detail of part of fractured axle without any background detail.
Broken Axle of Coal Wagon No 976.
Detailed close up of fractured axle without any background detail. Similar to SX754.
Motor Bus Details.
Elevated side view of Stratford built bus chassis with white screen at rear to highlight details of construction. Gearbox and differential covers
off, radiator not yet fitted.
Motor Bus Details.
Elevated side view of Stratford built bus chassis, opposite side to SX757 and without white screen at rear. Gear box and differential covers
fitted but lacking radiator.
Motor Bus Details.
Elevated side view of Stratford built bus chassis with white screen at rear to highlight details of construction. Substantially complete, covers off
gearbox, differential and chain drives but radiator fitted.
Motor Bus Details.
Elevated side view of Stratford built bus chassis with white screen at rear to highlight details of construction. Substantially complete, covers off
gearbox, differential and chain drives but radiator fitted. As SX759 but possibly different exposure time.
Motor Bus Details.
View of Stratford built bus chassis under construction looking towards the front showing details of transmission, brake, differential unit and rear
axle. The clamp brake is operated from column hand wheel via bevel gears and worm and wheel gear.
Motor Bus Details.
View of Stratford built bus chassis under construction showing the rear portion. Details of the drive sprocket, radius arms, rear axle and hub
cap and clamp brake. Fuel tank appears to be a pressurised type with airtight filler cap. Chain tensioner located behind sprocket. The front
part of a second chassis is in the background showing engine radiator and bulkhead, exhaust manifold, front spring mounts. Part view of
locomotive boiler in right background.
Motor Bus Details-Gear.
Side view of front wheel of Stratford built bus against white screen. Wooden spokes and wheel with steel hub and rim, solid rubber tyres fitted.
Motor Bus Details-Wheels
Motor Bus Details-Gear.
Elevated view of differential assembly with top cover off showing transmission brake drive at right and shaft to near side rear wheel.
Motor Bus Details-Gear
Motor Bus Details-Gear.
Elevated view of gear box assembly with top cover off showing shaft from clutch and gearing for four forward gears and one reverse.
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768

Motor Bus-Clacton and St Osyth

769

Motor Bus-Clacton and St Osyth

770

772

Motor Bus-Norwich & Loddon.
Front three quarter view of omnibus No 12, class U58, with separate open compartment at front, to allow livestock to be carried on market
days, and open top deck, registration No F1610. Norwich to Loddon service started in August 1905.
Motor Bus-Norwich & Loddon.
Front three quarter view of omnibus No 12, class U58, with separate open compartment at front and open top deck, registration No F1610 for
Norwich to Loddon route, probably on a test drive. Similar to SX770 but with seated driver and an inspector, with drivers mate and a
mechanic standing.
Motor Bus-Exhibited at Olympia

773

Motor Bus-Exhibited at Olympia

774

Motor Bus-Exhibited at Olympia

775

Motor Bus-Exhibited at Olympia

776

Motor Bus-Lowestoft and Southwold.
Front three quarter view of omnibus, class U58, in open countryside with enclosed lower deck and open top deck for Lowestoft to Southwold
route and ballast weights below rear platform. These buses were replacing 3 Milnes Daimler vehicles which started the service in July 1904.
Motor Bus-Lowestoft and Southwold.
Offside view of omnibus, class U58, in open countryside with enclosed lower deck and open top deck for Lowestoft to Southwold route and
ballast weights below rear platform.
Motor Coach Helston and Lizard
Motor Coach Helston and Lizard
Map of Route for Motor Coach Helston and Lizard
Motor Lorry 4 Ton L.40.
Almost broadside view of 4 ton A.E.C. cab and chassis No L.40, reg No XX542 built to accommodate a variety of bodies and the forerunner to
the mechanical horse. Posed in front of the Road Van yard garage with No 3 Gate to Leyton Road at the right.
Motor Lorry 4 Ton L.40.
lmost broadside view of 4 ton A.E.C. cab and chassis No L.40, reg No XX542 fitted with a flatbed body which is locked into place. Posed in
front of the Road Van yard garage with No 3 Gate to Leyton Road at the right.
Motor Lorry Covered L.7.
Broadside view of LNER Model 'T' Ford L.7 with an extended chassis fitted with a streamline body. Sides written to advertise the LNER Kings
Cross and Scotland route. Posed in front of the Road Van yard garage.
Motor Lorry Covered L.7.
Broadside view of LNER Model 'T' Ford L.7 with an extended chassis fitted with a streamline body. Sides written to advertise the LNER Kings
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Cross and Scotland route. Posed in front of the Road Van yard garage. Similar to SX783 but of the other side of the vehicle.
Motor Lorry 2 Ton GE52.
Broadside view of 2 ton motor lorry No 52 in Road Van yard, Stratford Works. The GER built the timber cab and flatbed and mounted them
onto a commercial chassis, probably a Fordson in this case.
Motor Lorry 2 Ton GE 52.
Front three quarter view of 2 ton motor lorry No 52, reg No AN5584 built for the GER c.1920, maker unidentified. Solid tyres, open cab front
but a well upholstered drivers seat. In the background is No 3 Gate to Leyton Road.
NEGATIVE MISSING
Horse Bus Cromer & Sheringham.
Three quarter view of pair horse bus for the Cromer to Sheringham service. Three window body with seating on open upper deck served by
an outside staircase, driver and conductor provided with a dicky seat.
Horse Bus Cromer & Sheringham.
Three quarter view of pair horse bus for the Cromer to Sheringham service. Three window body with seating on open upper deck served by
an outside staircase, driver and conductor provided with a dicky seat. As SX787.
Sand Gear for Brake Van.
Interior view of lower corner of brake end of GER 6 wheel passenger brake van showing guards lookout with upholstered seat with handle
below to operate sanding gear. Some details of fittings and brake column.
Sand Gear for Brake Van.
Interior view of lower corner of brake end of GER 6 wheel passenger brake van showing guards lookout with upholstered seat with handle
below to operate sanding gear. Some details of fittings and brake column. As SX789 but less satisfactory exposure.
Kitchen of Cromer Train.
Interior view of kitchen in 50ft restaurant car of Cromer train, No 55 or 56, built June 1907 at Stratford to diagram 26. View towards 3rd
dining compartment, corridor is behind stove at the left. Two cooks and a waiter at work, preparation table at the right, cups hanging from the
ceiling. Renumbered LNER 661 and 662, withdrawn 1938 and 1939.
Kitchen of Cromer Train.
Interior view of kitchen in 50ft restaurant car of Cromer train, No 55 or 56, built June 1907 at Stratford to diagram 26. View towards 3rd
dining compartment, corridor is behind the gas stove at the left. Two cooks and a waiter at work, preparation table at the right, cups hanging
from the ceiling. Renumbered LNER 661 and 662, withdrawn 1938 and 1939. Similar view to SX791 but staff in different positions.
Kitchen of Cromer Train.
Interior view of kitchen in 50ft restaurant car of Cromer train, No 55 or 56, built June 1907 at Stratford to diagram 26. View in opposite
direction to SX792 showing sink at the right with stacks of plates above. Two cooks and a waiter at work, preparation table at the left, cups
hanging from the ceiling. Renumbered LNER 661 and 662, withdrawn 1938 and 1939.
Kitchen of Cromer Train.
Interior view of kitchen in 50ft restaurant car of Cromer train, No 55 or 56, built June 1907 at Stratford to diagram 26. Shows cooker at the
right with stacks of plates above, preparation table at the left, cups hanging from the ceiling and a good view, without staff, of compartment end
and clock. Renumbered LNER 661 and 662, withdrawn 1938 and 1939.
Kitchen of Cromer Train.
Interior view of kitchen in 50ft restaurant car of Cromer train, No 55 or 56, built June 1907 at Stratford to diagram 26. View towards 3rd
dining compartment, corridor is behind the gas stove at the left. Good views, without staff, of utensils and crockery with preparation table at
the right. Similar view point to SX791 but with good views of door into attendants office and main corridor. Renumbered LNER 661 and 662,
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withdrawn 1938 and 1939.
Kitchen of Cromer Train.
Interior view of kitchen in 50ft restaurant car of Cromer train, No 55 or 56, built June 1907 at Stratford to diagram 26. View in opposite
direction to SX792 showing sink at the right with stacks of plates above. Two cooks and a waiter at work, preparation table at the left, cups
hanging from the ceiling. Renumbered LNER 661 and 662, withdrawn 1938 and 1939. Identical view to SX793.
Old Brake Van No 136.
Broadside view of 16ft passenger brake Van No 136, with birdcage roof and built 1863. Self contained buffers, Westinghouse brake fitted,
branded 'To be returned to Tottenham', withdrawn in 1889. Probably a copy photograph.
Duplex Borer No 565 Axle Box Shop.
Purchased 1929, cost £1430, three quarter view with background detail of shop.
Planer No 550 Axle Box Shop.
Supplied by Redman, no details of purchase or cost, three quarter view. Transferred to Gateshead in January 1944.
Runway, Axle Box Shop.
Electrically driven gantry to convey locomotive wheels, operated from the ground. Operative using controls, wheelset on ground.
Runway, Axle Box Shop.
Electrically driven gantry to convey locomotive wheels, operated from the ground. Wheelset raised off the ground.
7 Ton Machinery Float No 679.
Rear view into back of machinery float No 679, with detachable loading ramp, as newly completed. To achieve a very low floor there is no
conventional through axle and thus the rear springs are set close to the wheels. Hauled by a single horse. In the left background is part of a
Worsdell period covered van and a diagram 15 van in the centre.
7 Ton Machinery Float No 679.
Almost broadside view of machinery float No 679 as newly completed. Rear loading ramp in travelling position, the load is accommodated in the
deep well which extends over the whole width of the vehicle; note the handle for the winch below the E of 'Great'. Only one vehicle was built
to this design to order D&P918 dated 2.12.10. No 3 Gate house, at the Leyton Road entrance is at the left with a louvred sided timber shed at
the right.
Low Lorrie for Carrying Motor Cars 588.
A one horse lorry for conveying motor vehicles for which a hand operated winch was provided. Five to this design were built, possibly to order
D&P2085 dated 31.8.12. The GER motor garage is in the background and entrance gates from Leyton Road, adjacent to No 3 Gate house off
the picture to the right.
7 Ton Boiler Lorrie No 86.
A one horse 7 ton lorry, No 86, to carry boilers, equipped with double brakes, operated by the side mounted hand wheel. Two pairs of timber
cradles to support boilers are in place. A variety of vans, lorries and carts in the background await renovation or scrapping.
Low Lorrie for Boilers 30 ton No 492.
Almost broadside view of the two horse boiler lorry No 492 with trailer, the only example built. Constructed with steel frames and wheels the
lorry had a capacity of 20 tons and a further 10 tons on the two wheel trailer. The wheels had iron clad tyres and the rear brake was operated
by the hand wheel and equipped with cradles and packing blocks for supporting boilers. The buildings in the background are the Carriage
Department Smiths Shop and the Carriage Department Machine Shop is at the left. A wagon turntable is just beyond the front wheels of the
lorry and a travelling hand crane is in the background.
Low Lorrie for Boilers 15 ton No 318.
Almost broadside view of the one horse 15 ton low lorry No 318, the only example of this capacity. The flat bed has two cradles for supporting
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boilers and the rear brakes are operated by the hand wheel. Several horse drawn lorries are in the background. The Carriage Department
Smiths Shop is in the background.
Low Lorrie for Boilers 20 ton No 492.
Three quarter front view of the two horse boiler lorry No 492, as SX806 but without its two wheel trailer. The only example built it was
constructed with steel frames and wheels with a capacity of 20 tons. The wheels had iron clad tyres and the rear brakes were operated by the
hand wheel and equipped with cradles and packing blocks for supporting boilers. The buildings in the background are the Carriage Department
Smiths Shop, behind which is Dorset Place. The Carriage Department Machine Shop is at the left, the low wagon in the left background stands
on a siding served by the wagon turntable just beyond the front wheels of the lorry.
Parcel Van 1 ton 1 horse No 737.
Broadside view of one horse 1 ton 5 cwt parcels van No 737 standing in the yard close to No 3 Gatehouse. They had canvas covers and a
retractable hood over the driver. One of 37 examples of this type of van No 737 was stationed at Cambridge.
Parcel Van 1 ton 1 horse No 737.
Three quarter front view of one horse 1 ton 5 cwt parcels van No 737 standing in the yard close to No 3 Gatehouse. They had canvas covers
and a retractable hood over the driver. One of 37 examples of this type of van No 737 was stationed at Cambridge.
Parcel Van 1 ton 1 horse No 1077.
Broadside view of one horse 1 ton parcels van No 1077 at an unidentified location. Fitted with a double brake only two examples were built to
this type. Lettered to advertise the Royal Mail and Harwich route to the Continent.
Parcel Van 15 cwt 1 horse No 1107.
Almost broadside view of one horse 15 cwt parcels cart No 1107 at Stratford. Eighteen examples were built and known as express parcels
carts some were used to convey wages. Lettered to advertise the Royal Mail and Harwich route to the Continent. Carriage Department
Machine Shop in the background.
Parcel Van 1 ton 1 horse No 1226.
Almost broadside view of one horse 1 ton parcels cart No 1226 at Stratford. Twenty seven were built and had solid timber sides and roof with
a pair of doors at the rear. A roof rack was fitted for extra luggage. Lettered to advertise the Royal Mail and Harwich route to the Continent.
The Carriage Department Machine Shop is in the background.
Parcel Van 1 ton 1 Horse No 176.
Three quarter side view of one horse 1 ton parcels van No 176 at Stratford. They had soft canvas covers with a hard advertising panel towards
the rear. The van is in a worn condition with torn posters obscuring the painted lettering on the side. A total of 27 were built to this design. No
3 Gatehouse to Leyton Road is behind the van.
Parcel Van No E.1141 2 ½ ton Pair Horse
Front three quarter view of 4 wheeled pair horse van with hoops and tilt, taken in cartage yard, Stratford.
Parcel Van 2½ Tons Pair Horse LNE E.1141.
Three quarter view of 2½ ton two horse parcels van No E.1141 built by GER and allocated to Bishopsgate. In LNER livery and fitted with hard
top and an Ideal Milk poster on its advertisement panel.
2 Horse Van 5 Tons Pair Horse LNE E.1055.
Three quarter view of 5 ton two horse open van No E.1050, one of 5 built by the GER. Open body with slatted sides.
2 Horse Van 5 Tons Pair Horse LNE E.977.
Almost broadside view of 5 ton pair horse lorry No E.977, fitted with artillery style wheels, in LNER livery. No 3 Gate to Leyton Road in the
background.
1 Horse Low Van 2½ ton No 774.
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Three quarter side view of one horse 2 ton 10 cwt plate glass float van No 774 at Stratford. The van had a well between the hind wheels to
convey crates of glass in a vertical position with screw brackets above to secure the crates. Two were built, No 774 was stationed at
Cambridge. No 3 Gatehouse to Leyton Road is in the background.
1 Horse Low Van 2½ ton No 774.
Broadside view of one horse 2 ton 10 cwt plate glass float van No 774 at Stratford. The van had a well between the hind wheels to convey
crates of glass in a vertical position with screw brackets above to secure the crates. Two were built, No 774 was stationed at Cambridge. No 3
Gatehouse to Leyton Road is in the background.
2 Horse Van No 65.
Almost broadside view of light pair horse 2 tons 10 cwt van No 65. These vans, of which 7 were built, usually had canvas covers but this
example, which is in poor external condition, has been fitted with planks to extend the depth of the body.
2 Horse Van 5 ton No 1195.
Three quarter side view of pair horse 5 tons open van No 1195. Used principally for non perishable goods, hence it has no cover, it was one of
the most numerous vehicles built by the GER, in 1911 183 examples were in service. This example is written Nottingham, Leicester &
Doncaster.
1 Horse Van 2½ ton No 171.
Three quarter side view of large one horse 2 ton 10 cwt van No 171 built for piano traffic and fitted with a double brake. This photograph
shows the wooden hoops without the canvas cover, five were built to this design. The side is written North of England & Scotland. The Carriage
Department machine shop is in the background.
1 horse Van 2½ Tons LNE E.402.
Three quarter view of 2½ ton one horse large open van in LNER livery. A total of 55 were built by the GER to this design. At the right is an
old double bolster wagon No 46EX in internal use, in the background is No 3 Gate to Leyton Road.
1 horse Van 2½ Tons LNE E.369.
Three quarter view of 2½ ton one horse covered van No E.369, built by the GER. Body has soft cover on hoops and marked 5 LNER.
Parcel Van 1Ton LNE E.75.
Three quarter view of 1 ton 1 horse express parcels van No 75, built by the GER. Canvas top stretched tightly over the frame and written for
the express parcels service with a panel for posters. At the right is the end of a GER 7 plank high sided wagon.
1 Ton Lorrie 2½ Tons LNE E.163.
Three quarter view of 2½ ton one horse lorry No E.163. It has a flatbed and is one of a total of 63 built by the GER.
1 horse Lorrie No 1362.
Almost broadside view of one horse lorry 2 ton 10 cwt No 1362. Used especially for carrying coal in sacks they saw service throughout East
Anglia and a total of 154 were built. Photograph possibly taken at Depot level at Bishopsgate.
2 Horse Low Lorrie No 22.
Three quarter view of 5 ton pair horse lorry No 22, fitted with a double brake. It has a low floor and 5 were built to the design. The Carriage
Department Machine Shop is in the left background.
1 Horse Low Lorrie No 1367.
Three quarter view of 2 ton 10 cwt one horse low lorry No 1367, one of 27 built to this design. The Carriage Department Machine Shop is in
the background with the office at the left.
Motor Charabanc Lowestoft and Southwold.
Three quarter view of Type 80 Thornycroft, registration No BJ41xx. No 18 is one of three converted by the GER in 1912 into charabancs for
the holiday traffic in the Lowestoft area. It has a full complement of passengers and may be prior to a test road run.
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Motor Charabanc Lowestoft and Southwold.
Three quarter view of Type 80 Thornycroft, registration No BJ41xx. No 18 is one of three converted by the GER in 1912 into charabancs for
the holiday traffic in the Lowestoft area. It is at the roadside without driver or passengers.
Sentinel-Cammell Car No 13-Controls Coach End.
Sentinel-Cammell steam railcar No 13E built 5.25, view of driving controls at trailing or coach end.
Sentinel-Cammell Car No 13-Boiler, etc Through Door.
Sentinel-Cammell steam railcar No 13E built 5.25, view of boiler, etc viewed through doorway. Good close up view of lining and lettering
details.
Sentinel-Cammell Car No 13-Interior.
Sentinel-Cammell steam railcar No 13E built 5.25, view of interior of saloon with pairs of reversible seats either side of a centre aisle. Curtains
at the windows and strap hangers for standing passengers.
Negative noted as broken.
Sentinel-Cammell Car No 13-Interior.
Sentinel-Cammell steam railcar No 13E built 5.25 at Stratford. Right hand almost broadside view of rail car finished in lined carriage livery.
Negative noted as broken.
Sentinel-Cammell Car No 13-Exterior.
Sentinel-Cammell steam railcar No 13E built 5.25 at Stratford. Right hand broadside view of rail car finished in lined carriage livery.
Continental Train at Seven Arch Bridge
Continental Train at Seven Arch Bridge
Front three quarter view of LNER Continental train on Brentwood Bank with Seven Arch Bridge in the background hauled by 4-6-0 B12 class
engine No 8558 in green livery. Train appears to be ex shops, leading carriage is brake 10246, later 6724.
Continental Train Interior of Restaurant Car.
Interior view of LNER 61ft 6ins first class restaurant car No 10008, built at Stratford in 1924/5 to diagram 3. General view down aisle showing
leather upholstered seats in 2 + 1 arrangement and tables set. Renumbered 688, withdrawn c.1960.
Restaurant Car Interior.
Interior view of LNER 61ft 6ins first class restaurant car No 10008, built at Stratford in 1924/5 to diagram 3. General view down aisle showing
leather upholstered seats in 2 + 1 arrangement and tables set. Renumbered 688, withdrawn c.1960. Similar view to SX840 but in vertical format.
Restaurant Car Interior.
Interior view of LNER 61ft 6ins first class restaurant car No 10008, built at Stratford in 1924/5 to diagram 3. General view down aisle showing
leather upholstered seats in 2 + 1 arrangement and tables set. Renumbered 688, withdrawn c.1960. Similar view to SX841 but from other side
of centre aisle.
Restaurant Car Interior of No 62 and attached 3rd. Interior view of 50ft 3rd restaurant car, one of 3 built 1910 at Stratford to diagram 425,
Nos 606, 607 and 608. View down aisle towards vestibule end showing tables laid and antimacassars on backs of seats. Renumbered LNER
61409-11, withdrawn mid 1950's.
Restaurant Car Interior of No 62 and attached 3rd.
Interior view of 50ft 3rd restaurant car, one of 3 built 1910 at Stratford to diagram 425, Nos 606, 607 and 608. View down aisle towards
vestibule end similar to SX843 but horizontal format and view into adjoining carriage; tables laid and antimacassars on backs of seats.
Renumbered LNER 61409-11, withdrawn mid 1950's.
Restaurant Car Interior of No 62 and attached 3rd.
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Interior view of 50ft 3rd restaurant car, one of 3 built 1910 at Stratford to diagram 425, Nos 606, 607 and 608. View down aisle in opposite
direction to SX844 with view into adjoining carriage; tables laid but no antimacassars on backs of seats. Renumbered LNER 61409-11,
withdrawn mid 1950's.
Restaurant Car Interior of No 62.
Interior view of 50ft 3rd restaurant car, one of 3 built 1910 at Stratford to diagram 425, Nos 606, 607 and 608. View down aisle in opposite
direction to SX844 with view into adjoining carriage; tables laid but no antimacassars on backs of seats. Renumbered LNER 61409-11,
withdrawn mid 1950's. Similar to SX845 but in vertical format.
Restaurant Car Interior. Interior view of LNER 61ft 6ins first class restaurant car No 10008, built at Stratford in 1924/5 to diagram 3. General
view down aisle showing leather upholstered seats in 2 + 1 arrangement and tables set. Renumbered 688, withdrawn c.1960. Similar view to
SX840 but from opposite end of carriage.
Restaurant Car Kitchen.
Interior view of kitchen in unidentified carriage showing sink, draining board, water tanks, urn and fan switches.
Steam Train East Coast Joint Stock
Steam Train East Coast Joint Stock
Steam Train East Coast Joint Stock
Steam Train East Coast Joint Stock.
Broadside view of 3rd class No 206, part of twin composite set converted at Doncaster from two 6 wheel carriages. No 206 was built in 1893
as a 5 compartment 37ft 6ins corridor third for inclusion in the first ECJS dining car trains. Photograph appears to part copy of Doncaster
photograph taken in 1907 of the twin set.
Steam Train East Coast Joint Stock.
Broadside view of 1st class No 202, part of twin composite set converted at Doncaster from two 6 wheel carriages. No 202 was built in 1893
as a 37ft 6ins 4 compartment corridor first for inclusion in the first ECJS dining car trains. Photograph appears to part copy of Doncaster
photograph taken in 1907 of the twin set.
Continental Train Leaving Liverpool Street Station.
Front three quarter view of 1904 Hook of Holland Continental train standing at platform 9 at Liverpool Street and 4-6-0 S69 class LNER B12
engine No 1504, built 1912. Engine in blue livery, apparently new, leading carriage 6 wheel brake second diagram 524, with roof destination
board reading ‘Continental Express British Royal Mail Route London to Holland’. View of parcels bridge in background.
Continental Train Leaving Liverpool Street
Engine No 1504, S69 class B12, built 1912 standing at platform 9, first carriage 6 wheel brake second diagram 524, with roof destination board
reading ‘Continental Express British Royal Mail Route London to Holland’. View of parcels bridge and milk churns on platform 10.
Pullman Car Dirty Panels.
Close up of exterior of unidentified Pullman Car showing very dirty and stained panelling, faded lettering and an attempt to clean paintwork.
Pullman Car Dirty Panels.
Close up of exterior of No 43 Third Class Pullman Car showing very dirty and stained panelling, faded lettering and an attempt to clean
paintwork.
GER Slip Coupling.
Close up view of end of steel framed carriage showing details of slip coupling hook in the open position. Some detail of end of Westinghouse
brake hose and makers plate.
GER Slip Coupling.
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Close up view of end of steel framed carriage showing details of slip coupling hook in the closed position. Some detail of end of Westinghouse
brake hose and makers plate.
Antwerp Train at Harwich
Panoramic posed view of complete 9 coach train formed in 1910 in open country near Parkeston Quay. Headed by 4-4-0 D56 class LNER D15
engine No 1828.
Antwerp Train at Harwich
Panoramic posed view of complete 9 coach train formed in 1910 in open country near Parkeston Quay. Headed by 4-4-0 D56 class LNER D15
engine No 1828. Similar view to SX860..
Antwerp Train Kitchen Car No 24 Exterior.
Almost broadside view of 50ft clerestory 12 wheel restaurant car No 24, built June 1896 at Stratford to diagram 24. Originally provided for the
York - Harwich service, used as an Ambulance train vehicle, returned in April 1920, became LNER 653, withdrawn October 1931.
Antwerp Train Kitchen Car No 24 Interior 1st Class Saloon.
Almost broadside view of 50ft clerestory 12 wheel restaurant car No 24, built June 1896 at Stratford to diagram 27. Originally provided for the
York - Harwich service, used as an Ambulance train vehicle, returned in April 1920, became LNER 653, withdrawn October 1931. View looking
away from kitchen many showing details of interior, roof and lighting and tables laid.
Antwerp Train Kitchen Car No 24 Interior 1st Class Saloon.
Interior taken of 1st class saloon of 50ft clerestory 12 wheel restaurant car No 24, built June 1896 at Stratford to diagram 27. Originally
provided for the York - Harwich service, used as an Ambulance train vehicle, returned in April 1920, became LNER 653, withdrawn October
1931. View towards kitchen showing details of interior, roof and lighting and good details of a complete table setting including crockery, flowers
and a bottle of East Anglian whisky.
Antwerp Train Restaurant Car Interior 3rd Class,
Interior of 3rd class saloon of 55ft clerestory bogie restaurant car built 1903 to diagram 414, one of 3 Nos 470-472. View down aisle of 2 + 1
seating showing tables laid and interior details. Renumbered LNER 6103-5, all withdrawn December 1934.
Antwerp Train Kitchen Car No 24 Exterior.
Three quarter elevated view of 50ft clerestory 12 wheel restaurant car No 24, built June 1896 to diagram 24. Originally provided for the York Harwich service, used as an Ambulance train vehicle, returned in April 1920, became LNER 653, withdrawn October 1931.
Antwerp Train Interior of Kitchen.
Interior view of kitchen of 50ft clerestory 12 wheel restaurant car No 24, built June 1896 to diagram 24. Originally provided for the York Harwich service, used as an Ambulance train vehicle, returned in April 1920, became LNER 653, withdrawn October 1931. View towards
saloon, with corridor behind the sink on the left. Stove beyond, preparation table at the right, crockery in racks and from ceiling.
Antwerp Train Kitchen Car No 24 Part of Side View.
Close up view exterior of 50ft clerestory 12 wheel restaurant car No 24, built June 1896 at Stratford to diagram 24. Originally provided for the
York - Harwich service, used as an Ambulance train vehicle, returned in April 1920, became LNER 653, withdrawn October 1931. Shows
exterior details of panelling and writing with views into compartment showing table laid and flower arrangements.
Colchester Mishap.
Three quarter view of a GER 14 ton machine truck at Stratford carrying the boiler of S69 class engine No 1506 which was involved in the
Colchester accident on 12.7.13. Next to it is another machine truck carrying the driving wheels and in the foreground the end of GWR bogie
bolster Macaw B No 84058.
Colchester Mishap.
View of several machine trucks at Stratford carrying the debris from the carriage stock involved in the Colchester accident on 12.7.13. The
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underframe of 50ft 1st class No 288, diagram 121, built 6.07 is on the nearest pair of wagons, which includes No 21615, diagram 75, built 1913.
Next is a 6 compartment 6 wheel 3rd class carriage, diagram 422 and 4 more machine trucks.
Colchester Mishap.
Close up view of the two machine trucks at Stratford carrying the debris of 50ft 1st class No 288, diagram 121, built 6.07 and destroyed in the
Colchester accident on 12.7.13. The nearest is No 21615, diagram 75, built 1913, and the end of a 6 compartment 3rd class carriage is visible at
the left. In the background are several GER high sided wagons loaded with coal.
Colchester Mishap.
View of GER 40 ton bogie crocodile truck No 21989, built 1901, diagram 28, carrying the remains of the tender of T26 class engine and one pair
of its wheels destroyed in the Colchester accident on 12.7.13.
Colchester Mishap.
View of the wagons at Stratford, carrying debris from the Colchester accident on 12.7.13, from the opposite end from that seen in SX870. Five
machine trucks and a furniture truck in the centre to diagram 19, built 1896, are loaded with carriage parts, including roof sections.
Colchester Mishap.
Three quarter view of GWR bogie bolster Macaw B No 84058 at Stratford loaded with the frames of S69 class engine No 1506 destroyed in the
Colchester accident on 12.7.13. The wagon was probably hired by the GER for this purpose.
Clacton Train at Seven Arch Bridge.
Three quarter posed front view of train taken from Seven Arch Bridge, headed by 4-4-0 D56 class LNER D15 engine No 1805 built 1909. Train
appears new, leading carriage is composite luggage No 724, diagram built September 1910.
Clacton Train at Seven Arch Bridge
Clacton Train at Barkingside
Distant broadside view of 8 coach train hauled by 4-4-0 D56 class LNER D15 engine No1813 built 1910. Train includes some carriage built for
the Norfolk Coast express in 1907.
Clacton Train at Barkingside
Distant broadside view of 8 coach train hauled by 4-4-0 D56 class LNER D15 engine No1813 built 1910. Train includes some carriage built for
the Norfolk Coast express in 1907.
Clacton Train Interior of Restaurant Car.
Interior view of 50ft restaurant car No 57, built at Stratford in 1910 to diagram 28. Shows 4 seat bay of dining compartment with table laid for a
meal, including menu car, curtains and flower arrangement and details of furnishings and decor, alarm cord and system map. Of the same bay s
SX878 but showing adjoining bay and centre aisle to end of saloon, adjacent to the kitchen. Became LNER 663 and withdrawn in 1960.
Conversion of 4 Wheel Coach into Bogie Suburban Carriage.
Three quarter broadside view of 9 compartment 54ft bogie 1st/2nd composite carriage No 20, converted November 1914 to diagram 239.
Formed from 4 wheel bodies 1st No 525 and 2nd No 682 mounted onto new underframe, became LNER No 63166, withdrawn December
1947.
Conversion of 4 Wheel Coach into Bogie Suburban Carriage.
Broadside view of 9 compartment 54ft bogie 1st/2nd composite carriage No 20, converted November 1914 to diagram 239. Formed from 4
wheel bodies 1st No 525 and 2nd No 682 mounted onto new underframe, became LNER No 63166, withdrawn December 1947.
Conversion of 4 Wheel Coach into Bogie Suburban Carriage.
Front three quarter view of 8 coach bogie suburban train formed by mounting pairs of 4 wheel carriage bodies onto new 54ft underframes,
hauled by 0-6-0T R24 class LNER J69 engine No 351, built 1892, carrying an Enfield Town destination board. Leading brake 3rd carriage No 2
formed from brake 3rd No 852 and 3rd No 1859.
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Auto Train.
Interior view of drivers compartment in GER 3rd class No 522, showing controls, gauges and hand brake. Built as main line clerestory semi
corridor 3rd in 1906 to diagram 417, it was converted in October 1914 to an auto train carriage, diagram 433. End third class compartment
converted to drivers compartment and end windows fitted. Renumbered LNER 61328, withdrawn May 1956.
Auto Train.
Interior view of drivers compartment in GER 3rd class No 522, showing controls, gauges and hand brake. Built as main line clerestory semi
corridor 3rd in 1906 to diagram 417, it was converted in October 1914 to an auto train carriage, diagram 433. End third class compartment
converted to drivers compartment and end windows fitted. Renumbered LNER 61328, withdrawn May 1956. Very similar view as SX883.
Auto Train.
Y65 (F7) class 2-4-2T No 1311 built 12.09 on auto train. Right hand side view of engine in blue livery, fitted with compressed air push pull gear
similar to LB&SCR system, but to the rear of the engine only. Part of clerestory composite auto train visible.
Auto Train.
Three quarter view of two clerestory carriages comprising an auto train, locomotive at the extreme right. The near one is composite No 633,
to diagram 240 converted from diagram 212, built in June 1904. Became LNER No 63521, withdrawn April 1956. The second carriage is 3rd
No 524, to diagram 434 converted from diagram 417, built in March 1906. Became LNER No 61330, withdrawn July 1955. Far end
compartment converted for driver.
Auto Train (Incorrect caption)
Three quarter view of the corridor side of main line 50ft 3rd class carriage No 560, built June 1909 to diagram 419. Fitted with the
Westinghouse brake and electric lighting. Became LNER No 61370, withdrawn August 1955.
4 Wheeled Suburban Carriage.
Three quarter view of 4 wheel 27ft 5 compartment 2nd class suburban carriage No 198, built January 1898 to diagram 307. Shown in post 1904
condition as widened to 9ft, Westinghouse brake and gas lighting fitted, withdrawn in December 1929. This body style with vertical mouldings
and lacking waist panels was short lived.
Auto Train.
General three quarter view of auto train with 2-4-2T engine No 1311, class Y65 (LNE F7) built 1910 leading and a composite and third class
carriage. Composite No 633, built in April 1902 as main line semi corridor clerestory, diagram 212, was converted in October 1914 to auto
train use, diagram 240. Renumbered LNER 63521, withdrawn April 1956. The third class carriage was a main line clerestory semi corridor 3rd
built in 1906 to diagram 417, was converted in October 1914 to an auto train carriage, diagram 433. Renumbered 61328, withdrawn 5.56.
Auto Train.
Three quarter rear view of auto train with 2-4-2T engine No 1311, class Y65 (LNE F7) built 1910 leading and a composite and third class
carriage. Nearest the camera is third class carriage built as a main line clerestory semi corridor 3rd in 1906 to diagram 417, and converted in
October 1914 to an auto train carriage, diagram 433, the drivers end windows are shown. Renumbered 61328, withdrawn 5.56. Composite No
633, built in April 1902 as main line semi corridor clerestory, diagram 212, was converted in October 1914 to auto train use, diagram 240.
renumbered LNER 63521, withdrawn April 1956.
Auto Train.
General three quarter view of auto train with 2-4-2T engine No 1311, class Y65 (LNE F7) built 1910 leading and a composite and third class
carriage. Composite No 633, built in April 1902 as main line semi corridor clerestory, diagram 212, was converted in October 1914 to auto
train use, diagram 240. Renumbered LNER 63521, withdrawn April 1956. The third class carriage was a main line clerestory semi corridor 3rd
built in 1906 to diagram 417, was converted in October 1914 to an auto train carriage, diagram 433. Renumbered 61328, withdrawn 5.56.
Similar to SX889 but reverse image.
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Auto Train.
Three quarter rear view of auto train with 2-4-2T engine No 1311, class Y65 (LNE F7) built 1910 leading and a composite and third class
carriage. Nearest the camera is third class carriage built as a main line clerestory semi corridor 3rd in 1906 to diagram 417, and converted in
October 1914 to an auto train carriage, diagram 433, the drivers end windows are shown. Renumbered 61328, withdrawn 5.56. Composite No
633, built in April 1902 as main line semi corridor clerestory, diagram 212, was converted in October 1914 to auto train use, diagram 240.
Renumbered LNER 63521, withdrawn April 1956. Similar to SX890 but reverse image.
Restaurant Car 1st Exterior York & Harwich Train.
Broadside view of 1st class 50ft restaurant car No 285, one of 2 built for the York-Harwich train in June 1906 to diagram 119. Fitted with steam
heating, Westinghouse brake and electric lighting, doors are recessed into the body. Became LNER No 6408, withdrawn April 1947.
Restaurant Car 3rd Exterior York & Harwich Train.
Broadside view of 3rd class 50ft restaurant car No 477, one of 2 built for the York-Harwich train in June 1906 to diagram 416. Fitted with steam
heating, Westinghouse brake and electric lighting, doors are recessed into the body. Became LNER No 6107, withdrawn May 1947.
Restaurant Car 1st & 3rd Exterior York & Harwich Train.
Three quarter view of No 477 3rd class restaurant cars and No 285 1st class restaurant car, as shown in SX893 and SX894. Standing in
Harwich yard, ships masts seen in background.
Restaurant Car York & Harwich Train.
Three quarter view of 1st class 50ft restaurant car No 282 and adjoining carriages of the Hook of Holland train. Built April 1904 to diagram
117, fitted with Westinghouse brake, steam heating and electric lighting. Became LNER No 685, withdrawn March 1938. Adjoining carriage is a
1st 48ft 3ins to diagram 118.
Restaurant Car York & Harwich Train.
Three quarter view of 1st class 50ft restaurant car No 282 of the Hook of Holland train. Built April 1904 to diagram 117, fitted with
Westinghouse brake, steam heating and electric lighting. Became LNER No 685, withdrawn March 1938. An incomplete close up of carriage
taken at platform level.
Restaurant Car 1st Interior York & Harwich Train.
Interior of 1st class 50ft restaurant car No 285, one of 2 built for the York-Harwich train in June 1906 to diagram 119. Shows table set for a
meal with cutlery, crockery, wine list and brochures and details of leather upholstery. Became LNER No 6408, withdrawn April 1947.
Restaurant Car 1st Interior York & Harwich Train.
Interior of 1st class 50ft restaurant car No 285, one of 2 built for the York-Harwich train in June 1906 to diagram 119. Shows seating
arrangement and a table set for a meal with cutlery, crockery, wine list and brochures and details of leather upholstery. Became LNER No
6408, withdrawn April 1947. Similar to SX898 but showing more of the interior.
Restaurant Car 1st Interior York & Harwich Train.
Interior of 1st class 50ft restaurant car No 285, one of 2 built for the York-Harwich train in June 1906 to diagram 119. Shows seating
arrangement and a table set for a meal with cutlery, crockery, wine list and brochures and details of leather upholstery. Became LNER No
6408, withdrawn April 1947. Similar to SX899 but looking in the opposite direction.
Restaurant Car 1st Interior York & Harwich Train.
Interior of 1st class 50ft restaurant car No 285, one of 2 built for the York-Harwich train in June 1906 to diagram 119. General interior view
down central aisle seating arrangement antimacassars in place but tables cleared. Became LNER No 6408, withdrawn April 1947. `
Restaurant Car 1st Interior York & Harwich Train.
Interior of 1st class 50ft restaurant car No 285, one of 2 built for the York-Harwich train in June 1906 to diagram 119. Shows seating
arrangement and a table set for a meal with cutlery, crockery, wine list and brochures and details of leather upholstery. Became LNER No
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6408, withdrawn April 1947. Similar to SX899 but showing details of seat ends and door into lobby.
Restaurant Car 1st Interior York & Harwich Train.
Interior of 1st class 50ft restaurant car No 285, one of 2 built for the York-Harwich train in June 1906 to diagram 119. Shows seating
arrangement and a table set for a meal with cutlery, crockery, wine list and brochures and details of leather upholstery. Became LNER No
6408, withdrawn April 1947. Similar to SX903 but more of the ceiling revealed.
Restaurant Car 1st Interior York & Harwich Train.
Interior of 1st class 50ft restaurant car No 285, one of 2 built for the York-Harwich train in June 1906 to diagram 119. General interior view
down central aisle seating arrangement antimacassars in place but tables cleared. Became LNER No 6408, withdrawn April 1947. Similar to
SX901 but in vertical format and more detail of ceiling and light fittings.
Restaurant Car 1st Interior York & Harwich Train.
Interior of 1st class 50ft restaurant car No 285, one of 2 built for the York-Harwich train in June 1906 to diagram 119. General interior view
down central aisle seating arrangement antimacassars in place but tables cleared. Became LNER No 6408, withdrawn April 1947. Similar view to
SX901.
Restaurant Car 1st Exterior York & Harwich Train.
Part three quarter view of the exterior of 1st class 50ft restaurant car No 285, one of 2 built for the York-Harwich train in June 1906 to
diagram 119. Fitted with steam heating, Westinghouse brake and electric lighting, doors are recessed into the body. Shows close up details of
body and destination boards. Became LNER No 6408, withdrawn April 1947.
Old 4 Wheel Carriage.
Broadside view of 17ft 6ins ECR 3 compartment 4 wheel carriage, built 1851/52, latterly Chief Engineers inspection saloon. Background blanked
out, shows monogram and crests on each door. Photograph taken after it had passed by the GER into ‘preservation’, see SX 908.
Old 4 Wheel Carriage and Bogie Coach.
Broadside view of 50ft bogie composite No 708, built 11.07 and 17ft 6ins ECR 3 compartment 4 wheel carriage at the north end of the carriage
shops, Mission Hall in the background behind the boundary wall.
Old 4 Wheel Carriage and Bogie Coach.
Broadside view of 50ft bogie composite No 708, built 11.07 and 17ft 6ins ECR 3 compartment 4 wheel carriage at the north end of the carriage
shops, Mission Hall in the background behind the boundary wall.
Invalid Saloon No 23 Interior.
Interior of 6 wheel 32ft invalid saloon No 23, built June 1896 to diagram 12. Shows main saloon with invalids bed on right and couch at the left
with a view through a centre door into the 1st compartment; details of furnishings and fixtures. Became LNER No 642, withdrawn September
1935.
Invalid Saloon No 23 Interior.
Interior of 6 wheel 32ft invalid saloon No 23, built June 1896 to diagram 12. Shows main saloon with invalids bed on right and couch at the left
with a view through a centre door into the 1st compartment; details of furnishings and fixtures. Became LNER No 642, withdrawn September
1935. Similar to SX911 but vertical format which shows more ceiling details.
Road Invalid Carriage Exterior.
Nearly broadside view of open carriage truck No 21 at Stratford loaded with a road invalid carriage. The 21ft carriage truck was built in June
1903, to diagram 7M and the invalid carriage constructed between 1881 and 1885. The road vehicle is secured to the carriage truck by leather
straps.
Road Invalid Carriage Interior.
Interior view of road invalid carriage seen in SX912, showing invalid's bed suspended in a well upholstered compartment with seating for an
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attendant.
Road Invalid Carriage Interior.
Interior view of road invalid carriage seen in SX912, showing invalid's bed suspended in a well upholstered compartment with seating for an
attendant. Slightly different viewpoint to SX913.
Drivers Instruction Van at Liverpool Street.
Interior of van converted from saloon No 10 in 1913, formerly directors saloon built 1883. From the left is a regulator, variable blast pipe and
air reversing gear on right, with Dreadnought ejector, model valve gear, water pick up apparatus.
Dated 1919 but part of a series of photographs used in GER Magazine 6.14
Drivers Instruction Van at Liverpool Street.
Interior of van converted from saloon No 10 in 1913, formerly directors saloon built 1883. View similar to SX915 but showing the apparatus
on the left hand side of the van.
Dated 1919 but part of a series of photographs used in GER Magazine 6.14
Drivers Instruction Van at Liverpool Street.
Interior of van converted from saloon No 10 in 1913, formerly directors saloon built 1883. View of opposite end containing the Westinghouse
pump and superheater model and various brake components.
Dated 1919 but part of a series of photographs used in GER Magazine 6.14
Drivers Instruction Van at Liverpool Street.
Interior of van converted from saloon No 10 in 1913, formerly directors saloon built 1883.. View of part of lecture theatre on left hand side,
more detail of the Westinghouse pump and superheater model and various brake components.
Dated 1919 but part of a series of photographs used in GER Magazine 6.14
Instruction Van at Liverpool Street.
Interior of van converted from saloon No 10 in 1913, formerly directors saloon built 1883. Overall view of lecture theatre from end of carriage
with Vacuum brake apparatus and other fittings.
Dated 1919 but part of a series of photographs used in GER Magazine 6.14
Drivers Instruction Van at Liverpool Street.
Exterior view of Instruction van in bay platform, labelled 'Instruction School for Enginemen'. The carriage was as a 12 wheel directors saloon
No 10 in 1883, body length 53ft, diagram 8. Converted to instruction van in 1913, becoming No EX 3, later LNER 961800, new underframe and
4 wheel bogies provided c.1959, withdrawn 1964.
Dated 1919 but part of a series of photographs used in GER Magazine 6.14
Drivers Instruction Van at Liverpool Street Exterior.
Broadside view of 12 wheel 53ft drivers instruction van No EX3 converted in 1913 from directors saloon No 10, built 1883. Fitted with
Westinghouse brake and gas lighting, interior opened out for lecture room and demonstration equipment. Became 961800 in 1930's, finally
withdrawn in 1964.
Signalling Apparatus.
Broadside view of a mock up model in wood portraying a simple cab interior in which the regulator is linked to apparatus on the left hand side
of the cab and beneath the footplate.
Signalling Apparatus.
Three quarter rear close up view of an engine the SYX train stop equipment mounted centrally on the underside of the bunker, immediately
behind the coupling. A closer view of the equipment and shoe than shown in SX438.
Signalling Apparatus.
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Photocopy indistinct, appears to be a broadside view of train stop equipment, possibly mounted on a locomotive, otherwise similar to SX439.
Signalling Apparatus.
Broadside view of train stop equipment mounted on a timber stool set against a wall and linked to a fixed air supply and an electric bell. The
covers are off the equipment, it is possibly arranged for demonstration purposes. Similar to SX439.
Recording Apparatus.
Close up view of a pressure gauge on a wooden mount connected to a recording device using a perforated paper roll.
Construction of Carriage Wheels Carriage Dept Wheel Shop.
A general view of the Carriage Wheel Shop, Stratford, showing the machines used in the following photographs SX928 to SX951, some of which
were used in the GER Magazine for February 1914.
Down the centre of the shop is a row of finished Mansell wheel sets. At the left is a row of lathes, the first two showing the finished wheels
having their tyres turned. On the right hand side of the shop is a large radial drill; see SX947, on which 6 retaining rings are being drilled. Next
are two wheel balancing machines, shown in SX946, followed by a row of lathes, some turning axles.
The overhead shafting and belts for driving the machines is shown and in the background a hand operated overhead crane. The single rail
running the length of the shop is for a walking crane for lifting the wheels in and out of the lathes.
Construction of Carriage Wheels Carriage Dept Wheel Shop.
View showing two wheel discs entered on an axle on a hydraulic wheel press, a retaining ring can be seen laying across the axle, the other inner
ring is out of sight. The hydraulic pump is on the right behind the machine.
Construction of Carriage Wheels Carriage Dept Wheel Shop.
Showing Moulmein or Rangoon teak segment being weighed on a spring balance. The weight is chalked on the side so that sets of equal weight
can be built up. A large number of segments are stacked at the left and a row laying on the floor on the right.
Construction of Carriage Wheels Carriage Dept Wheel Shop.
View of the sawbench for cutting the wood blocks into segments, one block is on the machine, partly cut through. On the left is a stack of
wood blocks while on the machine is a stack of segments. In the background can be seen the spring balance used for weighing segments, see
SX929.
Construction of Carriage Wheels Carriage Dept Wheel Shop Stratford. A close up view of one of the lathes seen in SX927, showing the centre
wheel boss being bored out.
Construction of Carriage Wheels Carriage Dept Wheel Shop.
In the foreground is a gas furnace for heating the tyres, with a tyre in place; at the right is a tyre awaiting heating. In the background a complete
wheel set is suspended from a crane having already had the tyre shrunk on and immersed in the well from which steam is rising. See SX939 for
another view of this operation.
Construction of Carriage Wheels-Carriage Department Wheel Shop.
Lathe for cutting the groove in a carriage wheel tyre in which the retaining rings are fitted. The tyre is clamped inside a gear driven ring and a
further tool bores the inside of the tyre to the finished dimension.
Undated c.1.14, for description see GER Magazine 2.14.
Construction of Carriage Wheels Carriage Dept Wheel Shop.
The wheel disc has a retaining clamp in place and the centre boss and plates fitted. A wood dummy axle is fitted, in the background can be seen
the drilling machine for drilling the outer and inner retaining bolt holes, with a wheel disc in position for this operation.
Construction of Carriage Wheels Carriage Dept Wheel Shop.
The same wheel disc is seen as in SX934 but taken from a different angle showing the outer face of the disc. The machine which bores the hole
for the boss and drills the holes for the boss retaining plate is in the background. The boss retaining plate is on the disc.
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Construction of Carriage Wheels Carriage Dept Wheel Shop.
View of an axle being turned on a belt driven Norton Grinding Machine. Laying on the floor are two axles waiting to be ground.
Construction of Carriage Wheels Carriage Dept Wheel Shop.
A close up view of the lathe, seen in SX927, turning the outer retaining ring. Laying against the lathe is the next batch of rings to be turned.
Construction of Carriage Wheels Carriage Dept Wheel Shop.
Two photographs on a single page showing the same wheel disc as SX934 and SX935 but from a slightly different angle.
Construction of Carriage Wheels Carriage Dept Wheel Shop.
In the foreground is a gas furnace for heating the tyres, with a tyre in place; at the right are two tyres waiting to be fitted. In the background a
complete wheel set is suspended from a crane having already had the tyre shrunk on and is immersed in the well and is now cold. A better view
of this operation than shown in SX932.
Construction of Carriage Wheels Carriage Dept Wheel Shop.
Another view similar to SX934, SX935 and SX938. In the foreground is a wheel disc with its centre plate and boss fitted on a wooden dummy
axle. The outer clamp has been left on even though the centre plate and boss has been fitted and is waiting for its circumference to be turned.
In the background, on the drilling machine, a disc is having its outer retaining plate holes drilled, its circumference having been machined. Next
to the drill is a stack of blocks waiting to be cut, seen in SX930. The corner of the saw can just be seen. On the right are several discs ready
for axles to be fitted and one pair of wheels, just visible, are waiting for the tyres to be turned.
Construction of Carriage Wheels Carriage Dept Wheel Shop.
View of an axle being turned on a Norton Grinding Machine. Laying on the machine are a pair of outside callipers for measuring the diameter
and two pairs of go and no go gauges. Laying on the floor is an axle waiting to be ground.
Construction of Carriage Wheels Carriage Dept Wheel Shop.
Wheel segments are laying on a circular table, still clamped by the fixing ring. The disc has been bored out and is waiting to be drilled. On the
left is the drilling machine with a wheel disc on it, the centre plate and boss has been fitted and the other retaining ring holes are about to be
drilled. Behind the drill is the stack of blocks waiting to be cut and on the right a row of discs ready for axles and tyres to be fitted.
Construction of Carriage Wheels Carriage Dept Wheel Shop.
View of the circular saw bench with a wheel segment partly cut. Similar to SX930 but from a slightly different angle.
Construction of Carriage Wheels Carriage Dept Wheel Shop.
A close up view of the lathe, seen in SX927, turning the outer retaining ring. Laying against the lathe is the next batch of rings to be turned.
Further down the shop can be seen an axle ready for turning.
Construction of Carriage Wheels Carriage Dept Wheel Shop.
General view of a routing machine boring out the centre of the clamped wheel segments. It is fitted with two cutters for cutting with the grain
and across the grain of the wood. This machine also drills the centre bolt holes and can just be seen alongside the boring bar.
Construction of Carriage Wheels Carriage Dept Wheel Shop.
A pair of wheels mounted in the wheel balancing machine which has a pair of springs mounted upside down with two bearings fitted for easy
spinning. The belt for spinning the wheels is in the background with its pulley behind the right hand wheel. These wheels have been balanced, a
weight is fitted to the right hand wheel. Several tools are on the floor and two workmen are watching the camera. A store of bolts and weights
are stacked in the wooden framing of the shop and an outer ring and a centre plate are leaning against the side.
Construction of Carriage Wheels Carriage Dept Wheel Shop.
Six outer rings, clamped together are being drilled on the radial drill. In the background are various tools, tool cupboards and at the extreme
right is a routing machine.
Construction of Carriage Wheels Carriage Dept Wheel Shop.
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General view of drilling machine with a wheel disc on its table fitted with centre plate and boss. The outer clamp has been removed and is
about to have the outer holes drilled. See also SX940.
Construction of Carriage Wheels Carriage Dept Wheel Shop.
View of rough axle in lathe having both ends turned before the final grinding. The lathe is unusual with its belt drive in the centre, allowing both
ends to be turned in the one position.
Construction of Carriage Wheels Carriage Dept Wheel Shop.
A finished pair of wheels in the wheel lathe being turned and profiled before the final balancing. Various lathe tools may be seen laying on the
machine.
Construction of Carriage Wheels Carriage Dept Wheel Shop.
A view of the hydraulic wheel press seen in SX928, showing a single wheel having a new axle fitted. The frame is in the upright position with
two runners holding the wheel and axle in position.
Construction of Locomotive Boilers 1st Stage.
First stage of constructing a non superheater Belpaire type boiler, the second to order P67, Claud Hamilton class 4-4-0, Nos 1800 to 1809, built
1910. Two barrel rings and tubeplate angle ring temporarily held together with bolts ready for riveting.
Construction of Locomotive Boilers 2nd Stage.
Second stage of constructing a non superheater Belpaire type boiler, the second to order P67, Claud Hamilton class 4-4-0, Nos 1800 to 1809,
built 1910. Boiler shell and tubeplate angle ring riveted together.
Construction of Locomotive Boilers 3rd Stage.
Third stage of constructing a non superheater Belpaire type boiler, the second to order P67, Claud Hamilton class 4-4-0, Nos 1800 to 1809,
built 1910. Throat plate fitted to shell, held with steel drifts prior to bolting for riveting. Longitudinal joint plates clearly visible, which are
staggered.
Construction of Locomotive Boilers 4th Stage.
Fourth stage of constructing a non superheater Belpaire type boiler, the second to order P67, Claud Hamilton class 4-4-0, Nos 1800 to 1809,
built 1910. Throat plate bolted in position and firebox wrapper plate made from one plate also in position with foundation ring in place to give
rigidity to assembly. Overhead crane and gas lights visible.
Construction of Locomotive Boilers 5th Stage.
Fifth stage of constructing a non superheater Belpaire type boiler, the second to order P67, Claud Hamilton class 4-4-0, Nos 1800 to 1809, built
1910. Backplate added to assembly, alignment being checked with line and plumb bob on centre line.
Construction of Locomotive Boilers 6th Stage.
Sixth stage of constructing a non superheater Belpaire type boiler, the second to order P67, Claud Hamilton class 4-4-0, Nos 1800 to 1809,
built 1910. Boiler now in correct horizontal position, the throat plate now riveted to barrel and wrapper plate. Some horizontal stays in
position across wrapper above the firebox, front tubeplate bolted in position.
Construction of Locomotive Boilers 7th Stage.
Seventh stage of constructing a non superheater Belpaire type boiler, the second to order P67, Claud Hamilton class 4-4-0, Nos 1800 to 1809,
built 1910. View from the other side to SX957, front tubeplate and dome now riveted. Boiler centre marked out on whitewashed strip across
boiler. Backplate and foundation ring still bolted. Good view of old type manually operated overhead crane.
Construction of Locomotive Boilers Putting Firebox in Position.
Construction of a non superheater Belpaire type boiler, the second to order P67, Claud Hamilton class 4-4-0, Nos 1800 to 1809, built 1910.
Boiler now upside down, with backplate and foundation ring removed to permit assembled copper inner firebox to be positioned, shown
suspended from crane. Expansion brackets now riveted to the firebox side.
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Construction of Locomotive Boilers Planing Boiler Plates.
Construction a non superheater Belpaire type boiler, the second to order P67, Claud Hamilton class 4-4-0, Nos 1800 to 1809, built 1910. View
of large electrically driven machine planing straight edges of two throat plates following pressing.
Construction of Locomotive Boilers Planing Boiler Plates.
Construction a non superheater Belpaire type boiler, the second to order P67, Claud Hamilton class 4-4-0, Nos 1800 to 1809, built 1910. View
of vertical rotary planing machine, made by Craven Bros., Manchester machining edge of barrel joint on throat plate. Machine has twin tool
head.
Construction of Locomotive Boilers Planing Boiler Plates.
Construction a non superheater Belpaire type boiler, the second to order P67, Claud Hamilton class 4-4-0, Nos 1800 to 1809, built 1910.
Another view of the vertical rotary planing machine seen in SX961, machining a large circular disc, possibly trepanning out centre for blank for
pressing angle rings.
Construction of Locomotive Boilers Planing Boiler Plates.
Construction a non superheater Belpaire type boiler, the second to order P67, Claud Hamilton class 4-4-0, Nos 1800 to 1809, built 1910. View
of horizontal plate edge planer, with barrel plate edges being planed after drilling but prior to rolling. The plate is clamped on the bed and the
tool carriage runs on guides, driven by a leadscrew.
Construction of Locomotive Boilers Drilling Smokebox Front.
Construction a non superheater Belpaire type boiler, the second to order P67, Claud Hamilton class 4-4-0, Nos 1800 to 1809, built 1910.
Smokebox front plate pressing being drilled for rivet holes around the edge by a horizontal drill. A tank with cutting oil being fed to drill is
visible.
Construction of Locomotive Boilers Pneumatic Drilling.
Construction a non superheater Belpaire type boiler, the second to order P67, Claud Hamilton class 4-4-0, Nos 1800 to 1809, built 1910.
Portable pneumatic drilling machine being used to drill or reamer foundation ring and firebox rivet holes. Post and support arm for drill clearly
shown.
Construction of Locomotive Boilers Drilling Boiler Plates.
Construction a non superheater Belpaire type boiler, the second to order P67, Claud Hamilton class 4-4-0, Nos 1800 to 1809, built 1910. Radial
drilling machine drilling rivet and stay bolts in two firebox wrapper plates using a template. Note support stands which appear to be made from
old foundation rings. Ring drilling templates in background.
Construction of Locomotive Boilers Drilling Foundation Rings.
Construction a non superheater Belpaire type boiler, the second to order P67, Claud Hamilton class 4-4-0, Nos 1800 to 1809, built 1910. Twin
adjustable head drilling machine drilling rivet and setscrew holes in corners of foundation ring, held in a jig at the correct angle
Construction of Locomotive Boilers Drilling Fire Box Plates.
Construction a non superheater Belpaire type boiler, the second to order P67, Claud Hamilton class 4-4-0, Nos 1800 to 1809, built 1910. Twin
head drilling machine with moving table drilling holes in copper firebox tubeplates for tubes.
Construction of Locomotive Boilers Drilling Fire Box Plates.
Construction a non superheater Belpaire type boiler, the second to order P67, Claud Hamilton class 4-4-0, Nos 1800 to 1809, built 1910.
Copper firebox laying on its side riveted together and being drilled for side stays using a radial drill.
Construction of Locomotive Boilers Dome Foundation Rings.
Construction a non superheater Belpaire type boiler, the second to order P67, Claud Hamilton class 4-4-0, Nos 1800 to 1809, built 1910. Radial
drill drilling rivet holes in dome barrel flange ring pressing.
Construction of Locomotive Boilers Rolling Plate.
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Construction a non superheater Belpaire type boiler, the second to order P67, Claud Hamilton class 4-4-0, Nos 1800 to 1809, built 1910.
Vertical bending rolls forming barrel plate which is pre-drilled.
Construction of Locomotive Boilers Hydraulic Riveting.
A boiler suspended on hydraulic jib crane over a vertical riveting machine (an 'iron man'). Crane clearly shown with twin hydraulic cylinders.
Boiler is round top firebox type, 'square bottom' firebox, possibly for Y14 class engine. A plate heating furnace can be seen in the background.
Construction of Locomotive Boilers Hydraulic Riveting.
Close up view of riveting head and top of column of vertical riveting machine. Shows very small platform provided for man inside the boiler
shell, who had to insert the hot rivets. Machine made by Fielding & Platt, Gloucester, to Tweddell's patents as were the flanging presses.
Construction of Locomotive Boilers Building Fire Box.
Construction of copper firebox, fitting tubeplate to wrapper plate, with box stood vertically and boiler makers standing on raised planks.
Construction of Locomotive Boilers Cutting Fire Box Plates.
Copper firebox tubeplate having flanged edges cut to size, clamped to be of probably a planing machine. Corners of tubeplate cut away to give
run-out clearance for tool. Five finished plates in foreground.
Construction of Locomotive Boilers Staying Boiler.
Construction a non superheater Belpaire type boiler, the second to order P67, Claud Hamilton class 4-4-0, Nos 1800 to 1809, built 1910. The
boiler being stayed, vertical firebox stays being screwed with boiler on its side. Stays are nutted, one nut can be seen in place. Small portable jib
crane rigged on top for pneumatic tool.
Construction of Locomotive Boilers Flanging Saddle Plate.
Hydraulic press forming a throat plate (or saddle plate) for a round top boiler. Plate formed for Belpaire boiler in foreground. Top platen is
fixed, bottom die block is raised by hydraulic rams, using water at 1,700 p.s.i. Press by Fielding & Platt, Gloucester to Tweddell's patent system,
probably 240 tons capacity press.
Construction of Locomotive Boilers Flanging Plates.
Furnace side of press, shown in SX977 with slab in foreground. Pressed throat plate being handled on crane, probably posed with a cold plate.
Double ended plate heating furnace in background, fired by producer gas which served the two hydraulic presses of 240 tons and 270 tons
capacity.
Construction of Locomotive Boilers Flanging Plates.
Same viewpoint as SX978 showing throat plate being handled out of the press on a 'peel' bar (made from old rail) suspended on crane. A plate
lifting 'dog', seen on throat plate in previous photo is lying on the slab. Two men on the peel bar. Substantial jib crane in background.
Construction of Locomotive Boilers Flanging Plates.
Same viewpoint as SX978, showing press set up for boiler ring pressing. One ring, pressed to shape, is on the slab and disc blank. This made a
continuous angle ring without a weld. Disc was clamped between top and bottom dies and a bottom die block pushed up to form the ring. Peel
bar clearly shown with handle for two men.
Construction of Locomotive Boilers Flanging Boiler Plates.
Close up view of a large faceplate of 'floor' lathe with dome pressed angle ring clamped in a jig to have the edge machined. A single broad tool
appears to be used to cover all of the contoured boiler barrel flange edge.
Construction of Locomotive Boilers-Turning Smokebox Door Ring 1500 and N7 pattern. Three quarter view of lathe with door secured to the
faceplate.
Coal Stacks, Stratford
Coal Stacks Stratford.
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View of coal stacks looking north east. The back of the Jubilee shed and unidentified engines are in the distance on the right of a row of coal
wagons and a goods van body. On the left a wire fence with wooden posts mark the depot boundary. High Meads is in the distance on the left.
Coal Stacks Stratford.
View of coal stacks looking north east, taken from the liquid fuel oil storage tanks. In the right foreground is a two wheel builders barrow and
the sleepers and iron railings of the pump house for the liquid fuel installation.
Coal Stacks Stratford.
Photograph taken from the coal yard outlet road looking east. On the left is the tender shop and its machine shop and behind the accumulator
tower is the engine paint shop. The building with the tall roof vents in the background is the bosh shop used for the cleaning of engine parts.
At the right is the boiler and tube repair shop where 4 unidentifiable locomotive boilers may be seen. In the foreground are several GER high
sided wagons alongside the stacks carrying coal.
Coal Stacks Stratford.
View south west looking towards the liquid fuel oil storage tanks and pump house. Several unidentified engines on the right, the depot fence
skirts a drainage ditch.
Coal Stacks Stratford.
View taken from the depot platelayers yard looking westwards. In the distance is Channelsea curve round to High Meads, the sheds on the left
are for the storage and seasoning of timber. Alongside the timber sheds are laid off engines and a line of coal wagons. The bottom turntable can
just be seen beyond the two coal stacks. A line of loaded coal wagons run alongside one of the stacks.
Coal Stacks Stratford.
A distant view of the front of the Jubilee shed taken from between two coal stacks. The breakdown van with its two 20 ton cranes can be seen
at the left and also the top of a row of engines in 14 road running alongside the left hand coal stack. In the foreground between two coal stacks
is a Y14 and two empty high sided wagons.
Coal Stacks Stratford.
Photograph taken from the north east end of the depot looking east across the old Cambridge main line to the main works carriage repair and
lifting shops at Chobham Farm Junction. In the centre is the depot inlet road leading to the disposal pits with two engines, a D56 and a G58,
having their fires and smokeboxes cleaned. In the foreground are coal stacks with three high sided wagons being unloaded. In the carriage
works is a 6 wheel van and a horse box with livery details visible.
Coal Stacks Stratford.
View of coal stacks looking south west, loaded coal wagons are between the coal stacks and a row of unidentified engines in the distance. The
wire fence marking the depot boundary in in the right foreground.
Coal Stacks Stratford.
View from the front of the depot looking across the front turntable and the old Cambridge main line. Beyond the main line is the main works
carriage body and paint shops, the passenger brakes on the right are on the end of the Old Yard. In the foreground is a line of GER 5 and 7
plank high sided wagons being emptied.
Coal Stacks, Whitemoor.
A view looking west with a substantial coal stack at the left and fields beyond. The front of the old shed is visible at the right and the running
lines serving it in the foreground.
Coal Stacks, Whitemoor.
View taken over the top of the water tank at the old shed looking northwards. The March-Spalding line runs right to left parallel to the sidings.
Note the tie rods and turnbuckles to support the top of the tank sides and corner bracing and boards laid over the rods for access.
Coal Stacks, Whitemoor.
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A view of the sidings seen in the background to SX992, with various wooden shacks at the left, coal stacks in the centre and sidings at the right.
Coal Stacks, Whitemoor.
An indistinct view taken from an empty coal wagon, looking towards the end of a pair of sidings terminating north of the old engine shed. The
coal stacks are sited between the sidings and in the foreground is an area of rough grass.
Coal Stacks, Whitemoor.
The south end of the coal stacks seen in SX993, with sidings at the left occupied by coal wagons and the end view of a GER 20 ton brake van.
The photographers bag is in the foreground.
Coal Stacks, Whitemoor.
General view of the centre portion of the substantial coal stack seen in SX992. Sidings in the foreground and beyond the stacks is the railway
boundary fence and open fields. Good view of a gas lit yard lamp and in the foreground two inspection pits with access steps.
Coal Stacks, Whitemoor.
A closer view of the three coal stacks seen in SX996, which have numbered boards leaning against their ends. An old covered van body serves
as a hut and a cast iron roller in the foreground was possibly used to consolidate the stacks.
Coal Stacks, Whitemoor.
A rather distant side view of the left hand stack seen in SX998, with the covered van body in the right background covered by a condemned
sheet. Piles of ash in the foreground.
Coal Stacks, Whitemoor
General view of the ends of two stacks separated by a pair of sidings and fields in the background. A trestle at the end of one stack appears to
carry a sieve or screen for coal grading.
Coal Stacks, Ipswich.
Looking north across the loco yard, engine shed at the extreme right and wagon shops middle left. Loco sand furnace to the right of the wagon
shops, above the coal stack. The road to the turntable is above the right end of a 4 compartment Sinclair carriage body. The two dropside
wagons are loaded with ash, the near one is internal user but the adjoining diagram 18 wagon is in general use, note that axlebox protectors are
fitted.
Coal Stacks, Ipswich.
View taken from the top of the carriage body seen in SX1001 looking eastwards towards the engine turntable, the area being dominated by coal
stacks. Running shed offices on the right and sand furnace at the left.
Coal Stacks, Ipswich.
View looking north east with the sand furnace at the left, the original engine shed and offices centre right. The houses in the background are in
Wherstead Road. At the left a continental traffic wagon, diagram 10, has been jacked up for attention, the high sided wagons are all GER
vehicles.
Coal Stacks, Ipswich.
The engine shed is at the extreme left and beyond the coal stacks are the houses in Croft Street and Wherstead Road at the right. The top part
of a tram engine is visible in the centre and a mixture of wagon stock.
Coal Stacks, Ipswich.
A view west with the back of the engine shed at the left and the wagon shops in the background between shed and engine chimney. The main
line is in the right background south of the tunnel.
Coal Stacks, Ipswich.
Taken from the same vantage point as SX1005 but looking southwards. The engine shed is at the right and the water tower in left background.
Several GER high sided wagons are loaded with coal in centre. The stack of clay pipes are possibly for yard drainage.
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Coal Stacks, Ipswich.
Looking north east from the vicinity of the sand furnace, mostly dominated by a large coal stack. The turntable is almost hidden at left centre,
Croft Street houses in background and engine shed at the right.
Coal Stacks, Ipswich.
Looking north from the back of the engine shed towards the Croft Street entrance. GER high sided wagons of coal stand at the right with a 20
ton loco coal in the background. Men work in a wagon at the left at the end of a coal stack which may be in the course of building or
dismantling.
Coal Stacks, Ipswich.
From the same vantage point at SX1003 but looking in a more easterly direction. Some detail of wagon sheet No 15943 in the foreground and
a selection of engine wheelsets beyond. Wherstead Road houses in background.
5 Ton 2 Horse Lorrie No 3067.
Three quater view of 5 ton pair horse low lorry built by the GER with artillery wheels and fitted with a double brake. In the background is
Thornycroft lorry S.230 with a fixed sided body within which is a makeshift tarpaulin cage. Reg No AN3631 it was probably introduced in about
1928.
5 Ton 2 Horse Lorrie No 3067.
Three quarter view of 5 ton pair horse low lorry built by the GER with artillery wheels and fitted with a double brake. In the background is
Thornycroft lorry S.230 with a fixed sided body within which is a makeshift tarpaulin cage. Reg No AN3631 it was probably introduced in about
1928. The same as SX1010.
Engine Repair Shop Outside View.
View of the rear end of the Engine Repair Shop looking north east. Built in 1915 for general repairs the photograph was taken during rebuilding
after the First World War. The small building in the foreground is the copper and tinsmiths shop, formerly the bosh house. The extension on
the corner of the main building is the electric power and lighting sub station with transformers on the ground floor and the switchboard above.
The single storey addition is the open air toilet block followed by the weighbridge control room housing the scales for engine weighing.
Engine Repair Shop Inside View.
View of the interior of the Engine Repair Shop during its fitting out following the First World War. There are 3 roads in each side bay and two
in the centre. One track is being laid in the centre with workmen clearing the area. A 10 ton overhead crane can be seen with men standing on
it. Tool cupboards and work benches are visible in the outer bays.
Engine Sheds Stratford.
View of the Jubilee shed taken from 13 road, showing the front of the shed. In road 9 is the breakdown van with a 20 ton crane. In road 10 is
another D56 and a F48 in road 11. In the background can be seen the general offices and the dormitory.
Carriage Body Shop Inside View.
View taken from the roof of a vehicle looking down the Carriage Body Shop, Stratford showing bogie vestibuled passenger stock being built. At
least 12 vehicles are under construction, all 50' stock, typically diagrams 122, 419 and 541.
Carriage Body Shop Inside View.
Photograph taken from the roof of a vehicle from same viewpoint as SX1015 but looking towards adjacent left hand bay of the Carriage Body
Shop, Stratford. Closer details of bogie vestibuled passenger stock under construction.
Carriage Body Shop Inside View.
Similar viewpoint to SX1015 but looking towards the adjacent right hand bay. Closer view of constructional details, nearest vehicle probably
diagram 541 brake third, in the adjoining bay is a cattle van. Shows also detail of shop which appears to be an extension of the original buildings
as a brick wall has been altered with the lower part of the windows and walls removed and the remaining upper parts strengthened with old
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rails.
Coal Train at Whitemoor
Coal train headed by 0-6-0 engine No 1247 class E72 LNER J18, built 1912 in yard with a mixture of private owner coal wagons and GER loco
coal wagons to diagrams 31 & 32. Signals in background beyond which is the tranship shed.
Westinghouse Brake Drivers Valve.
General view of brake valve assembly against a white background.
Westinghouse Brake Coupling.
View of two brake hoses and couplings, probably mounted for demonstration purposes on a bench, showing the ends in the position for
coupling together.
Westinghouse Brake Coupling.
View of two brake hoses and couplings, probably mounted for demonstration purposes on a bench, showing them in the coupled position.
Westinghouse Brake Cylinder for Engines.
Three quarter end view of engine brake cylinder against a white background.
Westinghouse Brake Cylinder for Carriages.
Copy of an engraved diagram, entitled 'Diagram of Continuity of Brake Parts', showing the assembly for an engine, including air brake pump,
drivers valve and cylinder, and the apparatus fitted to a carriage or van.
Westinghouse Brake Cylinder for Carriages.
Broadside view of carriage brake cylinder against a white background.
Norwich Station and District.
Whitlingham Junction station viewed from the signal box looking west away in the Norwich direction. Junction points for Cromer in
foreground, station masters house located at the cross road at the north end of the station approach road, marked by pedestrian footbridge.
Norwich Station and District.
Norwich Victoria station looking north west towards the buffers. The arrival platform is at the left and the departure at the right, both under
covered arcades. The main station buildings are in the background between the two platforms. Note the ornamental model house at the right.
Norwich Station and District.
Trowse Swing Bridge as reconstructed and widened in 1906 with the centre pivot, rollers and part of the substructure of the 1846 cast iron
bridge being utilised. Colman's extensive factory beyond the bridge on the left hand side.
Norwich Station and District.
Norwich Victoria station entrance, above the roof line to the right end of the nameboard appears the top of the rotunda, the inside of which is
seen in SX1032 and which allegedly was part of the pleasure garden buildings which were on the site before the line was built. At the left is the
end of the departure platform awning.
Norwich Station and District.
Norwich Thorpe station frontage showing the 1886 building taken from the entrance to the extensive forecourt. The site of the original station
platforms are visible at the right hand side at a lower level. The parcels loading bay at the left hand side of the station is, as yet, unobscured by
the later single storey addition to provide access to the restaurant which at this time was only accessible from the interior of the station.
Norwich Station and District.
Norwich Thorpe station looking towards the buffer stops from the vicinity of the Passenger Yard signal box with the original five platforms.
When opened platforms 1/2 and 3/4 were of the same length as platform 5 seen on the right hand side. Note the well timbered walking routes
between the running lines. A selection of 6 wheel and bogie carriage stock occupy the sidings at the right.
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Norwich Station and District.
Trowse station from the up platform looking towards Trowse Lower Junction, the signal box being visible through the bridge. The public road
bridge replaced a level crossing in the 1880's. The station footbridge as well as linking the platforms, gave access over the siding behind the
fence on the left hand side to the access road and the extensive cattle pens painted white, part of which are visible.
Norwich Station and District.
Norwich Victoria station interior showing the rotunda noted in SX1028. A view possibly looking from the entrance with the arrival platform to
the right of the photograph and departure platform at the left.
Norwich Station and District.
Norwich Thorpe station, a view taken from the Passenger Yard signal box, the Goods Yard signal box visible at the left through the smoke from
the engine. Signals in the distant right control the exit from the goods shed area being part of the original station.
Norwich Station and District.
Norwich Thorpe station looking towards buffer stops, probably taken from the roof of the end bogie carriage seen at the right in SX1030. The
roof of the original station, now serving as the goods station, visible at the left above the passenger train in platform 1. The 1886 building is
seen on the skyline, behind platform 5 at the right is a GER horse box, to its left is a water column.
Norwich Station and District.
Trowse swing bridge seen from the London side swung for river traffic with signal flag above control cabin for signalling to river traffic; staff
stands on the open bridge. The Trowse Swing Bridge Junction signal box is visible beneath the junction signal gantry. There is a hand winch on
the dolphin with timber fendering, the bridge now appears to be painted white for reducing thermal expansion in summer.
Temporary Bridge at Forncett.
Tharston viaduct at rail level taken from down cess at the London end, soon after completion of reconstruction, looking towards Norwich.
Rails are 30ft long with 14 timbers to a length compared to the normal 12. Spanners and refreshments are in the left in foreground. Packings
under the chairs to achieve satisfactory top level.
Temporary Bridge at Forncett.
Tharston viaduct at rail level taken from up cess at the London end soon after completion of reconstruction looking towards Norwich. Fire
buckets hang from handrail.
Temporary Bridge at Forncett.
Tharston viaduct taken on down side of bridge from London side of river bank. A view of new pier (which now carries the 1985 concrete deck)
on west side of bridge and good details of timber trusses and cantilevered timbers carrying the walkway. Rail needles in pier tops carrying a
timber cill on which rests the timber beams. These were probably used to carry the timber trusses as they were launched across the opening.
Brick rubble from destroyed arch bridge used to protect bank.
Temporary Bridge at Forncett.
Tharston viaduct taken on down side of bridge from London side of river bank showing most of reconstructed bridge and river. Note
cutwaters on face of piers on upstream side.
Temporary Bridge at Forncett.
Three quarter view of Tharston viaduct taken on up side of bridge from Norwich side of river bank showing whole of reconstructed bridge and
river.
Temporary Bridge at Forncett.
Almost broadside view of Tharston viaduct taken on down side of bridge from London side of river showing whole of reconstructed bridge and
river. Note cutwaters on face of piers on upstream side.
Temporary Bridge at Forncett.
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Almost broadside view of Tharston viaduct taken on up side of bridge from Norwich side of river showing whole of reconstructed bridge and
river.
Temporary Bridge at Forncett.
Tharston viaduct taken on down side of bridge from London side at just below rail level to show west side of new trusses, the river below and
the reconstructed centre pier.
Temporary Bridge at Forncett.
Tharston viaduct taken on down side of bridge from London side of river showing most of reconstructed bridge and river. Similar to SX1039.
Bridge Damaged by Flood at Forncett.
Remains of collapsed 3 arch viaduct over River Tas showing abutment on Norwich side of river and debris in river. Basic timber walkway in
place, workmen and spectators on site.
Bridge Damaged by Flood at Forncett.
Remains of collapsed 3 arch viaduct over River Tas showing abutment on Ipswich side of river and sections of masonry and debris in river. Basic
timber walkway in place, workmen and spectators on site.
Bridge Damaged by Flood at Forncett.
Remains of collapsed 3 arch viaduct over River Tas showing abutment on Norwich side of river. Men engaged in clearing by hand the substantial
remains of the masonry arches.
Bridge Damaged by Flood at Forncett.
General view of collapsed 3 arch viaduct over River Tas showing one line of track suspended over the 100ft gap between the surviving masonry
abutments. Jib of 5 ton steam crane from Stratford at left on the Ipswich side of river.
Bridge Damaged by Flood at Forncett.
Ipswich side abutment of collapsed 3 arch viaduct over River Tas showing steam crane recovering sections of track left suspended over the
river. Large sections of masonry and timbers in river bed.
Bridge Damaged by Flood at Forncett.
General view of Norwich side abutment of collapsed 3 arch viaduct over River Tas showing one line of track suspended over the 100ft gap
between abutments. Men engaged in recovering debris from river bed by hand.
Bridge Damaged by Flood at Forncett.
Site of collapsed 3 arch viaduct over River Tas showing the abutments and the 5 ton steam crane at left on the Ipswich side of the river. Gang
of men working at water level recovering masonry and lowering the bed of the river.
Bridge Damaged by Flood Forncett.
General view of Norwich side abutment of collapsed 3 arch viaduct over River Tas showing men engaged in recovering debris from river bed by
hand.
Bridge Damaged by Flood at Forncett.
Ipswich side abutment of collapsed 3 arch viaduct over River Tas showing steam crane in background pulling a section of track, formerly
suspended between the two parapets, from the river bed. Large sections of masonry and timbers partly blocking the river bed.
Trowse Station.
View taken from down platform looking towards Trowse Lower Junction. Slightly broader view of cattle pens situated behind the up platform
fencing seen in SX1031. Main station building with small awning in distance at the right with the entrance to the timber built goods shed at back
of down platform in foreground.
Trowse Station. View of main station building, with a small part of the timber goods shed at right, taken from the up platform looking towards
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Trowse Lower Junction. Down train appears to be arriving from the Ipswich line and is about to stop, judging by the number of visible staff on
the down platform. Junction signal, sited between footbridge and road over bridge, indicates that the Cambridge line is regarded as 'the main'.
Parry Soot Blower on Engine No 7927 Cab View.
Identical view to SX306.
Parry Soot Blower on Engine No 7927.
J15 class 0-6-0 No 7927 at Colchester (?) built 12.91. Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender with engine number on tender side.
Engine is in GER condition with stove pipe chimney, low pitched wooden cab roof, Ramsbottom safety valves, coal guards not yet fitted to
tender sides and steam brake only. Engine carried Parry soot blower in the cab (not visible) from 9.25 to 12.27. Withdrawn as 5416 in 12.49.
Diamond Soot Blower on Engine No 7927-Cab View.
B12 class 4-6-0 No 8567 built 5.20. Close up of interior of cab, firemans left hand side showing regulator, water gauge, injector steam cocks,
steam heating valve. Photo probably taken 1925-27 to show Diamond soot blower controls above firehole door.
Photograph identical to SX256 but of better quality; although captioned as engine No 8527 the boiler number of 1540 confirms it is No 8567.
Diamond Soot Blower on Engine No 8547 (sic).
B12 class 4-6-0 No 8547 at Stratford built 9.20 by W. Beardmore & Co. Glasgow (Works No 141). Close up of side of firebox casing showing
Superior pattern tube cleaner fitted as an experiment from 1.24 to 7.27, one of four B12 so fitted. Soot blowers were usually fitted to the
backplate. Note it is NOT a Diamond soot blower.
Diamond Soot Blower on Engine No 8547 (sic).
B12 class 4-6-0 No 8547 at Stratford built W. Beardmore & Co. Glasgow 9.20 (Works No 141), probably ex works in 8.25. Left hand half view
of engine and tender as running with Superior tube cleaner as seen in SX1059. Chimney has polished brass cap, also shows exhaust steam
injector below running plate adjacent to the bogie and grease separator above; the buffers do not match. Rebuilt to B12/3 class 7.37 and
withdrawn as 61547 in 10.58.
Water Gauge on Tender.
Close up view of left hand front tank of GER locomotive tender showing water gauge. These gauges were introduced c.1902 and were a most
unusual fitting on steam locomotives. Most simply had a vertical pipe with a series of holes, opening a valve admitted water to the pipe, and the
height of water in the tanks was shown by whichever holes the water poured out of! The GER gauges simply showed 'Feet of Water' and were
encased in the protective shroud as shown. The photograph also shows other details of the tender front: toolbox end, handrail bracket, ends of
the fire-irons, etc.
Automatic Train Control.
Broadside view of train stop equipment mounted on a timber stool set against a wall and linked to a fixed air supply and an electric bell. The
covers are off the equipment, it is possibly arranged for demonstration purposes. Similar to SX439.
Automatic Train Control.
Broadside view of the main line train indicator, made of wood, on platform at Liverpool Street station. Comprises 8 vertical indicators
surmounted by a clock and platform number, the base contains cupboards and a central step for staff access. Its siting suggests that it is not yet
operational and there is a wide range of train departure times shown.
Automatic Train Control.
Three quarter rear close up view of an engine the SYX train stop equipment mounted centrally on the underside of the bunker, immediately
behind the coupling. A closer view of the equipment and shoe than shown in SX438, showing the other side from SX923.
Automatic Train Control.
Three quarter rear view of 2-4-2 tank engine No 66 with the SYX train stop equipment mounted centrally on the underside of the bunker,
immediately behind the coupling. In the foreground is a steel faced ramp mounted on the sleepers between the running lines. A similar view to
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SX438 but further away to provide a good rear detail of engine bunker carrying a Liverpool Street destination board.
Automatic Train Control.
Three quarter rear close up view of an engine the SYX train stop equipment mounted centrally on the underside of the bunker, immediately
behind the coupling. A closer view of the equipment and shoe than shown in SX438 and similar to SX923 but sharper.
Automatic Train Control.
General view of contact ramp sited between the running lines within Temple Mills marshalling yard. Extensive sidings with private owner
wagons at left, parachute water tower and signal gantry centre background.
Automatic Train Control.
F5 class 2-4-2T, number indecipherable. Left hand three quarter view of engine stated to be fitted with automatic train control. Engine may be
No 96 with Regan train control, fitted 10.1920, or it could be one of the F5’s given trip cock gear in 1929/30 for working the East London line.
Trip possibly beneath footstep to tank, operating rod to condenser valve below handrail. Engine carries East London Line head code discs, GE
type head lamp over right hand buffer
Valve Motion.
Model of valve motion for steam locomotives, mounted on a wooden tray with end carrying handles, arranged for Stephenson's motion, driving
inside admission piston valves.
Valve Motion.
Model of valve motion for steam locomotives, mounted on a wooden tray with end carrying handles, arranged for Stephenson's motion, driving
inside admission piston valves. Similar as SX1071 but with the background blanked out.
Old Engine Taken from Drawing.
Richard Trevithick's Pen-y-daren engine of 1804. Undimensioned side elevation of engine copied from drawing.
Engine GER No 1870.
S46 class 4-4-0 No 1870 at Stratford built 3.02 probably when new. Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender in GER blue livery with
additional white royal lining. An oil burning engine, note air intake beneath smokebox door.
Pair Horse 5 Ton Goods Van.
Three quarter view of 5 ton pair horse covered van No 368, harnessed up with horses, driver and vanguard. The van has a soft canvas cover
and a retractable hood for the carman, the side advertises the services to Lancashire, Yorkshire and the northern counties. The occasion is an
annual parade of horses at Hare Street stables; the view was taken in the Horse Infirmary Yard at Spitalfields and shows black horses Nos 1976
and 1977 with driver Tyrell. See GER Magazine May 1911, p139.
Engine Colne Valley Taken from Print.
Colne Valley & Halstead Railway 0-6-2T engine No 5, LNER class N18. Copy of illustration showing broadside view of engine built in 1908.
Sewing Machine Shop Drying Blinds.
View of end of Sewing Machine shop (see also SX372). Shows old carriage blinds being dyed green and hung up to dry. Five female workers
visible with good detail of contemporary dress.
Sewing Machine Shop Drying Blinds
Polishing Shop
Works at Ponders End-Creosoting.
Interior of steel framed corrugated iron building with side view of steam driven vacuum pump which exhausted the air from the creosoting
cylinder after loading but before the admission of the creosote.
Works at Ponders End-Creosoting.
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At the top of the gravel screening and washing plant with the contents of a 'Jubilee' wagon being tipped into the plant. Water spraying in
operation to reduce dust.
Works at Ponders End-Creosoting.
Interior of steel framed corrugated iron building with side view of steam driven pump, probably to pump the creosote into the cylinder.
Works at Ponders End-Creosoting.
Interior of timber shed in which concrete blocks are being moulded by hand in the background. Newly cast blocks stand on shelves to dry 36
hours prior to watering to set the concrete.
Works at Ponders End-Creosoting.
Interior of steel framed corrugated iron building with the end of the creosoting cylinder at the left and the two engines seen in SX1080 and
SX1082.
Works at Ponders End-Creosoting.
The creosoting cylinder 76ft long and 7ft diameter and a capacity of 480 sleepers. The final load of white sleepers on the last of 8 trolleys is
being fed into the cylinder, propelled by the electric capstan in the foreground.
Works at Ponders End-Creosoting.
The empty creosoting cylinder with the first loading trolley of sleepers ready at the left.
Works at Ponders End-Creosoting.
Machine for boring and adzing sleepers before creosoting. Incoming sleepers on the trolley at the left, the holes are drilled by the machine which
also planes a flat bed for the chair. The finished sleepers leave the building at the right for loading onto empty trolleys.
Works at Ponders End-Creosoting.
Concrete block making shed, the components for the wooden moulds are at the left and the men are filling moulds with a semi dry mixture of
Portland cement and sand extracted from the site. Racks for receiving the completed blocks are on the right.
Works at Ponders End-Creosoting.
General view of the yard with stacks of untreated sleepers for seasoning preparatory to creosoting. The stacks are inclined from the River Lee
so that sleepers can be rolled two at a time along wooden shoots fitted with wooden rollers. The sleepers in the middle ground have been
treated and are stacked with gaps for ventilation. The high sided wagons are being loaded with the finished sleepers.
Works at Ponders End-Creosoting.
The stacks of untreated sleepers in the background are to the completed height for seasoning. A further line of stacks is being formed; the
River Lee is in the background and unloading is proceeding, using shoots with wooden rollers to bring pairs of sleepers by gravity to the
required place for stacking. At the extreme right creosoted sleepers are stacked for drying.
Works at Ponders End-Creosoting.
General view of the yard where boxed sleepers are chaired, many men engaged in applying chairs and stacking the completed sleepers. In the
background is the fire station, comprising a corrugated iron shed (containing a fire engine?) and a steel framed water tower.
Works at Ponders End-Creosoting.
General view of a pile of long timbers in the foreground, which covers a siding, behind which a travelling steam crane lowers a timber onto the
stack. End view of a GER bolster wagon at the right.
Works at Ponders End-Creosoting.
Elevated view of yard with line of GER high sided wagons in the foreground loaded with sleepers beyond which are low stacks of sleepers.
Works buildings with chimney are in the left background and a travelling steam crane. In the centre background are several GER sleeper
wagons and at the left is a stack of honeycomb blocks and coping slabs for platforms.
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Works at Ponders End-Creosoting.
Photograph taken on a stack of newly arrived untreated sleepers, looking towards the River Lee Navigation. A shoot with wooden rollers rests
on the sleepers at the left, in the background a man guides a pair of sleepers, suspended from a mast, onto the shoot. At the left is a stack of
sleepers at the finished height awaiting treatment.
Works at Ponders End-Creosoting.
View taken from a lighter on the River Lee Navigation showing the GER wharf on which stands a 6 wheel trolley running on 3 rails and equipped
with a 30ft mast and a gaff used to unload pairs of incoming sleepers from lighter to the stacks. Three substantial stacks visible at left and at
least 3 lighters await unloading. Behind the trolley is a travelling steam crane.
Works at Ponders End-Creosoting.
General view of the rather overgrown gravel pit with 'Jubilee' track which connects the workings with the incline serving the screening plant, off
the picture to the left. In the background are substantial stacks of sleepers and concrete products, while to the right are the fire station and
water tower.
Works at Ponders End-Creosoting.
A general view of the gravel screening and washing plant at the point of discharge of graded materials into wagons and for use in block making.
Gravel was extracted from part of the overall site owned by the GER which extended to 110 acres.
Works at Ponders End-Creosoting.
The other side of the plant seen in SX1097. Narrow gauge 'Jubilee' wagons are hauled up the timber built inclined timber at the left to feed the
screening and washing plant. In the foreground is probably the pump supplying the elevated water tank. The larger stones sorted in the screen
are being discharged from the wooden shoot. A 'Jubilee' wagon is seen behind the stones.
Works at Ponders End-Creosoting.
General view of the gravel screening and washing plant. In the foreground 'Jubilee' wagons on the narrow gauge track are hauled up the inclined
plane from the gravel pit to feed the plant. The sleeper stacks are in the right background.
Floods in Norwich District-View Cantley looking towards Buckenham.
View north west towards Buckenham showing up line damaged by flooding and the surrounding fields under water. Ballast has been deposited
either side of running line to assist in restoration of track.
Floods in Norwich District-View Cantley looking towards Buckenham.
View north west towards Buckenham showing down running covered to rail level with flood water and surrounding fields inundated.
Floods in Norwich District-View Cantley looking towards Buckenham.
View north west towards Buckenham showing both running lines mostly under flood water and fields on either side of formation submerged.
New ballast deposited to assist in restoration of track.
Floods in the Norwich District –View Buckenham looking towards Cantley.
View taken from signal post looking south east towards Cantley. Railway largely under water to rail level and surrounding fields submerged.
Heaps of ballast deposited either side of up line in readiness for track restoration.
Floods in the Norwich District –View Buckenham looking towards Cantley.
View of down line looking towards Cantley, water at sleeper level and new ballast in six foot way. Surrounding land just above water level.
Floods in the Norwich District –View Buckenham looking towards Cantley.
View of up line looking towards Cantley, water level receding but fields beyond formation under some water. New ballast deposited for
restoring the track.
Floods in the Norwich District –View Buckenham looking towards Cantley.
General view of formation looking south east towards Cantley, occupation level crossing in foreground and down starting signal for station on
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up side. Line in background beneath water and the fields on the up side.
Floods in the Norwich District-Lakenham Bridge, Trowse.
Looking south west towards Ely and London showing remains of masonry from collapsed overline bridge in bed of River Yare adjoining the up
running line.
Floods in the Norwich District-Lakenham Bridge, Trowse.
General view taken from the down line from Ely looking towards Trowse and Norwich showing site of collapsed bridge. Running line
reinstated, bridge abutment at left, River Yare in centre with debris in bed and two sightseers standing on southern abutment beyond river.
Floods in the Norwich District-Lakenham Bridge, Trowse.
View taken parallel to up Ely line looking towards Trowse and Norwich showing bridge abutment at left and large pieces of masonry in bed of
River Yare. Running line and telegraph wires reinstated.
Floods in the Norwich District-Lakenham Bridge, Trowse.
View over the up side post and wire fence of the River Yare, masonry remains and the southern bridge abutment.
Floods in the Norwich District – Lakenham Bridge, Trowse
Looking south west towards Ely and London, adjacent to down line. Bridge abutment at right and part of works site, remains of the masonry
bridge in the River Yare and at the left the other bridge abutment. Distant signal in background and down train approaching in far distance.
Horse Infirmary Bishopsgate-Horse in Slings
Horse Infirmary Bishopsgate-Horse showing Branded Foot
Horse Infirmary Bishopsgate Nails taken from Horses Feet.
View of a whitewashed portion of the wall at the Spitalfields Horse Infirmary on which has been mounted lengths of canvas. Nails taken from
the hooves of cartage horses have been inserted into the strips as a record from 1888 to 1910. See GER Magazine May 1911, p138.
Horse Infirmary Bishopsgate Calculi taken from Horses Feet.
A photograph of 4 examples of calculi taken from the feet of cartage horses.
Horse Infirmary Bishopsgate-Surgeon and Assistant
Horse Infirmary Bishopsgate-Group of Staff
One Horse Goods Van.
Three quarter view of 1 ton one horse parcels van No 198(?), harnessed up with horse and carman. These vans, of which a total of 48 were
built, were used for local collections and deliveries of luggage. The canvas side advertises the parcels and luggage services offered. Probably
taken on the occasion of the 1913 annual horse parade.
One Horse Parcel Van.
Three quarter view of 2 ton 10 cwt single horse covered van No 614, harnessed up with horse, with carman and vanguard. The van has a soft
canvas cover and a retractable hood for the carman, the side advertises the services to Lancashire, Yorkshire and the northern counties. The
occasion is an annual parade of horses at Hare Street stables, the view was taken in the Horse Infirmary Yard at Spitalfields and shows bay horse
No 2117 and Driver Crook. See GER Magazine May 1911, p139.
Horse Lorrie 10 ton for Boilers.
Three quarter view of one horse 10 ton boiler lorry No 50 at Stratford. It had a steel body and was fitted with a double brake. The Furniture
Shop is in the centre background.
Horse Lorrie 10 ton for Boilers.
Three quarter view of one horse 10 ton boiler lorry No 50 at Stratford. It had a steel body and was fitted with a double brake. The Furniture
Shop is in the centre background. Similar to SX1120.
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Ariels Girdle Engine & Coach-Wide Gauge.
Ariel's Girdle 2-2-0T engine. Copy of engraving, possibly from exhibition catalogue, showing left hand three quarter view of engine and coach as
exhibited at the 1851 Great Exhibition in Hyde Park. Became ECR No 17, after rebuilding worked on Millwall Extension Railway, scrapped in
1879.
Helical Springs taken from Carriage Builders Directory.
Copy of plate from directory showing Figs 2100-2106 of 7 types of graduated spiral springs for carriage bogie bolsters.
Helical Springs taken from Carriage Builders Directory.
Copy of plate from directory showing Figs 2095-2099 of 5 types of graduated spiral springs for carriage bogie bolsters and a key to names of
parts.
Carriage Door Showing Lock taken for Law Case.
Close up of door jamb on a 6 a side suburban carriage showing arrangement of lock and hand grab from the outside.
Carriage Door Showing Lock taken for Law Case.
Close up of door jamb on a 6 a side suburban carriage showing arrangement of lock almost broadside from the inside.
Carriage Door Showing Lock taken for Law Case.
Interior of 3rd class six a side 3rd class carriage to diagram 408 showing the door closed and the quarter lights on either side and part of oil
cloth covered seats. Good interior details.
Carriage Door Showing Lock taken for Law Case
Exterior view of 3rd class six a side third class carriage to diagram 408 showing the door closed with detail of quarterlights and panelling and
class numeral.
Carriage Door Showing Lock taken for Law Case.
A view of the door jamb of a 6 a side suburban carriage door jamb showing arrangement of lock from inside looking out, with screen over
doorway to improve definition.
Carriage Door Showing Lock taken for Law Case.
Exterior of 3rd class six a side 3rd class carriage to diagram 408 showing a door in the open position and the quarter lights on either side.
Good details of inside of door and some underframe detail.
Carriage Door Showing Lock taken for Law Case.
Interior of 3rd class six a side 3rd class carriage to diagram 408 showing a close up of the door around the lock, the door being slightly ajar.
Carriage Door Showing Lock taken for Law Case.
Interior of 3rd class six a side 3rd class carriage to diagram 408 showing a close up of the door jamb around the catch housing, the door is open
and not visible.
Carriage Door Showing Lock taken for Law Case.
View of inside of door placed in front of light screen to show detail of droplight in lowered position, its leather strap and the interior ventilator.
Carriage Door Showing Lock taken for Law Case.
View of inside of door placed in front of light screen to show detail of droplight in raised position, leather strap and interior ventilator. This
door appears to have a fine wire mesh over glazing and a secondary leather strap.
Electric Light Dynamo under Carriage.
View beneath bogie carriage showing dynamo and pulley and the casing of the battery boxes removed to reveal the electrical gear. Some detail
of continuous drawgear.
Electric Light Dynamo under Carriage.
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View beneath bogie carriage showing dynamo and pulley and the casing of the battery boxes removed to reveal the electrical gear electrical
gear. Some detail of continuous drawgear. Similar to SX1134 but a better exposure with clearer details.
Inside Sub Station.
Interior of brick built sub station showing switchgear at the right mounted on a large wooden panel and an untidy workbench at the left,
perforated rubber matting on concrete floor. Building formed part of the Stratford Power House but demoted to sub station following
connection to electricity grid.
Inside Sub Station.
Interior of brick built sub station showing details of switchgear, ammeters, etc. mounted on a large wooden panel, perforated rubber matting
on concrete floor. Building formed part of the Stratford Power House but demoted to sub station following connection to electricity grid.
Flaws in Engine Wheel.
Broadside view of the centre part of an unidentified driving wheel without its axle or crank pin showing two deep grooves or flaws in the wheel
boss.
Flaws in Engine Wheel.
View from above of the centre part of an unidentified driving wheel without its axle or crank pin two showing deep grooves or flaws in the
wheel boss. Same wheel as SX1138.
Flanging Shop.
Interior of workshop with hydraulic flanging press in background. Circular plate (for a smokebox door?) being handled by three men for
positioning in press. Flanging blocks and other equipment visible.
Flanging Shop.
Interior of workshop with hydraulic flanging press in background. Circular plate (for a smokebox door?) being handled by three men for
positioning in press. Flanging blocks and other equipment visible.
Stamping Shop.
A stamping machine in operation manufacturing a coupling hook and stem. A man is holding a completed hook under the machine to reduce
the stem to the finished profile.
Stamping Shop.
A variety of small components produced in the stamp shop arranged on a light coloured sheet.
Note a duplication of negative numbers.
Stamping Shop.
A variety of small components produced in the stamp shop arranged on a light coloured sheet.
Note a duplication of negative numbers.
Model of Engine.
Model of freelance 4-6-0 tender engine, probably large scale live steam. Outside cylinders, inside valve gear, numbered No 460 but no other
identification.
Artificial Legs.
Front view of a pair of artificial legs designed to be secured by laces to the leg above knee level.
Locomotive Smith Shop.
Overall view of shop and two rows of hearths and their vents and hand operated cranes. The shop floor is cluttered with many tools and anvils.
Test House.
View of end of testing house with chain testing machine in background and a variety of chains and couplings in foreground
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Test House.
A view of the opposite end of the chain testing house showing the 50 ton Buckton testing machine and a large variety of chains, couplings and
carriage bogie springs.
Test House.
A close up view of chain testing machine seen in SX1145 but looking in the opposite direction.
Portable Cylinder Borer.
Close up view of two boring bars in use together, probably for 0-6-0 tank engine, location unknown.
Portable Cylinder Borer.
Close up view of two boring bars in use together, probably for 0-6-0 tank engine, location unknown.
Motor Omnibus Details of Construction
Motor Bus Details of Construction.
General view of a chassis under construction in the erecting Shop, Stratford of a bus to order U58. Only the main members are in place, 12
were completed in 1905.
Motor Omnibus-Details of Construction.
No 5 omnibus under construction in the Erecting Shop at Stratford. Chassis has engine, gearbox, transmission brake drum, differential and
transaxle with driving sprockets, starting handle assembly, cylinder head coolant manifold, exhaust system, bulkhead and makers plate in
position. The steering column, box and drop arm, sight lubricators and fuel tank are also fitted. Fitters are working on another chassis in the left
background where one cylinder assembly is mounted.
Motor Omnibus-Details of Construction.
No 5 omnibus under construction in the Erecting Shop at Stratford. Similar to SX1152 but with radiator, front springs, axle, wheels and
steering gear added but steering column absent.
Motor Omnibus-Details of Construction.
No 5 omnibus under construction in the Erecting Shop at Stratford. Similar to SX1152 but not so advanced as SX1153 as there is no steering
assembly or front axle assembly in place but cover is fitted to the gearbox.
Motor Omnibus-Details of Construction.
Omnibus under construction in the Erecting Shop at Stratford. A different vehicle to No 5 but similar stage of building as SX1156 but without
transmission brake and differential unit, but with exhaust manifold fitted. Engine Class 61 0-4-4 tank No 73 is in the left background.
Motor Omnibus-Details of Construction.
Omnibus under construction in the Erecting Shop at Stratford. Possibly a third vehicle but in a similar stage of building as SX1156 but without
transmission brake and differential unit, but with exhaust manifold fitted. Workmens lockers and equipment in background.
Motor Omnibus-Details of Construction.
No 5 omnibus under construction in the Erecting Shop at Stratford. Similar view to SX1157 with radiator, front springs, front axle, steering
column, box, drop arm, front exhaust pipe, gear box, transmission brake drum, differential and gear lever mounting. Some of the gear linkage
and hand brake operating mechanism is fitted. The steering drag link, track rod and rear sprag brake is about to be fitted.
Motor Omnibus-Details of Construction.
Omnibus under construction in the Erecting Shop at Stratford. A different vehicle to No 5 but similar stage of building as SX1156 but with
radiator and front pipe added. Engine Class 61 0-4-4 tank No 73 in left background.
Motor Omnibus-Details of Construction
Motor Omnibus-Details of Construction.
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Omnibus under construction in the Erecting Shop at Stratford. In the foreground is a bare chassis frame nearing completion with transmission
sub frame in position. Five other frames are in the background in various stages of construction, none identifiable.
Motor Omnibus-Details of Construction.
Rear three quarter view of complete body on trestles in the Paint Shop at Stratford. Body complete with interior furnishings with curtains,
upper deck seating and the exterior fully lined out and the GER crest applied. Sliding door to lower saloon visible and outside staircase.
Motor Omnibus-Details of Construction.
Front three quarter view of body on trestles in the Paint Shop at Stratford. Body complete but lacking interior furnishings, upper deck seating in
place and the exterior partly lined out. Suburban 4 wheel 3rd class carriage No 1491, diagram 409, built 1880, seen behind body.
Motor Omnibus-Details of Construction.
Front three quarter view of complete body on trestles in the Paint Shop at Stratford. Body complete with interior furnishings and curtains,
upper deck seating in place and the exterior lined out and GER crest applied. Background screened of with white sheet.
Indicator Board
Roll of Honour.
Photograph of a draft roll of honour showing 5 cameos linked by intertwining floral effects depicting aspects of Stratford Works and a train, with
two blank panels. Prepared by B.C. Dix and dated 4.1.08.
Roll of Honour.
Photograph of a draft roll of honour showing 5 cameos linked by intertwining floral effects depicting locomotives, an accident crane and the
Jubilee engine shed, with 15 oblong panels. Prepared by B.C. Dix but date illegible.
Roll of Honour.
Broadside view of the war memorial at Liverpool Street station with floral arrangement beneath.
Roll of Honour.
Photograph of a draft roll of honour showing 2 cameos depicting two locomotives below 15 blank panels the whole surrounded by a floral
frame. Prepared by E. English and dated 27.12.07.
Roll of Honour.
Photograph of a draft roll of honour showing 2 cameos depicting hydraulic presses in the smithy, the centre area left blank and surrounded by
linked chains. Authors name illegible.
Roll of Honour.
Photograph of a draft roll of honour showing 4 cameos depicting aspects of the railway within a complicated arrangement of ornamentation to
create a series of blank panels. The GER crest is in the centre, prepared by B.C. Dix and dated 28.12.07.
Roll of Honour.
Photograph of a draft roll of honour taking the form of an open book with blank panels but with the left hand page surmounted by a steam
accident crane. Prepared by E. English dated 24.12.07.
Roll of Honour.
Photograph of a draft roll of honour showing a drawing of the Decapod in the centre and an ornamental border in the corners of which are
cameos depicting tools and an anvil. Prepared by E.F. Price and dated 4.1.08.
Roll of Honour.
Photograph of a draft roll of honour showing a drawing of a GER motor omnibus in the centre surrounded by a series of blank panels and an
ornamental border. Prepared by E. English, date not visible.
Roll of Honour.
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Photograph of a draft roll of honour showing cameos in each corner depicting two horse drawn vehicles and two wagons, surrounded by a floral
boarder and a motto. Prepared by E.F. Price and dated 20.12.07.
NEGATIVE MISSING
Testing Fire Extinguishers, High Meads.
A pile of wooden planks or spars, numbered 6, stand on rough ground with 20 ton loco coal wagon No 46, diagram 46, in GER livery in the
background. Several men stand by, one of whom appears to be operating a cylinder shaped extinguisher.
Testing Fire Extinguishers at High Meads
A pile of wooden planks or spars, numbered 6, stand on rough ground with 20 ton loco coal wagon No 46, diagram 46, in GER livery in
background, marked 5 in chalk. Several men stand by while the fire gets hold.
Testing Fire Extinguishers at High Meads
A pile of wooden planks or spars, numbered 6, stand on rough ground with 20 ton loco coal wagon No 46, diagram 46, in GER livery in
background, marked 5 in chalk. Several men stand by while the fire gets hold.
Testing Fire Extinguishers at High Meads
Two 20 ton loco coal wagons, Nos 46 and ? stand apart outside carriage painting shop, in GER livery and marked 5 and 7 in chalk. A pile of
wood in foreground and in wagon No 46 with several men on ground and in standing in the wagons, fire hoses in the foreground
Testing Fire Extinguishers at High Meads
Two 20 ton loco coal wagons, Nos 46 and ? stand apart outside carriage painting shop, in GER livery and marked 5 and 7 in chalk. A pile of
wood in foreground, wagon doors open and several men on ground , one directing a fire hose into wagon 7, fire hoses in the foreground
20 Testing Fire Extinguishers at High Meads
Two ton loco coal wagons, Nos 189 and 296 stand apart near carriage painting shop, in GER livery and marked 1 and 2 in chalk. Piles of wood
stand by both wagons, a fire extinguisher is in use.
20 ton loco coal wagons, Nos 189 Testing Fire Extinguishers at High Meads
Two and 296 stand apart near carriage painting shop, in GER livery and marked 1 and 2 in chalk. Piles of wood stand by both wagons, a fire
extinguisher is in use, similar to SX1180 but fewer men
Testing Fire Extinguishers at High Meads
Two 20 ton loco coal wagons, Nos 189 and 296 stand apart near carriage painting shop, in GER livery and marked 1 and 2 in chalk. Piles of
wood, numbered 4 and 8, stand by both wagons, the piles appear to be extinguished.
Testing Fire Extinguishers at High Meads
Two 20 ton loco coal wagons, Nos 189 and 296 stand apart near carriage painting shop, in GER livery and marked 1 and 2 in chalk. Piles of
wood, numbered 4 and 8, stand by both wagons, the piles appear to be extinguished.
Testing Fire Extinguishers at High Meads
Two 20 ton loco coal wagons Nos 189 and 296 stand apart near carriage painting shop, in GER livery and marked 1 and 2 in chalk. Piles of
wood, numbered 4 and 8, stand by both wagons, pile No 8 is alight, there are no men visible.
Testing Fire Extinguishers, High Meads.
Two piles of wooden planks or spars, numbered 4 and 3, stand on rough ground with a pair of 20 ton loco coal wagons Nos 295 and 189,
diagram 46, in GER livery in the background. Both piles of wood are alight, several men stand by.
Ferry Boats Woolwich.
Built 1890 by Thames Ironworks Co. Ltd., London and engined by T.A. Young & Sons. Length 100ft, breadth of hull 26ft and 8ft deep.
Operated by the GER on the Woolwich Ferry service until closure on 30 September 1908 due to competition from London County Council
Free Ferry. To combat the LCC competition the ship was fitted with covered deck saloons fore and aft as well as below deck accommodation.
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See SX1188 and SX1189.
Ferry Boats Woolwich.
Built in 1890 for the GER Woolwich Ferry service and berthed on the inner lay by berth at North Woolwich Station Pier. The dolphins and the
offices on the pier are partly visible. The pier was also a stopping place for the Thames pleasure steamer traffic as well as the loading point for
some longer distance ships.
See also SX1187 and SX1189.
Ferry Boats Woolwich.
The side elevation of this 1890 built ferry shows up well. In the background is the 'ghost' of a moving coaster, only the funnel showing up
clearly. After termination of the GER ferry service at the end of September 1908 she was sold to J.S. Wilson & Son, Bo'ness to operate the
Queensferry Passage across the Forth until 1920. In that role the fore saloon was removed and the deck strengthened to carry vehicles and
side ramps fitted.
See also SX1187 and SX1188.
Ferry Boats Middlesex.
Built 1879 by Thames Ironworks Co. Ltd., London and engined by T.A. Young & Sons. Length 100.3ft, breadth of hull 18.7ft and 7.7ft deep.
Operated the GER Woolwich Ferry service until closure on 30 September 1908, due to competition from London County Council Free Ferry.
One of the LCC vessels is visible in the background astern.
See also SX1191 and SX1192.
Ferry Boats Middlesex.
Built in 1879 for the GER Woolwich Ferry service she is seen departing from the North Woolwich Pier for Woolwich. The basic
accommodation of this vessel is visible. There are companion ways fore and aft to saloons under the main deck with a stove for heating in the
winter months. The helmsman is protected by a very basic wheelhouse.
See also SX1190 and SX1192.
Ferry Boats Middlesex.
Built in 1879 for the GER Woolwich Ferry service from North Woolwich Station Pier to Roff's Pier at Woolwich, the Woolwich Arsenal forms
the skyline and background as she gets away on her crossing. The hull was black, with white superstructure and a brown grained wheelhouse,
white top mast, buff funnel with black top and buff companion ways.
See also SX1190 and SX1191.
Steam Boat, Copenhagen.
Completed in 1908 by John Brown & Co. Ltd., Clydebank, being the GER's first turbine steamer. Length 331ft, 43.2ft beam and 17.8ft depth of
hull, 2,569 tons gross. A direct replacement for the Berlin, tragically lost at the Hook of Holland on 21 February 1907. Copenhagen operated
on the Harwich to Hook of Holland service until World War 1 and then operated the mails service, wounded transport and then trooping to
French ports. Torpedoed and sunk by German submarine on 5 March 1917 with the loss of 6 lives in the North Sea.
Copying Lamp (Vertical) Photo.
General view of vertical copying lamp about 5ft 6ins high and 2ft diameter together with controls.
Motor Bus L&NWR
Motor Bus Thornycroft
Motor Bus Vanguard
Flat Heavy Traction Motor (Fiat Motor Ltd)
Restaurant Car Inside.
Interior of 1st class 50ft restaurant car No 285, one of 2 built for the York-Harwich train in June 1906 to diagram 119. General interior view
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down central aisle seating arrangement antimacassars in place but tables cleared. Became LNER No 6408, withdrawn April 1947. Similar view to
SX905 but closer to vestibule.
Restaurant Car Inside.
Interior of 3rd class 50ft restaurant car No 476 or 477, built for the York-Harwich train in June 1906 to diagram 416. Shows 2 + 2 seating from
centre aisle and view through doorway into adjoining compartment. Good detail of furnishings and fittings. Became LNER No 6107, withdrawn
May 1947.
Restaurant Car Inside.
Interior of 3rd class 50ft restaurant car No 476 or 477, built for the York-Harwich train in June 1906 to diagram 416. Shows 2 + 2 seating from
centre aisle and view through doorway into adjoining compartment. Good detail of furnishings and fittings. Became LNER No 6107, withdrawn
May 1947. Similar view to SX1200 but in vertical format.
Subject unknown
Restaurant Car Inside.
Interior of 3rd class 50ft restaurant car No 476 or 477, built for the York-Harwich train in June 1906 to diagram 416. Shows table set for a meal
with crockery, cutlery, menu and brochures. Became LNER No 6107, withdrawn May 1947.
Restaurant Car Inside.
A long interior view of corridor of York-Harwich train vehicle, probably No 473 or No 474, built June 1906 to diagram 415. Good detail of
interior fittings and panelling.
NEGATIVE MISSING
Restaurant Car Inside.
Interior view of corridor of York-Harwich train vehicle, probably No 473 or No 474, built June 1906 to diagram 415. Good detail of interior
fittings and panelling. Similar to SX1203 but taken much closer to end.
Restaurant Car Inside.
Interior of 3rd class 50ft restaurant car No 476 or 477, built for the York-Harwich train in June 1906 to diagram 416. Shows 2 + 2 seating from
centre aisle and view through doorway into adjoining compartment. Good detail of furnishings and fittings. Became LNER No 6107, withdrawn
May 1947. Similar view to SX1200 but taken closer to doorway.
Brake Block Adjuster.
Posed photograph of 'The Handy Brake Block Adjuster' with a sign written panel explaining the two particular virtues of the device patented by
T. McCallum in 1902. Comprises a split brake rod with engaging teeth which allow fine adjustment in the length of the rod.
Engine GE No 41.
Y14 (J15) class 0-6-0 No 41 at Stratford built Sharp, Stewart & Co 1884. Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender in black livery.
Engine has later 2 ring boiler, flanged smokebox with continuous handrails, Macallan blast pipe, water gauge on tender. Tender is original class
Z14 2755 gallon type. Renumbered 600 on 1.7.12. Similar to SX296 but from slightly different angle.
Engine GE No 769.
T19R class 2-4-0 'Humpty Dumpty' No 769 at Stratford built 7.90. Right hand three quarter view of engine and tender in photographic grey,
being the first rebuild of the T19 class with larger higher pitched 180 lbs psi Belpaire boilers and new cabs. Crest on driving splasher, G23
tender capacity 2640 gallons with 'oval' frame slots. Similar to SX248.
Engine GE No 91.
M15 (F4) class 2-4-2T No 91 at Stratford built 6.05. Right hand broadside view of engine in blue livery, flat smokebox door, non condensing and
conical shanked buffers. Similar to SX283.
Train Passing Through Brentwood
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Three quarter front view of Hook of Holland clerestory roofed Continental train taken from Seven Arch Bridge on a snowy day, headed by
unidentified 4-4-0 D56 class LNER D15 engine. Leading carriage is 6 wheel brake diagram 525 built 1904, followed by luggage box truck, diagram
14, built 1894 or 1896.
Engine No 8280.
J20 class 0-6-0 No 8280 at Stratford built 10.22. Left hand almost broadside view of engine and tender as running with Lentz oscillating cam
valve gear between 6.25 and 9.37. Original Ramsbottom safety valves have been replaced by the Ross pop valves and the tender has been fitted
with coal fenders. Rebuilt to J20/1 class 5.44 and withdrawn as 64685 in 10.60.
Engine No 8280.
J20 class 0-6-0 No 8280 at Stratford built 10.22. Left hand almost broadside view of engine and tender as running with Lentz oscillating cam
valve gear between 6.25 and 9.37. Original Ramsbottom safety valves have been replaced by the Ross pop valves and the tender has been fitted
with coal fenders. Rebuilt to J20/1 class 5.44 and withdrawn as 64685 in 10.60. Almost identical to SX1211.
German Oil Tank Wagon.
Three quarter view of 20ft 8¾ins 18 ton Belgian sulphuric acid tank wagon No 104 149 built 1925, one of 12 constructed for train ferry traffic.
No continuous brakes but side chains and screw couplings. To diagram 12 or SR C.5080.
8 Ton Travelling Crane, Axle Box Shop.
Interior of Axle Shop showing an overhead Herbert Morris travelling crane with control cabin attached. Numerous pairs of wheels on rails at
the left and individual wheels behind work benches.
8 Ton Travelling Crane, Axle Box Shop.
Interior of Axle Shop showing an overhead Herbert Morris travelling crane with control cabin attached. Numerous pairs of wheels on rails at
the left and individual wheels behind work benches. Similar to SX1214.
NEGATIVE MISSING
7ft Wheel Lathe No 513 Locomotive Wheel Shop.
Purchased 1929, cost £3108 15s almost broadside view with wheelset in place.
7ft Wheel Lathe No 513 Locomotive Wheel Shop.
Purchased 1929, cost £3108 15s almost broadside view with wheelset in place.
5ft Wheel Lathe No 512 Locomotive Wheel Shop.
Purchased 1929, cost £2568 15s broadside view and background detail.
Die Caster No 649 White Metalling Shop, Brass Foundry.
Purchased 1929, cost £95, three quarter view of machine.
Die Caster No 649 White Metalling Shop, Brass Foundry.
Purchased 1929, cost £95, three quarter view of machine.
Die Caster No 649 White Metalling Shop, Brass Foundry.
Purchased 1929, cost £95, three quarter view of machine.
Oxy Gas Cutter No 406, Locomotive Smithy.
Three quarter view of machine and table, purchased 1929, cost £136 for profile cutting mild steel plate.
Oxy Gas Cutter No 406, Locomotive Smithy.
Three quarter view of machine and table, taken from a higher view point than SX1221, purchased 1929, cost £136 for profile cutting mild steel
plate.
Oxy Gas Cutter No 406, Locomotive Smithy.
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Similar view to SX1222 but showing operative. Machine purchased 1929, cost £136 for profile cutting mild steel plate.
Journal Returning Lathe No 2161, Lifting Shop, Temple Mills.
Almost broadside view of machine purchased 1930.
Journal Returning Lathe No 2161, Lifting Shop, Temple Mills.
Almost broadside view of machine showing a wheelset in place, suspended from overhead tackle. Machine purchased 1930.
Drill 3 Head No 452, Boiler Shop.
Three quarter view of machine supplied by Wilkins & Mitchell, Darlaston in 1929, cost £453.
Drill 3 Head No 452, Boiler Shop.
Three quarter view of machine supplied by Wilkins & Mitchell, Darlaston in 1929, cost £453. Three drills in operation on several plates.
Carline Drill No 450 Boiler Shop.
View of a 'portable' electric drill, called a Carline Drill, in the Boiler Shop, Stratford. It is set up to drill holes around the flange of a copper
firebox tubeplate, clamped down on a circular table.
Tyre Drill No 502, Tyre Fitting Shop.
Three quarter view of machine purchased 1929, cost £887. For drilling rivet holes in circumference of tyres through wheel rims, wheelset
mounted on rollers in foreground.
Tyre Heater Gas Tyre Fitting Shop.
View of locomotive wheel tyre heater, with gas burners situated in the Wheel Shop. A pair of wheels is in position, with crank axle, forged with
hoops on webs, possibly for an E4 type. Trailing wheels off engine No 8812 in background and a large gas meter on wall at the left.
Murray's Locomotive 1826.
Copy of engraving showing side elevation and plan of 0-4-0 + 0-4-0 chain coupled articulated engine, stoker fired.
Engine No 2811.
B17 class 4-6-0 No 2811 Raynham Hall at Stratford built 8.30 Darlington. Left hand broadside view of engine and tender. Identical to SX615
and SX616 but with a different date.
Engine No 2811.
B17 class 4-6-0 No 2811 Raynham Hall at Stratford built 8.30 Darlington. Left hand broadside view of engine and tender. Identical to SX1232
and to SX615 and SX616 but with a different date.
Engine No 2811.
B17 class 4-6-0 No 2811 Raynham Hall at Stratford built 8.30 at Darlington. Left hand side three quarter view of engine and tender. Same as
SX615.
Formerly negative No 616.
Air Compressor No 1243, Hydraulic Installation.
Three quarter view of compressor from motor end supplied by Crompton, Parkinson in 1930, cost £1110.
Air Compressor No 1243, Hydraulic Installation.
Three quarter view of compressor from opposite end to SX1235 supplied by Crompton, Parkinson in 1930, cost £1110.
Moulding Machine Portable No 928 Iron Foundry.
View of portable moulding machine No 928 in the Iron Foundry, Stratford, presumably used with the small circular mould boxes seen in
foreground.
Slotting Machine No 38, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Broadside view of machine supplied by Craven Bros, Manchester in 1877, cost £165, engaged in machining foundation ring 'corners' on rotary
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table. Broken up February 1935.
10 Tons Open Wagon 1923 Build.
Broadside view of 17ft 10 tons 7 plank high sided open wagon No 633520, taken at Temple Mills, diagram 77, one of 450 built in 1923.
Engine No 8504 Stratford
Engine No 8504 Stratford
Engine No 8504 Stratford
Transformer Wagon, Wood Street.
A pair of 'Transformer A' wagons in Wood Street goods yard each carrying a transformer made at the nearby works of Fuller Electrical &
Manufacturing Co. located in Fulbourne Road. Nos 158253 and 158256 had a capacity of 70 tons and an overall length of 62'6" over headstocks.
The wagons were not new to the LNER, the bogies came from a pair of GCR armour plate wagons while the connecting girders, from which
the load was suspended, were from a pair of former NER transformer wagons. Wood Street station is in the centre background.
Transformer Wagon, Wood Street.
'Transformer A' wagon No 158253 in Wood Street goods yard loaded with a transformer made at the nearby works of Fuller Electrical &
Manufacturing Co. located in Fulbourne Road. No 158253 had a capacity of 70 tons and an overall length of 62'6" over headstocks. The wagon
was not new to the LNER, the bogies came from a GCR armour plate wagon while the connecting girders, from which the load was suspended,
were from a former NER transformer wagon.
Transformer Wagon, Wood Street.
A similar view to SX1244.
Transformer Wagon, Wood Street.
A similar view to SX1243.
Stratford Chemists and Staff.
Interior of office with glazed partitions with 7 men posed behind a large table, 4 seated and three standing behind.
Entry in register endorsed: Negatives handed to Chemical Laboratory.
NEGATIVE MISSING
Stratford Chemists and Staff.
Interior of office with glazed partitions with 7 men posed behind a large table, 4 seated and three standing behind. Similar to SX1247.
Entry in register endorsed: Negatives handed to Chemical Laboratory.
NEGATIVE MISSING
Stratford Chemists and Staff.
Interior view, possibly within the laboratory, of 11 men, 5 seated and six standing behind.
Entry in register endorsed: Negatives handed to Chemical Laboratory.
NEGATIVE MISSING
Stratford Chemists and Staff.
Interior view, possibly within the laboratory, of 11 men, 5 seated and six standing behind. Similar to SX1249.
Entry in register endorsed: Negatives handed to Chemical Laboratory.
NEGATIVE MISSING
Restaurant Car No 672.
Three quarter view of 54ft restaurant car No 672 to diagram 32. Built as kitchen car in 1918 for use in U.S. Ambulance Train No 75, converted
to restaurant car in January 1920 as GER No 67. Withdrawn December 1962. Roof boards read 'Liverpool Street Cromer Restaurant Car.
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Restaurant Car No 672.
Three quarter view of 54ft restaurant car No 672 to diagram 32. Built as kitchen car in 1918 for use in U.S. Ambulance Train No 75, converted
to restaurant car in January 1920 as GER No 67. Withdrawn December 1962. Roof boards read 'Liverpool Street Cromer Restaurant Car.
Similar view to SX1251.
Traverser Carriage Department.
A general view of the new electric traverser in the Carriage Shops, situated between the Body Shop and the Lifting Shop, replacing the old
steam traverser (see SX443 and SX444). The end of the Lifting Shop has been altered, presumably to accommodate the longer traverser.
Carriage on the traverser is a 3rd class suburban 10 compartment bogie vehicle, diagram 432 converted from two 4 wheel carriages, diagram
408, the joint being clearly visible.
Traverser Carriage Department.
A closer view than SX1253 of the new electric traverser in the Carriage Shops, situated between the Body Shop and the Lifting Shop, replacing
the old steam traverser (see SX443 and SX444). Carriage on the traverser is a 3rd class suburban 10 compartment bogie vehicle, diagram 432
converted from two 4 wheel carriages, diagram 408, the joint being clearly visible.
Belgian Ferry Wagon.
Broadside view taken at Temple Mills of Belgian ferry 16ft 6ins 12 ton high sided wagon No 109.744 without caboose. Originally built by the
Ince Wagon Co for the War Department, screw couplings and side chains fitted and through air brake pipes to diagram 1.
Belgian Ferry Wagon.
Broadside view taken at Temple Mills of Belgian ferry wagon 16ft 6ins 12 ton high sided open No 109.744 without caboose. Originally built by
the Ince Wagon Co for the War Department, screw couplings and side chains fitted and through air brake pipes to diagram 1. Similar view to
SX1255.
Belgian Ferry Wagon.
Broadside view taken at Temple Mills of Belgian ferry wagon 25ft 15/20 ton covered wagon No 108.683 with caboose. Originally built by the
Midland Carriage & Wagon Co for the War Department, screw couplings and side chains fitted and Westinghouse brake complete to diagram 5.
Belgian Ferry Wagon.
Broadside view taken at Temple Mills of Belgian ferry wagon 25ft 15/20 ton covered wagon No 108.683 with caboose. Originally built by the
Midland Carriage & Wagon Co for the War Department, screw couplings and side chains fitted and Westinghouse brake complete to diagram 5.
Similar view to SX1257.
Journal Grinder No 1212, Lifting Shop, Carriage Department.
General view of machine supplied by Churchill in 1929, cost £1783, showing slides; wheelsets and carriage stock in background.
Journal Grinder No 1212, Lifting Shop, Carriage Department.
Close up of machine supplied by Churchill in 1929, cost £1783, showing slides; wheelsets and carriage stock in background.
Carriage Progress Lifting Shop Carriage Department.
View of the north end of the Carriage Lifting Shop showing a 50ft carriage body being lifted by two overhead cranes onto bogies. Coach on
middle road supported on trolleys, with a pair of trolleys in front, used to progress bodies through the shop. Good view of corridor side and
end of carriage being lifted, probably 1st/3rd composite diagram 227, built 1907 to 1915. On the right the end of a Pullman coach is visible. 5th
of 6 in sequence.
Carriage Progress Lifting Shop Carriage Department.
Same view point as SX1261 with the carriage now on its bogies and the crane taking a trolley back down the shop to the starting point. Clear
view of carriage. Last of 6 in sequence.
Carriage Progress Lifting Shop Carriage Department.
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Same viewpoint as SX1262, shows one complete bogie in position with the frame of another being lowered onto its wheels. Coach on trolleys
on middle road, ready to be placed on its bogies. At the left in adjoining bay are two 6 wheeled carriages, a suburban 2nd and a brake 3rd. 3rd
of 6 in sequence.
Carriage Progress Lifting Shop Carriage Department.
Viewpoint as SX1262 and SX1263. Carriage being lifted off trolleys to be placed on bogies on adjacent road. Cranes have specially adapted
crab for the two lifting hooks, together with auxiliary hoist. 4th of 6 in sequence. 4th of 6th in sequence.
Axle Box Bench-Carriage Department.
General view of axle box benches in the lifting shop of the Carriage Department on which axleboxes are being prepared for use. Men are
attaching axleboxes to carriage wheelsets supplied from the benches. Good detail of structure and roof.
Wheel Balancing Machine, Lifting Shop, Carriage Department.
Possibly No 1087, purchased 1923, cost £25. General view of machine showing wheelset in place and machine operative.
Wheel Lathe No 1210 & 1211, Lifting Shop, Carriage Department.
Supplied by Craven Bros in 1929 with grinding attachment, cost £3250 each. General view of machine showing wheelset in place with operative.
Wheel Lathe No 1210 & 1211, Lifting Shop, Carriage Department.
Supplied by Craven Bros in 1929 with grinding attachment, cost £3250 each. General view of both machines with operatives.
Traverser and Roller Blind Doors, Carriage Department.
General view of area served by the traverser situated between the carriage body shop, fitted with new roller blinds, on the right and the
repairing and lifting shop out of sight to the left.
Traverser and Roller Blind Doors, Carriage Department.
View of the traverser as renewed with electric power, carriage body shop on left and repairing and lifting shop on the right. The Engine Repair
Shop is visible beyond the Cambridge main line.
Hauling Gear (Chain) Lifting Shop Carriage Department.
View of chain haulage gear, located in pit between and beneath road for pulling trolleys down the shop, part of the progress system. Covers
removed from gear to show drive gear. In background lower part of carriage on trolleys is visible, coupled to the chain in the background. 2nd
of 6 in sequence.
Hauling Gear (Chain) Lifting Shop Carriage Department.
View of south end of Carriage Lifting Shop, showing coach body on trolleys at the end of the shop and haulage gear in foreground with the
covers removed. Bogie carriage at right is probably a diagram 209 composite with arc roof, built 1897. Vacuum brake pipe visible but not the
Westinghouse gear. 1st of 6 in sequence.
Hauling Gear, Rope, Lifting Shop, Carriage Department.
View into pit of hauling gear within carriage body shop used to convey carriage bodies during overhaul and before being united with the bogies.
Pit contains electric motor to drive continuous cable attached to dummy bogies.
Hauling Gear, Rope, Lifting Shop, Carriage Department.
View into pit of hauling gear within carriage body shop used to convey carriage bodies during overhaul and before being united with the bogies.
Pit contains electric motor to drive continuous cable attached to dummy bogies. Similar to SX1274.
Plan of Carriage Department Before and After Alterations.
Composite photograph of two plans showing buildings and their uses before and after alterations. Shows where a second carriage traverser was
installed.
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Engine No 8532.
B12 class 4-6-0 No 8532 at Stratford built 12.14. Left hand broadside view of engine and tender in post 1928 lined green livery with LNER on
tender and running number squeezed in between the top of the brass beading and the bottom of the cab windows.
Engine No 7027 Showing Grease Cups.
Almost broadside view of the lower part of class J68 0-6-0 tank engine No 7027 showing the coupling rods with grease cups fitted
Engine No 7027 Showing Grease Cups.
Three quarter close up of the leading and centre wheels of class J68 0-6-0 tank engine No 7027 showing the coupling rods with grease cups
fitted.
Engine No 7027 Showing Grease Cups.
Three quarter close up of the leading and centre wheels of class J68 0-6-0 tank engine No 7027 showing the coupling rods with grease cups
fitted. The same as SX1278.
Boiler Washing Plant-Plan of Layout.
Copy of plan showing layout of boiler washing plant and the pipe runs to the running sheds situated on either side for filling, wash out and blow
down.
Boiler Washing Plant, Interior of Building.
Interior of plant building showing filling tank in background and washout tank in front. At the left is a pump for the washout line.
Boiler Washing Plant, Method of Washing Out.
B17 class 4-6-0 No 2813, with smokebox door open stands in front of engine shed. An overhead gantry carries pipe and hoses from the boiler
washing plant. An engineman has a hose inside the smokebox while another man operates the controls from ground level.
Boiler Washing Plant, Method of Washing Out.
B17 class 4-6-0 No 2813 stands in front of engine shed. An overhead gantry carries pipe and hoses from the boiler washing plant. An
engineman has a hose inside the boiler washout plug while another man operates the controls from ground level.
Sentinel Shunting Engine No 62.
Y3 class Sentinel 0-4-0T No 62 at Stratford built 9.30. Left hand broadside view of engine.
Sentinel Shunting Engine No 62.
Y3 class Sentinel 0-4-0T No 62 at Stratford built 9.30. Left hand three quarter view of engine.
Engine No 8170 Showing Grease Cups.
J17 class 0-6-0 No 8170 at Stratford built 9.01. Close up of left hand side trailing view showing experimental fitting of grease lubrication to the
side rod journals. Small subsidiary splashers provided to give the necessary clearance for the grease nipples. Engine reverted later to oil
lubrication but retained the extra splashers. Outside Polygon weighbridge, mark of number plate in cab side paintwork. Withdrawn as 65520 in
2.61.
Engine No 8170 Showing Grease Cups-Wheels and Coupling Rod.
Broadside view of the centre wheel of class J68 0-6-0 tank engine No 8170 showing the coupling rods with a grease cup fitted.

18.8.31

Engine No 8833.
D16/2 class 4-4-0 No 8833 at Stratford built 4.08 rebuilt from D15 class to D16/2 class in 1.30. Left hand broadside view of engine and tender,
engine number on cab side in full size numerals with beading removed. Broken firebricks from engine firebox brick arches in foreground.
Rebuilt to D16/3 class in 1.48 withdrawn as 62564 in 3.58.
Comparative Tests on Wagon Wheel Centres-Messrs. Kryn & Lany C.S. Wagon Wheel.
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General view of a makeshift arrangement of baulks of wood which support a pair of horizontal beams. A private owners wagon wheel is
suspended from these beams for testing.
Copied from a print 20.9.31.
Comparative Tests on Wagon Wheel Centres-Messrs. Kryn & Lany C.S. Wagon Wheel.
General view of makeshift arrangement of baulks of wood which support a pair of horizontal beams. A private owners wagon wheel is
suspended from these beams for testing. Similar to SX1290.
Capstan Lathe No 1157 Brass Finishing Shop.
Purchased 1928, cost £312 12 6d, broadside view of machine, with screen behind.
Capstan Lathe No 1158 Brass Finishing Shop.
Purchased 1929, cost £48, broadside view of machine, with screen behind.
Capstan Lathe No 1156, Brass Finishing Shop.
Purchased 1928, three quarter view of machine with screen behind.
Duplex Borer No 565 Axle Box Shop.
Cost £1434, three quarter view of machine.
Planer No 550, Axle Box Shop.
Supplied by Redman c.1929, cost c. £484, three quarter view of machine, same machine as No 569, transferred to Gateshead January 1944.
Duplex Borer No 1094, Carriage Department Wheel Shop.
Supplied by Webster & Bennet, Coventry in 1929, cost £1437. Broadside view of machine, transferred to the Carriage Lifting Shop c.1936 for
machining carriage wheel tyres.
Wheel Press No 1095, Carriage Department Wheel Shop.
Purchased 1928, cost £600. Broadside view of machine showing axle and one wheel in position, transferred to the Carriage Lifting Shop c.1936.
Tyre Beader No 1096, Carriage Department Wheel Shop.
Purchased 1929, cost £508. Three quarter view showing disc wheelset mounted vertically in machine for beading over Gibson ring, transferred
to the Carriage Lifting Shop c.1936.
Spring Tester No 1104, Carriage Department Lifting Shop.
Supplied by W&T Avery, Birmingham in 1930, cost £464, almost broadside view.
Wheel Lathe No 1211, Lifting Shop, Carriage Department.
Supplied by Craven Bros with grinding attachment in 1929, cost £3250. Almost broadside view of machine.
Wheel Lathe No 1211, Lifting Shop, Carriage Department.
Supplied by Craven Bros with grinding attachment in 1929, cost £3250. Almost broadside view of machine similar to SX1301.
Journal Grinding Machine No 1212, Carriage Department Lifting Shop.
Supplied by Churchill in 1929, cost £1783. Almost broadside view of machine.
Drill 3 Head No 452, Boiler Shop.
Supplied by Wilkins & Mitchell, Darlaston in 1929, cost £453, located in the Boiler Shop Stratford. Three quarter view of showing two sets of
firebox wrapper plates in position on machine bed.
Radial Drill 3 Head No 466, Boiler Shop.
Supplied 1930, cost £219, three quarter view of machine. Destroyed by enemy action 20 April 1940.
Pipe Screwing Machine No 238, Locomotive Erecting Shop.
Supplied in 1928, cost £136 15s, three quarter view of machine.
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Core Sand Mixer No 1027, Brass Foundry.
Supplied in 1930, cost £58, three quarter view of machine.
Die Caster No 649, Brass foundry.
Supplied in 1929, cost £95, three quarter view of machine.
Pneumatic Moulding Machine No 217, Brass Foundry.
Supplied in 1930, cost £235, three quarter view of machine.
Moulding Machine No 217, Brass Foundry.
Supplied in 1930, cost £235, three quarter view of machine.
Lathe 6½" No 185, Tool Shop.
Supplied in 1929, cost £48, almost broadside view of machine.
Table Surface Grinder No 116, Tool Shop.
Supplied in 1930, cost £86, three quarter view of machine.
Hack Saw No 96, Tool Shop.
Supplied in 1929, cost £33 8s, three quarter view of machine with belt drive. Note use of old piston head and rod as an adjustable stand.
Universal Milling Machine No 319, Tool Shop.
Supplied by Fritz Werner in 1930, cost £240, three quarter view of machine.
Universal Tool Grinder No 75, Tool Shop.
Supplied in 1928, cost £160 10s, three quarter view of machine.
Emery Grinder No 52, Tool Shop.
Supplied in 1930, cost £48, three quarter view of machine with belt drive.
Lathe No 303, Tool Shop.
Supplied in 1929, cost £48, broadside view of machine.
Duplex Screwing Machine No 22, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied in 1928, cost £525 15 6d.
Duplex Drilling and Reamering Machine No 140, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied in 1928, cost £579 10s, used for reamering big end bolt holes in rod and strap, rod fastened to vertical faceplate. Three quarter view of
machine with belt drive.
Duplex Slot Milling Machine No 56, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Purchased 1928, cost unknown, broadside view of machine with belt drive.
Lathe Back Gear No 175, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Purchased in 1927, cost £163, almost broadside view of machine. Same as machine No 176.
Double Shaper 26" No 94, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Purchased 1930, cost £975, almost broadside view of machine. Transferred to Gorton 8 February 1941, but returned in June 1943.
Grinding Machine No 79, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by Churchill in 1928 for grinding motion pins, cost £379. Broadside view of machine.
Auto Screwing Machine No 93, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by Alfred Herbert Ltd, Coventry in 1928, cost £575 10s. Almost broadside view of machine.
Turret Lathe No 1, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Purchased in 1929, cost £2043, three quarter view of machine.
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Auto Stud Lathe No 299, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by Butterworth in 1929, cost £635 4s, broadside view of machine.
Centering Machine No 78, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Purchased in 1928, cost £57 10s, three quarter view of machine used for putting centre holes in the ends of forged pins, etc. for turning.
Radial Drill No 40, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Purchased in 1926, cost £730, broadside view of machine.
Drill Boring Machine No 12, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by Kitchen & Wade, Halifax in 1929, cost £1219, broadside view of machine. Same as SX663.
Planer No 65, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by Stirk Veloplane in 1927,cost £413, broadside view of machine.
Cylinder Boring Machine No 90, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by Pearn-Richards, Manchester in 1928, cost £1645 15s, three quarter view of machine showing cylinder casting in position.
Planer No 61, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by Butler, cost £1650. ‘Takes 4'2" wide by 4'0" high', three quarter view of machine.
Planer No 61, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by Butler, cost £1650. ‘Takes 4'2" wide by 4'0" high', end view of machine.
NEGATIVE MISSING
Planer No 61, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by Butler, cost £1650. ‘Takes 4'2" wide by 4'0" high', three quarter view of machine.
Planer No 61, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by Butler, cost £1650. ‘Takes 4'2" wide by 4'0" high', three quarter view of machine.
Drill Portable No 576 & 577, Boiler Shop.
Purchased 1930, cost unknown, No 576 transferred to Gateshead December 1931, No 577 loaned to Electrical Engineer, Whitemoor.
Boiler Washing Plant.
Interior of plant building showing filling tank in background and washout tank in front. At the left is a pump for the washout line. Similar to
SX1281 but with the addition of an extra pump in right foreground.
Italian Fruit & Vegetable Ferry Wagon.
Broadside view taken at Temple Mills of Italian ferry wagon 28ft 6ins 15 ton covered fruit and vegetable wagon No 991.441 with brakesmans
cabin on left hand end. Fitted with dual brakes to diagram 32 or SR C.5058.
Italian Fruit & Vegetable Ferry Wagon.
Broadside view taken at Temple Mills of Italian ferry wagon 28ft 6ins 15 ton covered fruit and vegetable wagon No 991.441 with brakesmans
cabin on left hand end. Fitted with dual brakes to diagram 32 or SR C.5058. Similar view to SX1337.
Italian Fruit & Vegetable Ferry Wagon.
Three quarter view taken at Temple Mills of Italian ferry wagon 28ft 6ins 15 ton covered fruit and vegetable wagon No 991.441 with
brakesmans cabin on left hand end. Fitted with dual brakes to diagram 32 or SR C.5058.
Italian Fruit & Vegetable Ferry Wagon.
Three quarter view taken at Temple Mills of Belgian ferry wagon 28ft 6ins 15 ton covered fruit and vegetable wagon No 991.441 with
brakesmans cabin on left hand end. Fitted with dual brakes to diagram 32 or SRR C.5058. Similar view to SX1339.
Belgian Fruit & Vegetable Ferry Wagon.
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Three quarter view taken at Bishopsgate of Belgian ferry wagon 25ft 15/20 ton covered fruit and vegetable wagon No 108.882 with caboose at
far right hand end. Originally built by the Metropolitan Carriage, Wagon & Finance Co for the War Department, screw couplings and side
chains fitted and Westinghouse brake complete to diagram 5.
Belgian Fruit & Vegetable Ferry Wagon.
Three quarter view taken at Bishopsgate of Belgian ferry wagon 25ft 15/20 ton covered fruit and vegetable wagon No 108.882 with caboose at
far right hand end. Originally built by the Metropolitan Carriage, Wagon & Finance Co for the War Department, screw couplings and side
chains fitted and Westinghouse brake complete to diagram 5.
Italian Refrigerator Ferry Wagon.
Three quarter view taken at Bishopsgate of Italian ferry wagon 28ft 6ins 15 ton covered fruit and vegetable wagon No 932.413 with brakesmans
cabin at near left end. Fitted with dual brakes, screw couplings to diagram 31 or SR C.5049.
Italian Refrigerator Ferry Wagon.
Three quarter view of Italian ferry wagon 28ft 6ins 15 ton covered fruit and vegetable wagon No 932.413 with brakesmans cabin at near left
end. Fitted with dual brakes, screw couplings to diagram 31 or SR C.5049. Similar to SX1343 but more to broadside.
Engine No 8179-Stratford..
J17 class 0-6-0 No 8179 at Stratford built 10.01, rebuilt from J16 class to J17 class in 1.31. Left hand broadside view of engine and tender, with
cast iron chimney and Ross pop safety valves. Withdrawn as 65529 in 5.58.
Engine No 8179-Stratford..
J17 class 0-6-0 No 8179 at Stratford built 10.01, rebuilt from J16 class to J17 class in 1.31. Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender,
with cast iron chimney and Ross pop safety valves. Withdrawn as 65529 in 5.58.
Engine No 8163-Stratford
J17 class 0-6-0 No 8163 at Stratford built 11.00, rebuilt from J16 class to J17 class in 10.31. Left hand broadside view of engine and tender,
similar to SX582 and SX583 except for cast iron chimney. The LNER lettering on the tender are full size and the number on the cab has been
set lower so as to line up with the tender lettering which is the small 2,640 gallon type. Withdrawn as 65513 in 3.61
Engine No 2827-Stratford
Engine No 8573-Stratford
B12/2 class 4-6-0 No 8573 at Stratford built Beyer, Peacock & Co, Manchester 8.28 (Works No 6489). Left hand three quarter view of engine
and tender. Engine equipped new with Lentz oscillating cam valve gear but removed 12.31 and piston valves substituted, as seen here. Rebuilt
to B12/3 class 7.33 and withdrawn as 61573 in 1.59.
Engine No 8573-Stratford
B12/2 class 4-6-0 No 8573 at Stratford built Beyer, Peacock & Co, Manchester 8.28 (Works No 6489). Left hand broadside view of engine and
tender. Engine equipped new with Lentz oscillating cam valve gear but removed 12.31 and piston valves substituted, as seen here. Grease
separator for exhaust steam injector helical vane type above footplate. Injector overflow run to leading footplate. Rebuilt to B12/3 class 7.33
and withdrawn as 61573 in 1.59.
Engine No 8795-Stratford
D16/2 class 4-4-0 No 8795 at Stratford built 7.11, rebuilt from D15 class in 4.31. Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender, engine
number in full size figures on cab side. Rebuilt to D16/3 class in 3.46 and withdrawn as 62606 in 9.59.
Engine No 8795-Stratford
D16/2 class 4-4-0 No 8795 at Stratford built 7.11, rebuilt from D15 class in 4.31. Left hand broadside view of engine and tender, engine number
in full size figures on cab side. Rebuilt to D16/3 class in 3.46 and withdrawn as 62606 in 9.59. Elevated liquid fuel tanks in right background.
Engine B12 Rod, Pipe & Clothing.
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B12/3 class 4-6-0 engine, photograph of rod, pipe and clothing drawing No 29430-E showing side and end elevation of engine and plan view.
Engine No 2586-Stratford
Engine No 2586-Stratford
Engine No 8873.
D15 class 4-4-0 No 8873 at Stratford built 3.02, rebuilt from D14 class to D15 class in 1.30. Left hand broadside view of engine and tender with
coal fenders added to tender, engine number above beading on cab. Fitted with superheater and extended smokebox as D15/2 class in 3.33,
further rebuild to D16/3 in 6.39 and withdrawn as 62524 in 3.60. Engine shown is one of the last saturated D15's still running at this period.
Photo shows well the elegant lines of the small boilered Clauds.
Engine No 8873-Stratford
Engine No 8403-Stratford
Y10 class Double Sentinel 0-4-0T No 8403 at Yarmouth Vauxhall, built 6.30. Three quarter view from 'engine' end. Breydon swing bridge
visible at extreme left, a GER route indicating signal in background.
Engine No 8403-Stratford
Y10 class Double Sentinel 0-4-0T No 8403 at Yarmouth Vauxhall built 6.30. Broadside view boiler end at right.
Engine No 8875-Stratford
D15/2 class 4-4-0 No 8875 at Stratford built 4.02, rebuilt from D14 class to D15/2 class in 3.31 as shown here. Left hand three quarter view of
engine and tender in 1928 livery style with LNER on tender and running number level with it on the cab with brass beading removed. Rebuilt to
D16/3 class in 8.37 and withdrawn as 62526 in 5.57.
Engine No 8875-Stratford
D15/2 class 4-4-0 No 8875 at Stratford built 4.02, rebuilt from D14 class to D15/2 class in 3.31 as shown here. Left hand broadside view of
engine and tender in 1928 livery style with LNER on tender and running number level with it on the cab with brass beading removed. Rebuilt to
D16/3 class in 8.37 and withdrawn as 62526 in 5.57.
Engine No 8577-Stratford
Engine No 8577-Stratford
Engine No 8577-Stratford
Engine No 8579-Stratford
B12/3 class 4-6-0 No 8579 at Stratford built Beyer, Peacock & Co, Manchester in 9.28 (Works No 6495). Left hand half view of engine and
tender with a group of 6 men standing by the engine, who might have been the design team. This was the first rebuild to B12/3 and this is
possibly the erecting shop gang. Withdrawn as 61579 in 1.57.
Engine No 8577-Stratford
Engine No 8579-Stratford
B12/3 class 4-6-0 No 8579 at Stratford built Beyer, Peacock & Co, Manchester in 9.28 (Works No 6495), rebuilt to B12/3 in 5.32. Right hand
half view of engine and tender, this was the first rebuild to B12/3. Withdrawn as 61579 in 1.57.
Engine No 8579-Stratford
B12/3 class 4-6-0 No 8579 at Stratford built Beyer, Peacock & Co, Manchester in 9.28 (Works No 6495), rebuilt to B12/3 in 5.32. Left hand half
view of engine and tender, the first rebuild to B12/3. Exhaust steam injector pipe at base of smokebox lagged, pipe also lagged to injector
behind trailing footsteps. Withdrawn as 61579 in 1.57. Engine repair shop in right background.
Engine No 8579.
B12/3 class 4-6-0 No 8579 at Stratford built Beyer, Peacock & Co, Manchester in 9.28 (Works No 6495), rebuilt to B12/3 in 5.32. Left hand
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broadside view of engine and tender, this was the first rebuild to B12/3. Grease separator, helical vane type, beneath footplate. Withdrawn as
61579 in 1.57.
Engine No 1370.
B12/3 class 4-6-0 No 8579 at Stratford built Beyer, Peacock & Co, Manchester in 9.28 (Works No 6495), rebuilt to B12/3 in 5.32. Left hand
broadside, as SX1369 but a slightly angled view of engine and tender, this was the first rebuild to B12/3. Grease separator, helical vane type,
beneath footplate. Withdrawn as 61579 in 1.57.
Engine No 1370.
B12/3 class 4-6-0 No 8579 at Stratford built Beyer, Peacock & Co, Manchester in 9.28 (Works No 6495), rebuilt to B12/3 in 5.32. Left hand
broadside, as SX1369 but a slightly angled view of engine and tender, this was the first rebuild to B12/3. Grease separator, helical vane type,
beneath footplate. Withdrawn as 61579 in 1.57.
Engine No 8862.
D15/2 class4-4-0 No 8862 at Stratford built 5.03, rebuilt from D14 class to D15 class superheated 12.23 and extended smokebox fitted 5.30 to
become D15/2 class. Left hand broadside view of engine and tender with cast iron chimney, Ramsbottom safety valves, large numerals on cab
side with beading removed.
Engine No 8862.
D15/2 class4-4-0 No 8862 at Stratford built 5.03, rebuilt from D14 class to D15 class superheated 12.23 and extended smokebox fitted 5.30 to
become D15/2 class. Left hand broadside view of engine and tender with cast iron chimney, Ramsbottom safety valves, large numerals on cab
side with beading removed. Almost identical to SX1371.
Restaurant Car No 674.
Interior view up aisle showing 2+1 seating and tables and partition with door. Built as 54ft Ward Car A4 for Ambulance Train No 61 in 1918
and converted to 1st Restaurant Car No 2 in 8.23, to diagram 36. Became LNER 674 and withdrawn 12.61.
Restaurant Car No 674.
Interior view up aisle towards end of carriage showing 2+1 seating and tables. Built as 54ft Ward Car A4 for Ambulance Train No 61 in 1918
and converted to 1st Restaurant Car No 2 in 8.23, to diagram 36. Became LNER 674 and withdrawn 12.61.
Restaurant Car No 674.
Built as 54ft Ward Car A4 for Ambulance Train No 61 in 1918 and converted to 1st Restaurant Car No 2 in 8.23, to diagram 36. Became LNER
674 and withdrawn 12.61. Similar view to SX1373
Restaurant Car No 674.
Built as 54ft Ward Car A4 for Ambulance Train No 61 in 1918 and converted to 1st Restaurant Car No 2 in 8.23, to diagram 36. Became LNER
674 and withdrawn 12.61. Similar to SX1374 but taken from a lower vantage point.
Journal Grinding Machine No 1212, Carriage Department Lifting Shop.
Supplied by The Churchill Machine Tool Co Ltd, Manchester in 1929, cost £1783. Broadside view of machine showing wheelset in position.
Journal Grinding Machine No 1212, Carriage Department Lifting shop.
Supplied by The Churchill Machine Tool Co Ltd, Manchester in 1929, cost £1783. Broadside view of machine showing wheelset in place, similar
view to SX1377.
Journal Centering No 1215, Carriage Department Lifting Shop.
Supplied by Craven in 1931, cost £416, used or putting centres in ends of axle forging for turning. Three quarter view of machine.
Surface Grinder No 853, Carriage Department Machine Shop.
Purchased in 1931, cost £119 15s, three quarter view of machine.
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Surface Grinder No 853, Carriage Department Machine Shop.
Purchased in 1931, cost £119 15s, three quarter view of machine similar to SX1380.
Screwing Machine No 850, Carriage Department Machine Shop.
Supplied by Kendall & Gent in 1931, cost £161 14s, three quarter view of machine.
Screwing Machine No 850, Carriage Department Machine shop.
Supplied by Kendall & Gent in 1931, cost £161 14s, three quarter view of machine similar to SX1382.
Journal Lathe No 1216, Carriage Department Lifting Shop.
Purchased 1931, cost £830, broadside view of machine. Transferred to Temple Mills February 1943.
Paint Mixer No 841, Carriage Department Paint Stores.
Purchased 1932, cost £135 10s, three quarter view of machine with belt drive.
Paint Mixer No 841, Carriage Department Paint Stores.
Purchased 1932, cost £135 10s, three quarter view of machine with belt drive, similar to SX1385.
Drill No 830, Carriage Department Smithy.
Supplied by Wilkins & Mitchell in 1912, cost £52, three quarter view of machine. Put into store September 1941.
Drill No 830, Carriage Department Smithy.
Purchased 1912, cost £52, three quarter view of machine similar to SX1387. Put into store September 1941.
Circular Cutter Grinder No 283, Tool Shop.
Supplied by Craven Bros in 1931, cost £39 10s, located in the Tool Shop Stratford. Three quarter view of machine.
Drill No 1170 Dynamo Shop.
Three quarter view of machine.
Lathe No 1217 Dynamo Shop.
Three quarter view of machine.
Emery Grinder No 1218 Dynamo Shop.
Almost broadside view of machine.
Vacuum Brake Test-Carriage Department Lifting Shop.
Shows a test rig to test three vacuum brake cylinders simultaneously with pressure gauges and wall mounted crane to place cylinders in position.
Journal Re-turning Lathe No 511, Locomotive Wheel Shop.
Supplied by Craven Bros in 1931, cost £1944, three quarter view of machine.
7ft Wheel Lathe No 513, Locomotive Wheel Shop.
Purchased 1929, cost £3108 15s, three quarter view of machine.
Outside Axle Journal Lathe No 508, Locomotive Wheel Shop.
Supplied by Craven Bros, Reddish in 1928, cost £765, broadside view of machine, transferred to the Engine Repair Shop in March 1944 and used
for leading and trailing wheels for class F3 and E4 engines and tender wheels.
5ft Wheel Lathe No 512, Locomotive Wheel Shop.
Purchased in 1029, cost £2568 15s, broadside view of machine.
Tube Welder No 1128, Tube Shop.
Purchased in 1931, cost £1400, three quarter view.
Tube Welder No 1116, Tube Shop.
Purchased in 1931, cost £488, three quarter view of machine.
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Guard Truck SB5 Breakdown Crane, Cambridge.
Broadside view of low 4 wheel crane guard truck equipped with rest for crane jib, two trolleys and tool box, at Temple Mills. Electric traverser
in background and some goods wagons visible.
Guard Truck SB5 Breakdown Crane Cambridge.
Three quarter broadside view of low 4 wheel crane guard truck equipped with rest for crane jib, two trolleys and tool box, at Temple Mills.
Electric traverser at right and goods stock in background.
Guard Truck SB5 Breakdown Crane Cambridge.
Three quarter broadside view of low 4 wheel crane guard truck at Temple Mills, similar to SX1401 but with background detail removed from
negative.
Guard Truck SB5 Breakdown Crane Cambridge.
Broadside view of low 4 wheel crane guard truck equipped with rest for crane jib, two trolleys and tool box at Temple Mills. Electric traverser
in background and some goods wagons visible. Similar view to SX1400.
Motion Arrangement.
B12 class 4-6-0 engine, photograph of drawing showing the side elevation of the motion dated 11.32.
Engine No 8900.
D15/2 class 4-4-0 No 8900 Claud Hamilton at Stratford built 3.00, rebuilt from D14 class to D15 class superheated in 3.25 and given an
extended smokebox in 1.29, becoming D15/2 class. Left hand nearly broadside view of engine and tender in black 1928 livery style with LNER
on tender and running number level with it on the cab with brass beading removed. Photograph taken immediately prior to further rebuild to
D16/3 for which see SX1411. Withdrawn as 2500 in 5.47.
Engine No 8900.
D15/2 class 4-4-0 No 8900 Claud Hamilton at Stratford built 3.00, rebuilt from D14 class to D15 class superheated in 3.25 and given an
extended smokebox in 1.29, becoming D15/2 class. Left hand nearly broadside view of engine and tender in black 1928 livery style with LNER
on tender and running number level with it on the cab with brass beading removed. Photograph taken immediately prior to further rebuild to
D16/3 for which see SX1411. Withdrawn as 2500 in 5.47.
Engine No 8516.
B12/3 class 4-6-0 No 8516 at Stratford built 11.13 and rebuilt to B12/3 in 11.32. Left hand almost broadside view of engine and tender, the fifth
B12 from the GER series to become a B12/3. Withdrawn as 61516 in 7.58.
Engine No 8516.
B12/3 class 4-6-0 No 8516 at Stratford built 11.13 and rebuilt to B12/3 in 11.32. Left hand almost broadside view of engine and tender, the fifth
B12 from the GER series to become a B12/3. Withdrawn as 61516 in 7.58.
Restaurant Car 1st before Conversion Interior.
Interior of 54ft restaurant car No 673 to diagram 33. Built as kitchen/sick officers car in 1918 for use in U.S. Ambulance Train No 75,
converted to restaurant car in January 1920 as GER No 67, became LNER No 673. Shows interior of dining compartment, looking towards
vestibule end, before modernisation in 1933.
Restaurant Car 1st before Conversion Exterior.
Broadside view of 54ft restaurant car No 673 to diagram 33. Built as kitchen/sick officers car in 1918 for use in U.S. Ambulance Train No 75,
converted to restaurant car in January 1920 as GER No 67, became LNER No 673. Shows it standing on the Carriage Department traverser at
Stratford Works before modernisation in 1933.
Engine No 1900 Taken on trial trip.
S46 (D14) class 4-4-0 No 1900 Claud Hamilton at Stratford built 3.00. Front left hand side view of engine taken on 3.3.00 at Broxbourne with
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12 staff posed in front after her trial trip. Engine was ex works the previous day and is in shop grey prior to final painting, although metalwork,
tyres, etc. have been scoured bright prior to exhibition in Paris. Plain transfer crest instead of later crest. Posed staff are:
C. Tomkins
W. Shaftain
Chargehand Erecting Shop
J. Drummond
Chargehand Erecting Shop
W. McDermid
Chief Draughtsman Supplementary drawing Office
T. Darby
W.D. Craig
Chief Draughtsman
A.J. Hill
Works Manager
T.O. Mein
Assistant Works Manager
F.V. Russell
Chief Locomotive Draughtsman
Lightly Simpson
G. Bennett
G. Warren
Leading Axlebox-Copied from Tracing R. Stephenson.
Photographic copy of R. Stephenson & Co. Ltd drawing No 101 showing the elevations, plan and sections of the leading axlebox for class N7
engines built 1925.
Engine No 8900 Group of Foremen.
D16/3 class 4-4-0 No 8900 Claud Hamilton at Stratford built 3.00. Left hand broadside view of engine and tender newly rebuilt with a posed
group of 24 men in front of engine, a group of foremen according to the photograph register.
Engine No 8900-End on View.
D16/3 class 4-4-0 No 8900 Claud Hamilton at Stratford built 3.00, rebuilt from D14 class to D15 class in 3.25 and again rebuilt in 2.33. Right
hand three quarter view of engine and tender with lined green livery with new LNER pattern nameplates. The second D16/3 rebuild and given
new cylinders with 8in diameter piston valves, leaving little of the original engine. Withdrawn as 2500 in 5.47. See SX247 for this engine as a
D14 and SX1405 as a D15/2.
Engine No 8900-End on View.
D16/3 class 4-4-0 No 8900 Claud Hamilton at Stratford built 3.00, rebuilt from D14 class to D15 class in 3.25 and again rebuilt in 2.33. Left
hand half view of engine and tender with lined green livery with new LNER pattern nameplates. The second D16/3 rebuild and given new
cylinders with 8in diameter piston valves, leaving little of the original engine. Withdrawn as 2500 in 5.47. See SX247 for this engine as a D14
and SX1405 as a D15/2.
Engine No 8900-End on View.
D16/3 class 4-4-0 No 8900 Claud Hamilton at Stratford built 3.00, rebuilt from D14 class to D15 class in 3.25 and again rebuilt in 2.33. Left
hand three quarter view of engine and tender with lined green livery with new LNER pattern nameplates. The second D16/3 rebuild and given
new cylinders with 8in diameter piston valves, leaving little of the original engine. Withdrawn as 2500 in 5.47. See SX247 for this engine as a
D14 and SX1405 as a D15/2.
Engine No 8900-Side View.
D16/3 class 4-4-0 No 8900 Claud Hamilton at Stratford built 3.00, rebuilt from D14 class to D15 class in 3.25 and again rebuilt in 2.33. Left
hand almost broadside view of engine and tender with lined green livery with new LNER pattern nameplates. The second D16/3 rebuild and
given new cylinders with 8in diameter piston valves, leaving little of the original engine. Withdrawn as 2500 in 5.47. See SX247 for this engine
as a D14 and SX1405 as a D15/2. High Meads carriage paint shop is in the background. No 8900 is photographed at the country end of the
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Engine Repair Shop. Steam pipes lagged at base of smokebox to exhaust injector behind the footstep, Davies & Metcalfe F Type
Engine No 8900-Side View.
D16/3 class 4-4-0 No 8900 Claud Hamilton at Stratford built 3.00, rebuilt from D14 class to D15 class in 3.25 and again rebuilt in 2.33. Left
hand almost broadside view of engine and tender with lined green livery with new LNER pattern nameplates. The second D16/3 rebuild and
given new cylinders with 8in diameter piston valves, leaving little of the original engine. Withdrawn as 2500 in 5.47. See SX247 for this engine
as a D14 and SX1405 as a D15/2. High Meads carriage paint shop is in the background. No 8900 is photographed at the country end of the
Engine Repair Shop. Steam pipes lagged at base of smokebox to exhaust injector behind the footstep, Davies & Metcalfe F Type
Engine No 8900-Side View.
D16/3 class 4-4-0 No 8900 Claud Hamilton at Stratford built 3.00, rebuilt from D14 class to D15 class in 3.25 and again rebuilt in 2.33. Right
hand almost broadside view of engine and tender with lined green livery with new LNER pattern nameplates. The second D16/3 rebuild and
given new cylinders with 8in diameter piston valves, leaving little of the original engine. Withdrawn as 2500 in 5.47. See SX247 for this engine
as a D14 and SX1405 as a D15/2.
Engine No 8900-Side View.
D16/3 class 4-4-0 No 8900 Claud Hamilton at Stratford built 3.00, rebuilt from D14 class to D15 class in 3.25 and again rebuilt in 2.33. Right
hand almost broadside view of engine and tender with lined green livery with new LNER pattern nameplates. The second D16/3 rebuild and
given new cylinders with 8in diameter piston valves, leaving little of the original engine. Withdrawn as 2500 in 5.47. See SX247 for this engine
as a D14 and SX1405 as a D15/2.
Engine No 8900-Frederick the Great.
D16/3 class 4-4-0 No 8900 at Stratford built 3.00. Left hand almost broadside view of engine and tender, description as SX1416 but engine
carries a wooden nameplate 'Frederick the Great' in recognition of the principal designer of this engine, Frederick Vernon Russell, who was still
alive. The engine had won the coveted Gold Medal in Paris in 1900 but little was left of his magnum opus following rebuilding; a suitably
endorsed photograph was sent to Russell.
Fly Press No 1043, Lamp Shop.
Supplied by Buck & Hickman in 1931, cost £20 10s, three quarter view of machine used for pressing tinplate pieces.
Sand Mixer No 2, Machine No 915, Iron Foundry.
Purchased in 1931, cost £149, three quarter view of machine. Put into store in September 1942.
Planer & Thicknesser No 788, Saw Mill No 1.
Supplied by T. Robinson & Son Ltd, Rochdale in 1931, cost £113 9 3d, three quarter view of machine with dust extractor over.
Engine No 2800 Sandringham taken for Poster Advert (Selected).
B17 class 4-6-0 No 2800 Sandringham at Stratford built 12.28 by the North British Locomotive Co. Right hand three quarter view of engine and
tender from above taken at western end of Stratford Engine Repairing Shop. High Meads carriage sidings in background containing an
assortment of overhauled carriages and horse boxes.
Engine No 2800 Sandringham taken for Poster Advert
B17 class 4-6-0 No 2800 Sandringham at Stratford built 12.28 by the North British Locomotive Co. Right hand three quarter view of engine and
tender from above taken at western end of Stratford Engine Repairing Shop. High Meads carriage sidings in background containing a different
assortment of overhauled carriages to those seen in SX1421, photograph taken slightly more from the side.
Engine No 2800 Sandringham taken for Poster Advert
B17 class 4-6-0 No 2800 Sandringham at Stratford built 12.28 by the North British Locomotive Co. Right hand three quarter view of engine and
tender from above taken at western end of Stratford Engine Repairing Shop. High Meads carriage sidings in background containing an
assortment of overhauled carriages and horse boxes. Similar to SX1421.
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Engine No 2800 Sandringham taken for Poster Advert
B17 class 4-6-0 No 2800 Sandringham at Stratford built 12.28 by the North British Locomotive Co. Right hand three quarter view of engine and
tender from above taken at western end of Stratford Engine Repairing Shop. High Meads carriage sidings in background containing an
assortment of overhauled carriages and horse boxes. Similar to SX1422.
Engine No 2800 Sandringham taken for Poster Advert
Engine No 2800 Sandringham taken for Poster Advert (Selected).
B17 class 4-6-0 No 2800 Sandringham at Stratford built 12.28 by the North British Locomotive Co. Right hand almost broadside view of engine
and tender taken at western end of Stratford Engine Repairing Shop.
Endorsed 'Photo for publicity'.
Engine No 2954.
O2 class 2-8-0 No 2954 at Stratford, built 4.32 by the GNR at Doncaster. Left hand broadside view of engine and tender in LNER black livery.
Engine No 2954.
O2 class 2-8-0 No 2954, at Stratford, built 4.32 at Doncaster. Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender in LNER black livery.
Engine No 8519-Stratford
Engine No 8519-Stratford
Engine No 8519-Stratford
Subject unknown
Engine No 8200.
J17 class 0-6-0 No 8200 at Stratford built 11.02 and rebuilt from J16 class to J17 class 1.32. Left hand almost broadside view of engine and
tender with cast iron chimney, Ross pop safety valves and engine number on cab side. Withdrawn as 8200 in 11.44 as a result of severe damage
received when a German V2 rocket fell near it at Channelsea, Stratford. Cast iron chimney, Ross pop safety valves, engine number on cab side.
Engine No 8200.
J17 class 0-6-0 No 8200 at Stratford built 11.02 and rebuilt from J16 class to J17 class 1.32. Left hand almost broadside of engine and tender,
similar to SX1432 but more angled view, with cast iron chimney, Ross pop safety valves and engine number on cab side. Withdrawn as 8200 in
11.44 as a result of severe damage received when a German V2 rocket fell near it at Channelsea, Stratford.
Subject unknown
Engine No 8572.
B12/2 class 4-6-0 No 8572 at Stratford built 8.28 by Beyer, Peacock & Co, Manchester (Works No 6488). Left hand broadside view of engine
and tender in green livery as converted from Lentz to piston valves 3.32 as shown here. Rebuilt to B12/3 in 12.33 and withdrawn as 61572 in
9.61, now preserved.
Engine No 8572.
B12/2 class 4-6-0 No 8572 at Stratford built 8.28 by Beyer, Peacock & Co, Manchester (Works No 6488). Left hand broadside view of engine
and tender, similar to SX1434 but slightly angled view, in green livery as converted from Lentz to piston valves 3.32. Rebuilt to B12/3 in 12.33
and withdrawn as 61572 in 9.61, now preserved.
Engine No 8879.
D16/3 class 4-4-0 No 8849 at Stratford built 1.07 and converted from D15 to D15/2 with extended smokebox in 5.28. Left hand almost
broadside views of engine and tender as rebuilt to D16/3 with piston valves in 4.33. Engine in same condition as No 8900 shown in SX1411 to
SX1417 but in black livery. Engine Repair Shop in right background.
Engine No 8849.
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D16/3 class 4-4-0 No 8849 at Stratford built 1.07 and converted from D15 to D15/2 with extended smokebox in 5.28. Left hand three quarter
view of engine and tender as rebuilt to D16/3 with piston valves in 4.33. Engine in same condition as No 8900 shown in SX1411 to SX1417 but
in black livery. Engine Repair Shop in right background.
Engine No 8849.
D16/3 class 4-4-0 No 8849 at Stratford built 1.07 and converted from D15 to D15/2 with extended smokebox in 5.28. Left hand broadside
view of engine and tender as rebuilt to D16/3 with piston valves in 4.33. Engine in same condition as No 8900 shown in SX1411 to SX1417 but
in black livery.
Train Control Board.
Photograph of part of control board showing the track layout for the end of the Buntingford branch, Bishops Stortford to Cambridge, Loughton
Jn to Epping and part of the Fairlop Loop, Stratford to Ilford, Gidea Park to Ingatestone and Marks Tey to Colchester.
Train Control Board.
Photograph of part of control board showing the track layout for the Liverpool Street and Fenchurch Street to Stratford lines, Blackwall and
North Greenwich branches and Stratford to Custom House.
Train Control Board.
Photograph of part of control board showing the track layout for the ends of the Beckton and North Woolwich branches, Waltham Cross to
Hertford and Buntingford, Broxbourne to Whittlesford.
Train Control Board.
Photograph of part of control board showing the track layout for the Colchester main line from Stratford to Ipswich, George Lane to Ongar
and the Fairlop Loop.
Train Control Board.
Photograph of the whole control board showing the track layout for the main lines from Liverpool Street and Fenchurch Street to Cambridge
and Ipswich and the suburban lines.
Fitting Shop, Stratford
Subject unknown
Boiler Test.
Interior of Test House with several boilers without smokeboxes and mounted on blocks undergoing testing. A high roofed building with roof
vents and an open front.
Subject unknown
Bogie Bolster Compressor, probably No 1222, Lifting Shop, Carriage Department.
Purchased in 1933, cost £65, three quarter view of mobile hydraulic machine.
Bogie Bolster Compressor, probably No 1222, Lifting Shop, Carriage Department.
Purchased in 1933, cost £65, broadside view of machine showing oil tank and electric pump, body of 2nd class carriage No 6560 in background.
Spring Racks, Lifting Shop, Carriage Department.
General view of a series of metal racks within a building with a wood block floor and overhead crane containing a variety of complete plate
springs.
Spring Racks, Lifting Shop, Carriage Department.
A more comprehensive view of store than SX1448 showing a series of metal racks within a building with a wood block floor and overhead crane
containing a variety of complete plate springs.
Tube Expander No 472, Boiler Shop.
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Purchased in 1931, cost £197, broadside view of machine.
Tube Expander No 472, Boiler Shop.
Purchased in 1931, cost £197, broadside view of machine with operative working on tubeplate. Operator appears to have remote control box
strapped on belt.
Tube Saw No 476, Boiler Shop.
Purchased in 1930, cost £100, almost broadside view of machine.
Hydraulic Press No 676, Inspection Shop.
Purchased 1931, cost £80, three quarter view of machine.
Lathe No 540, Millwrights Shop No 2.
Purchased 1931, cost £191 10s, three quarter view of machine, removed by 1944.
Sewing Machine No 775, Sewing Machine Shop.
Purchased 1931, cost £29, three quarter view of machine, same as No 776.
Subject unknown
Shunting Engine No 7230.
Y5 class 0-4-0ST No 7230 at Polygon Yard, Stratford Works built 3.03. Left hand three quarters view of engine fitted with Westinghouse brake
and a vacuum ejector for the brake testing of carriage stock. Part of the service stock and normally used on shunting duties at the Carriage
Works and fitted with sprung buffers in place of dumb variety. Cambridge main line behind engine, part of background blanked out. Withdrawn
as 8081 in 4.48.
Shunting Engine No 7230.
Y5 class 0-4-0ST No 7230 at Polygon Yard, Stratford Works built 3.03. Left hand three quarters view of engine fitted with Westinghouse brake
and a vacuum ejector for the brake testing of carriage stock. Part of the service stock and normally used on shunting duties at the Carriage
Works and fitted with sprung buffers in place of dumb variety. Cambridge main line behind engine, part of background blanked out. Withdrawn
as 8081 in 4.48. As SX1457. Background of Stratford carriage sidings retouched out of photograph.
Inspection Shop.
Interior of long brick built shop with timber roof with various components laid out on the floor and a series of benches along the left hand side.
Inspection Shop.
Interior of brick built shop with timber roof at the opposite end to that shown in SX1458. Various components laid out on the floor and a
Lister truck, No 13, with trailer being unloaded.
Inspection Shop.
Interior of brick built shop with timber roof at the opposite end to that shown in SX1458. Various components laid out on the floor and a
Lister truck, No 13, with trailer being unloaded. Identical to SX1459.
Carriage Department Stores.
Interior of stores looking along a corridor flanked by shelving racks loaded with stores.
Carriage Department Stores
NEGATIVE MISSING
Sanding Machine No 2009, Saw Mills, Temple Mills.
Supplied by Oliver in 1931, cost £29 15s, three quarter view of machine and dust extractor to beneath the floor.
Moulding Machine No 2042, Saw Mills, Temple Mills.
Supplied by Oliver in 1931, cost £95, three quarter view of machine.
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Boring Machine No 2037, Saw Mills, Temple Mills.
Supplied by Ransome in 1931, cost £134 5s, three quarter view of machine with rack for bits.
Emery Grinder No 2016, Saw Mills, Temple Mills.
Purchased 1931, cost £26 2s, three quarter view of machine which appears to have jigs for sharpening drills.
Planing & Thicknessing Machine No 2038, Saw Mills Temple Mills.
Supplied by T. Robinson & Son Ltd, Rochdale in 1931, cost £113 9s, almost broadside view of machine.
Band Saw 42" No 2033, Saw Mills, Temple Mills.
Purchased 1931, cost £119 17s, three quarter view of machine.
Tenoning Machine No 2031, Saw Mills, Temple Mills.
Purchased 1931, cost £185, three quarter view of machine.
Circular Saw 24" No 2035, Saw Mills, Temple Mills.
Purchased 1931, cost £75, three quarter view of machine.
Circular Saw Bench No 2043, Saw Mills, Temple Mills.
Purchased 1931, cost £117 6s, three quarter view of machine.
Circular Saw Bench No 2043, Saw Mills, Temple Mills.
Purchased 1931, cost £117 6s, three quarter view of machine.
Circular Saw 24" No 2036, Saw Mills, Temple Mills.
Purchased 1931, cost £75, three quarter view of machine.
Borer 3 Spindle Machine No 2044, Saw Mills, Temple Mills.
Purchased 1931, cost £310 12s, three quarter view of machine.
Band Saw 30" No 2032, Saw Mills, Temple Mills.
Purchased 1931, cost £68 5s, three quarter view of machine.
Tanging & Boring Machine No 2039, Saw Mills, Temple Mills.
Purchased in 1931, cost £150, three quarter view of machine.
Tyre Drill No 2045, Saw Mills, Temple Mills.
Purchased in 1931, cost £223 15s, three quarter view of machine with electrically driven overhead hoist.
Morticing Machine No 2040, Saw Mills, Temple Mills.
Purchased in 1931, cost £182 3s, three quarter view of machine.
Model Road Van 2 Horse.
Photograph of a model 2 horse covered van, finished in LNER livery, posed on a table with a screen in the background.
Engine No 8579 (Positive).
B12 class 4-6-0 No 8579 at Stratford. Reverse image of SX1370 for which see description
Lister Truck with Sweeping Brush.
General view of Lister Auto truck No 7 with driver and fitted with a roller broom at the rear and concrete weight to provide better adhesion.
Posed in the traverser pit in front of the Carriage Repair Shop.
Lister Truck with Sweeping Brush.
General view of Lister Auto truck No 7 with driver and fitted with a roller broom at the rear and concrete weight to provide better adhesion.
Posed in the traverser pit in front of the Carriage Repair Shop. The same as SX1481.
Reorganisation of Boiler Shop-Copy from Print.
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Photographic copy of a plan showing the Boiler Shop at Stratford Works as reorganised, with details and position of the machinery.
Broadside of 50ft buffet car No 61496 to diagram 39 as newly converted. Built July 1916 as brake 3rd to diagram 541, converted to use in
Ambulance train No 36 in August 1917. Converted to Buffet Car Exterior Stratford open 3rd No 655 to diagram 443, becoming LNER No
61496. Renumbered shortly after this photograph to No 646, withdrawn October 1960.
Broadside of 50ft buffet car No 61496 to diagram 39 as newly converted. Built July 1916 as brake 3rd to diagram 541, converted to use in
Ambulance train No 36 in August 1917. Converted to Buffet Car Exterior Stratford open 3rd No 655 to diagram 443, becoming LNER No
61496. Renumbered shortly after this photograph to No 646, withdrawn October 1960.
Buffet Car Exterior.
Broadside of 50ft buffet car No 61496 to diagram 39 as newly converted. Built in July 1916 as brake 3rd to diagram 541, converted to use in
Ambulance Train No 36 in August 1917. Converted to open 3rd No 655 to diagram 443, becoming LNER No 61496. Renumbered shortly
after this photograph to No 646, withdrawn October 1960.
Buffet Car Interior.
Interior of 50ft buffet car No 61496 to diagram 39 as newly converted. Built in July 1916 as brake 3rd to diagram 541, converted to use in
Ambulance Train No 36 in August 1917. Converted to open 3rd No 655 to diagram 443, becoming LNER No 61496, and then No 646,
withdrawn October 1960. Photograph taken from counter end and shows small 18 seat dining area with use of chromium tubular framed chairs
and tables and plain interior.
Buffet Car Interior.
Interior of 50ft buffet car No 61496 to diagram 39 as newly converted. Built in July 1916 as brake 3rd to diagram 541, converted to use in
Ambulance Train No 36 in August 1917. Converted to open 3rd No 655 to diagram 443, becoming LNER No 61496, and then No 646,
withdrawn October 1960. Photograph taken from counter end and shows small 18 seat dining area with use of chromium tubular framed chairs
and tables and plain interior. Identical to SX1486.
Buffet Car Interior.
Interior of 50ft buffet car No 61496 to diagram 39 as newly converted. Built in July 1916 as brake 3rd to diagram 541, converted to use in
Ambulance Train No 36 in August 1917. Converted to open 3rd No 655 to diagram 443, becoming LNER No 61496, and then No 646,
withdrawn October 1960. Photograph taken from dining area and shows first row of seats with the counter in background and ceiling detail.
Buffet Car-Interior.
Interior of the kitchen of buffet car No 61496 looking towards end showing fitted cupboards, part of cooker and sink, duckboards on floor.
Carriage originally GER brake 3rd No 458 built November 1915, diagram 541, modified for use in Ambulance Train No 36 in August 1917;
converted into open third in March 1923, diagram 443 and renumbered 655. Further renumbered LNER 61496 and rebuilt to buffet car June
1933, to diagram 39 and renumbered 646. Withdrawn October 1960.
Buffet Car Interior.
Interior of 50ft buffet car No 61496 to diagram 39 as newly converted. Built in July 1916 as brake 3rd to diagram 541, converted to use in
Ambulance Train No 36 in August 1917. Converted to open 3rd No 655 to diagram 443, becoming LNER No 61496, then No 646, withdrawn
October 1960. View inside kitchen with Still cooker in foreground and a view a doorway into the area behind the counter.
Buffet Car Interior.
Interior of 50ft buffet car No 61496 to diagram 39 as newly converted. Built in July 1916 as brake 3rd to diagram 541, converted to use in
Ambulance Train No 36 in August 1917. Converted to open 3rd No 655 to diagram 443, becoming LNER No 61496, then No 646, withdrawn
October 1960. Photograph taken from end of carriage showing dining area with the counter in the background.
Belt Lacing Machine No 538, No 1 Millwrights Shop.
Purchased in 1932, cost £31 7 11d, three quarter view of machine used for machine tool belt drives.
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Exhaust Fan No 97, Machine Shop.
Purchased in 1932, cost £17 15s and attached to Disc Grinder No 289, broadside view of machine.
Milling Machine No 11, Machine Shop.
Supplied by Kendall & Gent in 1932, cost £406, three quarter view of machine.
Milling Machine No 11, Machine Shop.
Supplied by Kendall & Gent in 1932, cost £406, three quarter view of machine.
Grinding Machine, 3 wheel 'Wimet Tool Grinder' No 107, Tool Shop.
Supplied by B.R. Rowland & Co Ltd, Reddish in 1933, cost £122 4 4d, for carbide tipped tools, almost broadside view of machine.
Twist Drill Grinder No 80, Tool Shop.
Purchased 1932, cost £87 10s, three quarter view of machine, to store in January 1944.
Cylinder Boring Machine No 67, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by H.W. Kearns & Co Ltd, Manchester in 1932, cost £2286, three quarter view of machine, sent to Gorton October 1940, returned
July 1943.
Grindstone No 333 & 360, Grinding Shop.
Purchased in 1932, cost £250 each, three quarter view of machine.
Duplex Boring Machine No 1350, Engine Repair Shop.
Purchased 1932, cost £1522 10s, with 4ft 0ins table for machining axleboxes. Almost broadside view of machine.
Moulding Machine No 932, Iron Foundry.
Purchased 1932, cost £35, three quarter view of machine, broken up August 1942.
Coupling Bender No 952, Smithy Stamping Shop.
Purchased 1932, cost c. £70. Moved to Millwrights Heap May 1936 then to Loco Smithy September 1937. (No print)
Emery Grinder No 1110, Tube Shop.
Purchased 1932, cost £59 17s.
Tube Saw No 1139, Tube Shop.
Purchased 1932, cost £84 10s, three quarter view of machine, the same as Nos 1100 & 1133 also purchased in 1932 at the same price.
Tube Reeler No 1193, Tube Shop.
Purchased 1932, cost £430 (No print).
Tube Reeler No 1193, Tube Shop.
Purchased 1932, cost £430, three quarter view of machine used to remove scale from reclaimed tubes and to straighten them.
Saw Sharpener No 1196, Tube Shop.
Purchased in 1933, cost £43 10s, three quarter view of machine, relocated to the Tool Shop.
Tube Tester-Hydraulic, probably No 1198 or 1199, Tube Shop.
Purchased 1932/33, cost £70, general view.
Covered Goods Wagon LMS 76955 Showing Nails Protruding, Silvertown.
Interior view of empty van showing several long nails protruding from the floor.
Covered Goods Wagon LMS 12748 Showing Nails Protruding, Silvertown.
Interior view of doorway of empty van showing several long nails protruding from the floor.
Covered Goods Wagon NE 101508 Showing Nails Protruding, Silvertown.
View into doorway of empty van showing a knee bolt and several long nails protruding from the floor.
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Engine No 8855.
D16/3 class 4-4-0 No 8855 at Stratford built 2.04, rebuilt from D15/2 class to D16/3 class in 1.34. Left hand almost broadside view of engine
and tender in black livery. This engine was fitted with the nameplates from Claud Hamilton when that engine was withdrawn in 1947.
Withdrawn as 62546 in 6.57.
Engine No 8519 Showing Bad Staying of Firebox Plate.
End view looking between a section removed from the firebox of class B12 engine No 8519 showing the condition of the stays.
Engine No 8519 Showing Bad Staying of Firebox Plate.
View from above of a section removed from the firebox of class B12 engine No 8519 showing the condition of the stays.
Engine No 8519 Showing Bad Staying of Firebox Plate.
View from above of a section removed from the firebox of class B12 engine No 8519 with a set square standing on the upper surface to indicate
distortion and to show the condition of the stays.
Ambulance Competition Mechanics Institute.
Interior of the gymnasium equipped with props intended to portray a station platform, with a W.H. Smith bookstall and tea room, with
'passenger' drinking a cup of tea. Men are tending a 'patient' on a stretcher on the floor, two judges stand to one side.
Engine no 2431.
O2 class 2-8-0 No 2431, at Stratford, built 12.33 at Doncaster. Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender in LNER black livery
Engine No 2838.
B17 class 4-6-0 No 2838 Melton Hall at Stratford built Darlington in 3.33. Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender in LNER lined
green.
Engine No 2838.
B17 class 4-6-0 No 2838 Melton Hall at Stratford built Darlington in 3.33. Left hand broadside view of engine and tender in LNER lined green.
Engine No 2838.
B17 class 4-6-0 No 2838 Melton Hall at Stratford built Darlington in 3.33. Left hand three quarter broadside view of engine and tender in LNER
lined green.
Carriage No 61457 Third Showing Damp Rot at Corner.
Three quarter end view of left hand lower corner of carriage body, with panel removed, showing the framing seriously wasted by damp rot. No
61457, diagram 419, built as 50ft bogie corridor 3rd, GE No 258 in 6.13
Carriage No 61457 Third showing Damp Rot in Corner
NEGATIVE MISSING
Carriage No 61457 Third Showing Damp Rot at Corner.
Three quarter view of left hand lower corner of carriage body, with corner panels removed, showing the framing seriously wasted by damp rot.
No 61457, diagram 419, built as 50ft bogie corridor 3rd, GE No 258 in 6.13.
Carriage No 61419 Third Showing Damp Rot at Corner.
Three quarter view of right hand lower corner of carriage body, with corner panels removed, showing the framing seriously wasted by damp
rot. No 61419, diagram 419, built as 50ft bogie corridor 3rd, GE No 616 in 2.11.
Carriage No 61290 Third Showing Damp Rot at Corner.
Broadside of lower part of end of carriage body, with lower panels removed, showing the framing seriously wasted by damp rot. No 61290,
diagram 423, built as 6 wheel 34ft 6ins lavatory 3rd, GE No 1981 in 5.01 and withdrawn 7.39.
Carriage No 61290 Third Showing Damp Rot at Corner.
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Three quarter view of end and left hand corner of carriage body, with panels removed, showing the framing seriously wasted by damp rot. No
61290, diagram 423, built as 6 wheel 34ft 6ins lavatory 3rd, GE No 1981 in 5.01 and withdrawn 7.39.
Carriage No 60388 showing Damp Rot.
Broadside of 54ft 10 compartment bogie suburban 3rd class carriage No 60388 with some panels and all the body mouldings removed. Carriage
converted from two six a side 3rds in February 1915 to become diagram 432 vehicle. Despite rot it saw another 14 years service! Some detail
visible of low internal partitions.
Carriage No 60388 Third Showing Damp Rot at Corner.
Three quarter view of left hand lower corner of carriage body, with corner panels removed, showing the framing seriously wasted by damp rot.
No 60388, diagram 432, originally a pair of 4 wheel 6 a side suburban carriages, converted to bogie 3rd in 2.15 as GE No 82 and withdrawn
3.48.
Carriage No 60388 Third Showing Damp Rot at Corner.
Broadside of section of lower panelling of carriage body showing the framing wasted by damp rot. No 60388, diagram 432, originally a pair of 4
wheel 6 a side suburban carriages, converted to bogie 3rd in 2.15 as GE No 82 and withdrawn 3.48.
Carriage No 60388 Third Showing Damp Rot at Corner.
Broadside of section of lower panelling of carriage body and door showing the framing wasted by damp rot. No 60388, diagram 432, originally a
pair of 4 wheel 6 a side suburban carriages, converted to bogie 3rd in 2.15 as GE No 82 and withdrawn 3.48.
Carriage No 63315 Composite Showing Teak Framing in Good Condition.
End view of lower part of body, with panelling removed, showing framing in good condition. No 63315, diagram 219, built as 6 wheel composite
carriage GE No 62 in 3.92 and withdrawn July 1934.
Carriage No 60540 Third Showing Teak Framing in Good Condition.
Three quarter view of lower part of body, left hand end and corner, with lower panelling removed, showing framing in good condition. No
60540, diagram 404, built as 6 wheel 3rd carriage GE No 404 in 6.89 and withdrawn April 1934.
Carriage No 63315 Composite Showing Teak Framing in Good Condition.
Three quarter view of lower part of body showing end and part of left hand corner, with lower panelling removed, showing framing in good
condition. No 63315, diagram 219, built as a 6 wheel composite carriage GE No 62 in 3.92 and withdrawn July 1934.
Carriage No 63315 Composite Showing Teak Framing in Good Condition.
Broadside of right hand end of body showing framing around quarterlight and waist end in good condition. No 63315, diagram 219, built asa 6
wheel composite carriage GE No 62 in 3.92 and withdrawn July 1934.
Romford Factory Machine Room.
The Stitching Floor where the wagon sheets were made up to the required size from 54" wide cloth, the machines here is operated by
electricity although the lighting is by gas. This is the first floor front of the main building to the west of the water tower, subsequently used at
one period as a school.
Carriage No 63315 Composite Showing Teak Framing in Good Condition.
Broadside of 6 wheel carriage with all the panelling removed showing the condition of the framing. No 63315, diagram 219, built as 6 wheel
composite carriage GE No 62 in 3.92 and withdrawn July 1934.
Engine No 8573.
B12/3 class 4-6-0 No 8573 at Stratford built in 8.28 by Beyer, Peacock & Co, Manchester (Works No 6489). Left hand half view of engine and
tender with Lentz valves removed 12.31 and as rebuilt to B12/3 in 7.33. Withdrawn as 61573 in 1.59.
Engine No 8573.
B12/3 class 4-6-0 No 8573 at Stratford built in 8.28 by Beyer, Peacock & Co, Manchester (Works No 6489). Left hand three quarter view of
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engine and tender with Lentz valves removed 12.31 and as rebuilt to B12/3 in 7.33. Withdrawn as 61573 in 1.59.
Engine No 8573.
B12/3 class 4-6-0 No 8573 at Stratford built in 8.28 by Beyer, Peacock & Co, Manchester (Works No 6489). Left hand half view of engine and
tender with Lentz valves removed 12.31 and as rebuilt to B12/3 in 7.33. Withdrawn as 61573 in 1.59. Similar to SX1536.
Bogie Frame Stretcher showing Fracture Engine No 2826. Elevated view from the side looking across the upper surface of the bogie frame
stretcher of class B17 engine No 2826 with four fractures highlighted by arrows applied to the negative.
Bogie Frame Stretcher showing Fracture Engine No 2826.
Elevated view of the upper surface of the bogie frame stretcher of class B17 engine No 2826 showing the left hand fractures highlighted by
arrows applied to the negative.
Bogie Frame Stretcher showing Fracture Engine No 2826.
A broadside view of bogie frame stretcher of class B17 engine No 2826 showing two fractures within the casting highlighted by arrows applied
to the negative.
Lathe No 1178, Brake Shop.
Purchased in 1933, cost £95 10s, three quarter view of machine.
Grinder and Honer No 1176, Brake Shop.
Supplied by Holroyd in 1933, cost £25. Close up view showing bracket electric lamp over machine.
Capstan Lathe No 112, Machine Shop.
Purchased 1933, cost £471 10s, broadside view of machine.
Piston Ring Roller No 101, Machine Shop.
Purchased 1934, cost £50. (No print).
Piston Ring Roller No 101, Machine Shop.
Purchased 1934, cost £50. (No print).
Radial Drill No 55, Machine Shop.
Supplied by Kendall & Wade 1933, cost unknown, almost broadside view of machine.
Turret Lathe No 89, Machine Shop.
Purchased 1933, cost £719 8 6d. (No print).
Radial Drill No 1223, Lifting Shop, Carriage Department.
Purchased in 1933, cost £134, three quarter view of machine.
Drill 1" No 20, Machine Shop.
Supplied by Archdale in 1933, cost £86 18s, three quarter view of machine.
Milling Machine No 1177, Brake Shop.
Purchased 1933, cost £252, three quarter view of machine.
Journal Re-turning Lathe No 1221, Lifting Shop, Carriage Department.
Supplied by Craven in 1933, cost £830, broadside view of machine showing Mansell wheelset in position.
Drill No 1175, Brake Shop.
Supplied by Alfred Herbert & Co Ltd, Coventry in 1933, cost £38, close up view.
Pneumatic Hammer 7 Cwt No 866, Carriage Department Smithy.
Supplied by B & S Massey Ltd in 1933, cost £482, three quarter view of machine, stored in wagon from 23 April 1942.
Welder Electric No 493, Fitting Shop Stratford.
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Three quarter view of machine mounted on a 4 wheel, steel framed 4 wheel hand trolley.
Oil Pump No 363, Spring Shop.
Supplied by Tangye, Birmingham in 1933, cost £178, three quarter view of machine.
Trenching Machine No 784, No 2 Saw Mills,
Purchased 1933, cost £129, transferred from No 2 Saw Mills into Saw Mill No 1, Stratford. Three quarter view of machine.
Water Softening Plant, Stratford.
Copy of an outline diagrammatic sectional side elevation showing the internal treatment for Lancashire boilers with continuous blow-down.
Lowestoft is in title. (Entry endorsed: Negatives booked to Mr Green 10.36 Chem. Laboratory)
NEGATIVE MISSING
Water Softening Plant, Stratford.
Copy of an outline diagrammatic sectional end elevation showing the internal treatment for Lancashire boilers with continuous blow-down.
Lowestoft is in title. (Entry endorsed: Negatives booked to Mr Green 10.36 Chem. Laboratory)
NEGATIVE MISSING
Water Softening Plant
NEGATIVE MISSING (Entry endorsed: Negatives booked to Mr Green 10.36 Chem. Laboratory)
Water Softening Plant.
Copy of typewritten table entitled 'Annesley Water' showing the chemical composition of the water before and after treatment. (Entry
endorsed: Negatives booked to Mr Green 10.36 Chem. Laboratory)
NEGATIVE MISSING
Water Softening Plant.
Copy of a graph entitled 'Lancs. Boiler No 45 Lowestoft-Internal Treatment & Continuous Blowdown' showing readings for total dissolved
solids, alkalinity and hardness for the period December 1933 to May 1934.
Water Softening Plant.
Copy of coloured drawing showing sectional elevations and plan of a water softening plant, no title or date visible.
Water Softening Plant.
Copy of a sectional drawing entitled 'Diagram of Hydrostat Chemical Feed Equipment for Water Softening Plants', showing the functions of the
components.
Water Softening Plant.
Photograph of a framed typewritten table hung from a bookcase which lists the existing water softening plants on the LNER, installed between
1892 and 1932/3, their capacity and the manufacturer. None so far listed for the GE Section. (Entry endorsed: Negatives booked to Mr Green
10.36 Chem. Laboratory)
NEGATIVE MISSING
Engine No 8533.
B12 class 4-6-0 No 8533 at Stratford built 12.14. Right hand broadside view of engine and tender with cast iron chimney, Ross pop safety
valves. Fitted with Lentz valve gear from 9.29 to 2.33, seen ex works in fully lined green livery after general repair. Rebuilt to B12/3 in 10.37
and withdrawn as 61533 in 11.59. Photographed at the country end of the Engine Repair Shop. The trailing side rod has a vertical joint behind
the driving crankpin and a rectangular bush end to the trailing crankpin. The term side rod was a traditional Stratford GE reference to a
coupling rod.
Engine no 8533.
B12 class 4-6-0 No 8533 at Stratford built 12.14. Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender with cast iron chimney, Ross pop safety
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valves. Fitted with Lentz valve gear from 9.29 to 2.33, seen ex works in green livery after general repair. Rebuilt to B12/3 in 10.37 and
withdrawn as 61533 in 11.59. The engine is photographed at the country end of the Engine repair Shop. High meads carriage paint shop in the
background, footbridge over the High meads loop at left hand of engine smokebox.
Engine No 8533.
B12 class 4-6-0 No 8533 at Stratford built 12.14. Left hand almost broadside view of engine and tender with cast iron chimney, Ross pop safety
valves. Fitted with Lentz valve gear from 9.29 to 2.33, seen ex works in green livery after general repair. Rebuilt to B12/3 in 10.37 and
withdrawn as 61533 in 11.59.
Engine No 8533.
B12 class 4-6-0 No 8533 at Stratford built 12.14. Left hand almost broadside view of engine and tender with cast iron chimney, Ross pop safety
valves. Fitted with Lentz valve gear from 9.29 to 2.33, seen ex works in green livery after general repair. Rebuilt to B12/3 in 10.37 and
withdrawn as 61533 in 11.59. As SX1567.
Cricket Team Locomotive Accountants, Loughton.
Team of 11 cricketers in whites posed at Loughton with 5 other men with a silver cup at their feet.
Cricket Team Locomotive Accountants, Loughton.
Team of 11 cricketers in whites posed at Loughton with 5 other men with a silver cup at their feet. Similar to SX1569.
Cylinder Casting B16-Stratford
Cylinder Casting B16-Stratford
Plan of Stratford Works-Fire Engine route
Norwich Gas Works-General View.
General eastward view of works which was located to the west of the engine sheds. Completed in 1894 to make gas from oil for carriage
lighting and cooking in the restaurant cars. The brick built retort house is in the background and to its left is the low pressure gas holder. In
front of this holder the trestle mounted tank received the hydrocarbons extracted from the gas. The high pressure gas holders are in the
foreground.
Norwich Gas Works-Condensers
The four vertical condensers outside the retort house received the newly manufactured gas from the retorts inside. At their base are siphons
to draw off the tar during the initial cooling process which passed into an underground tank.
Norwich Gas Works-Engine Room.
General view of the engine room with the pair of horizontal compressing engines for pumping the gas from the low pressure gas holder into the
high pressure tanks at 150lbs per sq in.
Norwich Gas Works-Gas Holders.
View of high pressure gas holders; the large cylinders hold 800 cu ft of gas and are to the same design as those used on the travelling gas holder
trucks to convey the gas to out stations. In the back ground is the low pressure holder, showing its counter balance weights at each corner of
the framing.
Norwich Gas Works-Retorts.
Inside the retort house showing two pairs of retort settings. Oil for making the gas enters the top retort via the inlet pipe and gas is drawn off
the lower retort initially into the tar boxes below before passing into the condensers outside.
Norwich Gas Works-Retorts.
Inside the retort house showing the other side of the two pairs of retort settings seen in SX1578. The fire hole doors are just above floor level
and access to the ash pits are set below in the floor.
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Stratford Gas Works-General View.
General view of the works looking eastwards and overlooking Fork Junction running lines. The original retort house is behind Fork Junction
signal box with the condensers to the left. Next are the horizontal high pressure gas holders and the second retort house, with an arc profile
corrugated iron roof. The pair of low pressure gas holders are at the left and a travelling gas tank holder stands on the siding within the works
in front of the gas holder, at the right may be seen a glimpse of two oil tank wagons. A coke bin is by the gas wagon.
Stratford Gas Works-Condensers
view of the 10 condensers standing outside the original retort house; in the background are the ends of the double bank of high pressure gas
tank holders.
Stratford Gas Works-Engine House
Two of the three vertical steam driven gas compressors which received the gas from the low pressure gas holders for transfer to the high
pressure holders via the cooling tanks seen in the centre of the photograph.
Stratford Gas Works-Gas Holders.
The 13 high pressure holders arranged in a double bank; the retort house is in the left background and one of the low pressure gas holders is in
the right background.
Stratford Gas Works-Retort House.
Inside the retort house showing 7 retort settings at the fire hole end. The fire hole doors are at floor level.
Stratford Gas Works-Retort House.
Inside a retort house showing 4 pairs of retorts with the doors removed for cleaning. Oil for gas making enters the top retort via the inlet pipe
and gas is drawn off from the lower retort initially into tar boxes before passing into the condensers outside.
Stratford Gas Works-Retort House.
Possibly the second retort house at the fire hole end, with the ash pits below, similar to SX1584.
Stratford Gas Works-Retort House.
The opposite side of the retorts seen in SX1586. The inlet pipes admit oil for gas making to the upper retorts and the outlet from the lower
retort passes the gas into tar boxes before entering the condensers.
Stratford Gas Works
NEGATIVE MISSING
Craven Wheel Lathe No 1210 & 1211, Carriage Department Lifting Shop.
Purchased in 1929, cost £3250 each, close up view of cutting tool on tread of Mansell wheel.
NEGATIVE MISSING
Craven Wheel Lathe No 1210 & 1211, Carriage Department Lifting Shop.
Purchased in 1929, cost £3250 each, close up view of cutting tool on tread of Mansell wheel opposite side to SX1589.
NEGATIVE MISSING
Number deleted from register
Craven Wheel Lathe No 1210 & 1211, Carriage Department Lifting Shop.
Purchased in 1929, cost £3250 each, general view of machine with Mansell wheelset in position for grinding and cutting.
NEGATIVE MISSING
Craven Wheel Lathe No 1210 & 1211, Carriage Department Lifting Shop.
Purchased in 1929, cost £3250 each, close up view of grinding head on wheel tyre.
Craven Wheel Lathe No 1210 & 1211, Carriage Department Lifting Shop.
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Purchased in 1929, cost £3250 each, close up view of clamps.
NEGATIVE MISSING
Number absent from register
Defective Tyre Engine No 2821.
Close up view of tyre tread of class B17 engine No 2821 showing a deep score or groove in the side of the flange.
Defective Tyre Engine No 2821.
Close up view of tyre tread of class B17 engine No 2821 showing a deep score or groove in the side of the flange. Similar to SX1596.
NEGATIVE MISSING
Engine No 8146.
J19/2 class 0-6-0 No 8146 at Stratford built 11.16. Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender as rebuilt from J19 class to J19/2 class in
10.34. First rebuild to J19/2 utilising the diagram 28A boiler of the type used on the D16/3 class 4-4-0 engines. A new cab was provided, wider
and higher with a steel roof with sliding ventilator, The new chimney was the same type as fitted to class D16/3. Group standard buffers and
drawgear were fitted. Withdrawn as 64656 in 5.60.
Engine no 8146.
J19/2 class 0-6-0 No 8146 at Stratford built 11.16. Left hand almost broadside view of engine and tender as rebuilt from J19 class to J19/2 class
in 10.34. First rebuild to J19/2 utilising the diagram 28A boiler of the type used on the D16/3 class 4-4-0 engines. A new cab was provided,
wider and higher with a steel roof with sliding ventilator, The new chimney was the same type as fitted to class D16/3. Group standard buffers
and drawgear were fitted. Withdrawn as 64656 in 5.60.
Engine No 8146.
J19/2 class 0-6-0 No 8146 at Stratford built 11.16. Right hand three quarter view of engine and tender as rebuilt from J19 class to J19/2 class in
10.34. First rebuild to J19/2 utilising the diagram 28A boiler of the type used on the D16/3 class 4-4-0 engines. A new cab was provided, wider
and higher with a steel roof with sliding ventilator, Group standard buffers and drawgear were fitted. Withdrawn as 64656 in 5.60.
Photographed in Billets siding with Engine Repair Shop in background.
Engine No 8896 Damaged after Accident at Wormley.
D15/2 class 4-4-0 No 8896 at Stratford built 6.00 following damage in accident at Wormley on 27.11.34. Right hand rear three quarter view of
engine only on turntable outside works entrance by Polygon signal box seen in the background. Most of cab destroyed, chimney missing,
vacuum ejector pipe bent and other damage. Incorrectly captioned as class D16.
Engine No 8896 Damaged after Accident at Wormley.
D15/2 class 4-4-0 No 8896 at Stratford built 6.00 following damage in accident at Wormley on 27.11.34. Rear view of engine only on turntable
outside works entrance by Polygon signal box. Most of cab destroyed, chimney missing, vacuum ejector pipe bent and other damage.
Incorrectly captioned as class D16.
NEGATIVE MISSING
Engine No 8896 Damaged after Accident at Wormley.
Subject unknown
Engine No 760 Petrolea.
T19 class 2-4-0 No 760 Petrolea built 6.90. Fitted with oil burning apparatus and named 9.91. Right hand three quarter view of engine and
tender in GER blue livery, early pattern tender S23 class 2650 gallons with 'D' shaped frame cut outs, flared coping removed and 500 gallon oil
tank fitted. Engine had genuine Westinghouse brake pump rather than a Stratford copy. An official photograph with the background blanked
out probably taken when converted to oil burning.
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Subject unknown
Engine No 760 Petrolea.
T19 class 2-4-0 No 760 Petrolea built 6.90. Fitted with oil burning apparatus and named 9.91. Right hand three quarter view of engine and
tender in GER blue livery, early pattern tender S23 class 2650 gallons with 'D' shaped frame cut outs, flared coping removed and 500 gallon oil
tank fitted. Engine had genuine Westinghouse brake pump rather than a Stratford copy. An official photograph with the background blanked
out probably taken when converted to oil burning. Similar to SX1603.
NEGATIVE MISSING
Radial Drilling Machine No 486, Boiler Shop.
Purchased in 1891, cost 122 10s. Photograph taken following an accident to J. Wallis. Three quarter view of machine.
Horse Box No 1776.
Broadside view of horsebox in LNER livery. Built December 1912 as GER 408, diagram 28M with 20ft 2ins body and originally fitted with
Westinghouse brake and Vacuum through pipe. Shown in early 1930's condition with air brake removed but vacuum pipe retained. Withdrawn
c.1950.
Horse Box No 1776.
Threequarter broadside view of horse box in LNER livery. Built December 1912 as GER 408, diagram 28M with 20ft 2ins body and originally
fitted with Westinghouse brake and Vacuum through pipe. Shown in early 1930's condition with air brake removed but vacuum pipe retained.
Withdrawn c.1950.
Engine No 8244.
J19/2 class 0-6-0 No 8244 at Stratford built 11.12. Left hand nearly broadside view of engine and tender as rebuilt from J18 class to J19/2 class
in 2.35. This was the first rebuild with diagram 28A boiler from the J18. The class had an exceptionally long front overhang due to the use of
piston tail rods which were dispensed with on rebuilding and the frames cut back. Withdrawn as 64644 in 7.59.
Engine No 8244.
J19/2 class 0-6-0 No 8244 at Stratford built 11.12. Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender as rebuilt from J18 class to J19/2 class in
2.35. This was the first rebuild with diagram 28A boiler from the J18. The class had an exceptionally long front overhang due to the use of
piston tail rods which were dispensed with on rebuilding and the frames cut back. Withdrawn as 64644 in 7.59.
Engine No 8244.
J19/2 class 0-6-0 No 8244 at Stratford built 11.12. Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender as rebuilt from J18 class to J19/2 class in
2.35. This was the first rebuild with diagram 28A boiler from the J18. The class had an exceptionally long front overhang due to the use of
piston tail rods which were dispensed with on rebuilding and the frames cut back. Withdrawn as 64644 in 7.59. High Meads carriage paint shop
and footbridge over running lines in left background. Similar to SX1610 but better lighting.
Engine No 8143.
J19/2 class 0-6-0 No 8143 at Stratford built 9.16. Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender as rebuilt from J19 class to J19/2 class in
2.35, the second engine to be rebuilt from class J18. Withdrawn as 64653 in 1.61. Same details as in SX1598.
Engine No 8143.
J19/2 class 0-6-0 No 8143 at Stratford built 9.16. Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender as rebuilt from J19 class to J19/2 class in
2.35, the second engine to be rebuilt from class J18. Withdrawn as 64653 in 1.61. Same details as in SX1598 and similar to SX1612.
Engine No 2434.
O2 class 2-8-0 No 2434, at Stratford, built 12.33 at Doncaster. Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender in LNER black livery
Engine No 2434.
O2 class 2-8-0 No 2434, at Stratford, built 12.33 at Doncaster. Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender in LNER black livery
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Puckered Plywood on No 63211 Coach Panels.
Close up of exterior of unidentified 54ft 1st/2nd composite bogie suburban carriage to diagram 237. Shows plywood panels puckering after
being in use for 1 year 7 months. Good detail of panelling and lettering. 'Official' caption is in error with carriage number.
Puckered Plywood on No 63154 Coach Panels.
Close up of exterior of lower part of door on 54ft 1st/2nd composite bogie suburban carriage No 63154, built November 1912 as GER No 33
to diagram 237. Shows plywood panel puckering after being in use for 1 year.
NEGATIVE MISSING
Puckered Plywood on No 63154 Coach Panels.
Close up of exterior of bottom panel on 54ft 1st/2nd composite bogie suburban carriage No 63154, built November 1912 as GER No 33 to
diagram 237. Shows plywood panel puckering after being in use for 1 year.
NEGATIVE MISSING
Engine No 2803 Suffolk Regiment Design.
B17 class 4-6-0 No 2803 at Stratford built 12.28 by the North British Locomotive Co. Left hand broadside of engine only showing the engine
which was named Framlingham but bearing nameplates The Suffolk Regiment, the name carried by No 2845, built 6.35.
Subject unknown
Engine No 2803 Suffolk Regiment Design

3.35

Subject unknown
Engine No 2803 Suffolk Regiment Design.
B17 class 4-6-0 No 2803 at Stratford built 12.28 by the North British Locomotive Co. Left hand broadside of engine only showing the engine
which was named Framlingham but bearing nameplates The Suffolk Regiment, the name carried by No 2845, built 6.35. Similar to SX1619 but
nameplate variation.
Engine No 2803 Suffolk Regiment Design.
B17 class 4-6-0 No 2803 at Stratford built 12.28 by the North British Locomotive Co. Left hand broadside of engine only showing the engine
which was named Framlingham but bearing nameplates The Suffolk Regiment, the name carried by No 2845, built 6.35. Similar to SX1619 but
nameplate variation.
NEGATIVE MISSING
Engine No 2803 Suffolk Regiment Design.
B17 class 4-6-0 No 2803 at Stratford built 12.28 by the North British Locomotive Co. Left hand broadside of engine only showing the engine
which was named Framlingham but bearing nameplates The Suffolk Regiment, the name carried by No 2845, built 6.35. Similar to SX1619 but
nameplate variation.
NEGATIVE MISSING
Mechanics Institute Billiard Room.
General view of Billiards Room showing players, including some hatted, at 4 tables. Usual shaded lighting over tables, a rack of cues on far wall
with windows at the right
Mechanics Institute Lecture Room.
General view of the empty Lecture Room equipped with double row of forms facing a long wall mounted blackboard. Windows are along right
hand side with some numbered lockers beneath the cill.
Test House Tensile Machine-Students at Class Work
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Mechanics Institute Reading Room.
Diagonal view across Reading Room which has windows in two sides with pointed heads. Variety of large tables on which are various papers
and magazines. A newspaper stand is at the right and in the far corner is a celestial globe and a rack with newspapers hung on it.
Mechanics Institute Gymnasium Room.
General view of Gymnasium on the upper floor with herringbone wooden flooring, various pieces of equipment on the floor and bars on the far
wall. A framed photograph of a T19 on left hand wall.
Mechanics Institute Laboratory Electrical Class.
A view of some 20 students gathered round a bench with unidentified equipment on it watching a demonstration.
Mechanics Institute Stationary Steam Engine Class
View of a substantial stationary engine mounted on a brick built plinth being examined by 6 students.
Engine 8878 in Archway Jubilee Decoration.
Engine class D15 No 8878 standing in the entrance to Stratford Works erecting shop decorated for the Jubilee of King George V. Flags are
attached to the smokebox with a cast coat of arms mounted below and a 4 headlamp code. The arch has been whitewashed and shields and
flags adorn the front of the offices.
Engine 8878 in Archway Jubilee Decoration with Mr Baister.
Engine class D15 No 8878 standing in the entrance to Stratford Works erecting shop decorated for the Jubilee of King George V. Flags are
attached to the smokebox with a cast coat of arms mounted below and a 4 headlamp code. The arch has been whitewashed and shields and
flags adorn the front of the offices. A total of 5 bowler hatted men are standing either side of the engine one of whom is Mr Baister.
Engine 8878 in Archway Jubilee Decoration-Floodlit.
Engine class D15 No 8878 standing in the entrance to Stratford Works erecting shop decorated for the Jubilee of King George V. Flags are
attached to the smokebox with a cast coat of arms mounted below and a 4 headlamp code. Arch has been whitewashed and shields and flags
adorn the front of the offices. Similar to SX1630 but photographed at night.
Exhibition Stratford-Model Railway
NEGATIVE MISSING
Exhibition Stratford-Model Railway.
Exhibition at Angel Road goods depot with live steam engine of American outline in foreground pulling two open carriages carrying children.
Beyond the spectators is a modern steam breakdown crane and a delivery van. In the background is the signal gantry at the country end of the
station and the water tank within the Old Works.
Exhibition Stratford-Brakedown Crane & Wagon Body.
Exhibition at Angel Lane, looking towards William Street. The opening ceremony appears to be taking place beyond temporary timber fencing
with LNER officers and the West Ham Borough mayoral party seated on a stage. In the left foreground a brass band has assembled and a group
of general spectators. The jib of the breakdown crane is at the right.
Exhibition Stratford-Cock o’ the North Engine.
Threequarter front view of engine No 2001 Cock O' The North at the Angel Road goods depot with numerous visitors in front and viewing the
cab.
Subject unknown
Exhibition Stratford-Engine 8579.
View of exhibits looking west towards signal gantry at the country end of Stratford station. Principal exhibit is B12 class engine No 8579, with
open smokebox door, with sundry plant in foreground including an air compressor, possibly demonstrating the art of riveting on nearby plate
girders. At the left is a colour light signal and the end of a GER composite carriage.
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Exhibition Stratford Lister Truck.
Lister Auto Truck No 16 giving children rides at the May 1935 Stratford Works Open Day. In the background is Gresley 2-8-2 class P2 No
2001 Cock o' the North and an early 3 light colour aspect signal.
Exhibition Stratford-Opening Ceremony
Exhibition at Angel Lane, looking towards William Street. The opening ceremony is taking place beyond temporary timber fencing with the
West Ham Borough mayor addressing the audience. In the left foreground a brass band has assembled and a group of general spectators.
Exhibition Stratford-Opening Ceremony
Bogie Axle Engine 8533 Showing Fracture
Almost broadside view of the right hand journal of the trailing bogie wheel of class B12 engine No 8533 showing two substantial flaws in the
journal.
Advertising lorry for Exhibition, Stratford
Almost broadside view of a 3 ton Scammell articulated lorry (or mechanical horse) No HD6506, reg no AXR589, posed in the Road Van yard
at Stratford carrying advertising boards and a replica Pacific engine for the 4 & 5 May 1935 Stratford Works Open Day.
Advertising lorry for Exhibition, Stratford
Rear three quarter view of a 3 ton Scammell articulated lorry (or mechanical horse) No HD6506, reg no AXR589, posed in the Road Van yard
at Stratford carrying advertising boards and a replica Pacific engine for the 4 & 5 May 1935 Stratford Works Open Day.
Fracture of Big End Strap Engine No 8532
A close up view of the fractured ends of the big end strap of class B12 engine No 8532.
Fracture of Big End Strap Engine No 8532
A general view of the two component parts of the big end strap of class B12 engine No 8532 showing where the fracture occurred.
Fracture of Big End Strap Engine No 8532
A general view of the two component parts of the big end strap of class B12 engine No 8532 showing where the fracture occurred, similar to
SX1644 but shown in a different position
Lathe No 1249, Brass Finishing Shop.
Purchased in 1934, cost £439 6 3d, three quarter view of machine.
Lathe 'Herbert No 2S' No 1151, Brass Finishing Shop
Supplied by Alfred Herbert Ltd, Coventry in 1934, cost £234 5 2d, almost broadside view of machine, the same as No 1246
Lathe 'Herbert 5A' No 1247, Brass Finishing Shop
Supplied by Alfred Herbert Ltd, Coventry in 1934, cost £430 17 1d, three quarter view of machine
Capstan Lathe 'Herbert No 2S' No 1159, Brass Finishing Shop
Supplied by Alfred Herbert Ltd, Coventry in 1934, cost £283 14 6d, three quarter view of machine
Lathe No 1248, Brass Finishing Shop
Supplied by Alfred Herbert Ltd, Coventry in 1934, cost £572 0 8d, almost broadside view of machine
Drill No 1146, Brass Finishing Shop
Purchased in 1934, cost £76 5 11d, broadside view of machine
Buffing Machine No 1245, Brass Finishing Shop
Supplied by Canning & Co in 1934, cost £36, driven by motor No 1464. Broadside view of machine, moved to the Paint Spray Shop.
Miller No 1145, Brass Finishing Shop.
Supplied by Alfred Herbert Ltd, Coventry in 1934, cost £327 8 7d, three quarter view of machine.
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Lathe 'Herbert No 2S' No 1150, Brass Finishing Shop.
Supplied by Alfred Herbert Ltd, date and cost unknown, three quarter view of machine.
Coil Winder No 1224, Lifting Shop, Carriage Department.
Purchased in 1934, cost c. £130, broadside view of machine, transferred to Dynamo Shop in 1935.
Pneumatic Hammer 12 Cwt No 864, Carriage Department Smithy.
Supplied by B. & S. Massey Ltd in 1934, cost £656 3s, three quarter view of machine, removed to Loco Smithy October 1941.
Lathe No 1248, Brass Finishing Shop.
Purchased 1934, cost £572 0 8d. (No print).
NEGATIVE MISSING
Reeler No 461, Stay Shop.
Three quarter view of machine used for straightening bars before machining.
Lathe No 445, Stay Shop.
Purchased in 1934, cost £376, three quarter view of machine, transferred to Darlington 15 November 1940, the same as No 447.
Hack Saw No 108, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Purchased in 1934, cost £8.15s, three quarter view of machine.
Shaper No 43, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Purchased in 1934, cost £388 5s, three quarter view of machine.
Miller No 119, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by Archdale in 1934, cost £416, almost broadside view of machine.
Lathe No 445, Stay Shop.
Purchased in 1934, cost £376, close up of operation.
Lathe No 445, Stay Shop.
Purchased in 1934, cost £376, close up of operation.
Lathe No 445, Stay Shop.
Purchased in 1934, cost £376, close up of operation.
Engine No 2845 The Suffolk Regiment
Front left hand three quarter view of 4-6-0 class B17 locomotive, built 1935, with a crest beneath plate
Engine No 2845 (Suffolk Regiment).
B17 class 4-6-0 No 2845 at Ipswich MPD built at Darlington 6.35. Right hand three quarter view of engine and tender.
Engine No 2845 (Suffolk Regiment).
B17 class 4-6-0 No 2845 at Ipswich MPD built at Darlington 6.35. Right hand broadside view of engine and tender.
Engine No 8149.
J19/2 class 0-6-0 No 8149 at Stratford built 1.17 as rebuilt from J18 class in 10.35. Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender, the first
to be fitted with a single Gresley anti-vacuum valve behind the chimney in place of the twin GE type. Withdrawn as 64659 in 4.60.
Engine No 8149.
J19/2 class 0-6-0 No 8149 at Stratford built 1.17 as rebuilt from J18 class in 10.35. Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender, the first
to be fitted with a single Gresley anti-vacuum valve behind the chimney in place of the twin GE type. Withdrawn as 64659 in 4.60. Similar view
to SX1669.
Alpax Coach No 65000.
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Composite 51ft 1½ins 7 compartment non corridor carriage built 1933 at Dukinfield using aluminium castings fitted onto a steel body frame,
LNE diagram 163. Rear three quarter view of carriage showing detail of end panelling, buffing and draw gear.
Alpax Coach No 65000.
Composite 51ft 1½ins 7 compartment non corridor carriage built 1933 at Dukinfield using aluminium castings fitted onto a steel body frame,
LNE diagram 163. Rear three quarter view of carriage showing part of body end but the whole of the side.
Alpax Coach No 65000.
Composite 51ft 1½ins 7 compartment non corridor carriage built 1933 at Dukinfield using aluminium castings fitted onto a steel body frame,
LNE diagram 163. End view of carriage showing panelling details, Vacuum brake pipe, buffing and drawgear.
Alpax Coach No 65000.
Composite 51ft 1½ins 7 compartment non corridor carriage built 1933 at Dukinfield using aluminium castings fitted onto a steel body frame,
LNE diagram 163. View of opposite end of carriage from SX1673, showing panelling details, Vacuum brake pipe, buffing and drawgear.
Alpax Coach No 65000.
Composite 51ft 1½ins 7 compartment non corridor carriage built 1933 at Dukinfield using aluminium castings fitted onto a steel body frame,
LNE diagram 163. Threequarter broadside view of whole carriage, some interior detail visible.
Alpax Coach No 65000.
Composite 51ft 1½ins 7 compartment non corridor carriage built 1933 at Dukinfield using aluminium castings fitted onto a steel body frame,
LNE diagram 163. Threequarter broadside view of whole of carriage, similar to SX1675.
Alpax Coach No 65000.
Composite 51ft 1½ins 7 compartment non corridor carriage built 1933 at Dukinfield using aluminium castings fitted onto a steel body frame,
LNE diagram 163. Broadside view.
Alpax Coach No 65000.
Composite 51ft 1½ins 7 compartment non corridor carriage built 1933 at Dukinfield using aluminium castings fitted onto a steel body frame,
LNE diagram 163. Virtually a broadside view but with some end detail visible at left.
Funeral Coach of King George V-Exterior
Funeral Coach of King George V-Interior
Funeral Coach of King George V-Crest
NEGATIVE MISSING
Funeral Coach of King George V-Crest
Funeral Coach of Queen Alexandra Interior.
Interior of Queen Alexandra's funeral carriage showing bier in open saloon with curtained windows. Built by GNR as 52ft 6ins family saloon No
6 in 1912, diagram 45C, converted at Stratford for the funeral.
Funeral Coach of Queen Alexandra Exterior.
Three quarter broadside of Queen Alexandra's funeral carriage showing saloon painted black with curtained windows. Built by GNR as 52ft
6ins family saloon No 6 in 1912, diagram 45C, converted at Stratford for the funeral.
Engine No 2509 Silver Link.
A4 class 4-6-2 No 2509 Silver Link built 9.33. Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender copied from an official photograph and in silver
grey livery.
Wagon Hoist, Royal Mint Street.
Close up view of exterior of former GNR depot at viaduct level showing archway in which a hoist is set at right angles to the viaduct sidings and
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communicating with lower level. Part of wagon turntable in foreground for transfer of wagons from sidings to lift and a capstan.
Wagon Hoist, Royal Mint Street.
Close up view of exterior of former GNR depot at viaduct level showing archway in which a wagon hoist is set at right angles to the viaduct
sidings and communicating with lower level. Part of wagon turntable in foreground for transfer of wagons from sidings to lift and a capstan.
Similar view as SX1686 but with covered goods van standing on lift at viaduct level and the wagon turntable aligned to hoist.
Carriage No 512 used for Nurse Cavill Funeral
Broadside view of 34ft 6ins 6 wheel hearse carriage No 512, diagram 218, built as composite diagram 206 in June 1892 and converted to hearse
carriage in 1908. Painted in new crimson livery, introduced early in 1919, carriage used in Nurse Cavill funeral train 15 May 1919.
Carriage No 512 used for Nurse Cavill Funeral
Three quarter close up showing both pairs of doors open of 34ft 6ins 6 wheel hearse carriage No 512, diagram 218, built as composite diagram
206 in June 1892 and converted to hearse carriage in 1908. Shows part interior of hearse compartment furnished for Nurse Cavill’s coffin
conveyed to Dovercourt in the funeral train 15 May 1919.
Ambulance Test-Stratford
Ambulance Test-Stratford
Ambulance Test-Stratford
Saw Dust Extractor No 1 Saw Mills
General exterior view of saw dust extractor outside saw mills, showing two cyclone extractors discharging into two open wagons and No
0322EX, 7 plank open, diagram 48, in the foreground newly painted and lettered for saw mill use.
Saw Dust Extractor No 1 Saw Mills
General exterior view of saw dust extractor outside saw mills, showing two cyclone extractors discharging into two open wagons and No
0322EX, 7 plank open, diagram 48, in the foreground newly painted and lettered for saw mill use.
Plan of Lowestoft.
Copy of undated Ordnance Survey plan of Lowestoft, Oulton Broad and Carlton Colville showing railways and the principal roads and
waterways in outline. Possibly prepared to illustrate current bus routes.
Concrete Brake Van showing Damaged Corners, Temple Mills.
Three quarter close up of left hand lower end of concrete goods brake showing lower corner chipped and deterioration above the coupling
hook. No 158355 built of ferro concrete on steel underframe at Temple Mills in 1929.
Concrete Brake Van showing Damaged Corners, Temple Mills.
Almost broadside close up of left hand lower end of concrete goods brake showing lower corner chipped and deterioration above the coupling
hook. No 158355 built of ferro concrete with steel underframe at Temple Mills in 1929.
Concrete Brake Van showing Damaged Corners, Temple Mills.
Almost broadside close up of right hand lower end of concrete goods brake showing lower corner chipped and deterioration above the
coupling hook. No 158355 built of ferro concrete with steel underframe at Temple Mills in 1929.
Essex Regiment Crest-‘Eagle’.
Three quarter left hand view of a cast eagle on small plinth. Reproduced from photograph.
Essex Regiment Crest-‘Eagle’.
Broadside view of a cast eagle on small plinth. Reproduced from photograph.
Essex Regiment Crest-‘Eagle’.
Broadside view of a cast eagle on small plinth. Reproduced from photograph. Similar to SX1699.
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Essex Regiment Crest-‘Eagle’.
Broadside view of painted crest showing eagle on a small plinth with curved name plate below inscribed 'The Essex Regiment'. The eagle's head
faces to the left.
Essex Regiment Crest-‘Eagle’.
Broadside view of painted crest showing eagle on a small plinth with curved name plate below inscribed 'The Essex Regiment'. The eagle's head
faces to the right.
Engine No 2858 Essex Regiment.
B17 class 4-6-0 No 2858 The Essex Regiment at March MPD built Darlington in 5.36. Left hand three quarter view of engine and LNER
standard tender.
Engine No 2858 Essex Regiment.
B17 class 4-6-0 No 2858 The Essex Regiment at March MPD built Darlington in 5.36. Left hand three quarter view of engine and LNER
standard tender. Similar to SX1703.
Engine No 2858 Essex Regiment.
B17 class 4-6-0 No 2858 The Essex Regiment at March MPD built Darlington in 5.36. Left hand three quarter view of engine and LNER
standard tender. Similar to SX1703 and SX1704 but more from the front.
Engine No 2858 Essex Regiment.
B17 class 4-6-0 No 2858 The Essex Regiment at March MPD built Darlington in 5.36. Left hand three quarter view of engine and LNER
standard tender. Similar to SX1705.
Engine No 8509.
B12/3 class 4-6-0 No 8509 at Stratford built 4.13, as rebuilt to B12/3 in 4.35. Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender in green livery
with hand holes on firebox casing instead of washout plugs. Withdrawn as 1509 in 10.48.
Engine No 1708.
B12/3 class 4-6-0 No 8509 at Stratford built 4.13, as rebuilt to B12/3 in 4.35. Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender in green livery
with hand holes on firebox casing instead of washout plugs. Withdrawn as 1509 in 10.48. Same as SX1707.
Pressure Controlled Speed Regulators-Copies.
Photographic copy of a page from Information Sheet 450-47 issued by Igranic describing the application and function of a diaphragm type
pressure regulator for use with self acting starters for the control of compressors and pumps.
Pressure Controlled Speed Regulators-Copies.
Photographic copy of a page from Leaflet No 690 issued by Igranic describing the application and function of a diaphragm type pressure
regulator for use with self acting starters for the control of compressors and pumps. An unnumbered page with figure 1.
Pressure Controlled Speed Regulators-Copies.
Photographic copy of part of page 3 from Leaflet No 690 issued by Igranic describing the application and function of a diaphragm type pressure
regulator for use with self acting starters for the control of compressors and pumps, showing figure 2.
Pressure Controlled Speed Regulators-Copies.
Photographic copy of page 3 from Leaflet No 690 issued by Igranic describing the application and function of a diaphragm type pressure
regulator for use with self acting starters for the control of compressors and pumps showing figure 2 and text.
Pressure Controlled Speed Regulators-Copies.
Photographic copy of page 2 from Leaflet No 690 issued by Igranic describing the application and function of a diaphragm type pressure
regulator for use with self acting starters for the control of compressors and pumps showing text.
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Pressure Controlled Speed Regulators-Copies
Couplings for Carriages.
Broadside view showing in detail the coupling between a covered goods van and an open wagon equipped with an Instanter coupling and
Vacuum brake pipes which are above wagon coupling. Applied to wagons not carriages.
Couplings for Carriages.
Broadside view showing in detail part of a screw coupling between two unidentified vehicles and coupled Vacuum brake pipes passing below
screw coupling.
Couplings for Carriages.
Broadside view showing in detail the coupling between a covered van and an open carriage truck equipped a screw coupling and coupled
Vacuum brake pipes passing beneath.
Couplings for Carriages.
Broadside view showing in detail the coupling between a covered van and an open carriage truck equipped with a screw coupling and coupled
Vacuum brake pipes passing beneath. Similar to SX1717 but from a slightly higher viewpoint indicating that one vehicle had a steam heat pipe.
Couplings for Carriages
Couplings for Carriages.
Broadside view showing in detail the coupling between a covered van and an open carriage truck equipped with a screw coupling and coupled
Vacuum brake pipes passing beneath. Similar to SX1717 but from a slightly higher viewpoint indicating that one vehicle had a steam heat pipe.
Couplings for Carriages.
Broadside view showing in detail the coupling between a covered van and an open carriage truck equipped with a screw coupling. The Vacuum
brake pipes and steam heat pipes are also coupled, both passing beneath screw coupling.
Couplings for Carriages.
Broadside view showing in detail the coupling between two unidentified vehicles equipped with a screw coupling and Vacuum brake pipes at
same level as screw coupling. Applied to wagons not carriages.
Couplings for Carriages.
Close up view of part of screw coupling between two unidentified vehicles and a coupled Vacuum pipes passing beneath.
Engine No 2858 Essex Regiment.
B17 class 4-6-0 No 2858 The Essex Regiment at Stratford built Darlington in 5.36. Left hand broadside view of engine with short GER style
tender.
Engine No 2858 Essex Regiment.
B17 class 4-6-0 No 2858 The Essex Regiment at Stratford built Darlington in 5.36. Left hand three quarter view of engine with short GER style
tender.
Engine No 2858 Essex Regiment.
B17 class 4-6-0 No 2858 The Essex Regiment at Stratford built Darlington in 5.36. Left hand broadside view of engine with short GER style
tender. Similar to SX1724 but slightly different view point.
Engine No 2858 Essex Regiment.
B17 class 4-6-0 No 2858 The Essex Regiment at Stratford built Darlington in 5.36. Left hand three quarter view of engine with short GER style
tender. Similar to SX1725.
Seat 1st Corridor Coach showing Sagging.
View of underside of seat cushion placed on a trestle, with spiral springs uppermost, showing pronounced sagging.
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Seat 1st Corridor Coach showing Sagging.
View of seat cushion placed on a trestle, complete with upholstery uppermost, showing pronounced sagging.
Seat 1st Corridor Coach showing Sagging.
View of seat cushion placed on a trestle, with upholstery removed exposing the lining, showing pronounced sagging.
Seat 1st Corridor Coach showing Sagging.
View of underside of seat cushion placed on a trestle, with spiral springs uppermost, showing pronounced sagging. Very similar to SX1728.
Engine No 2810-Damage to Tyre of Driving Wheel.
Three quarter view of a pair of driving wheels with crank axles of class B17 engine No 2810 with a flaw to the left hand tyre flange marked in
chalk on the tread.
Engine No 2810-Damage to Tyre of Driving Wheel.
Three quarter view of a pair of driving wheels with crank axles of class B17 engine No 2810 with a flaw to the right hand tyre flange marked in
chalk on the tread.
Engine No 2810-Damage to Tyre of Driving Wheel. Close up of the driving wheel of class B17 engine No 2810 showing the flaw to the left hand
tyre flange marked in chalk on the tread.
Engine No 2810-Damage to Tyre of Driving Wheel.
Close up of the driving wheel of class B17 engine No 2810 showing the flaw to the right hand tyre flange marked in chalk on the tread.
Slotter No 2092, Machine Shop, Temple Mills.
Purchased in 1935, cost £405 10s, three quarter view of machine.
Circular Saw No 223, Coppersmiths Shop.
Purchased 1935, cost £35, three quarter view of machine.
Emery Grinder No 1028, Brass Foundry.
Purchased 1935, cost £179, three quarter view of machine with two grindstones.
Radial Drill 6" No 597, Boiler Shop.
Supplied by Kitchen & Wade in 1935, cost unknown, three quarter view of machine with tube plate in position, destroyed by enemy action 20
April 1941. Machine the same as No 599.
Radial Drill 4" No 595, Boiler Shop.
Supplied by Kitchen & Wade in 1935, cost £323, almost broadside view of machine, the same as No 596.
Drill No 8" 601, Boiler Shop.
Supplied by Kitchen & Wade in 1935, cost unknown, almost broadside view of machine, the same as No 600.
Planer No 708, Saw Mill No 1.
Purchased in 1935, cost £965 5s, three quarter view of machine.
Planer No 705, Saw Mill No 1.
Supplied by Wadkin in 1935, cost £475, three quarter view of machine and dust extracting ducts.
Pendulum Saw 32" No 738, Saw Mill No 1.
Purchased in 1935, cost £58 11s, three quarter view of machine cutting through batten.
Emery Grinder No 715, Saw Mill No 1.
Purchased in 1935, cost unknown, three quarter view of machine.
Tyre Heating Ring No 1234, Carriage Department Lifting shop.
Supplied by the Radiant Heating Co in 1935, general view of machine at workshop level, with wheel in place, the same as No1235.
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Varnish Pump No 1260, Carriage Department Paint Shop.
General view of machine at workshop level.
Axle Lathe No 1232, Carriage Department Lifting Shop.
Supplied by J. Lang in 1935, cost £820, almost broadside view of machine, transferred to Gorton in June 1940, returned January 1943.
Single Tyre Borer No 1233, Carriage Department Lifting Shop.
Supplied by Webster, Bennett in 1935, cost 1096 10s, three quarter view of machine.
Lathe No 133, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Purchased in 1935, cost £586 14s, three quarter view of machine.
Lathe No 161, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Purchased in 1935, cost £420 1s, broadside view of machine, transferred to Darlington 20 November 1940, returned March 1943. Machine the
same as Nos 162 & 163.
Lathe No 38, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Purchased in 1935, cost unknown, three quarter view of machine.
Lathe No 37, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by Alfred Herbert Ltd, Coventry in 1935, cost £936 1 11d, almost broadside view of machine.
Lathe No 10, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Purchased in 1935, cost £701, three quarter view of machine.
Lathe No 158, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Purchased in 1935, cost £310 2 6d, three quarter view of machine, transferred to Darlington 20 November 1940, returned March 1943.
Grinder No 82, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Made by Churchill and purchased in 1934, cost £1234 5s. Pendulum grinder for motion links, almost broadside view of machine.
Brass Cleaner No 66, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Purchased in 1935, cost £69 10s, three quarter end view of machine.
Slotter No 200, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Purchased in 1935, cost £402 5s, three quarter view of machine, the same as No 199.
Slotter No 198, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by Kitchen & Wade in 1935, cost 615 10s, three quarter view of machine.
Drill No 24, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Purchased in 1935, cost £277 17 6d, three quarter view of machine shown set up boring a valve spindle guide, machine the same as No 9.
Boring Machine No 120, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by Geo Richards & Co Ltd, Manchester in 1935, cost £1185 10s, three quarter view of machine.
Milling Machine No 102, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Vertical type, supplied by Archdale in 1935, cost £601 5s, three quarter view of machine.
Journal Grinding Machine No 504, Locomotive Wheel Shop.
Supplied by Churchill in 1935, cost £2370, broadside view of machine.
Crank Pin Re-turning Machine No 506, Locomotive Wheel Shop.
Purchased 1935, cost £499, three quarter end view of machine with engine driving wheelset in position for crank axle bearings with split tool
holder assembled around bearing.
Lathe No 500, Locomotive Wheel Shop.
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Purchased in 1935, cost £725, three quarter view of machine with straight locomotive axle between centres.
Refrigerator Wagon No 901619.
End three quarter view taken at Temple Mills of LNER insulated ferry wagon 28ft 11ins 14 tons No 901619 showing plain end with ladder to
roof for access. Fitted with dual brakes and screw couplings and converted from diagram 6 Italian refrigerator wagon.
Refrigerator Wagon No 901619.
Broadside view taken at Temple Mills of LNER insulated ferry wagon 28ft 11ins 14 tons No 901619 with brakesmans cabin at right hand end.
Fitted with dual brakes and screw couplings and converted from diagram 6 Italian refrigerator wagon.
Refrigerator Wagon No 901619.
End three quarter view taken at Temple Mills of LNER insulated ferry wagon 28ft 11ins 14 tons No 901619 with brakesmans cabin at near end.
Fitted with dual brakes and screw couplings and converted from diagram 6 Italian refrigerator wagon.
3 Ton Hand Crane No 21 Accident to Workman Carriage Dept
General view of 3 ton hand crane No 21 standing outside carriage shops. The securing clamps at the rear of the crane are in place and the
crane hook is attached to the frame of a wagon turntable which had been partly lifted. Good crane detail, allocated to Loco Works and the
weight box has been permanently fixed in the lifting position.
3 Ton Hand Crane No 21 Accident to Workman Carriage Dept
General view of 3 ton hand crane No 21 standing outside carriage shops. The securing clamps at the rear of the crane are in place and the
crane hook is attached to the frame of a wagon turntable which had been partly lifted. Good crane detail, allocated to Loco Works and the
weight box has been permanently fixed in the lifting position.
Refrigerator Wagon No 901618.
Nearly broadside view taken at Temple Mills of LNER insulated ferry wagon 28ft 11ins 14 tons No 901618 with brakesmans platform at left
hand end. Fitted with dual brakes and screw couplings and converted from diagram 6 Italian refrigerator wagon.
Refrigerator Wagon No 901618.
Broadside view taken at Temple Mills of LNER insulated ferry wagon 28ft 11ins 14 tons No 901618 with brakesmans platform at right hand end.
Fitted with dual brakes and screw couplings and converted from diagram 6 Italian refrigerator wagon.
Pneumatic Riveter Boiler Shop-Method of Operation.
Close up view of a boilermaker, wearing goggles, using a pneumatic riveter on stay heads on the side of a firebox. Strong human interest, boiler
making epitomised!
Pneumatic Riveter Boiler Shop-Method of Operation.
View of boilermaker using a pneumatic riveter to rivet over stay heads on the side of an N7 firebox.
Cross Cutting and Trenching Machine 18" No 742, Saw Mill No 1.
Purchased 1935, cost £82 3 5d, three quarter view of machine.
Cross Cutting and Trenching Machine 18" No 742, Saw Mill No 1.
Purchased 1935, cost £82 3 5d, three quarter view of machine, similar to SX1775.
Nut Testing Machine Test House.
Almost broadside view of machine.
Subject unknown
Bin, Carriage Department-Accident while Lifting with Hydraulic Jack.
General view in yard of a two sided enclosure made of old plates on a base, fitted with a flat bench. Surrounded by assorted debris of broken
wooden props and tools. Workshops in background and a capstan.
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Bin, Carriage Department-Accident while Lifting with Hydraulic Jack.
Side view of a two sided enclosure made of old plates on a base, showing one side bearing the chalk message 'Do Not Touch'. Surrounded by
assorted debris of broken wooden props and tools. Workshops in background and part view of wagons.
Bin, Carriage Department-Accident while Lifting with Hydraulic Jack.
End view of a two sided enclosure made of old plates on a base, showing the second side. Surrounded by assorted debris of broken wooden
props and tools. Workshops in background.
Hydraulic Extractor for Cylinder Piston Valve Sleeves, Erecting Shop.
View of extractor, suspended from a gantry, being operated at the front end of an engine. The piston rod pulled on 'dogs' inserted into slots at
the back of the sleeve. (Note from J.A. Gardner-if this did not work you had to cut through the sleeve with a cold chisel).
Magnetic Test for Locomotive Wheels, Axles and Cranks.
Details unknown, shows locomotive crank axle and wheels with (presumably) electromagnet above with extended pole pieces placed in top of
each wheel. Workman appears to be holding a piece of apparatus against the left hand outer crank web.
Subject unknown
Vice for Connecting Rods, Fitting Shop.
Close up view. Questionable-possibly a grinding machine.
Wagon No 354 Draw Bar Hook Showing Fracture (Groby Granite Co).
General broadside view of wagon drawbar hook fractured at end.
Subject unknown
Wagon No 354 Draw Bar Hook Showing Fracture (Groby Granite Co).
Close up of fractured end of drawbar hook.
Carriage Sidings, Stratford, Puddles.
View taken at waist height between two rows of carriages showing very rough and uneven ground and puddles. No positively identified stock.
Carriage Sidings, Stratford, Puddles.
View taken at waist height in carriage sidings showing very rough and uneven ground, puddles and lengths of hose. No identifiable stock.
Profile Recorder for Tyres-Stratford
Ambulance Competition 1937 Stratford
Ambulance Competition 1937 Stratford
Ambulance Competition 1937 Stratford
Vice for Connecting Rods, Fitting Shop.
Close up view. Questionable-possibly a grinding machine.
Ladle, Iron Foundry.
Close up view of safety clip on side of ladle which prevents the ladle rotating when being lifted, etc.
Damage to Crosshead on Engine No 8541.
Close up view of a detached crosshead of class B12 engine No 8541 showing extensive damage to the cast component.
Damage to Crosshead on Engine No 8541

18.11.36

Damage to Crosshead on Engine No 8541.
Close up view of a detached crosshead of class B12 engine No 8541 showing extensive damage to the cast component.
Camping Coaches-Exterior
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Camping Coaches-Interior
Camping Coaches-Interior
Camping Coaches-Interior
Camping Coaches-Interior
Camping Coaches-Interior
Water Softening Plant, Ipswich Exterior.
General view of complete plant, located north of engine depot. Cylindrical tank, with access ladder, mounted on concrete superstructure
housing the stores, with pump and tank house to the right hand side. Siding in foreground serves the overhead waste discharge pipe. Wagon
works building in the left background and Croft Street in right background.
Water Softening Plant, Ipswich Exterior.
General view of complete plant, located north of engine depot. Cylindrical tank, with access ladder, mounted on concrete superstructure
housing the stores, with pump and tank house to the right hand side. Siding in foreground serves the overhead waste discharge pipe. Wagon
works building in the left background and Croft Street in right background. Similar view to SX1802.
Water Softening Plant, Ipswich Interior Tank House.
Interior of pump and tank house which adjoined the plant, used for mixing the chemicals used to soften the incoming water.
Water Softening Plant, Ipswich Interior Stores.
Interior of stores, situated beneath the tank, with a stack of bagged chemicals and weighing machine in background.
Water Softening Plant, Ipswich Interior Stores.
Interior of stores, situated beneath the tank, and looking in opposite direction to SX1805 and showing stacks of bagged chemicals and sack
barrow.
Water Softening Plant, Ipswich Interior Pump House.
Interior of pump house showing upper part of building and the machinery for mixing the softening plant chemicals.
Water Softening Plant, Ipswich Interior Pump House.
Interior of pump house on opposite side of plant to that shown in SX1804. Details of machinery made by Kennicott Water Softener Co Ltd for
mixing the softening plant chemicals.
Water Softening Plant, Parkeston Exterior.
General view of complete plant, located at rear of engine shed. Cylindrical tank, with access ladder, mounted on a low concrete superstructure,
with a separate brick pump and tank house with asbestos roof on the right hand side.
Water Softening Plant, Parkeston Exterior.
General view of complete plant, located at rear of engine shed. Cylindrical tank, with access ladder, mounted on a low concrete superstructure,
with a separate brick pump and tank house with asbestos roof on the right hand side. Similar to SX1810.
Water Softening Plant, Parkeston Exterior.
Exterior view of plant with brick built pump and tank house in foreground and the end of the engine shed with built in water tank behind the
softener plant tank.
Water Softening Plant, Parkeston Interior.
Interior of pump and tank house showing details of the machinery made by Kennicott Water Softener Co Ltd for mixing the softening plant
chemicals.
Water Softening Plant, Parkeston. Interior of pump and tank house showing details of the machinery made by Kennicott Water Softener Co
Ltd for mixing the softening plant chemicals. Similar to SX1812.
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Water Softening Plant, Stratford Interior Press House.
Detail of the hand operated press for extracting surplus water from the sludge arising from the process of water softening and before discharge
from the plant.
Water Softening Plant, Stratford Interior Pump House.
Interior of pump house showing details of the electrically driven pumping equipment.
Water Softening Plant, Stratford Interior Chemical House.
View of the chemical house showing the mixing tanks and associated machinery and portable weigh bridge for measuring the chemicals.
Water Softening Plant, Stratford Exterior.
General view of complete softening plant, with cylinder positioned at ground level, with elevated reinforced concrete press house at the rear,
pump hose in the foreground and the chemical house at the right.
Water Softening Plant, Stratford Exterior.
General view of complete softening plant, with cylinder positioned at ground level, with elevated reinforced concrete press house at the rear,
pump hose in the foreground and the chemical house at the right. Similar view to SX1817.
Model Layout for Running Department.
Copy of a diagram shows the theoretical or ideal layout for a locomotive shed and associated facilities including water softening plant, turntable,
ash plant and coaling plant.
Water Softening Plant, Spitalfields Liverpool Street-Chemical Room.
General interior view of chemical room and mixing plant, installed on floor of viaduct arch No 8 at Spitalfields. This was formerly part of the
horse infirmary and is a section of the original ECR viaduct into Shoreditch Station.
Water Softening Plant, Spitalfields Liverpool Street-Chemical Room.
General interior view of chemical room and mixing plant, installed on floor of viaduct arch No 8 at Spitalfields. This was formerly part of the
horse infirmary and is a section of the original ECR viaduct into Shoreditch Station. Similar view to SX1820 but taken closer to equipment and
providing more details of the Permutit chemical mixing plant and pumping equipment.
Water Softening Plant, Spitalfields Liverpool Street Press House.
Interior of press house which was in an elevated position above the arch housing the chemical room and mixing plant. Details of the hand
operated press for extracting surplus water from the sludge arising from the process of water softening and the collecting trough below.
Water Softening Plant, Spitalfields Liverpool Street.
Exterior view of softening plant taken at viaduct level. Base of cylindrical plant mounted on concrete superstructure (out of sight), the elevated
press house at the left with access steps. A former GER locomotive coal wagon stands beneath to receive sludge from press equipment above.
Roof of former ECR engine house seen between press house and plant.
Water Softening Plant, Spitalfields Liverpool Street.
Exterior view of softening plant taken in motor transport yard at ground level and formerly the horse infirmary. Cylinder mounted on concrete
base, viaduct at left, beneath which is the arch accommodating the chemical room.
Walschaert Valve Gear 3 Cylinder Engine.
Photographic copy of a plan showing an outline elevation and plan of the Walschaert valve gear for 3 cylinder engines incorporating the Gresley
Patent inside valve gear.
Walschaert Valve Gear 3 Cylinder Engine.
Photographic copy of a plan showing an outline elevation and plan of the Walschaert valve gear for 3 cylinder engines incorporating the Gresley
Patent inside valve gear. Same photograph number but a different photographic copy of the same plan.
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Engine in Archway Coronation.
Engine class D15 No 8873 standing in the entrance to Stratford Works erecting shop decorated for the coronation of George VI in 1937. Flags
are attached to the smokebox with a cast coat of arms mounted below and a 4 headlamp code; the arch has been whitewashed and shields and
flags adorn the front of the offices.
Plan of Works Route for Show Round.
Photograph of a plan of the Old Works showing outline of buildings on which has been marked the route for guided tours. These started at No
2 Gate Angel Lane and finished at No 3 Gate Leyton Road, visiting all the principal shops but not the offices.
Engine No 8553.
B12/3 class 4-6-0 No 8553 at Stratford built W. Beardmore & Co. Glasgow 12.20 (Works No 147). Right hand three quarter view of engine
and tender ex works in green livery with white cab roof following rebuilding in 5.37. Hand holes in firebox casing. Withdrawn as 61553 in 8.58.
Engine no 8553.
B12/3 class 4-6-0 No 8553 at Stratford built W. Beardmore & Co. Glasgow 12.20 (Works No 147). Left hand three quarter view of engine and
tender ex works in green livery with white cab roof following rebuilding in 5.37. Hand holes in firebox casing. Withdrawn as 61553 in 8.58.
Engine No 8253.
J19/2 class 0-6-0 No 8253 at Stratford built 10.20. Left hand three quarter view of engine and tender with single Gresley anti-vacuum valve
following rebuilding on 10.36. Withdrawn as 64673 in 8.62.
Engine NO 7226
Engine 8820 off the Road at High Meads.
General view of class D16 engine No 8820 derailed and on its side lying parallel to the running lines west of High Meads signal box.
Engine 8820 off the Road at High Meads.
Front view of class D16 engine No 8820 derailed and on its side parallel to the running lines west of High Meads signal box. Signal box in
background left and Stratford carriage sidings at the right.
Tube Tester No 1189, Boiler Tube Shop.
Supplied by Berry & Co in 1936, cost £220, three quarter view of machine with a tube in position undergoing a hydraulic pressure test.
Tube Saw No 1185, Boiler Tube Shop.
Supplied by Nobel & Son, Ltd in 1936, cost £254 12s, general view with tube being cut. For superheater tubes, mechanism to separate one tube
from bundle to feed machine shown.
Screwing Machine No 1200, Boiler Tube Shop.
Supplied by J. Holroyd & Co in 1936, cost £421 5s, general view of machine.
Grinder No 1188, Boiler Tube Shop.
Supplied by F.E. Rowland & Co in 1936, cost £220, three quarter view of machine.
Drop Stamps No 411, Loco Smithy.
Three quarter view of stamps with background detail.
Capstan Lathe No 1250, Brass Finishing Shop.
Purchased in 1936, cost unknown, three quarter view of machine.
Vertical Milling Machine No 312, Tool Shop.
Supplied by the Gorton Machine Co in 1936, cost £763 8 6d, three quarter view of machine.
Drill 13" No 165, Chemical Laboratory.
Supplied by Pollard & Co in 1936, cost £36 15s, general view of a small pillar drill.
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Drill No 2100, Machine Shop.
Supplied by Alfred Herbert Ltd, Coventry, c.1936, cost unknown, three quarter view of machine.
Cold Saw No 428, Boiler Shop.
Supplied by Nobel & Lund in 1936, cost £387 7 4d, three quarter view of machine.
Horizontal Drill No 592, Boiler Shop.
Supplied by Kendall & Wade in 1936, cost c. £760. General view of machine in use on flanged boiler plates for drilling flanges with specially
adapted support table.
Pipe Screwing Machine No 970, Millwrights Shop.
Supplied by Buck & Hickman in 1936, cost £77 6 6d, broadside view of machine.
Radial Drill No 138, Locomotive Machine shop.
Supplied by Kendall & Gent in 1936, cost unknown, three quarter view of machine showing manifold set up for drilling. Transferred to Gorton
in November 1940.
Radial Drill No 127, Locomotive Machine shop.
Supplied by Kendall & Gent in 1936, cost unknown, general view of machine with a cylinder casting in place.
Capstan Lathe No 134, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by Alfred Herbert Ltd, Coventry in 1935, cost unknown, three quarter view of machine.
Turret Lathe No 135, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Purchased in 1935, cost unknown, three quarter view of machine.
Lathe No 123, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by Graham & Normanton in 1936, cost 523 17s, broadside view of machine with screen behind.
Lathe No 124, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by the Colchester Lathe Co in 1936, cost £75, three quarter view of machine with screen behind.
Milling Machine No 144, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by Archdale in 1937, cost 789 7s, three quarter view of machine with screen behind.
Milling Machine No 244, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by Kendall & Gent, cost £1123 15s, three quarter view of machine with screen behind.
Shaper No 246, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by Butler in 1936, cost unknown, nearly broadside view of machine with screen behind.
Slotter 10" No 245, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by Butler in 1936, cost unknown, broadside view of machine.
Grinder No 710, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied c.1936, cost unknown, three quarter view of machine with 5 grinding heads. Water box with taps above wheels, probably for grinding
carbide tools.
Grinder No 1237, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied c.1936, cost unknown, three quarter view of machine.
Wheel Lathe No 1236, Carriage Department Machine Shop.
Supplied c.1936, cost unknown, three quarter view of machine with disc wheelset in place.
Hack Saw No ? Loco Machine Shop.
Three quarter view of machine with electric motor under.
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Shaper No 246, Carriage Department Machine Shop.
Supplied by Butler in 1936, cost unknown, three quarter view of axleboxes being machined.
Slotter No 807, Carriage Department Machine Shop.
Supplied by Butler in 1936, cost £466 10s, three quarter view of machine.
Screwing Machine Double Head No 813, Carriage Department Machine Shop.
Supplied by J. Heap & Co in 1936, cost unknown, three quarter view of machine.
Planing Machine No 604, Boiler Shop.
Purchased in 1907, cost £1018, three quarter end view showing method of planing on Craven Wheel Lathe Bed.
Planing Machine No 604, Boiler Shop.
Purchased in 1907, cost £1018, three quarter view of machine showing method of planing on Craven Wheel Lathe Bed. This is being machined
to true it up, it is resting on the floor besides the planer with the tool slide detached and mounted on the bed, a 'millwright' job.
Number deleted, see No 1825
Water Softener Stratford-Corrosion of Pipe.
End view of a cut section of pipe standing on the ground showing an appreciable amount of internal corrosion.
Water Softener Stratford-Corrosion of Pipe.
End view of a cut section of pipe standing on the ground showing an appreciable amount of internal corrosion
A.R.P. Anti-Gas Outfit Mr Chilvers GERMI.
Man (Mr Chilvers?) posed standing to attention in an anti gas outfit comprising rubberised coat, trousers, boots, gloves and a canvas valise, with
another man in background in warehouse coat. Taken at the Mechanics Institute.
A.R.P. Anti-Gas Outfit Mr Chilvers GERMI.
Man (Mr Chilvers?) posed standing to attention in anti gas outfit comprising gas mask, rubberised cape, coat, trousers, boots, gloves and a canvas
valise. Taken at the Mechanics Institute.
A.R.P. Anti-Gas Outfit Mr Chilvers GERMI.
Group of 13 men posed in anti gas outfit comprising rubberised cape, coat, trousers, boots gloves and a canvas valise with another man in a
warehouse coat. Taken in the gymnasium at the Mechanics Institute.
Subject unknown
ARP Anti-Gas Lecture Poster.
A copy of a plan showing a diagrammatic layout of a substantial ARP post comprising a dozen rooms to deal with wounded, gassed and
contaminated personnel.
A.R.P. Anti-Gas Posters.
Copy of anti-gas instructional diagram No 3 issued by the Home Office for use in ARP lectures giving details of the volume of air breathed in
litres per minute and a diagram describing blood circulation around the body.
A.R.P. Anti-Gas Posters.
Copy of a poster entitled Chart Expressing Graphically British Casualty Waves Resulting from Lung Irritants & Vesicant Gasses showing statistics
covering the period August 1916 to November 1918.
A.R.P. Anti-Gas Posters.
Copy of a lecture poster entitled Typical Air Bomb showing a sectional view of a 50lb bomb and its main components.
A.R.P. Anti-Gas Posters.
Copy of a lecture poster entitled Typical Air Bomb showing a sectional view of a 50lb bomb and its main components.
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Turntable at Norwich.
General view of turntable, looking westwards towards goods station, Norwich Goods Yard signal box in left background and main goods yard in
centre. Turntable built by Cowan, Sheldon & Co. of 70ft diameter and with power drive.
Turntable at Norwich.
Detail of end of 70ft turntable showing carrying wheels, turning gear control box, table brake and vacuum hose for coupling to engine to provide
power for turning. Turntable built by Cowan, Sheldon Co.
Engine No 8547.
B12/3 class 4-6-0 No 8547 at Stratford built W. Beardmore & Co, Glasgow 9.20 (Works No 141). Right hand three quarter view of engine and
tender following rebuilding in 7.37. Withdrawn as 61547 in 10.58.
Photograph date given as 1.1.38 but in view of clean state more c.7.37 is more likely.
Engine No 8547.
B12/3 class 4-6-0 No 8547 at Stratford built W. Beardmore & Co, Glasgow 9.20 (Works No 141). Left hand three quarter view of engine and
tender following rebuilding in 7.37. Withdrawn as 61547 in 10.58.
Photograph date given as 1.1.38 but in view of clean state more c.7.37 is more likely.
Boiler Showing Position of Accident to Mr Younger.
View of underside of locomotive boiler within a corrugated clad building. It is lying on its side on the floor with lifting tackle in place around
boiler at the firebox end.
Pump in Boiler House Stratford Printing Works.
General view of small steam driven pump with two cylinders in corner of building, driving an elevated shaft.
Pump in Boiler House Stratford Printing Works.
Close up of left hand cylinder of pump and part of piston rod, as seen in SX1882.
Convertor 70 Ton (Steel) on Wagon 2907 for Train Ferry Transport.
Broadside view taken at Parkeston of 70 tons 54ft 6ins Weltrol K No 2907 Trolley wagon loaded with a hollow forged converter made by the
English Steel Corporation Ltd for conveyance to Italy via Harwich-Zeebrugge train ferry. Wagon built by the NER.
Convertor 70 Ton (Steel) on Wagon 2907 for Train Ferry Transport.
Broadside view taken at Parkeston of 70 tons 54ft 6ins Weltrol K No 2907 Trolley wagon loaded with a hollow forged converter made by the
English Steel Corporation Ltd for conveyance to Italy via Harwich-Zeebrugge train ferry. Wagon built by the NER. Similar view to SX1884.
Convertor 70 Ton (Steel) on Wagon 2907 for Train Ferry Transport.
Broadside view taken at Parkeston of 70 tons 54ft 6ins Weltrol K No 2907 Trolley wagon loaded with a hollow forged converter made by the
English Steel Corporation Ltd for conveyance to Italy via Harwich-Zeebrugge train ferry. Wagon built by the NER. Similar view to SX1884.
Motion Plate Showing Fracture Eng No 8573.
B12/3 class 4-6-0 No 8573, view of motion plate, removed for inspection, with a fracture. Engine in shops between 23.2.38 to 3.3.38 for a light
repair, reason unknown.
Motion Plate Showing Fracture Eng No 8573.
B12/3 class 4-6-0 No 8573, close up of fracture in motion plate, removed for inspection. Engine in shops between 23.2.38 to 3.3.38 for a light
repair, reason unknown.
Insulation of Insulator Container LM202.
Interior view taken at Temple Mills of the inside end of container LM202, showing insulation detached from sides.
Insulation of Insulator Container LM202.
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Interior view taken at Temple Mills of the inside of container LM202, showing insulation detached from sides and views of the meat hooks
suspended from horizontal rails.
Insulation of Insulator Container LM202.
Interior view taken at Temple Mills of the inside of container LM202, showing insulation detached from sides and views of the meat hooks
suspended from horizontal rails. Similar to SX1890.
Insulation of Insulator Container LM202.
Interior view taken at Temple Mills of the inside end of container LM202, showing insulation detached from sides. A more general view than
SX1889.
NEGATIVE MISSING
Insulation of Insulator Container LM202.
Interior view taken at Temple Mills of the inside of container LM202, showing insulation detached from sides and views of the meat hooks
suspended from horizontal rails. A clearer view than SX1891.
Ambulance Competition Mechanics Institute.
Interior of the gymnasium equipped with a long low timber platform, wicket exit gate and dummy track on the floor to portray a station
platform. Men are tending a 'patient' on the platform.
Ambulance Competition Mechanics Institute.
Interior of the gymnasium equipped with a long low timber platform, wicket exit gate and dummy track on the floor to portray a station
platform.
A.R.P. Anti-Gas Posters.
Man dressed in an anti gas outfit comprising rubberised coat, trousers, boots, gloves and a canvas valise standing casually and holding a gas mask.
Taken in the gymnasium at the Mechanics Institute.
Water Gauge Recorder, Stratford.
Copy of a circular pre printed gauge chart to record the liquid level for a 24 hour period; without readings.
Water Gauge Recorder, Stratford.
Copy of a circular pre printed gauge chart to record the water pressure for a 24 hour period, without readings.
Water Gauge Recorder, Stratford.
Copy of a circular pre printed gauge chart recording the liquid level for the 24 hour period 3 April 1938.
Water Gauge Recorder, Stratford.
Copy of a circular pre printed gauge chart recording the liquid level for an unspecified 24 hour period.
Damaged Crosshead Engine No 8253.
Broadside view of crosshead removed from engine class J19 engine No 8253 to show unspecified damage.
Damaged Crosshead Engine No 8253.
Three quarter view of crosshead removed from engine class J19 engine No 8253 to show unspecified damage.
Coaling Plant Norwich.
View looking west of coaling plant showing end of main bunker, with 250 tons capacity, and the adjoining concrete structure housing the wagon
tippler. Bunker fed by 30cwt capacity skip hauled up the right hand face of the bunker from the underground hopper.
Coaling Plant Norwich.
Three quarter view of plant from the south east with the main running lines in background. Details of main bunker and access ladders to plant
room at top, wagon tippler house at the rear. Part of water column at the left, B17 class engine No 2813 under the hopper.
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Coaling Plant Norwich.
Three quarter view of plant from the south west with the main running lines in background. Details of main bunker and plant room at top,
wagon tippler house at the rear.
Coaling Plant Norwich.
Three quarter view of plant from the south east with the main running lines in background. Details of main bunker and access ladders to plant
room at top, wagon tippler house at the rear. Part of water column at the left, B17 engine 2813 under hopper. Similar to SX1904.
Lubricating Swabs-Various District Stations.
Photograph of a board on which are mounted 5 different named lubricating swabs for locomotives used in the Neasden District.
Lubricating Swabs-Various District Stations.
Photograph of a board on which are mounted 4 different named lubricating swabs for locomotives used in the Sheffield District.
Lubricating Swabs-Various District Stations.
Photograph of a board on which are mounted 6 different named lubricating swabs for locomotives used in the Ipswich District.
Lubricating Swabs-Various District Stations.
Photograph of a board on which are mounted 3 different named lubricating swabs for locomotives used in the Norwich and Stratford Districts.

4.38

Lubricating Swabs-Various District Stations.
Photograph of a board on which are mounted 4 different named lubricating swabs for locomotives used in the Doncaster District (Mexboro).
Lubricating Swabs-Various District Stations.
Photograph of a board on which are mounted 3 different named lubricating swabs for locomotives used in the Kings Cross and Doncaster
Districts.
Lubricating Swabs-Various District Stations.
Photograph of a board on which are mounted 2 different named lubricating swabs for locomotives used in the Colwick District.
Lubricating Swabs-Various District Stations.
Photograph of a board on which are mounted 8 different named lubricating swabs for locomotives used in the Ardsley District.
Lubricating Swabs-Various District Stations.
Photograph of a board on which are mounted 4 different named lubricating swabs for locomotives used in the Lincoln District.
Vestibule of Composite Coach No 63669-Accident to Workman.
End elevation of 50ft composite, built as GER No 757 in March 1912 to diagram 235, LNER No 63669. Details of body end and end vestibule,
buffing and drawgear and some interior detail of corridor.
Vestibule of Composite Coach No 63669-Accident to Workman.
Three quarter end elevation of 50ft composite, built as GER No 757 in March 1912 to diagram 235, LNER No 63669. Details of end vestibule,
headstock and details of corner of body.
Vestibule of Composite Coach No 63669-Accident to Workman.
End elevation of 50ft composite, built as GER No 757 in March 1912 to diagram 235, LNER No 63669. Details of body end and end vestibule,
buffing and drawgear and some interior detail of corridor.
Water Gauge Recorder.
Copy of a circular pre printed gauge chart recording the liquid level for an unspecified 24 hour period.
Water Gauge Recorder.
Copy of a circular pre printed gauge chart recording the water pressure for an unspecified 24 hour period.
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Pouring Cylinder Casting-Iron Foundry.
View of a crucible, suspended from an overhead crane, being tipped by two men in the background, pouring molten iron into a pattern. A man
in the left foreground, appearing as a blurred image, is tending the operation.
Pouring Cylinder Casting-Iron Foundry.
View of almost emptied crucible, suspended from an overhead crane, being tipped by two men in the background, pouring molten iron into a
pattern. A man in the left foreground is tending the operation.
Suburban 3rd Interior No 62146.
GER 10 compartment suburban 3rd, No 112, LNER 60382 built December 1914 to diagram 428, converted June 1938 to diagram 462 with off
centre aisle down length of carriage, three quarter view through an open door showing seating.
Suburban 3rd Interior No 62146.
GER 10 compartment suburban 3rd, No 112, LNER 60382 built December 1914 to diagram 428, converted June 1938 to diagram 462 with off
centre aisle down length of carriage, broadside view through open door showing interior.
Suburban 3rd, Stratford.
Three quarter view of 54ft 10 compartment bogie suburban 3rd class carriage No 60382, built December 1914, GER No 112, to diagram 428.
Shown with 9 of the doors open to show interior before providing an off centre gangway down the length of the coach. Fitted with the
Westinghouse brake and electric lighting. Withdrawn May 1952, converted into Camping Coach No CC143.
Suburban 3rd-Conversion from Compartment to Open.
GER 10 compartment suburban 3rd, No 112, LNER 60382 built December 1914 to diagram 428, converted June 1938 to diagram 462 with off
centre aisle down length of carriage, interior view showing central aisle, luggage racks and seating.
Suburban 3rd-Conversion from Compartment to Open.
GER 10 compartment suburban 3rd, No 112, LNER 60382 built December 1914 to diagram 428, converted June 1938 to diagram 462 with off
centre aisle down length of carriage, interior view showing centre aisle, luggage racks and seating, similar to SX1927.
Suburban 3rd-Conversion from Compartment to Open.
GER 10 compartment suburban 3rd, No 112, LNER 60382 built December 1914 to diagram 428, converted June 1938 to diagram 462 with off
centre aisle down length of carriage, interior view showing detail of luggage racks, seating and the central partition.
Suburban 3rd-Conversion from Compartment to Open.
GER 10 compartment suburban 3rd, No 112, LNER 60382 built December 1914 to diagram 428, converted June 1938 to diagram 462 with off
centre aisle down length of carriage, interior view showing detail of luggage racks and end seating.
Carriage Lamps-Method of Shrouding.
Copy of full size sectional elevation of an electric carriage light, with 24 watt bulb, used in steam hauled stock showing the application of a
tinplate shroud to focus the illumination onto the floor.
Container Shop and Timber Stores Temple Mills.
Interior of Container Shop, Temple Mills Wagon Works, adjacent to Timber Stores. A line of 4 insulated containers visible mounted on
trolleys. No FM269 painted white in the foreground, showing all the writing on one side.
Container Shop and Timber Stores Temple Mills.
External view of Container Shop, Temple Mills, with Timber Stores on the left and part of gantry overhead. End of container FM269 and its
writing visible.
Container Shop and Timber Stores Temple Mills.
A similar view to SX1933 but taken further to the left to show the Timber Stores, gantry overhead and the Container Shop at the extreme
right.
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Tyre Borer No 523, Locomotive Wheel Shop.
Supplied by Craven in 1936, cost £3605, broadside view of machine; large head end sent to Gorton October 1940 and returned in April 1943.
Tyre Borer No 523, Locomotive Wheel Shop.
Supplied by Craven in 1936, cost £3605, broadside view of machine, similar to SX1935. Large head end sent to Gorton October 1940 and
returned in April 1943.
Lathe No 85, Tool Shop.
Supplied by J. Lang in 1937, cost £810 10s, three quarter view of machine.
Shaping Machine No 139, Locomotive Machine hop.
Supplied by Ormerod in 1937, cost £525, broadside view of machine with a 'double' shaper with two heads.
Tube Saw No 1186, Tube Shop.
Supplied by Voncher & Co in 1936, cost £100 4s, close up view of machine.
Portable Electric Welder No 1323, Engine Repair Shop.
Supplied by G.D. Peters in 1937, cost £93 11 9d, broadside view of machine mounted on 2 wheel trailer.
Bending Rolls No 605, Boiler Shop.
Supplied by H. Berry in 1936, cost £605, broadside view of machine.
Punch and Shears No 606, Boiler Shop.
Supplied by J.E. Bennie in 1936, cost £435, three quarter view of machine.
Planer No 315, Pattern Shop.
Supplied by Wadkin in 1937, cost £181 6 3d, three quarter view of woodworking machine.
Circular Saw No 945, Pattern Shop.
Supplied by Wadkin in 1937, cost £87 11s, three quarter view of machine.
Circular Saw No 316, Pattern Shop.
Supplied by Wadkin in 1937, cost £135 16 5d, three quarter view of machine.
Coaling Plant Southend Victoria.
End view of concrete coaling plant, looking north and away from station. The bunker appears to be fed by unloading the loco coal wagons at
right by a mechanical crane or grab, the haulage apparatus for hoisting the coal skips is seen behind a NBR coal wagon at the right.
Turntable, Southend
Decapod Engine No 20.
A55 class 0-10-0WT No 20 built 1.03 at Brentwood during trials in 1903. Right hand broadside view of engine taken in cutting.
Copied from c.1903 print 11.38
Decapod Engine No 20.
A55 class 0-10-0WT No 20 built 1.03. Copy of engine weight diagram No 12650-28 showing dimensions and weights.
Copied diagram 11.38
Decapod Engine No 20-General arrangement.
A55 class 0-10-0WT No 20 built 1.03. Copy of general arrangement drawing No 13039 dated 12.02 showing sectional side elevation and plan.
Main Steam Pipe to Cylinder Steam Chest.
Copy of a diagram showing the steam passages from the main steam pipe to the cylinder steam chest, with the flows of wet and superheated
steam defined.
Regulator Diagram.
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Copy of a print comprising 5 separate drawings showing regulator diagrams for varying settings depending on valve cut offs.
Superheater Elements and Flue Tube.
Copy of a print showing a sectional elevation of a superheater element and flue tube between firebox and smokebox and a diagram showing the
path of steam from wet state to superheated state.
Diagram of Atmospheric Pressure.
Copy of a diagram entitled Figure 3 with annotations to show the number of units of heat required to achieve 3 different results.
Steam Distribution in Locomotive Cylinders.
Copy of a diagram showing duration of valve events of steam distribution in locomotive cylinders in respect of full gear and 20% cut off.
Steam Engine Indicator.
Copy of a diagram showing a undimensioned sectional elevation of a steam engine indicator.
Workmens Check Cabinet-Carriage Department.
General view of front of wooden cabinet equipped with a pair of roller shutters containing numbered slots for workmens cards.
Workmens Check Cabinet-Carriage Department.
General view of front of wooden cabinet equipped with a pair of roller shutters containing numbered slots for workmens cards. Apparently the
same cabinet as SX1957 but with a different style of painted numerals.
Workmens Check Cabinet-Carriage Department.
General view of front of wooden cabinet equipped with a pair of roller shutters containing numbered slots for workmens cards. Print too dark
to show any detail.
Workmens Check Cabinet-Carriage Department.
General view of front of wooden cabinet equipped with a pair of roller shutters containing numbered slots for workmens cards. A closer view
of cabinet than SX1957.
Axle Box Tender.
Posed view of a dismantled tender axlebox with underfed lubrication showing the lubricating keeps and swabs.
Axle Box Tender.
Posed view of a dismantled tender axlebox with underfed lubrication showing the axlebox body, detached front, bearing and slide.
Axle Box Tender.
Posed view of a tender axlebox with underfed lubrication showing the axlebox body assembled but with the bearing separate.
Axle Box N7.
Posed three quarter view of class N7 engine axlebox with split feed in assembled condition.
Axle Box N7.
Posed three quarter view of class N7 engine axlebox with controlling springs and centre feed dismantled into 6 components.
Number deleted from register
Axle Box N7.
Posed three quarter view of class N7 engine axlebox with side play in assembled condition.
Axle Box Bogie.
Posed three quarter view of bogie axlebox with withdrawable keeps in assembled condition and with swab.
Axle Box Split Feed.
Posed three quarter view of axlebox dismantled into 6 parts, including swab, showing split feed but not the connecting oil groove.
Axle Box Hot Journal.
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Broadside view of bearing from class N7 engine axlebox showing the result of a hot journal on the bearing metalling, with two broken
fragments.
Axle Box Hot Journal. Broadside view of bearing from class N7 engine axlebox showing the result of a hot journal on the bearing metalling; as
SX1970 but without the two fragments.
Axle Box Resultant Pressure on Journal.
Copy of a print showing five sets of end elevations of leading, driving and trailing wheel axleboxes for class B12 engines showing the resultant
pressures for 5 positions of the connecting rod cranks.
Axle Box Resultant Pressure on Journal.
Copy of a print showing four sets of end elevations of driving, intermediate and trailing wheel axleboxes for class B12 engines with 20% cut off
showing the resultant pressures for 4 positions of the connecting rod cranks.
Axle Box Resultant Pressure on Journal.
Copy of a print showing five sets of end elevations of driving, intermediate and trailing wheel axleboxes for class N7 engines showing the
resultant pressures for 5 positions of the connecting rod cranks.
Axle Box Resultant Pressure on Journal.
Copy of a print showing four sets of end elevations of leading, driving and trailing wheel axleboxes for class N7 engines with 20% cut off showing
the resultant pressures for 4 positions of the connecting rod cranks.
Axle Box Section Showing Split Feed.
Copy of a print showing a detailed sectional elevation of a class N7 axlebox showing a split feed.
Axle Box Section Showing Trailing Gutter.
Copy of a print showing a detailed sectional elevation of a class B12 axlebox showing a trailing gutter.
Axle Box Section Showing Telescopic Connection.
Copy of a print showing a sectional elevation of a telescopic connection to axlebox (class not specified) for journal lubrication for the driving
wheels.
Axle Box Diagram of Sloping Feed Type of Lubricator.
Copy of a diagram showing a part outline side elevation of class B12 engine with details superimposed of the sloping type feed of lubrication and
schedules of drawing numbers for axlebox and lubricator components.
Axle Box Section of Empire Mechanical Lubricator.
Copy of a print showing a sectional elevation of the Empire Mechanical Lubricator marked for class B1 engine.
Ambulance Competition Mechanics Institute.
Interior of room with dummy ambulance in the background with competitors tending a man on the floor, an adjudicator watches.
Ambulance Competition Mechanics Institute.
Interior of room with dummy ambulance in the background with competitors tending a man on the floor, an adjudicator watches. A variation of
SX1981.
Core Making Machine No 1026, Brass Foundry.
Purchased in 1930, cost £48, three quarter view of machine.
Core Making Machine No 1026, Brass Foundry.
Purchased in 1930, cost £48, three quarter view of machine.
Specimen of Lettering on Coaches for Electrification.
Part of a mock side elevation of an open carriage, with double sliding doors, showing light upper panels and the waist and below in a dark
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colour. The waist has LNER and 63812 written in unshaded Gill Sans characters.
Specimen of Lettering on Coaches for Electrification.
Part of a mock side elevation of an open carriage, with double sliding doors, showing light upper panels and the waist and below in a dark
colour. The characters LNER and 63812 are written in unshaded Gill Sans centrally of the lower panels.
Specimen of Lettering on Coaches for Electrification.
Part of a mock side elevation of an open carriage, with double sliding doors, showing light upper panels and the waist and below in a dark
colour. The waist has LNER and 63812 written in standard carriage stock shaded lettering.
Specimen of Lettering on Coaches for Electrification.
Part of a mock side elevation of an open carriage, with double sliding doors, showing light upper panels and the waist and below in a dark
colour. The characters LNER and 63812 are written in standard carriage stock shaded lettering centrally of the lower panels.
Specimen of Lettering on Coaches
NEGATIVE MISSING
Control Board.
Photograph of left hand side of control board showing the track layout for the lines from Liverpool Street and Bishopsgate to Palace Gates,
Churchbury, Brimsdown, Wood Street and Stratford.
Control Board.
Photograph of right hand side of control board showing the track layout for the end of the Palace Gates, Enfield Town and Chingford branches
and Stratford to Lea Bridge.
Engine No 8163 Showing Anti-Glare Screen.
J17 class 0-6-0 No 8153 at Stratford. Close up of trailing view of left hand side of cab and leading end of tender showing trial fitting of tarpaulin
anti-glare screen in anticipation of wartime blackout conditions, 6 months before war broke out. Engine has a secondhand small 2.640 gallon
tender with modified coping plate and short grab rail fitted. Cab side bears impressions of GER and LNER numberplates.
Engine No 8163 Showing Anti-Glare Screen.
J17 class 0-6-0 No 8153 at Stratford. Broadside of left hand side of cab and leading end of tender showing trial fitting of tarpaulin anti-glare
screen in anticipation of wartime blackout conditions, 6 months before war broke out. Engine has a secondhand small 2.640 gallon tender with
modified coping plate and short grab rail fitted. Cab side bears impressions of GER and LNER numberplates.
Engine No 8163 Showing Anti-Glare Screen.
B12/3 class 4-6-0 No 8575 at Stratford ex shops. Trailing close up view of right hand cab side and front end of tender showing trial fitting of
tarpaulin anti-glare screen in anticipation of wartime blackout conditions, 6 months before war broke out.
NEGATIVE MISSING
Engine No 8163 Showing Anti-Glare Screen.
B12/3 class 4-6-0 No 8575 at Stratford ex shops. Trailing view of right hand front end of tender and most of engine showing trial fitting of
tarpaulin anti-glare screen in anticipation of wartime blackout conditions, 6 months before war broke out. Engine standing outside Works
engine Shed, pattern store in background.
Engine No 8163 Showing Anti-Glare Screen.
B12/3 class 4-6-0 No 8559 at Stratford ex shops. Trailing view of right hand front part of tender and part of engine showing trial fitting of
tarpaulin anti-glare screen in anticipation of wartime blackout conditions, 6 months before war broke out. Similar view to SX1995 but this
engine has a tool box at the front end of the tender preventing the fitting of a frame over which the tarpaulin could be dropped.
Buffer Stops, Temple Mills.
End view of buffer stops constructed from rail and marked '15', with end of high sided wagon visible. Possible purpose was to record its poor
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condition
Buffer Stops, Temple Mills.
Close up of part of buffer stop No 15 constructed from rail, showing gross distortion. Possible purpose was to record its poor condition.
Buffer Stops Temple Mills
Close up of part of buffer stop No 16 constructed from rail, showing some movement. Part view of 7 plank wagon, diagram 48 marked SALE in
chalk
Buffer Stops Temple Mills
Close up of part of buffer stop No 16 constructed from rail, showing some movement. Part view of 7 plank wagon, diagram 48 marked SALE in
chalk
Buffer Stops, Temple Mills.
End view of buffer stop constructed of rail and marked 'Riv Rd 18'. Possible purpose was to record its poor condition
Buffer Stops, Temple Mills.
Three quarter rear view of the buffer stop 'Riv Rd 18'. Very distorted and seen in SX2000, and made from rail. Possible purpose was to record
its poor condition. Some detail of LNER fitted van in background.
Buffer Stops, Temple Mills.
Three quarter front view of buffer stop seen in SX2000. Very distorted and made from rail. Possible purpose was to record its condition.
Some detail of an LNER fitted fish van.
Air Raid Shelter.
Interior of newly constructed semi underground shelter made of corrugated iron with semi circular profile roof. Wooden bench seats are
constructed round the side and down the centre of the shelter.
Air Raid Shelter.
Entrance to semi underground shelter via a rough earth slope, retained by corrugated sheets. The top of the shelter covered with earth. An
LNER 6 plank open wagon stands at left on an adjoining siding surprisingly close to the excavation.
Air Raid Shelter.
General view of excavated hole, about 5ft deep, for shelter, with sides supported by planks and props. Heap of spoil at left side with some
components of shelter at right. The lower part of two 6 plank wagons visible in the background.
Air Raid Shelter.
Shelter under construction in excavated hole with pre formed corrugated sheeting. Men in background handling sheets, a ventilator is set in
roof before covering with spoil. Two LNER open wagons at left and in background.
Defective Copper and Firebox Plate Engine No 2629.
The edge of a section of plate cut out from a firebox showing that part is only half the required thickness. Defective Copper and Firebox Plate
Engine No 2629.
Defective Copper and firebox Plate Engine No 2629.
Elevated view of a section of plate cut out from a firebox indicating the part only half the required thickness.
Fracture of GE Wagon Axle.
Broadside of end of wagon axle showing fracture in journal.
Lathe No 254, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by J. Lang in 1938, cost £638, three quarter view of machine.
Turret Lathe No 7 Comb No 252, Locomotive Machine Shop.
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Purchased in 1938, cost £1026 18s, broadside view of machine.
Lathe No 1 Turret No 249, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by A. Herbert Ltd in 1938, cost £586 8s, three quarter view of machine, transferred to Darlington 13 November 1940, returned March
1943. Machine the same as No 248.
Capstan Lathe No 247, Locomotive Machie Shop.
Supplied by A. Herbert Ltd in 1937, cost £494 6s, nearly broadside view of machine.
Turret Lathe No 7 Comb No 250, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by A. Herbert Ltd in 1937, cost £1026 18 4d, three quarter view of machine.
Lathe No 256, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by Dean, Smith & Grace in 1938, cost £638, three quarter view of machine.
Planer No 27, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Supplied by Loudon Brothers in 1937, cost unknown, three quarter view of machine set up with tD16 or J17 vale chest covers. Transferred to
Gorton in October 1940.
Radial Drill No 437, Axle Box Shop.
Supplied by Kitchen & Wade in c.1938, cost unknown, three quarter view of machine.
Miller No 431, Axle Box Shop.
Three quarter view of machine.
Duplex Drill No 440, Axle Box Shop.
Supplied by Kitchen & Wade in c.1938, cost unknown, three quarter view of machine.
Grinder No 560, Tool Shop.
Supplied by Voncher Ltd in 1938, cost £23 17 3d, general view of machine.
Subject unknown
Pedestal Grinder (Horns) No 1138, Brass Finishing Shop.
Supplied by Holroyd in 1938, cost unknown, general view of machine.
Air Compressor No 1265, Millwrights Shop.
Broadside view of machine.
Portable Welder No 612, Boiler Shop.
Supplied by G.D. Peters Ltd in 1938, cost £93 11 9d, broadside view of machine mounted on 2 wheel trailer.
Oil Furnace No 610, Boiler Shop.
Purchased in 1938, cost £49 10s, equipment the same as No 611. General view of furnace on stand.
Crank Axle Lathe No 525, Locomotive Wheel Shop.
Supplied by Craven Bros in 1938, cost £2200, three quarter view of machine with D15/J17 type crank axle with circular webs in position for
machining.
Hardness Tester No 294, Test House.
Supplied by Avery, Birmingham in 1938, cost £90, three quarter view of equipment.
Tube Welder No 1121, Tube Shop.
Supplied by A.1. Electric Welding Co in 1938, cost unknown. A resistance welder for welding new ends on reclaimed tubes. Three quarter view
of machine.
Guard Protection for Eyes on Ward Lathe.
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General close up of machine with operative viewing machine tool through a glazed panel.
Guard Protection for Eyes on Ward Lathe (?)/Emery Grinder No 240, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Purchased in 1921, cost £107. General view of grinder with guards and grit extractors.
Guard Visor for Eyes on Ward Lathe.
View of operative at machine wearing a visor.
Photo of Mr Chilvers.
A portrait of Mr Chilvers from the right. Position and occasion unknown.
Presentation to Mr Baister.
Interior view of an office furnished with a table decorated with flowers for presentation to Mr Baister, probably on his retirement as Works
Manager (?)
V1, V2, K3, K4 Engines Showing where Pony Truck Casting Fouls the Frame.
Copy of an annotated photograph on which has been marked the position where the pony truck fouls the engine frame for engines classes V1,
V2, K3, K4.
Jigs and Gauges War Dept.
A group of 7 jigs and gauges made for the War Department displayed against a white background.
Jigs and Gauges War Dept.
A group of 9 jigs and gauges made for the War Department displayed against a white background.
Jigs and Gauges War Dept.
A group of 16 jigs and gauges made for the War Department displayed against a white background.
Jigs and Gauges War Dept.
A group of 11 jigs and gauges made for the War Department displayed against a white background.
Jigs and Gauges War Dept.
A close up of a rough casting, partly machined, purpose unknown.
Engine No 7992.
N7/4 class 0-6-2T No 7992 at Stratford built 12.23 as rebuilt with round top firebox in 2.40. Right hand three quarter view of engine with GER
chimney retained, cab roof made of steel and a recessed footstep added to the bunker with a grab iron on the back of the cab. The first
Belpaire firebox N7 type to be given a new boiler as used on the Doncaster built N7/3 class. By the time of rebuilding the condensing gear had
been removed, the cab roof was made of steel rather than wood and a recessed footstep added to the bunker with a grab iron on the back of
the cab. Withdrawn as 69614 in 12.60 after a period as Liverpool Street West Side pilot where it had red painted coupling rods and polished
brass and copper work.
Shock Absorber on Wagon.
Broadside of 6 plank open wagon with side door open showing a pressure vessel secured by rope onto a timber frame mounted onto the wagon
floor which served as a form of shock absorber. LNER carriage stock in background.
Shock Absorber on Wagon.
Broadside of 6 plank open wagon with side door open showing a pressure vessel secured by rope onto a timber frame mounted onto the wagon
floor which served as a form of shock absorber. NER bogie carriage in background. Similar to SX2039 but from a slightly higher viewpoint.
Lathe No 666, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Purchased in 1910, cost £171, three quarter view of belt driven machine used c.1948 for big ends and crossheads, set up on faceplate.
Shock Absorber on Wagon.
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Three quarter view of 6 plank open wagon with side door open showing a pressure vessel secured by rope onto a timber frame mounted onto
the wagon floor which served as a form of shock absorber. The load is now at the right hand end of the wagon (demonstrating the functioning
of the absorber?). M&GN engine in right background and LNER carriage stock to left.
Container Tubes "Fluid" Collapsed.
Posed view of a tube broken into two parts, both pieces of which have collapsed sections.
Container Tubes "Fluid" Collapsed.
Posed view of a tube broken into two parts, both pieces of which have collapsed sections.
First Aid Station No 3 Gate.
Interior of a corner of the first aid station at No 3 Gate in Angel Lane. Furnishings include fitted cupboards, a table, chairs and a bucket but
nothing to distinguish its purpose.
First Aid Station No 3 Gate.
A general view of the first aid station at No 3 Gate in Angel Lane, with the lower part of the windows blacked out. Cupboard for protective
clothing at the end of a long room, chairs and tables at the left and a double row of folding bunks at the right.
First Aid Station No 3 Gate.
A general view of the first aid station at No 3 Gate in Angel Lane. Cupboard for protective clothing at the end of a long room, chairs and tables
at the left and a double row of folding bunks at the right. A similar view to SX2046 but showing more of bunks.
First Aid Station No 3 Gate.
A view of the first aid station at No 3 Gate in Angel Lane. Cupboard for protective clothing at the right, chairs and tables at the left and details
of the double row of folding bunks at the right.
Engine No 7178 Armour Plated.
F4 class 2-4-2T No 7178 at Stratford, built 1908, in armoured plating. Right hand three quarter view from roughly cab height, good view of tank
tops. Engine with 8/8½in Westinghouse pump alongside smokebox.
Engine No 7178 Armour Plated.
F4 class 2-4-2T No 7178 at Stratford, built 1908, in armoured plating. Right hand rear three quarter close up of cab and bunker. Engine with
8/8½in Westinghouse pump alongside smokebox, unusual view of rear of engine showing small apertures in rear cab weatherboard with hinged
flaps.
Engine No 7178 Armour Plated.
F4 class 2-4-2T No 7178, at Stratford, built 1908, in armoured plating. Right hand rear three quarter close up of cab and bunker. Engine with
8/8½in Westinghouse pump alongside smokebox, unusual view of rear of engine showing small apertures in rear cab weatherboard with hinged
flaps. As SX2050 but showing flaps over apertures in rear weatherboard, cab side doors and shutters all closed.
Engine No 7178 Armour Plated.
F4 class 2-4-2T No 7178, at Stratford, built 1908, in armoured plating. Right hand three quarter view from roughly cab height, good views of
tank tops. Engine with 8/8½in Westinghouse pump alongside smokebox. As SX2049 but showing flaps over apertures in rear weatherboard,
cab side doors and shutters all closed.
Lathe No 172, Millwrights Shop.
Identity unknown, appears to be standing in outside in yard.
Combination Turret Lathe No 288, Locomotive Machine Shop.
Purchased in 1910, cost £467, three quarter view showing piston head being machined.
Engine No 7178 Armour Plated.
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F4 class 2-4-2T 'D' ex No 7178, at Stratford, built 1908, with armoured plating and in camouflage livery. Right hand three quarter view from
roughly cab height, good views of tank tops. Engine with 8/8½in Westinghouse pump alongside smokebox.
Engine No 7178 Armour Plated.
F4 class 2-4-2T 'D' ex No 7178, at Stratford, built 1908, with armoured plating and in camouflage livery. Rear right hand three quarter view
from the ground. Engine with 8/8½in Westinghouse pump alongside smokebox. Good view of GER signal at right.
Engine No 7178 Armour Plated.
F4 class 2-4-2T 'H' ex No 7071, at Stratford, built 1909, with armoured plating and in camouflage livery. Right hand three quarter view from
roughly cab height, good views of tank tops. Engine with 8/8½in Westinghouse pump alongside smokebox. High Meads carriage sidings in right
background.
Engine No 7178 Armour Plated.
F4 class 2-4-2T 'H' ex No 7071, at Stratford, built 1909, with armoured plating and in camouflage livery. Right hand three quarter view from
roughly cab height, good views of tank tops. Engine with 8/8½in Westinghouse pump alongside smokebox. Similar to SX2057 but more from
the front and slightly more distant. High Meads carriage sidings in right background.
Casting for Tank Showing Fracture.
Close up view of a fracture in an unidentified cast component marked 6460/1 6663 probably intended for a military tank.
Casting for Tank Showing Fracture.
Close up view of an unidentified cast component probably intended for a military tank.
Damage by Air Raid to Coaches in Carriage Dept
View of yard outside Carriage Department Lifting Shop, in foreground LNER single bolster wagon is derailed and in background NER bogie 3rd
class carriage, GE Section diagram 455, thrown off its bogies. Damaged windowless block of housing in street outside railway boundary.
Damage by Air Raid to Coaches in Carriage Dept
Three quarter view of 10 compartment 3rd 1935 Ilford stock, diagram xxx, with broken windows and damaged permanent way in the
foreground. Good detail of carriage end and equipment.
Damage by Air Raid to Coaches in Carriage Dept
View inside Lifting Shop showing damaged body of Quint carriage No 63098, built in 1925, dislodged from its runners used while the bogies
were being overhauled.
View inside Lifting Shop showing damaged body of Quint carriage No 63098, built in 1925, dislodged from its runners used while the bogies
were being overhauled. Taken from opposite side to SX2063, shows damage to roof.
Damage by Air Raid No 1 Gate
The heap of wood in the foreground is the remains of the gatehouse, in the background is a two storey building accommodating the Millwrights
Heavy Lifters store, electric light and power store, mess room, etc. with damage to building and time office completely wrecked. Beyond is the
lamp and lacquering shop and gas fitters shop.
Damage by Air Raid No 1 Gate
View looking east with Loughton Line platforms of station in background and remains of gatehouse in the foreground and entrance to
workmen’s subway to William Street. Men are working on the telegraph posts at the extreme right.
Damage by Air Raid E.R.S. Office
Remains of demolished office at the rear of the Engine Repair Shop, with rolling stock on left hand side
Damage by Air Raid E.R.S. Office
Remains of demolished and fire damaged office at the rear of the Engine Repair Shop, engine tender in the background, including diagram 15
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covered goods wagon.
Damage by Air Raid-One Man Shelter
General view of the damaged components of a 5 piece shelter made of steel plates and the front of a complete undamaged example.
Damage by Air Raid-One Man Shelter
General view of the damaged components of a 5 piece shelter made of steel plates and the front of a complete undamaged example, similar view
to SX2069
Damage by Air Raid-Gas Holder
Close up view of the end of a gas holder, possibly a stationary holder in the Stratford Gas Works, showing a bullet hole in barrel
Damage by Air Raid-Jubilee Running Shed
Section of collapsed roof with gangs working to clear debris with the use of shovels and wheelbarrows
Damage by Air Raid-Jubilee Running Shed
General view outside front end of shed showing several gangs of men pausing in the work of clearing the rubble and materials from the
collapsed roof. Crane jib at left, possibly a Civil Engineers crane.
Damage by Air Raid-Iron Foundry
View at the back of the foundry looking north east through building which has suffered extensive damage. In the foreground is a derrick crane
and a small crater
Damage by Air Raid-Iron Foundry
View taken inside foundry looking towards the front where the floor is strewn with rubble from the demolished walls and roofing.
Damage by Air Raid-Iron Foundry
View of heavily damaged interior of foundry and the tangle of wreckage.
Damage by Air Raid-No 84998 M&GN Lifting Shop CD Dept
View from outside carriage lifting shops looking in the direction of High Meads carriage painting shops. In foreground is the barely recognisable
remains of a 6 wheel luggage brake van, built in 1924, in a mound of ash and ballast. Signal gantry at right spans the old Cambridge main line
Damage by Air Raid-Carriages at Sidings
General view over carriage roofs of numerous carriages demolished or damaged, steam crane working in the background.
Damage by Air Raid-Corner of Erecting Shop
Details of wrecked lavatories and heavily damaged internal brickwork.
Damage by Air Raid-Corner of Erecting Shop
View of an external wall from inside the erecting shop showing a large hole at high level in the brickwork and severe structural damage. At the
left is part of the bunker of an unidentified tank engine.
Damage by Air Raid-Hydraulic Installation
Corner of Station Road and Angel Lane showing demolished wall with hydraulic tower building intact but surrounding extensive damage
Damage by Air Raid-Iron Foundry
View into the foundry, the front walls and large parts of roof demolished from three direct hits, loop line from Fork Junction to Chobham Farm
in foreground. Iron founding ceased but building restored with overhead cranes for crane repairs.
Engine B Works.
Works 0-6-0T engine 'B' at Stratford built by Ruston & Proctor 5.68 and rebuilt with crane 12.93. Right hand three quarter view of engine
which, together with 'C' and 'D' were the oldest engines owned by the LNER. Withdrawn as 68667 in 5.52. New shed in background. Carries
later type LNER, BR(E) engine head lamp.
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Creast on Eng No 2803 Suffolk Regiment.
Close up of Suffolk Regiment crest as used experimentally on B17 class 4-6-0 No 2803 Framlingham seen in SX1619 & 1620.
Engine No 7332 Under repair.
J66 class 0-6-0T No 7332 built 4.90 under repair at Stratford Works. Close up of smokebox end of locomotive from the left hand side, wheels,
buffers and chimney removed.
Train Machine Gunned at Chelmsford (Probably occurred between Lexden and Stanway).
Three quarter view of Gresley 3rd class corridor main line carriage with smashed door, panelling and windows
Train Machine Gunned at Chelmsford (Probably occurred between Lexden and Stanway).
. Three quarter view of Gresley 3rd class corridor main line carriage with broken windows.
Train Machine Gunned at Chelmsford (Probably occurred between Lexden and Stanway).
Three quarter view of Gresley brake 3rd corridor main line carriage with smashed doors, panelling and windows.
Train Machine Gunned at Chelmsford (Probably occurred between Lexden and Stanway).
Three quarter view of Gresley 3rd class corridor main line carriage with broken windows.
Train Machine Gunned at Chelmsford (Probably occurred between Lexden and Stanway).
Three quarter view of Gresley 3rd class corridor main line carriage with broken windows.
Hydraulic Piston Extracting Gear for Engines
Hydraulic Piston Extracting Gear for Engines
Hydraulic Piston Extracting Gear for Engines
Crosshead of Engine 8284 Showing Wear.
Broadside view of a crosshead for class J20 engine No 8284 showing wear in the crosshead pin hole.
Crosshead of Engine 8284 Showing Wear.
Broadside view of a crosshead for class J20 engine No 8284 showing the wear in the crosshead pin hole with the pin in place.
Air Raid damage at End of Carriage Dept Lifting Shop.
North end of Lifting Shop, looking north over an scene of devastation, with wrecked carriages and a line of wheel sets
Air Raid damage at End of Carriage Dept Lifting Shop
North end of Lifting Shop, looking east showing extensive damage to carriage stock and permanent way.
Air Raid damage at End of Carriage Dept Lifting Shop
Interior view of Lifting Shop, much of roof missing, caused by a carriage bogie falling through the roof, and a large amount of debris on floor.
Air Raid damage at End of Carriage Dept Lifting Shop
North end of Lifting Shop, looking south over an scene of devastation, with wrecked Gresley carriages in foreground.
Air Raid Damage to Chemical Laboratory
Interior view of Laboratory, located on first floor at side of erecting shop, showing charred remains of timber roof members and wrecked
equipment
Gauges and Dies for 2" Trench Mortar Bombs.
A group of gauges and dies made for the manufacture of 2" trench mortar bombs displayed against a white background.
Gauges and Dies for 2" Trench Mortar Bombs.
A two piece casing for a set of 5 gauges made for the manufacture of 2" trench mortar bomb separated into its two halves and displayed against
a white background.
Boiler Shop No 2 Bay Looking towards Erecting Shop
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Damage by air raid, showing roof destroyed and debris with boiler parts and twisted roof members and fallen masonry
Boiler Shop Nos 2 & 3 Bays (Looking towards Erecting Shop).
Interior view of roofless building and extensive wreckage and boiler components.
Boiler Shop General View Showing Crater
Damage from air raid, almost complete destruction with roof collapsed and internal girders and columns demolished
Boiler Shop Showing Crater.
Interior view of roofless building and extensive wreckage and boiler components.
Boiler Shop No 1 Bay.
Interior view of roofless building and extensive wreckage and boiler components.
Copper Stores
Interior of high roofed building with hole in roof caused by boiler trolley dropping through from Boiler Shop.
Erecting Shop
General view of largely empty shop showing extensive damage to roof; frames of a B12 class 4-6-0 at left and bunker of N7 class engine at right.
Erecting Shop Tank Bay
Damage from air raid to bay off erecting shop in the Old Works. Roof largely demolished by a gantry crane from the adjoining boiler shop
dropping through the roof
Buffer Beam (Buckled) Engine No 2623.
Broadside view of the buffer beam from class N7 engine No 2623, laying flat on trestles and showing its distorted condition.
Buffer Beam (Buckled) Engine No 2623.
Close up of part of the buffer beam from class N7 engine No 2623, standing upright on the shop floor showing its distorted condition.
Bomb Crater at Chemists Paint Test Channelsea.
General view of site showing remains of stands for exposing painted panels to the weather.
Dies for 2" Bombs.
A set of gauges with washers and Allen key made for the manufacture of 2" trench mortar bomb designed to fit the casing seen in SX2102,
displayed against a white background.
Moving target for Miniature Rifle Range
Moving target for Miniature Rifle Range
Radius Forming Tool
Pins-Manchester & Sheffield Elecrtification Overhead Line Equipment Contract
Canteen Temple Mills Men at Dinner.
Interior of the canteen at Temple Mills Wagon Works looking towards the counter end counter. The numerous tables occupied by men eating
their dinner.
Canteen Temple Mills-Serving Counter
No entry in register
Canteen Temple Mills-Tea Counter
Canteen Temple Mills-Pay Office
Canteen Temple Mills-Tea Urns.
View of a room equipped with a large sink and drainer in background with a bench in front on which stand 5 insulated tea urns. On the tiled
floor stand 4 pairs of full pint milk bottles. Mounted on the wall is an impressively large gas meter.
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Canteen Temple Mills Serving Tea in Shops.
Interior of Smiths Shop, Temple Mills Wagon Works showing 4 blacksmiths queuing for tea and cheese rolls and being served by a woman with
a 4 wheeled trolley. Bowler hatted foreman stands by to maintain order. Menu board for canteen on trolley lists steak pudding for 10d and
pineapple and custard for 3d.
Buffing Cylinder for Gun-Munitions
Buffing Cylinder for Gun-Munitions
Bronze Casting FF201
CF 100 Elevating Gear Bracket Bearings & Caps-Munitions
NEGATIVE MISSING
Bearings and Caps
Inner and Outer Labyrinth Rings
Fire Pump, Ipswich.
No 961868 converted October 1941 from 31ft 4½ins covered carriage van GE 1888 built January 1910, LNER 853 by removing half the body
and mounting a crane on the underframe. General ¾ view of truck with a 2 wheeled fire pump standing in front on ground and crane ready for
use.
Fire Pump, Ipswich.
No 961868 converted October 1941 from 31ft 4½ins covered carriage van GE 1888 built January 1910, LNER 853 by removing half the body
and mounting a crane on the underframe. General ¾ view of truck, crane stowed for travelling and van doors closed.
Fire Pump, Ipswich.
No 961868 converted October 1941 from 31ft 4½ins covered carriage van GE 1888 built January 1910, LNER 853 by removing half the body
and mounting a crane on the underframe. General ¾ view of truck; crane has the 2 wheeled fire pump suspended over end of truck.
Fire Pump, Ipswich.
No 961868 converted October 1941 from 31ft 4½ins covered carriage van GE 1888 built January 1910, LNER 853 by removing half the body
and mounting a crane on the underframe. General ¾ view of truck, fire pump stands on open part of truck, still attached to crane.

7.41

Armour Plated Engine.
Unidentified F4 class 2-4-2T at Stratford, with armoured plating and in camouflage livery. Right hand three quarter view of engine with original
6/6½in Westinghouse pump on tank front. Engine is probably 7111, 7174, 7177 or 7586.
Armour Plated Engine.
Unidentified F4 class 2-4-2T at Stratford, with armoured plating and in camouflage livery. Right hand three quarter view of engine with original
6/6½in Westinghouse pump on tank front. Engine is probably 7111, 7174, 7177 or 7586. Similar to SX2136.
Panner Plates-Munitions
Engine No 6154
Engine No 6154
Master Gauge for Boxing Jig Arm-Munitions
Master Gauge for Boxing Jig Arm-Munitions
3000 Gallon Water Tank Ministry of Supply.
Three quarter view of 3,000 gallon water tank wagon for the Ministry of Supply. Rectangular tank mounted onto a 4 wheel 21ft 6ins
underframe from a GER locomotive coal wagon. Semi rotary pump mounted on end.

10.41
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3000 Gallon Water Tank Ministry of Supply.
Three quarter view of 3,000 gallon water tank wagon for the Ministry of Supply. Rectangular tank mounted onto a 4 wheel 21ft 6ins
underframe from a GER locomotive coal wagon. Semi rotary pump mounted on end. Similar view to SX2143.
Tools and Gauges-Handwheel Bevel-Munitions
Tools and Gauges-End Cap-Front-Munitions
Tools and Gauges-End Cap-Back-Munitions
Tools and Gauges-End Cap-Back for Muster Valve-Munitions
Tools and Gauges-End Cap-Front for Muster Valve-Munitions
Tools and Gauges Motor Gear Wheel Sleeve Munitions.
A group of 14 tools and gauges made for the War Department for the manufacture of motor gear wheel sleeves displayed against a white
background.
Tools and Gauges Secondary Shaft Bevel Munitions.
A group of 15 tools and gauges made for the War Department for the manufacture of secondary shaft bevels displayed against a white
background.
Derailment of Train Engine 838 at Stratford.
General view of class N7 0-6-2 tank engine No 838 derailed together with two carriages at the southern end of the Loughton line island
platform. View south east across the old Cambridge main lines, unfinished platform canopies in the background and the upper part of the civil
engineers offices at the right.
Derailment of Train Engine 838 at Stratford.
View from main line platform looking north west showing class N7 0-6-2 tank engine No 838 derailed together with the leading carriage. A
large body of men in attendance.
Derailment of Train Engine 838 at Stratford.
View from the Loughton line platform looking west showing class N7 0-6-2 tank engine No 838 derailed together with the leading carriage.
Water column at the left and a large body of men in attendance.
Naval Gun Mounting.
Three quarter view of a complete naval gun mounting, bolted onto a workshop floor and carrying a gun.
Naval Gun Mounting.
Three quarter view of a complete naval gun mounting, bolted onto a workshop floor and carrying a gun, taken from a different angle to SX2156.
Fracture of Crank Axle on Engine No 8527.
Three quarter view of the wheel and crank axle of class B12 engine No 8527 supported by a timber baulk on the shop floor showing the
position of the fracture which has resulted in the wheel being completely severed from the axle.
Fracture of Crank Axle on Engine No 8527.
Close up view of the end of the crank axle of class B12 engine No 8527 showing details of the fracture from the driving wheel side.
Fracture of Crank Axle on Engine No 8527.
Close up view of the end of the crank axle of class B12 engine No 8527 showing details of the fracture from the driving wheel side, a variation
of SX2159.
Petrol Engine No 8430-Brentwood
Petrol Engine No 8430-Brentwood
Petrol Engine No 8430-Brentwood
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Petrol Engine No 8431-Ware
Petrol Engine No 8431-Ware
Creosote Oil Pumps No 1980, Tyre Shop.
General view of plant. Most furnaces were fired with creosote served by a ring main system; the heaters appear to be electric.
Creosote Oil Pumps No 1980, Tyre Shop.
General view of plant from different angle to SX2166.
Creosote Oil Pumps No 1980, Tyre Shop.
General view of plant similar to SX2166.
Boxing Jig Arm.
Shows a symmetrical rocking lever on plain background, no indication of purpose or actual size of component.
Boxing Jig Arm. Shows a symmetrical rocking lever on plain background, no indication of purpose or actual size of component. Similar to
SX2169 but slightly higher view.
Mounting for Naval Gun.
Three quarter view taken from the rear of a complete naval gun mounting, standing on a simple timber trolley with small wheels.
Mounting for Naval Gun.
Three quarter view taken from the side of a complete naval gun mounting, standing on a simple timber trolley with small wheels.
Recoil and Runout Gear 4" HA/LA Gun Mounting.
Three finished components for recoil and runout gear lying on a 4 wheel works hand cart.
Recoil and Runout Gear 4" HA/LA Gun Mounting.
Three finished components for recoil and runout gear lying on a 4 wheel works hand cart, taken from the opposite side to SX2173.
Indian Mat Bridge.
General view of a section of Indian mat bridge laid out on the floor of High Meads Carriage Paint Shop showing decking in place on the mat.
Workshop offices at the end of the building, part of an LNER quint art visible on the right.
Indian Mat Bridge.
General view of a section of Indian mat bridge laid out on the floor of High Meads Carriage Paint Shop showing decking in place on the mat.
Workshop offices at the end of the building, part of an LNER quint art visible on the right. Similar to SX2175 but with only half the length of
decking applied.
Indian Mat Bridge.
Three quarter view of a section of Indian mat bridge laid out on the floor of High Meads Carriage Paint Shop showing decking in place on the
mat. North side of Shop in the background lined with steel lockers.
Rough Forging for 2'6" Buffer Cylinders-Munitions.
Three quarter view of a rough forging for a 2'6" buffer cylinder made in connection with munitions work.
Camouflage Wagon Munitions.
A pair of flat bogie wagons disguised by the use of tarpaulins fixed to wooden frames to resemble a pair of private owner coal wagons. High
Meads Carriage Paint Shops are in the background.
Camouflage Wagon Munitions.
A pair of flat bogie wagons disguised by the use of tarpaulins fixed to wooden frames to resemble a pair of private owner coal wagons. High
Meads Carriage Paint Shops are in the background. Similar to SX2179 but of a different pair of wagons and taken in the open yard west of the
Paint Shops.
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Admiralty W.T. Huts Munitions.
Three quarter broadside view of an Admiralty Wireless Telegraph Hut at Stratford. Similar to a railway container mounted on small wheels for
manoeuvring with 4 lifting eyes and roof ventilators.
Admiralty W.T. Huts Munitions.
Three quarter view of an Admiralty Wireless Telegraph Hut at Stratford. Similar to a railway container mounted on small wheels for
manoeuvring with 4 lifting eyes and roof ventilators. Similar to SX2181 but more details of end.
Iron Foundry after Repair.
General interior view of the vacant two bay foundry building after reinstatement following severe enemy action on 8.10.40.
Iron Foundry after Repair.
Interior view of the vacant left hand bay of the foundry building after reinstatement following severe enemy action on 8.10.40.
Iron Foundry after Repair.
Exterior view of the west end of the rebuilt foundry following enemy action on 8.10.40. The main block is the former foundry while the
buildings at the left are the pattern stores. Two sidings serve the foundry which is spanned by a tripod crane.
Camouflage Wagon Munitions.
General view of 6 camouflage wagons at High Meads comprising flat bogie wagons disguised by the use of tarpaulins on wooden frames to
resemble private owner coal wagons and LNER mineral wagons. High Meads Carriage Paint Shops in the left background and locomotive depot
on the skyline.
Camouflage Wagon Munitions.
General view of 6 camouflage wagons at High Meads comprising flat bogie wagons disguised by the use of tarpaulins on wooden frames to
resemble private owner coal wagons and LNER mineral wagons. High Meads Carriage Paint Shops in the left background and locomotive depot
on the skyline. Similar view to SX2186.
Number absent in register
Elsenham Station Copied from Old Print.
Copy of wood cut of train standing at Elsenham station, taken from the Illustrated London News for 2 August 1845.
10'0" Punt Munitions.
Three quarter view of a 10' timber built punt with twin floats posed on a pair of trestles with a white screen behind.
10'0" Punt Munitions.
Three quarter view from above of a 10' timber built punt with twin floats posed on a pair of trestles with a white screen behind. Details visible
of layout inside.
13'6" Punt Munitions.
Three quarter view from above of a 13'6" timber built punt with twin floats posed on a pair of trestles with a white screen behind.
13'6" Punt Munitions.
Three quarter view of a 13'6" timber built punt with twin floats posed on a pair of trestles with a white screen behind.
Blacksmith's Striker (Woman).
Woman in substantial apron in working in the forge using a long handled hammer to strike an object on an anvil. Man is steadying the piece in
the background; a smiths furnace is in right the background.
Blacksmith's Striker (Woman).
Woman in substantial apron in working in the forge using a long handled hammer to strike an object on an anvil. Man is steadying the piece in
the background while another man assists at the anvil. A smiths furnace is in the right background.
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Lines behind the Lines, Stratford
W.T. Road Rail Container-Munitions, Stratford
W.T. Road Rail Container-Munitions, Stratford
W.T. Road Rail Container-Munitions, Stratford
W.T. Road Rail Container-Munitions, Stratford
W.T. Road rail Containers Munitions.
Detail of the tow bar on a solid rubber wheeled luggage trolley carrying the Wireless Telegraphy Road/Rail Container.
9.2 Matlett Casting-Munitions
9.2 Matlett Casting-Munitions
Casting suspended from a crane against a white background, with a scale rule adjacent, probably an armaments casting for the War Department.
6" Recoil Cylinders.
Casting suspended from a crane against a white background, with a scale rule adjacent, probably an armaments casting for the War Department.
As SX2203 but of the reverse side.
W.T. Container on R.N Lorrie-Munitions
W.T. Container Coupled Together-Munitions
Presentation to Mr Taite, Chief Accountant, Hotel, Kings Cross.
Interior of office with Mr Taite and another shake hands with other staff seated.
Subject unknown
Presentation to Mr Taite, Chief Accountant, Hotel, Kings Cross.
Interior of office with Mr Taite and another 15 staff pose for the photographer behind a long table.
Subject unknown
Presentation to Mr Taite, Chief Accountant, Hotel, Kings Cross.
Interior of office with Mr Taite and another shake hands with other staff seated. Similar to SX2207.
Subject unknown
Presentation to Mr Taite, Chief Accountant, Hotel, Kings Cross.
Interior of office with Mr Taite and another 15 staff pose for the photographer behind a long table. Similar to SX2208.
Subject unknown
Fractured Crank Axle on Engine No 8567.
Broadside view of the driving wheel and crank axle of class B12 engine No 8567 suspended from an overhead crane or chain and tackle showing
details of the fracture from the driving wheel side.
NEGATIVE MISSING
Fractured Crank Axle on Engine No 8567.
Close up broadside view of the end of the crank axle of class B12 engine No 8567 showing details of the fracture from the driving wheel side.
NEGATIVE MISSING
Fractured Crank Axle on Engine No 8567.
Close up three quarter view of the end of the crank axle of class B12 engine No 8567 showing details of the fracture from the driving wheel
side.
NEGATIVE MISSING
Fractured Crank Axle on Engine No 8567
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NEGATIVE MISSING
Express Ran into Crater at Shenfield 2.3.1943 (Enlarged from Mr Hayes (?) Negatives
NEGATIVE MISSING
Express Ran into Crater at Shenfield 2.3.1943 (Enlarged from Mr Hayes (?) Negatives
NEGATIVE MISSING
Express Ran into Crater at Shenfield 2.3.1943 (Enlarged from Mr Hayes (?) Negatives
NEGATIVE MISSING
Express Ran into Crater at Shenfield 2.3.1943 (Enlarged from Mr Hayes (?) Negatives
NEGATIVE MISSING
Express Ran into Crater at Shenfield 2.3.1943 (Enlarged from Mr Hayes (?) Negatives
NEGATIVE MISSING
Express Ran into Crater at Shenfield 2.3.1943 (Enlarged from Mr Hayes (?) Negatives
NEGATIVE MISSING
Engine No US280-Details of pipes-Copied from photo
Engine No US280-Details of pipes-Copied from photo
Engine No US280-Details of pipes-Copied from photo
Engine No US280-Details of pipes-Copied from photo
Gun Shield 40mm AA Mark I Munitions.
Posed broadside view of the components for a 40mm AA Mark I gun shield comprising a left and right hand shield each with a pair of fixing
brackets.
Training Machine Frame Munitions.
General view of a training machine frame resting on a flat narrow gauge works trolley, fabricated from angle iron with a small timber platform.
Engine No US280-Inside of Cab-Stratford
Air Raid Damage Channelsea Carriage Sidings.
View of severely damaged Gresley carriage stock and end of dual fitted diagram 47 or 72 covered goods wagon, probably in departmental use.
Air Raid Damage Channelsea Carriage Sidings.
View of severely damaged Gresley carriage stock.
Air Raid Damage Channelsea Carriage Sidings.
View of Stratford steam crane and two staff coaches, formerly ECJS clerestory roofed stock, clearing up after an air raid.
Air Raid Damage Channelsea Carriage Sidings.
General view of partly destroyed carriages, a Gresley main line carriage and part of a Quint set.
Air Raid Damage Channelsea Carriage Sidings.
Long view down strainght carriage siding showing several damaged bogie carriages and some destroyed stock at left.
Frolich Rail Brake.
Copy of an engraving appearing in the Railway Gazette on 18.8.39 showing the sectional end elevation of the rail brake used in the LMS Toton
Down Marshalling Yard. Although similar to the Whitemoor installation this is probably not a Frolich brake.
Engine No USA 2301-Stratford
Engine No USA 2301-Stratford
3lb Hotchkiss Gun M.T.G. Admiralty-Stratford
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Front view of a Hotchkiss gun for the Admiralty standing in front of the doors of a workshop.
3lb Hotchkiss Gun M.T.G. Admiralty-Stratford
Side view of a Hotchkiss gun for the Admiralty standing in front of the doors of a workshop.
3lb Hotchkiss Gun M.T.G. Admiralty.-Stratford
Rear view of a Hotchkiss gun for the Admiralty standing in front of the doors of a workshop
NEGATIVE MISSING
Container WT 9'4" MTG Admiralty-Stratford
A three quarter view of the 9ft 4ins Radio Container designed for tropical use, showing lifting shackles and the end opening ventilation window.
The timber built container is mounted on a solid rubber tyred luggage trolley.
NEGATIVE MISSING
Container WT 9'4" MTG Admiralty-Stratford
A three quarter view of the rear of the 9ft 4ins Radio Container designed for tropical use, showing lifting shackles, the rear doors open and the
side hatches open. The timber built container is mounted on a solid rubber tyred luggage trolley.
Stratford Canteen Stage.
A temporary stage equipped with safety rail, piano and microphone erected in a large hall. In the foreground are forms and benches either side
of a centre aisle. A notice states 'Wireless Fund Give with a Smile Thank You'.
Stratford Canteen Stage.
A temporary stage equipped with safety rail, piano and microphone erected in a large hall. In the foreground are forms and benches, at the right
is a control booth. A notice states 'Wireless Fund Give with a Smile Thank You'.
Container WT fitted to 3 Ton Lorry Admiralty-Stratford
Rear three quarter view of Wireless Telegraphy Container fitted to a Bedford lorry for the carriage of radio equipment and operators for
signals traffic. Rear door open and access steps in place. Saw Mill and gantry in left background.
Container WT fitted to 3 Ton Lorry Admiralty-Stratford
Rear three quarter view of Wireless Telegraphy Container fitted to a Bedford lorry for the carriage of radio equipment and operators for
signals traffic. View of opposite side to SX2243, the rear door is closed. Part of a travelling gas oil wagon is visible at the right.
Women on Stuffing Carriage Axle Boxes Lifting Shop C.D.-Stratford
Two women in boiler suits with a supply of worsted yarn are sitting in front of a long line of carriage wheelsets in Lifting Shop, Carriage
Department, to be fitted with axleboxes.
Women on Lifting Wagon Axle Boxes, Temple Mills.
An LNER 6 plank high sided wagon, No 24364, with its side door open, is shown fitted with hand lifting equipment mounted on the left hand
side of the body. A woman sits on a long lever suspended from the lifting gear, the end of which is above wagon floor level. A second woman is
detaching an axlebox from the lever while a third approaches with two axleboxes on a sack barrow.
Women on Lifting Wagon Axle Boxes, Temple Mills.
An LNER 6 plank high sided wagon, No 24364, with its side door open, is shown fitted with hand lifting equipment on the right hand side of the
body. The end of the lever, suspended from the lifting gear, is in the raised position, is being steadied by a woman by a length of rope. A
second woman is attaching an axlebox to the lower end of the lever, another is in the wagon. The wagon is in a different position to that shown
in SX2246.
Women on Lifting Wagon Axle Boxes, Temple Mills.
An LNER 6 plank high sided wagon, with its side door open, is shown fitted with hand lifting equipment on the right hand side of the body. Two
women are pulling down the long lever, suspended from the lifting gear, raising off the ground an axlebox. Another woman stands in the wagon
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to receive it.
Women on Lifting Wagon Axle Boxes, Temple Mills.
An LNER 6 plank high sided wagon, No 24364 with its side door open, is shown fitted with hand lifting equipment on the right hand side of the
body. A woman is steadying the long lever which rests at ground level with an axlebox attached. Another woman stands in the wagon to
receive it, a third departs with an empty sack barrow.
Woman on Lifting Vacuum Cylinders, Temple Mills.
In front of an LNER fitted fruit van a woman manoeuvres a vacuum cylinder on a special hand barrow in front of the open door, while another
operates an open framed trolley on 6 wheels which will be used to help lift the cylinder into the van.
Method of Lifting Vacuum Cylinders, Temple Mills.
View of an LNER fitted fruit van with a vacuum cylinder on a special hand barrow standing in front of the open door, an open framed trolley on
6 wheels used to help lift the cylinder into the van. Similar to SX2250 but without the two women.
Engine No 8292-Stratford
Three quarter front left hand side view of 0-6-0 engine No 8292, class J20, at Stratford, rebuilt 10.1943, withdrawn as 64697 in 9.1961. The first
rebuild with LNER designed Diagram 25A boiler with round top firebox. It was by then running with a steel cab roof with sliding ventilator, cast
iron chimney and Group Standard buffers. Black livery with NE on tender
USA Flat Wagon.
Three quarter broadside view of USA flat bogie wagon, also numbered WD34846, at Stratford. Length 40ft 9ins, 56 tons capacity and fitted with
air brakes and vacuum through pipes.
Frolich Rail Brake.
Copy of an engraving appearing in the Railway Gazette on 20.9.29 showing the sectional end elevation of the Frolich rail brake used in the
Whitemoor Marshalling Yard.
Extrusion Machine-Philplug Products Ltd-copied from Gazette
Extrusion Machine-Philplug Products Ltd-copied from Gazette
Extrusion Machine-Philplug Products Ltd-copied from Gazette
Boiler Tube Engine No 7382 J67/2 Boiler.
Broadside view of a complete boiler tube laying on a workshop floor from class J67/2 engine No 7382 with a label attached reading 'Engine No
7382 (Type J.67/2) Boiler No 2851 Lincoln'.
Boiler Tube Engine No 7382 J67/2 Boiler.
End view of a boiler tube from class J67/2 engine No 7382 with substantial exterior deposits and labelled 'Engine No 7382 (Type J.67/2) Boiler
No 2851 Lincoln'.
Boiler Tube Engine No 7382 J67/2 Boiler.
A close up of the end of a boiler tube, part with a substantial exterior deposit from class J67/2 engine No 7382 with a label attached reading
'Engine No 7382 (Type J.67/2) Boiler No 2851 Lincoln'.
U.S.A. Engine No - Damage to Firebox.
View of the interior of the firebox of a U.S. engine showing the ends of boiler stays and severed tube ends.
U.S.A. Engine No - Damage to Firebox.
View of the interior of the firebox of a U.S. engine showing the ends of boiler stays and severed tube ends, taken from a different angle to
SX2261.
U.S.A. Engine No - Damage to Firebox.
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A diagonal view of the firehole of a U.S. engine with some detail visible inside the firebox showing the ends of severed tubes.
U.S.A. Engine No - Damage to Firebox.
A general view of the boiler back plate of a U.S. engine showing the end of a severed boiler tube protruding from the firehole door.
U.S.A. Engine No - Damage to Firebox.
An interior view of the firebox of a U.S. engine looking towards the fire hole door showing two severed tubes.
U.S.A. Engine No - Damage to Firebox.
An interior view of the firebox of a U.S. engine showing severed tubes and distorted platework.
U.S.A. Engine No - Damage to Firebox.
An interior view of the firebox of a U.S. engine showing severed tubes and distorted platework, taken from a different angle to SX2266.
Canteen Stage.
View of the stage from floor showing scenery which appears to depict a country house setting.
Canteen Stage.
View of stage from floor, further back from SX2268, showing scenery which appears to depict a country house setting. Seating and forms in the
foreground.
Canteen Stage Control Room.
View through the window of the control booth seen in SX2242, showing microphones and speakers.
Indian Mat Bridge Munitions.
General view of a section of Indian mat bridge laid out on the floor of High Meads Carriage Paint Shop showing decking in place on the mat and
the sides raised and supported by struts. In the background are more mat materials and beyond stands the ECR 1st class carriage of 1851/2. At
the left part of brake 3rd No 43049 is visible and beyond a GER 6 wheel general van to diagram 44M.
Indian Mat Bridge Munitions.
General view of a section of Indian mat bridge laid out on the floor of High Meads Carriage Paint Shop showing decking in place on the mat and
the sides raised and supported by struts. In the background are more mat materials and beyond stands the ECR 1st class carriage of 1851/2. At
the left part of brake 3rd No 43049 is visible and beyond a GER 6 wheel general van to diagram 44M. Taken from a slightly different angle to
SX2271.
Indian Mat Bridge Munitions.
Three quarter view of a section of Indian mat bridge laid out on the floor of High Meads Carriage Paint Shop showing decking in place on the
mat and the sides raised and supported by struts. In the background is a GER 6 wheel general van to diagram 44M. This mat is in the space
occupied by brake 3rd No 43049 in SX2272.
Damage by A.A. Shell Roof of Tool Shop Smithy.
Interior view of Smithy showing position of hole in roof.
Container 9'4" Tropical WT.
A three quarter view of the rear of the 9ft 4ins Radio Container designed for tropical use, showing lifting shackles, the rear doors open but the
side hatches closed. The timber built container is mounted on a solid rubber tyred luggage trolley.
Container 13'6" Tropical WT.
A three quarter view of the rear of the 13ft 6ins Radio Container designed for tropical use, showing lifting shackles, the rear doors open but the
side hatches closed. The timber built container is mounted on a solid rubber tyred luggage trolley.
Container 9'4" Tropical WT.
A three quarter view of the front of the 13ft 6ins Radio Container designed for tropical use, showing lifting shackles and tow bar. The timber
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built container is mounted on a solid rubber tyred luggage trolley.
Container 13'6" Tropical WT.
A three quarter view of the front of the 13ft 6ins Radio Container designed for tropical use, showing lifting shackles and tow bar in the raised
position. The timber built container is mounted on a solid rubber tyred luggage trolley.
Women on Special Work-Tube Belling, Tube Shop.
Interior of workshop with two women in protective clothing standing behind a machine mounted on a bench and handling a locomotive boiler
tube.
Women on Special Work-Core Making, Brass Foundry.
Interior of core shop showing two women making cores, one with a pattern on a bench and the other working on a pattern on standing on the
shop floor. Much workshop detail showing moulds and other equipment.
Woman on Special Work-Grinding, Grinding Shop.
Woman wearing goggles and an overall sitting at a large grinding wheel with some unspecified work piece. Wall mounted electric motor in
background and a man at a bench to the left background.
Women on Special Work-Steam Hammering, Loco Smithy.
View of a Massey steam hammer with a woman operating the machine while a man holds a component under the hammer.
Women on Special Work-Pipe Bending, Coppersmiths Shop.
View of a heavy duty pipe bending block with large diameter pipe in the course of being bent. Woman at left is guiding the pipe with the
assistance of tackle. A man appears to be offering instruction whilst a second man oversees the operation.
Women on Special Work-Preparing Steam Pipe, Coppersmiths Shop.
Work being undertaken within the forge with a woman holding one end of a large diameter pipe with the other end resting in an open coke
forges. A man is shaping the hot end of the pipe. Some background detail of the forge.
Women on Special Work-Electric Welding, Engine Repair Shop.
Woman in overalls and holding a protective metal face screen supervises an unspecified welding operation.
Women on Special Work Crane Driving Carriage Dept. Lifting Shop.
View of crane in Carriage Department Lifting Shop, probably the west side bay for wheels. Shows woman driver operating crane and lifting a
pair of wheels with the tyres returned.
Woman on Special Work-Port Milling Machine, Loco Machine Shop.
General view of milling machine at which a woman works, machining a piston with slanting steam ports.
Woman on Special Work-Electric Tube Welding, Tube Shop.
Woman dressed in protective clothing and wearing goggles, standing at a welding machine located behind railings.
Artificial Lighting of Engines Running Shed RH View Front End.
Photograph taken in 6 road New Shed looking west showing a B12 fitted with electric lights on the boiler and engine sides, in the smokebox and
in the pit. The smokebox door is open showing the superheater elements and tubes. The valve and cylinder covers are removed and are laying
on the footplate together with the big end strap. The fitters tool cupboards and a leg vice are on the right hand side.
Artificial Lighting of Engines Running Shed RH View Back End.
View taken in 5 road New Shed showing a B12 parted from its tender and with lights fitted in the cab and in the pit. The cab fittings are clearly
shown, the draw bar links and the under cab details including brake gear, triple valve, pipe fittings, water connections. Behind the cab steps are
the exhaust and live steam injectors.
Artificial Lighting Of Engines-Stratford
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Artificial Lighting of Engines-Stratford.
A night time right hand broadside view of an unidentified B12 class engine in shed lacking connecting rods with electric lamps attached.
Artificial Lighting of Engines.-Side View-Stratford.
A night time right hand three quarter view of an unidentified B12 class engine in shed lacking connecting rods with electric lamps attached.
Artificial Lighting of Engines in Running Shed-Complete Se-Stratford t.
Posed view of a complete set of loose equipment, including pit lamp, plug boxes, adjustable arm with lamp, clip lamps and hand held inspection
lamps.
Artificial Lighting of Engines in Running Shed-Plug Box-Stratford.
Posed view of the front and backs of wooden plug boxes and lead.
Artificial Lighting of Engines in Running Shed-Adjustable Arm with Lamp-Stratford.
Posed view of an adjustable tubular arm with a lamp mounted on the end and fitted with a lead and plug.
Artificial Lighting of Engines in Running Shed-Pit Lamps-Stratford.
Posed view of a pit lamp with a shade, mounted on a stout base and fitted with a lead and plug.
Artificial Lighting of Engines in Running Shed-Clipper Lamp-Stratford.
Posed view of a clip lamp with protective cage to bulb on a long length of flex fitted with a plug.
Artificial Lighting of Engines in Running Shed-Inspection Lamp-Stratford.
Posed view of a hand held inspection lamp mounted on the end of a wooden rod with a lead fitted with a plug.
Artificial Lighting of Engines-Stratford
NEGATIVE MISSING
Artificial Lighting of Engines in Running Shed-Trolley-Stratford.
Three quarter view of wheeled trolley written 'LNER Portable Lighting Equipment No 1'. Designed to accommodate the various items of
equipment shown in SX2294 to SX2299, it has labelled hooks and compartments for each item of equipment.
Artificial Lighting of Engines in Running Shed-Trolley. -Stratford
Broadside view of wheeled trolley written 'LNER Portable Lighting Equipment No 1'. Designed to accommodate the various items of equipment
shown in SX2294 to SX2299, it has labelled hooks and compartments for each item of equipment.
ARP Control Room-Stratford
A room occupied by two men, one in peaked cap, the other with a trilby. It is furnished with two chairs and a small desk on which stand a
radio, two telephones and a table lamp. Framed instructions are on a wire festooned wall. The time is 14.38.
ARP Control Room-Stratford
A room occupied by two men, one in peaked cap, the other with a trilby. It is furnished with two chairs and a small desk on which stand a
radio, two telephones and a table lamp. Framed instructions are on a wire festooned wall. The time is 16.35 and the two men have exchanged
seats and both are conversing on the phone.
Air Raid Damage to No 3 Gate by A.A. Shell-Stratford
View westwards from Leyton Road through no 3 Gate showing damage to gatehouse.
Engine No 8068 Loose Tyre-Stratford
Three quarter view of a wheelset from 2-4-2 tank class F3 engine No 8073 outside the Wheel Shop looking at the back of the wheel showing
the retaining ring detached from the wheel and tyre shifted outwards.
Engine no 8068 Loose Tyre-Stratford
Three quarter view of a wheelset from 2-4-2 tank class F3 engine No 8073 outside the Wheel Shop looking at the front of the wheel showing
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the retaining ring detached and tyre shifted outwards.
Allied Visit to Works, Stratford.
View outside general offices at Stratford of a group of 18 men, one of whom is in military uniform.
U.S. Engine No 1707 Damage to Boiler-Stratford
Close up view of boiler of U.S. engine No 1707 taken between the driving wheels showing a hole in the boiler, presumably the result of an
explosion.
U.S. Engine No 1707 Damage to Boiler-Stratford
Interior of boiler of U.S. engine No 1707 showing severe damage to the boiler, presumably the result of an explosion.
U.S. Engine No 1707 Damage to Boiler-Stratford
Close up view of boiler of U.S. engine No 1707 taken between the driving wheels showing sections of bent platework, presumably the result of
an explosion.
U.S. Engine No 1707 Damage to Boiler-Stratford
Close up view of boiler of U.S. engine No 1707 taken between the driving wheels showing sections of bent platework, presumably the result of
an explosion.
Canvas for Mat Bridge-Munitions
Mr Sayer-Presentation, Liverpool Street
Mr Sayer-Presentation, Liverpool Street
Mr Sayer-Presentation, Liverpool Street
Mr Roberts Drawing Office SX (Presentation)
Mr Roberts Drawing Office SX (Presentation)
Mr Roberts Drawing Office SX (Presentation)
Mr Roberts Drawing Office SX (Presentation)
Mr Roberts Drawing Office SX (Presentation)
High Meads Paint Shop and Crater
General view looking north, with Paint Shop in background, showing extensive damage to carriage stock and permanent way.
High Meads Paint Shop-Debris
High Meads Paint Shop-London End Shop shewing Damage
Roof Damage to Shop
Elevated view over roof of High Meads Paint Shop showing extent of damage, carriage stock in the foreground.
Damage to Engine No 8200 Channelsea
Broadside view of badly damaged engine, cladding stripped off and cab demolished. Damaged beyond repair
Damage to Engine No 8200 Channelsea-Left Side
Fire Box
Damage to Engine No 8200 Channelsea, broadside view of badly damaged firebox, cladding stripped off and cab demolished. Damaged beyond
repair.
Round Shed at SX
Round Shed at SX (inside)
Round Shed at SX (Inside)
Whitemoor Yard (copy photo)
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Whitemoor Yard (copy photo)
Whitemoor Yard (copy photo)
Whitemoor Yard (copy photo)
Model Marine Engine
Model Marine Engine
Whitemoor Brake No 1
Whitemoor Brake No 1
Whitemoor-New Brake Gear
Whitemoor-New Brake Gear
Engine 8878 at Norwich-Court Proceedings
Engine 8878 at Norwich-Court Proceedings
Engine 8878 at Norwich-Court Proceedings
Engine 8878 at Norwich-Court Proceedings
Whitemoor Brake No 4
Whitemoor Brake No 4
Whitemoor Brake No 4
R.N. Container
R.N. Container
R.N. Container
R.N. Container
R.N. Container (Chargemans Group)
Engine 8304 (Royal) Gazelle
Engine 8304 (Royal) Gazelle-shewing wrinkled tender
Engine 8304 (Royal) Gazelle-front view
Engine 8304 (Royal) Gazelle-front view
Engine 8081-Broken Axle
Engine 8081-Broken Axle
U.D. Milk Tank No 70583
Engine 8304 in Paintshop
Prefabricated Motion Part
Prefabricated Motion Part
Engine 8310-Cab
Engine 8310-Cab Fittings
Broken Tyre Wagon No 7006 United Coal Wagon found at Burwell
Broken Tyre Wagon No 7006 United Coal Wagon found at Burwell
Weather Vane SX Works
Road Motor Parcels Van E.F.2302
Road Motor Parcels Van E.F.2302
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Road Motor Parcels Van E.F.2302
General Office (Outside View)
Quint Coupler Broken
Quint Coupler Broken
Quint Coupler Broken
Tram Engine 7125
Tram Engine 7125
Tram Engine 7125
F.W. Carr
S.C. Sadler
Round Shed
General Office
General Office
General Office
NEGATIVE MISSING
M/C No 143 (Accident Claim)
M/C No 143 (Accident Claim)
Engine 7398 (Fire Claim)
Hot Water Boiler Washing (Whites Patent)
Reliance Truck (I.C. Motor)
Reliance Truck (I.C. Motor)
Iron Foundry Stores
Iron Foundry Stores
Model (Claud Hamilton)
Model (Claud Hamilton)
Tender Wheels (No 4045) Eng 1055
Tender Wheels (No 4045) Eng 1055
Tender Wheels (No 4045) Eng 1055
Tender Wheels (No 4045) Eng 1055
Kendall & Gent Screwing Machine E.R.S. M/C No 1367
Tool Shop Grinder M/C No 320
Kendall & Gent Screw Machine No 315 Carriage M/C Shop
Cincinnati Tool Grinder M/C No 568 Tool Shop
Hilger Projector M/C No 1714 Tool Shop
Hilger Projector M/C No 1714 Tool Shop
Newall Jig Boren M/C No 189 Tool Shop
?? Erecting Shop
Archdale Miller M/C No 264 M/C Shop
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Toolroom Lathe M/C No 208 Tool Shop
Number absent in register
Double Headed Borer M/C No – M/C Shop
Carbicut Lathe (Herbert) M/C No 590 M/C Shop
Filing and Sawing M/C Tool Shop M/C No 317
Drilling M/C No 156 Tool Shop
Abrasive Cut-Off M/C No 582 Tool Shop
Filing and Sawing M/C No 317 (Power View) Tool Shop
Drill Grinder M/C No 318 Tool Shop
Entry not legible
Oil Scum Left in Beaker (Chief Chemist)
Oil Scum Left in Beaker Mr Hill
Round Shed Prior to Disposal by French’s
GE A.A.A. (Col Mauldin Plaque)
GE A.A.A. (Col Mauldin Plaque)
Engine D16 Fitted with Smokebox Self Cleaning Device
Engine D16 Fitted with Smokebox Self Cleaning Device
Engine D16 Fitted with Smokebox Self Cleaning Device
Engine D16 Fitted with Smokebox Self Cleaning Device
Engine 77107 Tender Dragbox E.R.S
Welding Plant Temple Mills Wagon Shops
Welding Plant Temple Mills Wagon Shops
Welding Plant Temple Mills Wagon Shops
Welding Plant Temple Mills Wagon Shops
Engine 7179
Engine 7179
NEGATIVE MISSING
Engine 7179 Tender Plaque
Engine 7179 Tender Plaque
Engine 1050 Ahs Hopper
Engine 1050 Ash Hopper
Engine 1044 Ash Hopper
Engine 1044 Ash Hopper
Engine 1044 Ash Hopper
Engine 4829 Crank Axle
Fatal Accident Kings Cross
Fatal Accident Kings Cross
Fatal Accident Kings Cross
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Fatal Accident Kings Cross
Central Ambulance Room (Penicillin Snuff)
GERy Crest
British Rly Crest B.1 Class
British Rly Crest B.1 Class 61001, 61009
British Rly Crest B.1 Class 61001, 61009
British Rly Crest B.1 Class 61001, 61009
Loco Boiler Plate Cutter
Loco Boiler Plate Cutter
Loco Boiler Plate Cutter
Carriage Wheel Button Tools
Carriage Wheel Button Tools
Axle Box (Side Wear)
Hydraulic Valve
Hydraulic Valve
B.1 Journal and Bearing
B.1 Journal and Bearing
B.1 Journal and Bearing
Push Pull Diagram
Brake Van Interior
Brake Van Exterior
Brake Van Interior
Brake Van Exterior
Brake Van Exterior
Brake Van Exterior
Brake Van Exterior
Fork Truck
Fork Truck
Fork Truck Stillage
Fork Truck Stillage
Mechanical Horse Scammell
NEGATIVE MISSING
Mechanical Horse Scammell
NEGATIVE MISSING
Ashburton Wagon Grab-Damage
Ashburton Wagon Grab-Damage
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Ashburton Wagon Grab-Damage
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Date

Cinema Van
Cinema Van
Wagon Axle and Wheel
Wagon Axle and Wheel
Wagon Ends (Steel) Damaged
Wagon Ends (Steel) Damaged
Wagon Ends (Steel) Damaged
Carriage Axle Boxes (Machining)
Carriage Axle Boxes (Machining)
Carriage Axle Boxes (Machining)
Broken Welding on Wagon
Broken Welding on Wagon
Goods Brake Van Metal Panel
10 Ton Covered Wagon
Metal Ends to Wagons
Metal Ends to Wagons
Metal Ends to Wagons
Metal Ends to Wagons
Metal Ends to Wagons
Metal Ends to Wagons
Metal Ends to Wagons
Metal Ends to Wagons
Repairs to Box Wagons
Repairs to Box Wagons
Repairs to Box Wagons
Repairs to Box Wagons
Repairs to Box Wagons
Repairs to Box Wagons
Bishopsgate Hoist Repairs
Bishopsgate Hoist Repairs
Bishopsgate Hoist Repairs
Britannia Buffer Beam
Britannia Buffer Beam
Britannia Buffer Beam
Britannia Buffer Beam
Pantograph Wagon Electrification
Electric Stock Exterior
Electric Stock Exterior

Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
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2519
2520
2521
2522
2523
2524
2525
2526
2527
2528
2529
2530
2531
2532
2533
2534
2535
2536
2537
2538
2539
2540
2541
2542
2543
2544
2545
2546 A
2546 B
2547
2548
2549
2550
2551 A
2551 B
2552
2553
2554

Date

Electric Stock Exterior
Electric Stock Exterior
Electric Stock Exterior
Electric Stock Exterior
Electric Stock Engine
Electric Stock Interior
Electric Stock Interior
Electric Stock Interior
Electric Stock Interior
Electric Stock Interior
Fire Appliance Pattern Shop
Fire Appliance Pattern Shop
Fire Appliance Pattern Shop
Fire Appliance Pattern Shop
Wheel Turning Tool
Wheel Turning Tool
Wheel Turning Tool
Compound Fence
Brass Foundry Tool
Brass Foundry Tool
Brass Finishing Shop before Alterations
Brass Finishing Shop before Alterations
Locomotive Fitting Shop before Alterations
Locomotive Fitting Shop before Alterations
Wickman Automatic Machine
Wickman Automatic Machine
Wickman Automatic Machine
Lathe set up for (rest illegible)
Subject unknown
Lathe set up for (rest illegible)
Ilford Electric Stock Axle
Ilford Electric Stock Axle
Ilford Electric Stock Axle
Carriage Sidings Vacuum Plant
Subject unknown
Great Eastern Crest
Great Eastern Crest
Great Eastern Crest

Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
22.12.51
22.12.51
22.12.51
22.12.51
18.1.52
18.1.52
18.1.52
Undated
Undated
Undated
14.2.52
14.2.52
14.2.52
3.3.52
Undated 2.5.52
2.5.52
2.5.52
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2555
2556
2557
2558
2559
2560
2561
2562
2563
2564
2565
2566
2567
2568
2569
2570
2571
2572
2573
2574
2575
2576
2577
2578
2579
2580
2581
2582
2583
2584
2585
2586
2587
2588
2589
2590
2591

Date

NEGATIVE MISSING
Engine 65370
Engine 65370
Engine 65370
70000 Bogie Parts
70000 Bogie Parts
Loco Shop Vacuum Plant
Loco Shop Vacuum Plant
Loco Shop Vacuum Plant
Loco Shop Vacuum Plant
Loco Shop Vacuum Plant
Sawmill Machinery
Sawmill Machinery
Electric Coach Damage Ilford
Electric Coach Damage Ilford
Electric Coach Damage Ilford
Electric Coach Damage Ilford
Mobile Charging Plant Carriage Department
Mobile Charging Plant Carriage Department
Mobile Charging Plant Carriage Department
Electric Stock Axle and Spur
Electric Stock Axle and Spur
Fitted Container at Kings Cross
Fitted Container at Kings Cross
Fitted Container at Kings Cross
Electric and Main Line Stock-Bad Paint
Electric and Main Line Stock-Bad Paint
Electric and Main Line Stock-Bad Paint
Electric and Main Line Stock-Bad Paint
Electric and Main Line Stock-Bad Paint
Electric and Main Line Stock-Bad Paint
Engine Axle Broken
Engine Axle Broken
Engine 61616
Engine 61616
Engine 61616
Tubes and Scale from Boiler 3174
Tubes and Scale from Boiler 3174

10.5.52
10.5.52
10.5.52
2.6.52
2.6.52
3.6.52
3.6.52
3.6.52
3.6.52
3.6.52
6.6.52
6.6.52
10.6.52
10.6.52
10.6.52
10.6.52
20.6.52
20.6.52
20.6.52
6.52
6.52
Undated
Undated
Undated
28.7.52
28.7.52
28.7.52
28.7.52
28.7.52
28.7.52
20.10.52
20.10.52
28.10.52
28.10.52
28.10.52
3.11.52
3.11.52
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2592
2593
2594
2595
2596
2597
2598
2599
2600
2601
2602
2603A
2603B
2604
2605
2606
2607
2608
2609
2610
2611
2612
2613
2614
2615
2616
2617
2618
2619
2620
2621
2622
2623

Date

Harwich Train Ferry Mishap
Harwich Train Ferry Mishap
Harwich Train Ferry Mishap
Harwich Train Ferry Mishap
Harwich Train Ferry Mishap
Harwich Train Ferry Mishap
Harwich Train Ferry Mishap
Goods Container (Private Owner)
Goods Container (Private Owner)
Electric Generator (Carriage Department)
Electric Generator (Carriage Department)
Engine 62562
Subject unknown
Elect. Traction Dept (Motor Repair Vehicles)
NEGATIVE MISSING
Elect. Traction Dept (Motor Repair Vehicles)
NEGATIVE MISSING
Elect. Traction Dept (Motor Repair Vehicles)
NEGATIVE MISSING
Elect. Traction Dept (Motor Repair Vehicles)
NEGATIVE MISSING
5 Ton Morris Road Motor
NEGATIVE MISSING
5 Ton Morris Road Motor
NEGATIVE MISSING
Road Van Shop (New Work)
Road Van Shop (New Work)
New Cabs, and Types of
New Cabs, and Types of
New Cabs, and Types of
Entry Illegible
Broken Axle Engine 64647
Broken Axle Engine 64647
Broken Axle Engine 64647
Broken Axle Engine 64647
Broken Axle Engine 64647
Accident to Millwright in Boiler Shop
Accident to Millwright in Boiler Shop
Accident to Millwright in Boiler Shop

26.2.53
26.2.53
26.2.53
26.2.53
26.2.53
26.2.53
26.2.53
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
20.6.53
5.7.53
5.7.53
5.7.53
5.7.53
7.53
7.53
8.53
8.53
8.53
8.53
8.53
9.53
9.53
9.53
9.53
9.53
18.9.53
18.9.53
18.9.53
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2624
2625
2626
2627
2628
2629
2630
2631
2632
2633
2634
2635
2636
2637
2638
3004
3788
3789
3790
3791

4141
4142

Date

Accident to Millwright in Boiler Shop
Accident to Millwright in Boiler Shop
Accident to Millwright in Boiler Shop
NEGATIVE MISSING
Steel Benches in Brass & Fitting Shops
NEGATIVE MISSING
Steel Benches in Brass & Fitting Shops
NEGATIVE MISSING
Steel Benches in Brass & Fitting Shops
NEGATIVE MISSING
Steel Benches in Brass & Fitting Shops
NEGATIVE MISSING
B1 Class Engine 1000 Springbok with workmen
B12 Class Engine No 61556 Experimental .R. painting
NEGATIVE MISSING
J17 (?) Cab in Shops
79034 Transmission (Wheels and Axle, etc) special trolley
79034 Transmission (Wheels and Axle, etc) special trolley
79034 Transmission (Wheels and Axle, etc) special trolley
79034 View of Trolley
Diagrammatic Engine Cross Section (4-4-0)

18.9.53
18.9.53
18.9.53

Subject unknown
Untitled.
Broadside view of a form of pantograph to trace the profile of wheels and tyres.
Untitled.
A general view of a first aid demonstration set up in the Mechanics Institute gymnasium. A replica street corner has been set up with ABC tea
shop in the background, a Belisha beacon and a cut out of a car. A 'patient' is being attended to on the 'pavement' while the judges look on.
Untitled.
A general view of a first aid demonstration set up in the Mechanics Institute gymnasium. A replica street corner has been set up with ABC tea
shop in the background, a Belisha beacon and a cut out of a car. A 'patient' is lying on the 'pavement'.
Untitled.
A view of a first aid demonstration set up in the Mechanics Institute gymnasium. On the right a replica street corner has been set up with ABC
tea shop, a Belisha beacon and in the background a cut out of a car at the corner. At the left is a cut out of a mechanical horse and the entrance
to Stratford station booking office.
Untitled.
An unidentified jig or tool resting on a tabletop, purpose unknown.

Undated

Untitled.

Undated

Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
Undated
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Undated
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Date

An unidentified jig or tool resting on a tabletop, purpose unknown, a different viewpoint to SX4141.
JOHN WATLING MAY 2006
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